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The struggle for survival of an American family

revolves around Mitch Wilcox, a relief pitcher for a

fictional major league baseball team. Nearing the end of his

long career, he must decide whether to retire or to sign a

new contract. His dilemma centers on his wife, Nicole, who

argues for his retirement; and his only child, Twylight, who

has run away from home.

The novel traces the final two weeks of a season,

during which Mitch's team battles for a pennant and he

delays his decision because of events that expose the

precarious nature of both his professional and personal

identities. During a crucial game, his journey culminates

with a choice that directs him toward a new life.



CHAPTER 1

DAYDREAMS

Standing on the pitcher's mound and squinting toward

home plate, the reliever for the Dallas Stars looked like a

lone, white column bleached by the sun. His spikes planted

firmly on the pitcher's rubber, Mitch Wilcox held the ball

in his glove and cradled his mud-brown Rawlings against his

white jersey. His left arm hung along his side, and gently,

almost imperceptively, his long fingers drummed against his

leg. Everyone was set for his pitch, but his limp arm showed

no signs of movement, except for the nervous beat of the

fingers. An anxious murmur--not loud because of the small

gathering but urgent, restless--rolled out of the cavernous

stands in Stars' park. In the Stars' dugout, manager Hardin

Rhodes--his fat, ruddy face redder than normal--stepped onto

the top step.

"Throw the ball, you bum," yelled a man in the stands

behind Rhodes.

Turning his back to the plate, Mitch wedged his glove

under his left arm, and he rubbed the ball with all his

strength, forcing the seams to sting his hands. He hoped the

pain would help him concentrate. But when he scanned the
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field, looking at the bored fielders and empty outfield

bleachers, he felt out of place. Might as well be pitching

batting practice, he said to himself.

He looked back down at the ball. The blue words

"American League" stood out. They meant nothing. Dead

letters on ugly cowhide. Mitch thought of the great pitchers

who had thrown balls like it--Feller, Ford, Grove. The names

meant nothing.

Then, his troubling thoughts once again rushed upon

him: the same ones that froze him just seconds before--his

pouting wife and his angry daughter; Rick Michaels, the

Stars' GM; and a ghostly memory of his father screaming at

him to keep the ball low.

"Damn," he said quietly. "Bear down."

He put on his glove, thrust the ball into it, and

stepped up to the rubber. The catcher, Hoss Jackson, sat

back on his haunches, and the umpire pulled down his mask

and motioned for play to resume. Gomez, the hitter, knocked

dirt off his spikes and spat toward Mitch. While Gomez took

the signals from his third base coach, Mitch tried to focus

all his attention on Jackson. He squinted and squeezed his

glove around the ball, trying to burst it. Still, the plate

looked tiny, as if it lay sixty yards--not sixty feet--away.

As Gomez dug in, Mitch searched his mind for that old

feeling. The mound was his domain, always had been. When he

pitched, all he saw was the catcher and the batter. The
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stands and dugouts were a blur. He always felt the

excitement humming on the field, but he absorbed it--never

letting it overwhelm him--and mixed it with his own energy,

focusing the inhuman power into a fine, hard point that

burned into the catcher's mitt. The hitter--always, always,

he said under his breath--was inferior, a piece of meat he

could twist and shred with the strength he felt boiling in

his stomach and surging from his left arm to the ball.

Not today. Mitch wiped the sweat off his brow and

cussed management for scheduling these Businessman's Games

with their godforsaken 11 a.m. starts. This is unnatural, he

thought. Baseball was not supposed to be played in the

morning--not enough time to sweat out the beer. The heat of

the afternoon was best. Night games were good, because

hitters didn't see the ball as well. But no one got excited

about a game in the morning except management. Michaels,

that bastard, was to blame, Mitch said to himself. They'd

have to talk.

Angered now, Mitch looked at the plate. Two outs in the

fifth. Nobody on. A double-play ground ball to the shortstop

had cleared the bases. Gomez was next. The Boston lead-off

man scraped out a foothold in the back of the batter's box,

keeping his left foot out of play. That's it, Mitch said to

himself. Dig in, you prick. Gomez glared at Mitch, awaiting

the pitch. Jackson flashed the signs, calling for a
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fastball, and sprung up into a half-crouch, placing the

target on the outside corner.

Mitch nodded at Jackson and summoned the energy to

pitch. He couldn't move. The umpire was the first to react

as he yanked off his mask and unleashed another tirade.

Mitch couldn't hear him, though, because his thoughts had

transformed into full-blown visions acting out their own

game in his mind.

His wife, dressed in a tailored suit, shook her finger

at him and opened and closed her mouth in a grotesque

manner. His daughter folded her arms and frowned. A long-

haired, baby-faced boy gripped Twylight's waist with one

hand and made a peace sign with the other. Michaels smoked a

cigar and tapped his foot. His father, bone white and as

thin as a fungo bat, yelled pure gibberish with a cigarette

dancing between -his lips. And a new character--a bald

buffoon dressed in a plaid sports coat--laughed and slapped

Mitch's father on the back.

Mitch called for timeout, picked up the resin bag, and

threw it against the back of the mound in hope that the

white dust would make the daydream vanish. The images

continued their antics. Mitch knew he couldn't pitch. If he

threw, he'd hurt someone, probably himself. At the plate,

Gomez shook his fist and spat out rapid-fire Spanish.

Jackson finally threw down his mask and trotted toward

Mitch, muttering to himself. He stopped so close that Mitch
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could see his nose hairs and the muddy sweat streaming down

his cheeks.

"What the fuck, Mitch?" the catcher said, spraying spit

in Mitch's face. "You gonna throw the ball or hatch it?"

"I'm okay." Mitch waved a hand toward the plate. "Get

your ass back there."

The catcher's nostrils flared. "So the ump and me can

play grab ass? What's your problem? The old man goin' nuts

on us?"

Mitch leaned forward until their noses touched, and the

catcher jerked back. Out of the corner of his eye, Mitch saw

the first baseman coming toward them and Hardin inching out

of the dugout.

"Jackson, don't try to think. You can't afford another

fine," he said, pushing on Jackson's chest protector.

"You ass--" Jackson slapped away Mitch's hand and

grabbed him around the neck. Mitch tried to twist out of the

strong grip but both men fell in a heap, flailing arms and

Mitch trying to twist out of Jackson's grip.

A sharp pain cut through Mitch's left shoulder as

several players screamed and wrestled the catcher off him.

The first thing Mitch saw was Hardin snatching his jersey

and pulling him to his feet. Hardin's whiskered, pock-marked

face breathed heat and the smell of tobacco juice.

"Have you lost your fuckin' mind, Wilcox? Fightin' in

the middle of a damned game."
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With a flip of a hand, Hardin knocked dust off Mitch's

jersey. Hardin's eyes looked like they'd pop out of their

sockets. The only thought that came to Mitch was how Hardin

could allow himself to be so fat. In his prime Hardin was a

stocky pitcher--feared for his knock-down pitch--but now he

looked like he ran a hardware store. He was so angry his

nose was red and he wheezed.

"In thirty goddamn years," Hardin exclaimed, exhaling a

stale tobacco odor, "I've never seen shit like this. If you

don't get your butt on this mound and do your job, you're

suspended. Got that, Ace?"

"Don't worry about me, Hardin," Mitch said, slowly

rotating his left shoulder. He flipped his glove toward

Jackson, who was standing between the mound and the plate,

blood tricking out of his nose. "Talk to the lunatic there.

Ty Cobb was a saint compared to that ape."

The manager wheeled toward the catcher, took a couple

of steps, picked up the ball, and motioned toward home. "Get

behind the plate, Jackson. I'll deal with you later."

Jackson spit and turned, passing the umpire, who was

striding to the mound. He began yelling halfway to Hardin

and Mitch.

"Rhodes, if you can't control your animals we'll call

this game right here and now. I hate these morning games

anyway, so don't push it." Then he fixed a finger on Mitch.
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"One more fuck-up Wilcox, and you're outta here. Now play

ball."

Mitch stepped up to the rubber, and the manager pounded

the ball into his glove. "Two outs, Mitch. Get this guy then

take the day off." He started toward the dugout but stopped

and pointed a pudgy, crooked finger. "In my office after the

game."

While Mitch watched Hardin tromp back to the dugout, he

felt the painful throb in his shoulder. That's what he

deserved for carrying his private life onto the field. Shit.

He couldn't afford to be injured--he might never get off the

bench if he had to sit out a couple of weeks. And some

injuries never healed right. Pitchers better and younger

than he had rotted in the dugout waiting to heal. His hands

began to sweat.

When Mitch faced the plate, Gomez was crouched in the

batter's box and Jackson was awaiting his pitch. Mitch's

left shoulder ached, but he knew he could throw well enough

to get Gomez. The problem was the daydreams. Was he losing

it? Was it because Twylight had run away and Nicole was on

his back to quit? Maybe, but he couldn't think about that

now. He straddled the rubber and looked for Jackson's signs.

The catcher thrust down a middle finger. Fastball, Mitch

decided.

Jackson set up on the inside corner, and Mitch tried to

shave off the corner with a tailing fastball. The instant
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the released it, he knew he had tried to throw it too hard,

and the ball smacked Gomez on the ribs. Mitch heard the ugly

thump and braced himself, awaiting Gomez's charge, but the

umpire stepped in front of Gomez and ushered him to first

base. Jackson returned the ball to Mitch, who straddled the

rubber and eyed the next batter, Jack McSorley. A weak

curveball hitter, McSorley would be an easy out. Mitch

nodded to Jackson, glanced at Gomez, then snapped off a

slider that McSorley watched cut the outside corner for a

strike. His ass is mine, Mitch said to himself.

* * *

Dreams--not uncontrollable daytime distractions but

lifelong longings that entice a man out of bed in the

morning--were for those guys in the stands who hated their

jobs and cheated on their wives. Or so Mitch thought. Until

he lost his fastball and had to struggle for his baseball

survival. Until all his friends were retiring from the game

and winding up broke or drunk or worse--employed. Until his

daughter Twylight's bright blue eyes closed out her parents

and she ran off with a long-haired bum. And his wife,

Nicole, tired of being a ballplayer's wife and was always at

work or at his throat.

So maybe dreams aren't so bad, Mitch said to himself.

- Still dressed in his undershirt and game pants, he sat in

front of his locker and surveyed the dressing room as if
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seeing it for the first time. "This place stinks," he

muttered.

Although he had been a pitcher on the Stars' roster for

five years, Mitch never actually pondered the squalid

conditions under which the thirty or so players and coaches

got butt-naked during a six-month stretch from April into

September. It wasn't that Mitch, who was nearing thirty-

eight--which in baseball years was about eighty-five--was

unaccustomed to a seamier side of life; road trips to New

York provided all forms of debauchery. But until that

moment, he hadn't noticed the similarity between the Stars'

locker room and urine-soaked back alleys.

Right then he preferred alleys. Before him, surrounding

him, green paint and carpeting masked everything: cement

block walls, chipped wooden benches, flimsy plywood lockers,

rusting door frames, and a floor soaked with beer, piss,

blood, and sweat. Semen also, he said to himself, cringing

and wiping the sweat from his face. The towel came back

muddy, and Mitch threw it toward the hamper in a corner.

A casual reach behind him produced a crumpled pack of

Camel cigarettes with a book of matches tucked inside the

plastic wrapper. He lit the cigarette and flicked the match

at the same hamper. He rolled back his head and watched the

smoke reach out for the ceiling.

His face was the texture of a well-worn catcher's mitt.

His large round eyes were usually wet and bloodshot and the
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irises a bleached, languid gray, betraying at times, bright

flecks of blue. He walked in a slight stoop, seemingly

directed by his ample waistline, except on the field when

his actions were quick and sure.

For some reason, the locker room turned his stomach

that afternoon. He wasn't upset about the fight with

Jackson; the catcher was always wound too tightly. Jackson's

entire life was baseball, and if not for the game, he'd

probably be running a pool hall somewhere in Mobile. Mitch

took another drag. Again the images of his family .flashed

across his mind, but he blocked them out. They would never

distract again--not on the mound, he assured himself.

He scanned the room. The only relief from the grotesque

imitation garden atmosphere was the white of the porcelain

sinks and the two rows of florescent lights running the

length of the rectangular room. It was as if some great

being took the green, white and brown of the baseball field,

wadded the various elements into a ball, and threw it into

the room.

Instant decoration. Romperroom for the adult male of

the species.

Mitch sighed and shook his head, as if trying to avoid

a pesky gnat. "I'm sick of green."

Yet he loved something about the sordid scene. Why else

would he have played so long? After all, he had spent more

time in baseball locker rooms--showering, dressing, crying,
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celebrating, and playing cards--than in his own home. He

recalled his bio in the Stars' media guide: ". . . from high

school phenom and collegiate All-America to highly touted

rookie and wizened relief pitcher relying now on savvy more

than smoke to survive in the big leagues . . .

revolutionized his position with the Cleveland Indians . . .

and is perfecting his craft with Dallas. . . ."

Though Mitch was lost in thought, he was not alone,

though no one had said anything to him when he entered the

room. Cal Robinson, a young, talented outfielder, was

drinking a beer while huddled in his locker, feet propped up

on the bench. He was watching the final inning of the game

on the television monitor. Robinson had the day off and was

excused from the dugout to get treatment for a sore ankle.

Two rookies--both injured--sat in the whirlpools,

concentrating on a farting contest and throwing empty beer

cans at the television.

Mitch occasionally glanced at the monitor. He hadn't

showered, content to sip a beer and smoke a cigarette and

ignore his left shoulder, which soon would be crying for

attention. Another game was lost. Boston scored five runs in

the seventh inning, so Mitch ignored the monitor. He

preferred to remember the perfect screwball McSorley had

missed by a foot for the third strike.

He developed the pitch that spring, and now in

September--his arm tired and needing treatment every day--it
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was an invaluable weapon. "Nikkie, this screwgie is a

savior," he announced once to his wife. "Now, I won't have

to retire and get the first real job of my life."

Nicole only scoffed and said something like, "Mitch

dear, you wouldn't know a real job if it hit you between the

eyes," and resumed reading her magazine or doing work she

had brought home from the office.

Then came his defensive response, more absurd every

time he remembered it. "Real, hell. The money I earned

playing triple-A ball was real enough for you to go to

school and get that business degree."

She was right about baseball being merely a game. That

was probably why he got so defensive. But she was only half-

right about him playing a boys' game, and that was why he

argued with her. She was so smug, so sure of herself that

what he was doing wasn't important.

"Baseball's just a diversion, Mitch," Nicole often

said. "It's a chance for people to go to the games and act

like children again. It's silly, Mitch, if you think about

it."

"There you go with that meaningful bullshit, Nicole,"

he would argue. "Is it important to shuffle papers all day?

Are people saving the world by being bankers and salesmen?

Shit no. Most of them are miserable. They'd trade lives with

me in a second. They'd die if they could do something as
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well as most players play the game. We've perfected a skill,

or come damn close. Boys don't do that."

At that point, she would smirk. That pissed him off.

"How many of those wimps you work with can pinpoint a

fastball with forty thousand maniacs screaming for you to

fuck up? Shit, I put my ass on the line every time I walk

out to the mound. A ripped tendon, a line drive; hell, a

loss of confidence because I have an off day, and I'm out of

a job. Tell me, what's more real than that?"

Mitch realized that he said the last few words aloud

and looked around, but no one acted as if they had heard

him. As he ground out his cigarette on the bench, he blamed

his weird mood on the long season and the pressure of the

pennant drive. A few weeks left to play, he told himself.

Act like a veteran, a leader, someone who has been through

this before. He told himself to leave his personal problems

at home and off the field, but that only caused him to worry

about Twylight, where she was and why she had run away. He

picked up his glove and threw it against his locker, the

leather making a heavy thud as it slammed against the wood.

The few players in the room looked his way, all

smiling. "Better than beating your wife, Wilcox," someone

shouted. "But why don't you give us a break and get a dog to

kick around? Be easier than Jackson."

Mitch stared at Robinson. He considered Cal a friend,

but everyone tolerated Robinson as the clubhouse cutup--a
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vital part of any team, but a royal pain in the ass at

times. They had fought once, if one punch qualifies as a

fight. Robinson had needled Mitch one night after he had

been hit hard in a relief stint--four runs on five straight

hits. Mitch was in the shower before he broke a sweat. After

the game, Robinson walked by Mitch's locker and said to

Mitch that "the only thing his screwball was screwing up was

the team." Mitch took two steps toward Robinson before a

fist caught him flush under the right eye. It had been a

stupid move for a couple of reasons. First of all, Robinson

was six feet-three and the best conditioned man on the team.

He could hit line-drive doubles with his forearms. Mitch was

six feet-one, when he stood erect, but his most significant

physical trait was his bulging paunch, the result of equal

parts cold Budweiser, chicken fried steak, and gravity.

Second, Mitch deserved the punch. At the time, he was

struggling to control the screwball. Normally, one of the

most easy-going members of the team, he had bitched at

everyone and become so distracted he strained to throw

strikes even in batting practice. Robinson's blow made him

look like hell for a week, but it also embarrassed him to

the point he didn't take his problems so seriously. That

night he and Robinson got sloppy drunk, busted up a motel

room, and Mitch began pitching his best ball in several

years.
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From the corner of the locker room, Mitch noticed the

rookies' laughter. Robinson impatiently awaiting a reply,

Mitch responded, "Who needs to buy a dog when a guy could

put a leash around the canines you go out with."

"Whoa, guys did you hear that?" Robinson said to the

rookies. "If old Mitch here could throw fastballs like that

when it counted, he'd win Comeback Player of the Year hands

down." With that, he reclined into this locker, getting in

the final word. "Hell, tonight he sewed up the heavyweight

wrestling title."

That barb got the attention of the eavesdroppers. They

exchanged high fives as each bellowed, "Yeah." Since they

were rookies, Mitch didn't feel obliged to indulge them. He

cast them a cold glance. They looked as each other and

scoffed. One farted, and both laughed and resumed their

game.

Mitch was glad to be ignored. He stared in disbelief at

his surroundings. Half the guys on the team made more than

one hundred thousand a year, but they were at home in this

pig sty. He stripped off his undershirt and flipped it over

his head onto the pile of clothes on the floor of his

locker. He fished out another Camel and tossed the package

into his locker and the spent match onto the floor. He

dragged on the cigarette, letting the smoke fill his lungs,

then exhaled and watched the smoke lazily drift up toward

the lights.
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He tried to review the day's work on the mound, but

found it impossible. It was hard to believe, but his

daughter was gone. Only seventeen years old, why did she

have to run away, and why did she have to do it with a boy,

an eighteen-year-old druggie? Mitch had been asking himself

the question ever since she ran away a week ago. He knew she

would get tired of living like a savage and come home, but

he didn't understand why she had to leave. "Robby loves me

and you don't," her note said. He had repeated it a thousand

times, wondering where he and Nicole and gone wrong and

driven her into the arms of "Robby."

When he remembered Twylight, he saw a little girl, all

arms and legs, straight blond hair brushing her face and

whipping across her sparkling blue eyes. He loved to watch

her play soccer with the other girls. Although still gangly

like a colt, she had a natural feel for the game. She was

always in the right place at the right time, one step ahead

of her opponents and teammates. Mitch saw a lot of himself

in her.

He was the same way on the mound. Always in control, he

thought he could read a batter's mind. If the batter was

expecting an inside fastball, he would slice off the outside

corner with a back-door curveball. If he sensed his opponent

was looking for a breaking pitch, he would scorch one of the

corners of the plate with a fastball. The batter always
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reacted too late and either flailed awkwardly at the ball or

watched in disbelief as it whizzed through the strike zone.

That power was the best feeling in the world, and

Twylight revived it in him when he watched her dominate a

soccer game. Those days, when he found the time to watch

her, seemed like a dream when he thought of Twylight, grown

up and finding excuses to be out of the house or when she

was home, hiding in her room.

Smoke burning his eyes, he rubbed the pain and cursed

himself for drifting into another one of his daydreams. For

him to make it through the rest of the season, they had to

stop. He remembered the simple words of his father a couple

of years before he died of emphysema. The advice had sounded

trite at the time, but Mitch had come to swear by it:

Control the moment, and everything else will take care of

itself. After all, he was still pitching in the bigs at

thirty-eight, an age when most ballplayers were retired. And

he had a name. He still had The Sporting News article

describing him as the hottest relief pitcher in baseball.

"Mitch Wilcox, the Cleveland Indian hurler with a bionic arm

and ice water in his veins, is giving the hard-luck fans in

Cleveland new hope with his Bob Feller-like fastball. . ."

A closer--the name for the relief role that he helped

introduce--was indispensable to any team's success. Every

team that made it to the World Series had a reliever who

could shut down the opposition at the end of the game. The
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position, however, required an overpowering fastball,

something Mitch had lost with one loud snap of his shoulder.

Now a middle reliever and part-time starter, he survived

with pinpoint control of three pitches--cut fastball,

slider, and screwball--but it had taken him at least two

full years to develop that mastery.

He would never forget the day he realized he had lost

his fastball. He remembered cursing a cosmos that would pack

gunpowder into a man's arm and then douse the fire just as

that man was reaching his prime. That night he even zinged

one of his ailing fastballs through a hotel's television

screen. "If Tommy John can survive with junk, so can I," he

had said to the smoldering tube and developed a pile of off-

speed junk pitches. Cleveland, however, did not need another

wily middle reliever to buy time for its new closer, so

Mitch was traded to Dallas, a young team on the rise, for a

couple of minor league nobodies. Mitch took the opportunity

to carve out a secure place on the pitching staff by being

the most consistent reliever and the fans' favorite for his

everyman image: a Marlboro Man visage, a beer gut, and a

habit of making even the best hitters look bad.

This season, his fifth in Dallas, was different in a

lot of ways, Mitch realized. The trouble started in spring

training. He was the final pitcher to make the team. If the

kid from the Stars' Double-A minor league farm team had
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controlled his slider, Mitch would have been sent to the AAA

affiliate, a tar pit for aging pitchers. That was in April.

Then in May, it dawned on Nicole that another long

season lay ahead. She started demanding it be his last

season, and he started to pitch like shit. He had blamed it

on the screwball, but Hardin didn't buy it. "Get your shit

together, Wilcox, and start pitching like you know how or

the front office is going to dump your butt down to Triple-

A. Neither of us wants that, do we?" Before their little

talk, Mitch's record was 0-2, and his 12.83 earned run

average was the highest in the American League. After it, he

found his screwball and went 4-1 through August with a 2.45

ERA.

Now, one week into September, the stats didn't mean a

thing to him. The Stars were three games behind first-place

Chicago, and this could be his last pennant race. The owners

had dropped a ton of cash to produce a winner, and the heat

was on to win. Every man on the team, with the exception of

Robinson, was worried about his job. As far as Mitch was

concerned, the season was an unqualified success regardless

of the outcome, but the assholes in the front office were

already deciding who would be around next season. Mitch

hadn't heard anything about his future, a fact that scared

the shit out of him.

Reasons enough to turn a man into an airhead, slipping

into disjointed memories at the wrong time? Maybe, just maybe.
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Mitch took another drag on his cigarette and turned to

his left, exhaling the smoke in a slow, steady stream and

watching it billow out in relief against the green

background of the wall and carpet. Through the smoke screen,

he noticed the game was over and players were beginning to

file in. Jackson, soaked with sweat and coated with mud,

approached him. Flakes of dried blood were still on his lip.

Jackson held out his hand and Mitch shook it. "Sorry,

Mitch. Shouldn't have blown up like that. Been hittin' like

a old lady. No hard feelin's, huh?"

Mitch ground out his cigarette on the bench. "Hell no,

man. We'll blame it on the early game and forget it."

Jackson smiled and began to walk away before Mitch stopped

him. "Hey, Jackson. I like that signal with your middle

finger. Let's keep it. No one'll know what the fuck it is.

Really piss off the TV guys."

The catcher laughed, showing his missing front tooth,

and slapped his mit against his thigh.

As Jackson turned toward his locker, Dusty entered and

motioned the catcher into his office. Before Mitch could

light another cigarette, a group of reporters surrounded him

and began asking about the fight. Mitch waved them off.

"No comment."

"But Mitch," pleaded Tim Weisman, Fort Worth's beat

man, "teammates don't fight each other on the field--during

a game. You've got to give us something."
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He lit his cigarette and tossed the match behind him.

"It was nothing, had nothing to do with the outcome of the

game."

"We've got to have something to write about," demanded

Randy Slate, one of the Dallas writers.

"Boston beat our butts. How 'bout that?" No one smiled

or left. "Okay, then. Jackson shook me off, and when he came

to the mound to get the signals straight, I said he was

dumber than Yogi Berra." Mitch checked their expressions--

nothing except impatience. "Jackson liked that, so I told

him Johnny Bench wore women's underwear under his uniform.

He went bonkers, and you know the rest."

"That's it?" Slate said. "You want us to believe that?"

"Write want you want. You guys always do anyway.

Jackson and I are friends. Everything's fine between us. The

rest is none of your business."

"But Mitch, you've got--"

"That's it," he said, getting angry. "Go talk to

someone who played more than one out. Interview over."

They shuffled off, and Mitch finished his cigarette.

His left shoulder was beginning to stiffen and throb, so he

decided to soak it in ice in the privacy of the training

room and wait for the players to finish showering. Hardin

would know where to find him.



CHAPTER 2

FINE PRINT

When Mitch re-entered the dressing room, the locker

room was'empty, but the light was still on in Hardin's

office. The window of the manager's office--a small replica

(only more messy) of the locker room--was reinforced with

wire, giving that end of the room a penal atmosphere. In his

fouler moods, Mitch wondered if management would install

telephones on either side of the glass so the players would

have to talk to Hardin like common criminals speaking to

their visiting relatives.

The door, green of course, was in the corner, adjacent

to the exit, which emptied into a long, sewer-like corridor

that wound 50 yards or so down to the dugout. In the

opposite direction, the hallway ended at an elevator and a

flight of stairs, both of which led into the stadium

building, housing the team's offices, the press box, private

boxes for entertaining, and a secluded exit.

The door to Hardin's office was usually open, so when

the players left they got a revealing view of their leader--

his short grey hair, tomato-red face, and tremendous, beer-

fed girth--kicked back in his black vinyl swivel chair

jawing in his sleepy eyed way to his assistant coaches or

talking on the phone. When Hardin was smiling, they knew he

22
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was talking to his mistress. A solemn expression and tight

lip indicated his bookie or the owner--an oil and gas

magnate from Enid, Oklahoma--was on the other end. A sad and

weary expression meant Hardin was talking with his wife,

Bertha.

Through the window, Mitch could see only the top of

Hardin's fuzzy white head, so he didn't know to whom the

skipper was talking. For the past month, he had considered

confronting Rhodes and asking him if he fit into the team's

plans for next season. He knew, however, Hardin wouldn't

tell him anything; the manager had his own job to worry

about. Mitch didn't have a high-powered agent who could

confront the general manager.

Mitch was one of the few players in the game who didn't

have an agent. He had one once but got tired of paying the

lazy weasel ten percent of his contract--which had slipped

from a high of $400,000 to $200,000 that season--fired the

shyster three years ago, and never missed him. Anyway, he

had never seen the point in signing a contract any earlier

than a month before the start of spring training. But that

was before he started hallucinating on the mound and going

asshole to elbow with teammates in the middle of the

diamond.

He had an option, but he didn't like it. A local

television station offered him a job as color announcer for

the Stars' games the next season. His wife urged him to
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retire and take the steady work. She argued that he wouldn't

travel as much because the club didn't televise that many

games. That would allow him to spend more time with her and

Twylight. They had plenty of money, Nicole said. Her job

paid well, and the announcing job, although it paid half of

what he was earning, paid well enough for them to live

comfortably.

Then when Twylight left, Nicole blamed their problems

on his absence. If he had only pursued an announcing job

earlier, she argued, but he knew it was much more

complicated than that. Besides, he told her, three more

years of pitching would set them for life financially. The

television gig would always be there if he wanted it. Maybe

by then, he explained, trying to remain calm, he would be

prepared to whore around in a blue blazer and spout bullshit

to the masses. Whenever he imagined announcing, he

envisioned the obnoxious ex-pitcher who played the babbling

baseball "character" for any producer who would pay expenses

and kick in a fifth of Red Label.

Mitch took the last drag off his Camel and ground it

out on the bench. He winced, angry with himself for worrying

about something he had no control over. "Must be old age,"

was his stock answer, and he used the excuse again as he

undressed and headed to the showers.

Black vines of mildew climbed up the white tile walls

of the shower and branched out in sickening patterns on the
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floor. Mitch kept his flip-flops on. His troubles seemed to

wash away with the first blast of hot water from the shower

head. "Ahh," he moaned, not caring if anyone could hear him.

Bracing his hands against the wall, Mitch bowed his head and

let the hot water wash over him, inspecting his white puffy

stomach. Then he watched a stream of water run off his penis

and switched his attention to the tiny rivulets running down

his legs, making the black hair look like tadpoles swimming

upstream.

For the first time that day, he felt peaceful and

strong, if not completely in control. He knew he would never

again feel like a kid on the pitching mound, but he knew he

was smart enough to survive several more years in the major

leagues. By then, if he played his cards right, he wouldn't

need to get a real job to live comfortably. And he, Nicole,

and Twylight would have all the time they needed together to

make up for the lost years. That is if he could keep Nicole

happy and they could get Twylight back.

A high, shaky voice from the door to the showers

startled Mitch. Somewhat embarrassed, he kept his hands

against the wall, and slowly turned his head to the left.

Luke Strange, the locker room manager, dressed as usual in a

white jump suit, nervously stared at Mitch's feet. "The

skipper, Mr. Mitch. He wants you. Important, I'd say." The

shrill words bounced off the tile walls and echoed in

Mitch's head, as if someone had placed a metal garbage can
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over his head and beat it with a crowbar. Mitch was more

stunned than worried.

"O.K. Luke. Tell him to keep his shorts on."

Mitch stayed in the shower another five minutes, but he

didn't feel the hot water pounding on his head. He knew the

invitation wasn't about the fight--Hardin always preached

that fights motivated the team. An invitation from Hardin

Rhodes normally was the equivalent of a front office bean

ball--either you had been traded, released, sent to the

minors, or you had to sign autographs and kiss ass at a

shopping mall. Either way you landed on your butt.

Dressed in blue jeans, a Willie Nelson T-shirt, old

running shoes, and dying for a Camel, Mitch knocked once,

then strolled into the cramped office. Hardin's fat butt was

in its usual place, but Mitch was surprised to find the

general manager sitting, legs crossed and smoking a cigar,

in a swivel chair in the corner. Sweat shimmered on

Michaels' bald head and upper lip. His smile resembled a cut

on a golf ball.

Michaels, fifty-five, was a strange breed of baseball

executive. A lawyer, he hadn't played the game since Little

League. Managers like Hardin were baseball men, but execs

like Michaels played only one game--the bottom line. Mitch

listened when Michaels discussed the stock market, but when

the general manager talked about baseball, Mitch became

defensive and belligerent.
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Hardin nodded to the chair in front of his desk. His

voice rolled out slowly, deepened and cracked by too much

whiskey and years of yelling at players and umpires. "Take a

seat, Mitch. Rick here would like to talk to you."

Michaels sat up, scooted forward, and balanced his

cigar on the edge of the desk. He straightened his blue

blazer and pulled on his American League tie. The musky

scent of expensive cologne hit Mitch before the loud, crisp

words. "Afternoon, Mitch. How you feeling?"

"Great, Rick. The arm's only killing me today. Usually

feels like it's going to fall off." Mitch wondered if

Michaels practiced his fatherly bit or if it was natuaral,

like cheating the IRS.

The smile relaxed then tightened. "Mitch, I'll spare

you the preliminaries. I'm sure you know we've been in

negotiations to sell the club. Hell, it's been all over the

papers for a month. Well, it's almost a done deal."

Michaels picked up the cigar, tapped the ashes on the

floor, and puffed, studying Mitch through the smoke. Mitch

looked at Hardin, who, smiling like a cat, glanced at his

player then back at Michaels.

"It's that New York group," Michaels said. "Slimy

bastards, every one. But they're connected--everywhere. We

couldn't refuse. Anyway, they're already giving orders. If

we want to keep our jobs," he said looking at Hardin then

back at Mitch, "then we'll have to toe the line."
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Mitch cleared his throat and sat up. He thought he

deserved better than the standard lecture. "Uh, Rick. It's

getting late, and my shoulder's about to fall off. So if you

could hurry this. . . ."

Michaels showed his teeth for the first time. "That's

what I like about you, Mitch. No bullshit. Well then, try

this on for size." He returned the cigar to the desk. He

reached into his jacket pocket, pulled out some papers, and

waved them at Mitch. "Know what this is?"

Mitch thought they were his release papers, so he

didn't feel like playing twenty questions. "I'm sorry, Rick.

I didn't bring anything for Show and Tell."

Michaels frowned and tossed the paper onto the desk, on

top of old editions of The Sporting News and the stale

remains of meals past. He glared at Hardin. "Jesus, Hardin.

Do you ever clean this dump?" The cat shrugged. Michaels

turned back to Mitch and pointed at the folded document.

"You don't know what this is, do you? Hell no, you can't.

Because it's the damnedest thing I've ever seen. You must

have something on those New York peckerheads, although I

don't know what it could be."

He slammed his hand on the desk. "It's a three-year

deal for 300 K per. No-trade clause. Perks for saves. Take

it or leave it. I'd sure as hell sign it before it

disappears along with the fucking genie you have for an

agent."
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Mitch's well-practiced skepticism kicked in, and he

leaned back in his chair. "Not so fast, Rick. Take it easy."

The chair came down, and Mitch sat up. "This doesn't make

sense. I need to have my lawyer read it. And my wife, if I

don't talk to her--"

"Talk? Hell, Mitch. Believe me, it's okay. I couldn't

believe it myself. Buy your wife a fur coat. She'll forgive

you. Come on, the reporters are waiting in my office."

Mitch couldn't sit any higher, so he stood up and moved

toward the window. "Shit, Rick. Where's your shotgun? Why

didn't you just bring the press into the shower. Have me

sign the damn contract with my dick?" Mitch leaned his back

against the window and crossed his arms. "No shit. What's

going on, Rick?"

"Public Reee-lations, buddy boy. They know the locals

down here aren't going to like a pack of Yankees buying

their team. Maybe moving it to Washington, D.C. They think

they can buy instant credibility by signing you. For some

reason, you're popular here. I can't believe that's the

whole story, but I'm just the general manager. Here's a pen.

Let's go."

Mitch looked at Hardin, who merely nodded. Michaels'

upper lip looked was like a reservoir of sweat.

"I need a little time to think about this."
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"Tell you what," Michaels said. "You don't have to sign

it, but we'll tell the reporters you have. Take it home,

read it, talk to your lawyer, and sign it tomorrow."

"That'll have to do, I guess," Mitch said.

Michaels stood up. "Let's get up there. The radio guys

have to make their three o'clock deadlines."



CHAPTER 3

NICOLE

Nicole Wilcox looked up from her desk and noticed her

boss, Russell Baker, approaching her in his customary quick,

efficient manner. His tailored blue pin-stripe suit lapped

at his well-conditioned legs and stomach. Not a hair was out

of place, and his silver rimmed glasses gleamed like the

chrome and glass of the accounting firm's reception area.

Nicole's desk sat in front of the mahogany doors leading

into President Baker's office, so she had a commanding view

of the "outer sanctum," as she liked to call it. A wall of

glass and double doors separated Nicole from the reception

area, with its large round station manned at all times by

two secretaries.

Except for grey hair at his temples, Russell looked

like the college freshman she met nearly twenty years

before. The three of them--Russell, Mitch, and herself--

became close friends that first year in school and had

remained so. She still wondered why she didn't fall in love

with Russell since he was intelligent, handsome, kind, and

driven to succeed. Mitch's boyish innocence and enthusiasm

for life, though, captivated her, and despite their

differences, she couldn't help but marry him.

31
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When Russell opened the glass door directly in front of

Nicole, he stretched out his hand. "Relax, Nicole. I don't

need anything." He sat in the chair next to her desk. "Did

you hear about Mitch?"

"Mitch? No. What happened? Is he all right?"

"No. No. Nothing like that," he said, reaching for her

arm. "Your rough-and-tumble husband got in a fight during

the game today."

"Well, knowing Mitch, that isn't news."

"With his own catcher?"

"His what?"

"Yes," he said, laughing. "Right on the mound. Cohen,

that bum, listened to the game instead of working. He didn't

know why, but Mitch and Jackson went toe-to-toe right there

on the mound."

Nicole, amazed, put down her pen and leaned back in her

chair.

"I know," he said. "Unbelievable isn't it? Even for

Mitch. Cohen said the announcers went nuts. They had never

heard of anything like it. Teammates fight in the dugout and

the clubhouse, and two teams get in fights all the time. But

two teammates during a game--never. They said the pictures

would wind up in Cooperstown."

"Where?"
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He scoffed. "The baseball Hall of Fame." He was

laughing loudly and shaking his head. "Mitch in the Hall of

Fame. There's a scoop for you."

Nicole wasn't laughing.

"Come on, Nicole. This is funny stuff. Nobody got hurt,

and Mitch will be a bigger folk hero than ever now."

She leaned forward and covered her face with her hands.

"I don't see the humor in it. I'm worried about Mitch." She

cupped her chin in her hands and gazed at her boss. "With

Twylight gone, we're both worried to death, but Mitch is

acting like she's at a slumber party. Russ, I don't know,"

she said, shaking her head. "He's in his own little world.

It's like he's hiding in baseball, thinking all our problems

will disappear if he can throw a good screwball."

He leaned back in his chair and crossed his legs.

"Mitch cares. I know he does, Nicole, I've talked to him

about it. He just has an odd way of showing it."

"I'm beginning to wonder."

Showing concern, he sat up and leaned toward Nicole.

"Try to be patient, Nicole. I know you're desperate to keep

your family together, but this is one of those times when

you have to let things work out on their own."

She slammed her hand on the desk, quickly looking

around to see if they were being watched, then stared coldly

at Baker. "How can I not do anything, Russ? You know how
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much my family means to me." Her eyes softened, and she

reached for his hand. "I'm sorry, Russ. You're just trying

to help. But I don't know what I'd do if I lost Mitch and

Twylight. Knowing we'd be together is what got me through

that horrible time last year. I'd be lost without my family.

What is all this worth," she said, looking around the

office, "without a family to give you love and support? I'd

fall to pieces again without them."

"You're stronger than you think," he said, squeezing

her hand. "Everyone trips. now and then, but you've put your

life back together. You're one of the strongest people I

know."

"Sure, Russ. But you're a dear for saying it."

"Dammit, Nicole. I mean it. Mitch is like a brother to

me, but he's gone half the time. Sometimes, I wonder if he

knows what he's got. And Twylight, well, she's just a

confused teenager. If things work out, it's mainly because

of you--not them."

Nicole brushed her eyes with her two index fingers and

settled her hands in her lap. "You're not giving them enough

credit, but I understand what you're saying. I would feel

better, though, if Mitch could let go of baseball and get on

with his life. He's capable of being a success in anything

he does, but he doesn't realize it. We're secure enough

financially so he doesn't have to play anymore. I need him
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home more, but it's like he's afraid of leaving the stupid

game. Can't you talk to him."

Baker shrugged. "I have. I told him to take that

television job. Offers like that don't grow on trees. But

you know hard-headed Mitch. They'll have to rip off his

uniform before he'll quit."

"Yes," she said, forcing a smile. "That's what I love

about him."

Baker coughed out a laugh. "Keep that sense of humor."

He leaned closer to her again. "I'm worried about you,

though. I told him that. Of course, he got mad and swore he

wouldn't be in baseball forever. He'll come around, Nicole.

He always has."

Nicole blinked to hold back the tears, and Baker

quickly stood, clumsily approaching her, then stepping back.

"Listen, Nicole. It's almost quitting time. I can

handle it without you. Go ahead and leave early. Go home and

relax. I'll be home this weekend if you need to talk. Okay.

Now get outta here."

"Thanks, Russ. I must look like hell."

* * *

Sunlight reflected off everything--the concrete

parking lots and roads, the cars, the glass buildings, and

the hood of Nicole's car as she accelerated, blending into

the traffic on the expressway. Her sunglasses offered little
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relief from the shimmer and shine of the North Dallas

shopping centers and office buildings as she settled into

the middle of the highway's five lanes on her way home.

She heard the sports news on the radio, but she

couldn't believe it. Nicole turned up the volume, hoping she

had misunderstood the announcement that Mitch signed a

contract that afternoon. She wasn't mistaken. "In a hastily

called press conference today, the Dallas Stars announced

that relief pitcher Mitch Wilcox signed a three-year deal.

An elated Wilcox--" With a quick, violent motion, Nicole

turned off the radio and tried to focus on the blur of

traffic speeding past her. "Damn him," she yelled, tears

streaming down her cheeks.

Despite her anger, she felt numb. She couldn't believe

Mitch would do something so important without discussing it

with her first. He didn't care about anything except

baseball, she thought. She and Twylight weren't important.

Him. Him. Him. That's all he cared about.

Nicole jumped when a pick-up truck cut in front of her,

forcing her to brake. "Bastard," she screamed and sounded

her horn. She flashed an obscene gesture at the driver, who

swerved across two more lanes before Nicole could yell

another curse word. The driver out of sight, she directed

her anger toward Mitch. Instead of building to a cathartic

rage, the anger turned into a dull ache in her stomach,
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overcoming her with frustration and helplessness. For the

first time in her life, she felt utterly alone. "A contract.

How could he do that?"

Instead of continuing home, Nicole took the next exit

and drove toward her favorite bar--Joe Martin's, a dark,

quiet high-ball retreat wedged into the side of a hotel.

Cool air and Frank Sinatra's hip city serenading greeted

Nicole when she stepped inside. She headed toward the phone

in the back, allowing her eyes to adjust to the dim light.

"Hello, Ms Wilcox," said a voice at the bar.

"How are you, Joe?" she said without stopping.

"No complaints."

"Lucky you," she whispered, reaching into her purse for

quarters.

Mitch was meeting with the general manager and would

return her call. She tried Russ. He had left. "Strike two,"

she said, depositing another quarter. "Janet Carmody. May I

help you?"

"Yes. You can let me buy you a drink at Joe's."

Janet's voice became animated. "Nicole? Is that you?

Are you all right?"

Nicole laughed. "Nothing a few drinks won't cure.

Janet, can you make it? I need to talk."

"Sure, Honey. I'm just about done here. I'll be there

in thirty minutes."
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Nicole felt her body relax. "Great. See you then. Bye.

Bye."

The afternoon crowd hadn't arrived yet. Three men in

dark blue suits sat together at the bar, and two of them,

facing the tables and cradling drinks on their laps, stared

at Nicole. A couple talked quietly near the front. Nicole

chose a table beside the small dance floor, as far away from

the bar as possible.

She surveyed her reflection in the mirror running along

the wall. Her shoulder-length blonde hair looked like a

tumbleweed. Her eyes were pink and swollen, and more lines

creased her forehead and the corners of her eyes than she

had seen before. Her business suit seemed cheap and out of

fashion, and somehow the second button of her blouse had

come unfastened, revealing a thin line of cleavage.

She quickly fixed the button, smoothed her hair, and

looked toward the bar. One of the men started toward her,

but Joe had quietly slipped out of his bar stool, and cut in

front of the predator. She liked Joe. He was tall and slim,

and he dressed stylishly but not showy. He handled himself

well, unlike Mitch's friends, who threw their strong bodies

around like apes after a female in heat. His face was ruddy

and pockmarked, and his large nose looked as if it had

stopped a few punches. Yet there was something attractive

about him. His brown eyes were warm and soft. His slicked-
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back hair brought out his strong chin. Rumor was he had been

a boxer and knew men in the Dallas Mafia, but he was always

nice to her.

He smiled and rested his hands on the back of the chair

next to her. "About time we got a little class in the joint.

Haven't seen you in a couple of weeks, Nicole. How have you

been?"

"Fine, Joe. Nice to see you."

She reached into her purse for a cigarette, and he lit

it.

"Here to celebrate? Heard the good news from a

customer. Maybe the Stars are wising up."

"No. Just here to relax and see who you're dating now.

When are you going to settle down?"

He laughed and straightened up. "When you get tired of

ball players and I get tired of playing the field."

She smiled and blew out a stream of smoke, looking past

Joe toward the three men. The one was staring at Joe.

He continued. "Speaking of players, is Mitch coming

in?"

"No. I'm waiting for a friend. Janet. You know her,

don't you? The one with the chest and the big, brown eyes."

"Nice lady. I'll have to keep the sharks in their pen,"

he said, nodding toward the bar.

"Thanks."
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"What are you drinking? I'll buy the first one,

celebration or not."

"Gin and tonic."

"Okay.. I'll tell the waitress. Enjoy yourself, and

we'll talk later."

Nicole was playing with the ice in the bottom of her

drink when Janet came in. Janet squinted, looking confused

until she found Nicole, then she smiled and waved. One of

the men whistled. She frowned at him and kept walking,

waiting until she was past them to furrow her brow and stick

her finger in her mouth, pretending to gag.

Nicole laughed. She envied the way Janet dominated a

room. Her tan pin-stripped suit was tasteful and

conservative without hiding her femininity. She commanded

respect, but her smile and her laugh could melt anyone's

heart.

"Nicole, it's nice to see you."

They hugged and sat down.

"You look great, Jan."

"So do you. Now, where's that drink."

Nicole told Joe to make it two as Janet took off her

coat and draped it across the back of a chair. She sat up

straight, and moved close to the table.

"Now Nicole, what's this all about? You sounded worried

on the phone."
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Nicole put out her cigarette and scooted forward. "It's

Mitch."

"You caught him cheating."

"God, Janet. Your mind's always in the gutter," Nicole

said. "You haven't heard the news?" Janet shook her head.

"Well, you're about the only one. Half the town's told me

about Mitch signing a three-year contract today."

Janet grabbed the edge of the table with both hands and

leaned toward Nicole. "He didn't tell you he was going to do

it? I thought you two agreed he would work for that

television station after this season. What a louse. Have you

talked to him?"

"No. He's supposed to call me here." Nicole reached out

for Janet's hand and squeezed it. "I'm so angry, I don't

know what to do. I've sworn I would divorce him if he didn't

quit playing that stupid game. Now . . . I don't, I don't

know."

"Do it," Janet said. She stopped and looked. up at the

waitress as she put the drinks on the table. After watching

the waitress return to the bar, Janet said, "Cut him loose.

You've got a good job. You could support Twylight. And God

knows, there are plenty of better men out there." She paused

and her eyes brightened. "What about Russell? He just got a

divorce--"
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"He's my boss." She lit another cigarette. "I never

thought it would come to this. It's not like college and the

first few years we were married. But we've been through a

lot. Just to throw it all away. . ."

"Throw what away?" Janet said. "Nights and weeks alone.

Your sister dying last year, and the way you battled back to

keep Mitch and Twylight. Mitch was very supportive then--God

only knows why. Then your daughter running away."

Janet reached for Nicole's hand. "Nikkie, I'm not

trying to be mean. Your daughter's confused. Who wouldn't

be? With the depression and counselling you went through

last year, Twylight didn't get the attention a teenager with

a part-time father needs. Mitch was a dear then, but now

he's acting like nothing happened. I admire you, Nikkie, but

I just can't understand it. You could've had Russell in

college, but you chose Mitch. Russell still loves you. Why

do you think he got that--"

"Janet. Listen to yourself. You sound like a soap

opera."

Janet's eyes softened. "I'm sorry. I just. Well, Mitch

pisses me off. He's got everything--money, a great wife and

daughter--and he takes it all for granted. If I were--"

"He isn't evil, Janet. He's still a little boy. I know

he loves Twylight and me. It's that damn game." Nicole felt

the tears well up in her eyes. "It's bigger than all of us.
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The family, Janet. You know how important that is to me. But

he scares me. The game's eating him alive. It's eating us

all alive."

Janet patted her hand. "I know, Nikkie."

Nicole averted her eyes to the bar and dabbed at her

eyes. Janet stopped.

"What are you looking at?"

"One of those men at the bar is coming this way."

Joe wasn't in sight.

"Asshole," Janet muttered, turning to greet him.

"Hello, ladies. I was--"

Janet interrupted him. "You weren't invited. So why

don't you slither back to your seat."

He stepped back and help up his hands, forcing a tense

smile. "I come in peace. I swear." He dropped his hands and

motioned toward Nicole. "Aren't you Mitch Wilcox's wife?

I've seen ya'll in here together."

Nicole rolled her eyes and glanced tiredly at Janet.

"Yes, I am."

"I just wanted to congratulate you on Mitch getting

that contract extension. I thought he was through, but more

power to him. You've got to get it while you can." He waved

a hand at the table. "Can I buy ya'll another drink?"

"I'll tell you what you can do, Buddy," Janet said.
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Nicole stopped her. "Wait, Janet." She looked at the

man. "Why do you care what happens to Mitch?"

He smiled at Janet and quickly pulled up a chair. "He's

a survivor. Guys like me can relate. He's not a great

athlete, and he's not a flat belly like those young bucks."

He patted his stomach and winked at Janet. "And he plays the

game like it's supposed to be played. Not like those young

guys who only care about how tight their uniform fits and

how much money they can make. And he doesn't take any shit.

Pardon my French. Did you.hear what he said in the press

conference when--"

Nicole cut him short. "Sorry. .I missed it."

"Well, he told this reporter--"

"Please. Spare us the details," Nicole said. "You said

something about drinks?"

The man stood up, struggling with a confused

expression. "Oh, yeah. I, uh, I thought you were

celebrating." He looked at the table. "Gin and tonics?" They

nodded. "Great. Well, enjoy yourselves. See ya."

They watched him walk away. His friends at the bar were

smiling.

"Unbelievable," Janet said. "Does this happen often?"

"Too often," Nicole said.

They turned as the waitress came up to the table.

Peroxide blonde and tight black polyester, she smiled at
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Nicole. "Mrs. Wilcox. Joe says you've got a phone call. Your

husband.."

Nicole stood up and started to say something to Janet,

but the waitress interrupted.

"Please tell Mitchy that Mable says hi."

Nicole looked at Janet and shrugged her shoulders.

"Let him have it," Janet said.

"You mean Mitchy, everybody's friend? The survivor?

Bite your tongue." Nicole wheeled around and strode toward

the phone.



CHAPTER 4

THE BULLPEN

Mitch remembered where he was when Casey Grimes spit

tobacco juice on his shoes. "What the . . . Grimes, you

asshole," Mitch yelled. Brown-flecked puddles oozed off his

black leather baseball cleats. "Have you lost your mind?"

Grimes smiled and licked brown spittle off his

mustache. "Thought you might want to watch the game, Mitchy

baby. Never know, you might have to pitch tonight. Have to

give the fans what they want."

Mitch stood up and began to walk to the other end of

the bullpen bench. "Thanks for the advice." He punctuated

the sentence by stepping on Casey's foot. "Shiiit," Casey-

screamed. He bent over, grabbed his right foot, and leered

at Mitch. "Damn, man. You almost cut off my big toe."

The other players in the bullpen laughed and slapped

hands. Mitch sat down and shrugged. "Gots to pay attention,

Grimey. Study them batters. We're all pro-fessionals here."

Grimes turned toward the field. "Some of us are," he

mumbled.

Before Grimes spit on him, Mitch was wondering if it

was all worth it after everything that had happened the day

before. Michaels, that asshole, didn't mention one important

part of the contract. He had to coach in the Mexican League
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during the winter. That meant he would be in baseball about

ten months out of the year.

one of the reporters had been tipped about the Mexican

clause and hit Mitch with the question, "Since the contract

calls for you to coach in winter ball, does that mean you'll

be coaching full time after you retire?"

Mitch went blank, silently cursed Michaels, and

composed himself without missing a beat. "I haven't thought

about retirement. But, yeah. I would like to stay in the

game. Just don't tell my wife."

That broke the place up, but Mitch couldn't wait to get

Michaels alone. After the conference, he took Michaels into

the GM's office and closed the door. The general manager

smiled and spread out his arms, palms up, pleading for

forgiveness. Mitch came at him hot and loud. "You bastard!

You hung me out to dry in there."

"I'm sorry, Mitch. But what could I do? If I had told

you about the Mexican gig, you wouldn't have talked to the

press. We'll have plenty of time to discuss--"

"Talk, hell. And the hell with Mexico. I won't sign

unless--"

"Take it easy. I told them you wouldn't go to Mexico.

They insisted. No Mexico, no contract. It's that simple,

Mitch."

Mitch knew he wouldn't be able to concentrate on the

game, and he was right. It was the top of the first inning,
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but he couldn't get the yesterday out of his head. Nicole

was so pissed she wouldn't even talk to him when he called

her. "Honey, I'm sure you've heard the news. Let me

explain."

Silence.

"I haven't signed anything. It was a big surprise. They

hit me will all of this--"

"Tonight, Mitch. We'll--"

"I'll be late. Michaels and I have to talk some more.

And the guys--"

"Fine. We'll talk tomorrow. Goodbye."

They hadn't been able to discuss the contract though.

Nicole went into work early and left a note saying they

would talk that night after the game. He knew she was angry.

She had a right to be. Since the death of her sister, she

counted on the family for stability, but Twylight was gone

and now he was married to baseball for at least three more

years. Explaining the unusual deal to her probably wouldn't

have satisfied her, but at least talking about it would have

cleared his mind somewhat. A blowout was coming. He just

wished it were over.

A moan from the crowd made Mitch look up. The Stars'

pitcher, Bobby Pyle, had thrown a wild pitch. Both Boston

runners were coasting into third and second base. No outs.

Mitch admitted he probably would see some action this

afternoon. Pyle, a tall right-hander from Arkansas, was
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young, cocky, and wild. Three weeks left to play in the

season, and Pyle had completed only one game. Mitch usually

relieved Pyle because their styles were so different. Pyle

didn't know the difference between a curve ball and a

change-up. Mitch, though, never threw a straight pitch--

speed, direction, and delivery always changed. Batters were

usually confused the first time they faced him after seeing

Pyle's heat.

Beau Armstrong, a reserve catcher, broke the silence.

He spoke for everyone in the dugout when he said in his

high-pitched Southern drawl, "01' Bobby must've knocked off

a little too much last night. No legs. Everything's high and

right." He glanced at Mitch. "Hope you got it tonight, baby.

Skipper ain't gonna to put up with that shit long."

Mitch nodded and looked at Pyle. He was wasting too

much motion. His leg kick on his windup was too low and

quick. He lunged from the shoulders when he threw because

his legs weren't pushing his body forward. After each pitch,

he wiped his brow and stomped around the mound, squeezing

the resin bag like it was a rabbit's foot.

Mitch gazed down the bench and didn't speak until he

was sure he had Grimes' attention. "Ten bucks Pyle won't

make it past the third."

All seven players scoffed. "Oh, hell yes," Grimes said.

Mitch could tell Casey was still pissed at him. "It's the
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bottom of the first," Grimes said, "and Pyle walks the first

two batters. What a deal."

Mitch ignored Grimes and watched Pyle. The next pitch

hit the batter in the back, loading the bases. All the

players moaned. Jake McDonnell, the pitching coach, popped

out of the main dugout along the first base line. He called

timeout and trotted toward the mound.

The phone rang in the bullpen, and Grimes answered.

"Okay, Skip." He turned toward Mitch. "Shag it, Ace. Your

public awaits." Mitch and Armstrong grabbed their gear.

The nagging problems melted away as Mitch stepped onto

the field and walked toward the mound in the bullpen. Fans

called his name. The evening air was warm, made even hotter

by the near capacity crowd. The entire stadium hummed with

energy. No feeling matched this. Mitch smiled, took a deep

breath, and began to lob the ball to Armstrong.

Pyle didn't make it through the first inning. The

fourth batter's weak fly ball was caught easily by the third

baseman. The fifth, however, lined the first pitch up the

middle to make the score 2-0 with one out. This time Hardin

jumped out of the dugout and trotted toward Pyle. He took

the ball from the pitcher, looked toward the bullpen, and

touched his left arm. The public address announcer noted the

change in pitchers as Mitch strolled toward Hardin and the

small group of players standing around the mound.
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Hardin flipped the ball to him, "Time to start earning

that contract, Mitch." Mitch nodded and caught the eye of

Jackson, and they went over the signals. Dirk started toward

home then turned around. "Let's get out of this, Mitch." He

nodded toward the stands. "A certain lady can't wait all

night." Mitch looked toward the first row near the dugout

and saw the largest chest he had ever seen nestled in a

halter top. The grinning brunette waved. She looked vaguely

familiar, but Mitch ignored the thought and focused on the

batter approaching the plate.

The Boston hitter was Sammy Skye, a good fastball

hitter whom Mitch owned. Okay, chump, Mitch said to himself,

going to twist you in knots. Skye, all arms and legs with a

charcoal growth of beard, dug into the left side of the

batter's box, stared at Mitch, and spat a brown stream in

his direction. Asshole. Mitch grinned and started his wind-

up.

A fastball on the inside corner for a called strike

dumbfounded Skye, who was used to breaking pitches from

Mitch. Mitch knew he had him. Jackson signalled for an

slider down and away. Try this on for size, Dick. Skye

missed by half a foot, lost his balance, and had to dig his

bat in the dirt to avoid falling on his face. His smartassed

grin turned to a scowl, and his eyes narrowed. Good, Mitch

thought. He's clinched. A fastball on the fists and his

butt's mine. Skye flailed at the pitch for the third strike.
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He stalked back to the dugout and threw his bat and helmet

at the bat boy.

Mitch caught the throw from Jackson with a cocky,

slapping motion and turned his back to the plate to gather

himself. Runners at the corners and two outs. A ground ball

and he was out of the inning. Mitch looked at his shortstop

and second baseman and both encouraged him. The quick little

mothers looked like hungry cats, dying to eat up a ground

ball. Mitch nodded at both of them. They spat in their

gloves and smoothed the dirt with their spikes.

The next hitter was a wild-eyed left-handed hitter

named Gonzales. He had a history of tattooing everything

Mitch threw him. Gonzales sauntered across the plate and

tipped his cap. Cocky shit, Mitch thought. Jackson called

for a slider down and away. Cut off the outside corner,

Mitch told himself. He made a mistake and didn't break off

the pitch sharply enough. Gonzales turned on the pitch and

smoked a line drive down the right field line. He hit it so

hard the ball curved, hit inches foul and with one bounce

careened into the stands.

Mitch didn't flinch, at least not on the outside. He

noticed that Hardin was standing on the top step of the

dugout glaring at him. Mitch shrugged and took the next

signal. Gonzales was too smart to bite on the fastball that

rode high and inside for a ball. The count was one and one.

Mitch knew Gonzales was looking for a another slider.
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Jackson wanted the fastball. Mitch shook him off, and

Jackson ran through all his signals until he came to the

screwball.

Mitch nodded. If you hit this, asshole, I'll retire and

make Nicole a happy woman. The pitch started toward the

middle of the plate. Gonzales' eyes widened. As he began his

swing, the ball cut sharply into him. It snapped the bat in

half, and the second baseman easily scooped up the grounder

and stepped on second for the third out. Mitch cut the air

with a punch and headed toward the dugout. The brunette was

smiling, the fans cheering. Jackson met him at the top step

of the dugout. "Better than sex," Mitch said to Jackson, who

laughed and turned in the direction of the brunette.



CHAPTER 5

TWYLIGHT

Rob Lyle lit a joint, took a deep drag, and holding in

the smoke, offered the joint to Twylight, who shook her head

and looked away. Exhaling, he shrugged, and casually tapped

the ashes over the apartment's balcony. With his free hand

he drummed the wooden rail and nodded his head to a private

rhythm. The faint breeze whipped the ashes in circles as

they fell two stories to the blacktop parking lot. Twylight

lifted up her hair and let the breeze cool her neck. Put off

by Rob's stern expression, she directed her attention to the

south, where the lights of the Dallas Stars' stadium glowed

like a luminous bowl.

Rob picked up the bottle of beer sitting on the

balcony's railing next to Twylight's elbow, but she

contuined to look at the light. "Thinkin' about your old

man?" he said, then kissed the joint with a loud sucking

noise.

She looked at him, focusing on the red glow of

marijuana and paper that illuminated his thin lips and

pugged nose and reflected in his chocolate brown eyes. His

fingers continued their beat. "No. I was wondering when we

were going to leave Dallas." She reached over, grabbed the

bottle, and set it next to her. "We've been here at your
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friend's filthy apartment for almost a week doing nothing.

You're gone half the time, and I have to watch soap operas

and listen to Buddy cough out his lungs in the bathroom

every morning. How can ya'll smoke so much pot?"

A long line of smoke shot upward from Rob's lips, then

he licked an index finger and dabbed a run on the joint. "I

want to head south too, but I had to take care of some

things. Anyway Charlie's dad is on vacation, and he won't be

back at the refinery until next week. I can't do anything

about the job down there until Charlie and me talk to him."

"But Rob, we're supposed to be running away, and we

haven't gone twenty miles."

"I know, Twy, I know. We'll take off in two days. We

can find a place to stay, and I can meet Charlie and his dad

on Sunday." He moved close to Twylight and grabbed her limp

hand. "You're not gonna wimp out on me, are you? Things will

be excellent in Port Arthur. We'll get our own place. Our

folks won't be around to hassle us. Can't mess up our heads

with their bad vibes. It'll be cool. We'll do what we want,

when we want."

"Let's go tonight. It'll be fun," she said, squeezing

his hand.

"Come on, Twy. That's two more nights in a motel. We

don't have the cash."

"We could sleep in the back of your truck." She drew

away her hand, bracing both hands against the railing, and
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spoke, as if addressing the lights of the stadium. "I can't

stand this, Rob. I've gotta get outta here. When I'm alone,

I see my mother depressed and crying. Then I hear her

telling me how much she loves me. It's getting to me." Rob

acted as if he were going to speak, but she continued. "I

know you like my dad and some of the other players. They

don't know shit. They think they're so cool, but all their

lives are screwed up. You should see my dad at home. He

tries to be nice, but all he cares about is baseball. When

my mom got better, he seemed to disappear. We never see him,

except on TV. And my mom. She's on his case to quit. Says we

need to be together while I'm still at home." She took a

drink of beer. "Well, I solved all their problems. I left.

Now I want to get far away."

"I do too, Twy. My parents--"

Rob stopped short, because Buddy, excited and

obviously stoned, opened the sliding glass door and began

talking immediately. "Rob, man." He looked nervously at

Twylight. "Sorry, man, but you've got to hear this kick-ass

tune on the radio. Some killer guitar, man."

"Okay, Bud. I'll be there in a sec." Rob looked at

Twylight, who was crying, and he carressed her shoulders.

"Two days, Twy. You can handle that. I've got to see some

people tomorrow, and we'll party that night. We'll be outta

here before you know it. Then we can start over--you and me,

alone. Okay?"
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"I'll be all right," she said, her head down.

* * *

"Yeah." Twylight slapped her legs in time to the music

and shook her head, letting her hair stream out the window

of Rob's pickup. He nodded to the beat with his hands on the

wheel, alternating his glance between the road and Twylight

and cradling a beer between his legs--his hair whipping at

the top of the window. "Beautiful," Twylight screamed. They

smiled at each other. "Sing it, Janice." Twylight sang

instead, too excited to worry about getting the words to

"Bobby McGee" right. "Freedom, uh huh, freedom means having

nothing left to lose." Rob grabbed the beer and toasted the

radio. "Hell, yeah. Here's to freedom, Janice." He drank and

handed the can to Twylight. She raised the can, foam

dripping to the floor. "To Janis Joplin, the greatest singer

of all time."

Beer trickled down her chin. She wiped it with her

hand, tossed the can out the window, and took a deep breath.

Nodding to the music, she allowed her eyes to embrace the

scenery. .Pine trees lined the two-lane highway that rolled

out in front of them like a river cutting through a garden

of tall grass and forest. The wedge of space opened by the

road gave Twylight a view of the morning sky still laced

with the moisture of the East Texas night. "Incredible.

Robby. This is living. I've never felt so happy in my life."
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"And I've never needed a smoke so bad. Let's stop at

that gas station up there."

Buzz Newton didn't see the small, foreign pickup

angling toward his station, and he didn't care. He swung the

sledgehammer with all his energy. The hammer's heavy metal

head tore at the chrome-plated rearview mirror on the

driver's side of his old Chevy Impala. The high metallic

ring of metal on metal and the light peppering of glass

showering the cement drive was music to the old man's ears.

"Take that, you bastard." The skeleton of the mirror

dangled by one screw. "One more time." With two hands he

lifted the hammer above his head like an axe and slammed it

on the arm of the glassless mirror. The hammer drove

downward, chipping the concrete drive, and the mirror

clanked and skidded across the cement.

Rob nearly drove over the worthless mirror as he

coasted toward the gas pumps. He stopped in front of a pump

and leapt out. Buzz, his back to Rob, was admiring his body

work. "What'cha doin', Pops?"

Buzz turned, shielding his eyes from the sun. His gray

hair and beard were both stubble, and his white T-shirt was

already stained with sweat. "Huh. Whad ya say?"

"That how you get your kicks?"

Buzz cleared his throat and spit at the dead mirror.

"You wouldn't know, boy. Damn mirrors. You'll hate them
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someday." He bent over and wiped his brow with his shirt.

"Lived too damn much. Don't want to look behind me no more.

Blamed mirrors remind me of what I done wrong. Bustin' 'em

all off. You need some help?"

Rob stepped back and grabbed his mirror in jest. "Whoa,

now. I got nothin' against mirrors. Just need some gas and

cigarettes."

"Help yourself. I got work to do." He opened the door

of the Chevy and started attacking the inside mirror with a

screwdriver.

Twylight jumped out and told Rob she would pay for the

gas and get the smokes. The small, white tile building

probably had lived many lives before becoming a gas station.

A large picture window and beer and cigarette signs

dominated the front of the building. A mobile home sat to

the left, and next to it, a tire swing was suspended from a

twisted oak. An old pickup, without mirrors, was perched

atop cement blocks.

Twylight opened the screen door and stepped onto the

stained, rotting wooden floor. An odor of bologna and dust

greeted her before she was captivated by the sight of a

large, red-cheeked woman behind the counter reading a

tabloid. Country and Western music came from a portable

radio on top of a meat cooler. Two rows of canned goods and

snacks ran the length of the room, and a beer and soft drink

cooler stretched along the back wall.
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The woman didn't look up until Twylight stepped up to

the counter. "Hi, Missy. What'cha need?"

"We're getting gas, and I need two packs of Marlboros."

She put down the magazine and pushed herself up. Tall

and fat, she appeared even bigger because she was wearing a

Dallas Stars' jersey. Although it had to have been the

largest size made, the red, white, and blue polyester shirt

was stretched tightly across her huge breasts. When she

turned to find the cigarettes, Twylight was astounded to see

her father's name and number, 31, emblazoned in blue and red

on her wide back. She was gasping for breath by the time she

tossed the two hard packs on the formica counter next to a

large glass jar full of pickled eggs soaking in vinegar. Her

teeth were the color of the floor. "Where ya'll from, Hon?

Twylight hesitated. "Dallas."

"Too many folks for me, but I love listenin' to the

Stars on the radio. Gives me relief from that crazy ol' man

out yonder," she said and glanced out the front window.

"Tried follerin' that Houston bunch but never could stomach

the National League. Honey, you like baseball?"

Twylight glanced outside, but Rob was still pumping the

gas. Before she could stop herself, she found herself asking

about the jersey. "No, but that jersey's familiar. It's my

dad's."
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The woman cackled, covering her mouth with both chubby

hands, then reached out to Twylight, as if to embrace her.

Twylight stepped back.

"Lordy, Child. Ain't you the lucky one. Best player on

the team. Handsome, too." She covered her mouth again. "I

get carried away with myself when it comes to that man.

Plays like they used to. And, my, he shore does have a

beautiful little daughter."

"Thank you," Twylight said shyly, quickly looking

outside, where Rob was holding up eight fingers to tell her

the price of the gas. She reached into her purse and turned

back to the woman.

"Eight dollars for the gas. So how much--"

The woman began talking while she punched the keys on

the cash register. "Being Mitch's daughter, ya'll must be

happy about the news."

"What news?"

"Girl, you don't know the good news about your own

daddy?"

Twylight noticed that her hand was shaking when she

handed the money to the woman. "I've been away from home for

a couple of days."

"Well, I declare," the woman said, putting the money

away but inspecting Twylight as if she it suddenly dawned on

her that Twylight should be in school. "It's been on the

radio and TV." She closed the drawer and placed her hands on
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the counter. "Your own daddy signed a new contract, and you

don't know a thing about it. Biggest news around here for

some time, far as I see it. We'll have Mitch mowin' 'em down

for three more years and learnin' to coach in Mexico. He'll

be the manager after that if the Stars know what's good for

'em."

When Twylight walked out of the station, Rob was

waiting in the truck and Buzz was trying to wedge the sledge

hammer into his car. She ran to the truck, slammed the door

and threw the cigarettes against the windshield. "Hey, take

it easy," Rob said. "What's the matter?"

Twylight slumped in the seat and kicked the dashboard.

She glared at Rob. "He did it." She pounded the seat with

her small fist. "A contract. He signed a three-year

contract."

"Who?"

"Elvis Presley. Who do you think?" she said, folding

her arms over her chest. "The great Mitch the Bitch, that's

who."

Rob propped a knee on the seat and laid his arm on the

back of the seat. "Wait a second. Now, what happened?

Where'd you hear this? You didn't call home, did you?"

She stared at the dash. "Of course not. The lady in

there heard it on the radio." Twylight sat up and stared in

the direction of the station. "My dad signed a three-year

contract, and he has to coach in Mexico during the winter.
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That old lady had it memorized. I bet Mom's ready to kill

him. I don't know how she's gonna cope."

Rob shrugged and moved back behind the wheel. "Good

thing you got outta there," he said, starting the truck.

Her eyes moist and beginning to sting, she looked out

the window. "Yeah. I just wish she had somewhere to go."



CHAPTER 6

THE PRESSBOX

Randy Slate, the Stars' beat writer for the Dallas

Examiner, and his boss, Red Schmidt, were huddled at the

back of the press box watching Mitch manipulate the Boston

hitters like a sadistic puppeteer. It was the fifth inning

and in four innings of relief, Mitch hadn't allowed a runner

to reach base. The Stars led Boston, 3-2, because of Cal

Robinson's three-run home run in the bottom of the first.

Slate knew his boss wasn't there to watch the game, and

since he had a lot of work to do, he didn't feel like

chatting. "Maybe the Stars should give their entire pitching

staff three-year contracts if it would make them throw like

this."

The sports editor stroked his mustache. "It doesn't

make sense. And I don't give a shit what the front office

claims. They could have three Mitches for what they paid

him. Middle relievers come as cheap as the house scotch.

Besides, in three years Wilcox's left arm will be dragging

the ground."

On the field, Mitch jammed a Boston hitter, forcing him

to fly weakly to second. One out in the fifth. The eighth

and ninth hitters coming up, Mitch would cut them down and

finish a perfect night's work. Rhodes, Slate knew, couldn't
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afford to throw Mitch much more than four innings. Because

of the ragged state of the bullpen, he needed Mitch fresh at

least three times a week.

Slate pulled a granola bar out of his coat pocket and

offered it to his boss. Schmidt sneered. Slate shrugged,

unwrapped it, and took a bite.

"How can you eat that crap?" Schmidt said. "Twenty

years. ago if a writer pulled out that bran shit, he would

have been banned from the press box."

"Prevents hemorrhoids," Slate said, picking his teeth

with his tongue.

"Gives me the red ass. Did you finish your follow-up

piece on Wilcox and the sale of the club to that group from

New York?"

"Of course. Just waiting for you to admire it."

"If you didn't play up the angle on the prospective

buyers, you'll be rewriting for the late editions and

busting your ass to make the game story deadline."

The Boston hitter swung wildly at a screwball and went

into a tailspin. Slate smirked and looked at the sports

editor.

"It's as strong as I could make it. Your favorite GM,

Michaels, swore that Mitch's deal was all his and that no

sale is imminent. But I've got the group's spokesman

supporting Mitch's contract, saying the team has to reward
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its players and fans with long-term commitments. That's all

I could get."

Slate's hushed words competed with the plastic pecking

noise of the other reporters typing play-by-play details. In

the background, beyond the press box's windows, droned the

muffled chatter from the stands and the tinny voice of the

public address announcer.

Schmidt nodded, but his expression looked as if it

belonged on Mt. Rushmore. Slate wondered if his boss stored

his stony look in a glass case when he slept. The sports

editor lit a cigarette and blew the smoke toward the field.

"That's it?" Schmidt said, forcing himself to keep his

voice down. "Everybody knows the deal is going down soon. We

need to print when it's happening, not just confirm

something every Joe Shmoe in the suburbs already knows. As

for Wilcox, middle relievers just don't get three-year

deals, especially ones who could lose it beating off in the

shower. They're both tied together, and in case you've

forgotten, it's your job to find out how and why."

A muted roar came from the crowd. The eighth hitter in

the lineup kicked at the dirt on his way to the dugout. The

replay on the press box's television showed the batter watch

a looping curve ball bite off the outside corner for a

called third strike. Mitch's fifth strikeout. Two outs and a

.211 hitter coming up.
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Slate took another bite of his snack. He chewed and

watched the batter step up to the plate and dig in.

"I don't like it either, Red, but I can't nail anything

down," Slate said. "Maybe Mitch's got something on Michaels.

Maybe Mitch's wife is the illegitimate daughter 
of one of

these New York guys. Maybe Pete Rose is the reincarnation of

Shoeless Joe Jackson. Who the hell knows."

Mitch's first pitch nearly tore off the batter's head

and sent the young Dominican sprawling in the dust. Slate

had seen it happen often. Mitch was playing with the kid,

setting him up for a fastball or slider on the outside

corner, then a fastball on the fists. . .

"For tomorrow's piece," Slate continued, "I had to lead

with the quote from the prospective buyer and then back that

up with a source from the league office saying the sale 
will

be approved in a heartbeat, whenever it happens."

The kid missed an outside fastball by a foot.

"I can get that bullshit from the damn television,"

Schmidt said. "That's not good enough."

"My sources say the deal's going to break soon."

Schmidt leaned closer to his writer. "Soon?" Schmidt

leaned in closer. "Soon don't sell papers. If we get beat on

this, you'll be covering women's basketball for the rest of

your career."

"Relax," Slate said, peeling the wrapper off the

granola. "My sources are good. They won't screw me over."
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"What about Sunday?"

"Maybe. But this isn't a science."

"No shit, Sonny. But it pays for your running shoes and

Hirohito designer sports car."

"I'll let you know tomorrow," Slate said. "I have to

make a few calls." He looked at the stone wall sitting

beside him. "Do you know anything about that accounting guy,

Baker? He's the only local member of the group. Only got a

small share, ten percent I think, but he's a mover. But I

haven't been able to get to him."

"Probably just another rich boy jock sniffer. I'll

check." Schmidt stood up. "I've got to get back to the

office. Get the Wilcox piece in. The Sunday piece'll run on

page one. I'll need an analysis piece for the sports lead."

"That's all?"

"For now."

Down on the field, the batter hit a line drive at

Mitch's head. He ducked but somehow got his glove up in time

to snare the ball. The crowd cheering wildly, Mitch spiked

the ball on the infield grass and loped off the field.

* * *

Mitch's left shoulder felt as if someone had cut it

open, dropped a burning cigarette into the hole, and

stitched it closed. The pain never felt better. Four-plus

innings. No hits. Five strikeouts. A 4-2 victory. Stripped

to the waist, he sat in front of his locker, holding a cold
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Budweiser on the biting pain. Teammates slapped him on the

back for getting the win, and reporters made a human wall

around his locker.

"Mitch, how did it feel--"

Robinson, holding a towel around his waist, knocked the

notebook out of the reporter's hand and bulled his way

through Mitch's audience. All the writers smiled, except the

one trying to retrieve his notes from under Robinson's

rubber sandals.

"Way to bring it, Mitchy," screamed Robinson, reaching

for Mitch's limp right hand, which was dangling over his

knee. "Keep that shit up, and I'll double your salary."

"What, and make you dip into petty cash?" Mitch said,

shaking Robinson's hand. "Just keep hittin' 'em out of the

park."

"Can do, Baby. Can do." Robinson tossed Mitch's hand

aside, parted the supplicant flesh like a big game hunter,

and headed toward the showers. "If you need me boys, I'll be

in my office."

The reporters and Mitch traded looks, shrugs, nods of

exasperated amusement, as if begrudgingly admiring the

antics of a precocious child. On his way to the shower room,

Robinson roared like a psychopathic cowboy, letting loose a

grating "Yeee-haw" and trading overhead hand slaps with a

naked player emerging from the showers. The towel dropped

from Robinson's waist, exposing his pearly white butt. He
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continued into the showers, accompanied by the "flip-flip-

flip" of his rubber sandals and his crazed, rustic

bellowing.

Slate's voice broke up the awkward moment and returned

the reporters' attention to Mitch.

"Was that you ten years ago, Mitch?" Slate joked,

rolling his head and pointing a thumb toward the muscle-

bound .clown.

Shaking his head and fixing Slate with a mock

seriousness, Mitch said, "We didn't wear flip-flops back

then."

On cue, the group chortled. Slate continued. "Going

back to the game, do you think you can throw like that

another three years?"

Mitch took a Camel from a pack lying beside him, lit

it, and blew smoke toward the ceiling, watching it disperse

like a daydream. "I don't see why not. Gaylord Perry's still

cuttin' 'em down. So is Tommy John. Who knows how old

Satchel Paige was when he hung it up." Another cloud rose

toward the heavens. "I'll know when to quit though. You

won't see me tripping over myself like Willie Mays did,

stumbling over routine fly balls like a punch drunk boxer. I

can teach these young Turks something after I lose it."

Another reporter broke in. "What about color work on

television? Are you giving up that idea?"
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The cigarette in his mouth, Mitch pointed the glowing

end at the reporter, eyes squinted. "Never say never." He

inhaled, snatched the cigarette, and snuffed it out on the

bench. His words were engulfed in puffs of smoke. "I'll deal

with that when the time comes. Right now, I'm still a

player."

He stood up and started taking off his pants. "Anything

else? I've got to shower."

"No. Thanks Mitch." The reporters scattered to look for

more quotes, but Slate stayed behind.

"One more thing, Mitch."

Mitch sat down to peel the pants off his feet. "Make it

quick, Gary."

"It'll only take a minute. Your contract still bothers

me, Mitch. Do you know any of the prospective buyers?"

"You were at the press conference." Mitch quit tugging

at his pants and glared at Slate. "Slate, what got up your

butt?"

"Three years for a middle reliever? Come on, Mitch."

Slate sat down. There was so much noise, he didn't have to

lower his voice. "Did you know Russell Baker is part of the

group? Your wife works for him, doesn't she?"

Mitch felt like he had given up a grand slam to a slap

hitting shortstop. That was the first he had heard of

Baker's connection to the new buyers, and it raised several
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questions, all of which he didn't want to discuss with

Slate. "You're right, she works for him. That's all I know."

"Come on, Mitch. You must have heard something about

the sale."

Mitch finished undressing and picked up a towel. "I've

got to take a shower."

"If you hear anything," Slate said, "call me. Anytime."

"Sure." As Mitch walked toward the showers, he made a

mental note to call Baker the first thing in the morning.



CHAPTER 7

THE MORNING AFTER

Take a festering domestic wound, add salt in the form

of an irate wife, blend in a hangover, and mix vigorously--

instant confusion and anger, laced with a throbbing

headache. The bile coursed through Mitch's body Sunday

morning as he walked into the sunlit kitchen searching for

relief. Should just stick his head in the trash compactor,

he thought. Would save time. Even the light in the

refrigerator was out to torture him. Mitch found a Budweiser

wedged behind a pitcher of orange juice and a jar of salad

dressing. He sat at the kitchen table, opened the beer, and

drank.

Inspecting the can like a pawn shop dealer appraising a

diamond ring, he proclaimed, "Breakfast of Chumps." Another

chug, then he set it down, slid the contract--still unsigned

--to the other end of the table and reached for the ashtray.

The nicotine cleared his head enough so that he could review

what had happened since Hardin spoiled his shower two days

ago. Michaels, dressed as the devil in a blue blazer, pumped

three years of life into his sore left arm. Fifteen minutes

later, the GM and his henchmen sucked out his bone marrow

with their hidden clause--three hot, stinking, dirty winters

in backwater Mexico. Bastards every one.
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"What else you going to do, Mitch?" Michaels had said.

"Act the clown for that TV station? Any pitcher in this

league would crawl over his grandmother's grave for a three-

year deal. You're lucky, son. Three hundred K will ease the

pain."

"You're jacking around with my life, and you think it's

funny," he said. "Jesus Christ, Rick. That's unethical as

shit. Doesn't that eat at you?"

"Relax, Mitch. I was just doing my job. Do you think I

want to practice law again? If you think pitching in

Cleveland sucks, try a divorce case. Now those are venal

bastards. And other lawyers? Lower than whale shit."

"Great, so fuck up my life instead," he said. "I ought

to take my chances as a free agent. Embarrass you and the

team." He had been whining, but he couldn't back down. "I've

still got it. Someone would pick me up."

"No one would screw us over, Mitch. You know that,"

Michaels said. "You're pissed right now, and I don't blame

you. Face it. You're a baseball player, Mitch. You've got it

made. Enjoy the ride--you've earned it."

"I thought you knew me better than that," he said.

"Even if I sign, I'm not going to bend over and close my

eyes. This isn't over."

"It's a dead end, Mitch. But suit yourself."

"Damn right, I will."

* * *
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Drinking a beer had been a bad idea, and as he brushed

his teeth, Mitch heard Nicole moving around in the bedroom.

Shortly, she turned on the stereo. Appointing Neil Young to

thrash around in Mitch's throbbing head wasn't any way to

win an argument. She was sick of games. Time for inflicting

pain.

"Mitch, you can't hide in there all day," she said

through the door, even though he had been in there only

through the first half of "Alabama." "You had all but

promised to quit after this season and take the television

job."

When he came out, she was sitting on the bed. He

flopped on his back next to her, closed his eyes, and rubbed

his temples.

"I didn't sign anything. The contract's in the

kitchen."

"I saw it."

"Nicole, I was railroaded. They hit me with the Mexico

thing in the press conference. If I knew about that, I

wouldn't have agreed--"

"Agreed. To what?" she cried. "How stupid can you be?

You didn't have to do one damn thing. They knew you would,

though. I can hear them. 'We'll promise him he can play

three more years. He loves the screaming fans and headlines

more than himself. He'll go to Mexico. Mitch'll do anything

to avoid the real world. All these jocks are the same."'
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He would have yelled back if he could have. Problem

was, she was right. He realized that morning that he had

tried to drown the truth last night. It didn't die, because

the truth was a vital part of him--like his resilient left

arm. He loved the game as much as he loved anything else--

his health, Nicole, Twylight--if not more. He didn't want to

make a choice . . . didn't think he needed to.

"Jesus, Nicole. If nothing else, think about the money.

Three more years in ball, and we'll be set. We'll be able to

give Twylight anything she wants."

His second stupid comment, but he was playing injured.

"Money? Money. He's . . . he's--" and squeezed out a

desperate laugh--"he's talking about investments and our

daughter's a runaway." She stared at him as if he had

admitted to having an affair. "Sign that contract, and I

guarantee you she'll never stay here. Better yet, dammit,

sign your soul away and you'll never touch me again."

Was this deja vu? She sounded like him bluffing

Michaels last night. She had leverage, though. She didn't

understand that he couldn't give in. Quitting wouldn't bring

back Twylight; it would only make things worse. He would be

miserable having retired but still knowing he could play,

and eventually, Nicole would feel guilt for making his

retire.
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"I mean. it, Mitch," she continued. "I can't go on like

this. It's baseball or the family. No more straddling the

fence."

He decided it was time to change the subject. "Maybe

you should talk to your boss," he said.

She flinched. "My boss? Good God, Mitch, what's Russ

got to do with this?"

"Russ is one of the new buyers. Did you know that?"

"No . . . I . . . How would I know something like that?

What are you getting at?"

"Nothing. It's strange that this contract and his name

keep getting tangled up together. Does he know we've been

having problems?"

"That's crazy," she said. "We talk. We're friends--you

know that. He respects you. If I understand what you mean,

you're wrong. He wouldn't be so deceitful."

"I know he still loves you. Always has."

Her face turned crimson. She jumped up and began

yelling like a demented manager going after an umpire.

"I don't believe this is happening. Mitch, you . .

you . . . bastard. You're turning it all around. Blaming me.

And Russ!" She began throwing anything she could grab,

darting around the room like a caged animal. Maybe he pushed

her too far. "I might as well be talking to a baseball bat.

Do what you want, you big dumb jock. Sign your damned
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contract. Ruin your life. Break up your family. I don't care

anymore."

She moved toward the door, stopped and turned, crossing

her arms over her chest. Mitch wanted to run to her, grab

her, shake some sense into her, but when he tried to rise

the room began to spin and go black at the edges. He sat

down and clutched his head with both hands.

"Jee-sus fuck-ing Christ," he yelled, the music and

blood pounding in his head. He had to lower his voice or his

head would explode. "Let me see if I've got this right," he

said, squeezing his head. "Just because I'm doing my job,

our family is going to hell. That's bullshit, Nicole."

She started to object, but he pointed a finger at her.

"Don't fuck-ing interrupt me." She looked at him as if she

wanted to kill him. "Our spoiled daughter runs away with a

hippie, and you blame me? We can't talk anymore, and it's

all my fault? That's bullshit."

He was out of control, but he didn't care, ignoring the

pain in his head, arm, back as he stood up. He walked over

to the dresser and sat on the edge, no more than three feet

from Nicole. She squirmed but held her ground.

"Shit, Nicole." He clinched his fists and held them

quivering in front of him to keep from hitting something.

"You want everything your own fucking way, but you can't

control life like it's a god-damned Tee-vee show." He

slammed his thighs with his fists and stared into her rock-
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hard eyes. "We're not happy-go-lucky newlyweds anymore.

Twylight isn't a cute little baby. If you'd quit feeling

sorry for yourself, maybe we could make this work."

She threw her head back, letting out a strained laugh

and stretching her hands upward, pleading. She let them

fall to her sides, then shot them upward, shaking them in

Mitch's face.

"Work with what?" Then the anger returned. "My so-

called husband plays a stupid game most of the year and

expects his daughter and wife to welcome him home with open

arms--whenever he decides to show up."

Mitch jumped up and slapped the opened door, making the

springed doorstop thud and twang and nearly tearing the 
door

off its hinges. "Working. Dammit. Putting my balls in a vise

every time I walk out to the mound. Set you up pretty good,

too," he said, pointing behind him. "Nice home. Nice

clothes. What pisses me off, Nicole, is you never bitched

about cashin' those checks. Not until you saw the end of the

gravy train. Now it's, 'Prepare for the future, Mitch,"' he

said, mocking her. "'Can't play forever. Blah. Blah. Blah.

Be responsible. Blah. Blah... . . '

Suddenly tired, he leaned against the door. "Same ol'

shit, Nicole. Players hear it all the time. You don't like

your job, so you want me to be miserable too. I'm a pitcher.

A damn good one. Don't try to take that away from me.

That'll kill this marriage faster than anything."
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"It is dead, you bastard," she cried. Tears ran down

her cheeks, but she ignored them. "You killed it, killed us,

with your shitty game. That's all you care about, all you

ever cared about."

Nicole looked like a stranger, separated from him by

all the hard words and the disappointments. He wondered if

the past was dead, if the joy and hope they shared years ago

could ever be revived. He moved toward her, but she stepped

back and held up her hands.

"Don't, Mitch."

"But I love you, Nicole. We have to make this work."

Her hands shook as if an electric current ran through

her body. "Love? Love, Mitch?" She laughed now, but it was a

hideous cackle, twisting her face grotesquely. Just as

suddenly, her laughing stopped, and the blood seemed to

drain out of her face. "Love of your pathetic self. I don't

see any affection for me or Twylight. You're using us, you

bastard, just so you have something to come home to. Don't

you see that?" Her expression was both angry and pleading.

"When it fucking suits you. What about us? That, that's not

love. Maybe it is to your stupid buddies. Not in real life,

it isn't. You give everything to that damned game. We get

the leftovers. If you worked as hard with this family, we'd

be together right now. Can't you see that?"
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Despite his weariness, the blood surged into his head.

He stepped toward Nicole,. but she held up her hands to stop

him. He slammed the doorjamb with his palm.

"Goddammit, Nicole. There you go again. It's the game.

Like you haven't had any problems," he said. "What was I

doing last year when you couldn't even fucking get out of

bed because you were so depressed? Where was I then? Right

fucking here!" He pointed at the floor, then thrust his

finger at her. "Helping you--and Twylight. Now I get a great

chance to set up this family for life, and you bitch and

moan. That isn't fair."

"Fine," she cried, tossing up her hands and slapping

her thighs. "Go to Mexico. And go to hell too. You bastard."

She wheeled around and stormed off.

"Nicole," he shouted. "Goddammit, Nicole. Where are you

going?"

"Out," she yelled.

He started after her but stopped, turned and raced to

the bathroom to throw up.

* * *

The morning sunlight hurt his eyes and made his head

pound even louder, so he got up and closed the kitchen

blinds. On his way back to his chair, Mitch picked up the

contract. He sat down, ground out a cigarette, took a pen

out of the jar in the middle of the table, and began to

sign. "Shit," he said, shoving the pen and paper across the
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table. He felt as if he were two different people. One, the

baseball player, knew it was a golden opportunity, one every

player his age dreamed about. His other self, the husband

and father, felt Nicole's desperation and Twylight's

childish needs. Why did there have to be a conflict, he

wondered. Years ago, baseball and family fit snugly

together; now, though, Nicole demanded a divorce, either

from baseball or from him. He lit a cigarette and stared at

the contract. He could make it work. He always had.

Twylight had never run away, though. At least she had

never stayed away. With her gone, the wall between his

career and family loomed taller, stronger. Nicole argued for

bringing her home, but they didn't know where to find her.

"Something awful will happen to her if we don't find her.

Her note said she went with Rob. She wouldn't have told us

that unless she still loved us and wanted us to find her."

Why did he always disagree with Nicole lately? He knew

Twylight's boyfriend would eventually leave her, and she

would learn a lesson. Nicole, though, didn't agree. "Nicole,

we've done everything possible. We've told the police. Rob's

parents say he has friends scattered all over the country.

And the note. Hell, she told us that so we would worry even

more. No, if we force her to come home, she'll resent us.

She has to return on her own. That'll happen soon."

The ring of the phone startled Mitch. He answered

before it rang again.
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"Mitch? This is Randy Slate. Sorry to bother you--"

"Damn, Slate. You scared the shit outta me. What are

you doing?"

"You know I wouldn't normally do this, but the sale of

the club is being done--possibly as we speak. The New York

group is in Dallas. I'm working on the story, but I need

some help from you."

Mitch reached for his cigarette. "Randy, I told you

last night. I don't know anything."

"I don't know Russell Baker." Slate paused, but Mitch

didn't respond. "I've heard he's one of the buyers, but I

can't confirm it. He's supposed to have about a ten percent

share of the deal, but he's keeping quiet for some reason."

Mitch's head started aching again. He had forgotten

about Baker because of the fight with Nicole. "All I know is

what you told me. I haven't had time to talk to him."

Slate's voice quickened. "Come on, Mitch. Your wife

works for him. She must've told you something." Another

pause. "I don't have to name you in the story. You can be an

inside source, an outsider close to the negotiations--

anything--but I've got to have something on Baker. The

story's running tomorrow."

"Call Baker."

"He won't return my calls."

"Talk to the guys from New York."

"They're not talking."
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"Ask Michaels."

"Come on, Mitch."

"I'd help you if I could, but I don't know anything."

"So I guess that's it." Mitch began to anger, but Slate

continued, quieter now. "I'm sorry, but things are getting a

little frantic. Thanks for being honest. I'll talk to you

later. Bye."

Mitch turned back toward the table. The white paper of

the contract seemed to glow with a life of its own. He

wouldn't sign until he talked to Baker. And that bastard

would return his call.



CHAPTER 8

PORT ARTHUR

"Good god, Twylight," Rob yelled over the boom of the

stereo and the steady rush of the wind whipping through the

pickup's open windows, "Port Arthur smells like God himself

squatted over this place and cut a fart. A huge beer fart."

With his free hand, Rob fanned his face and looked over

at .Twylight with an exaggerated sour expression. "Whew! I

mean. Somebody died."

She eyed him coldly. "I thought you knew all about this

place. You said it was beautiful down here. A resort. I

remember, you called it a resort. 'Oh, you'll love it,

Twylight,"' she said, trying to imitate his deep monotone.

"'Not all concrete and traffic like Dallas. And the people

are nice. They have soul, not like the suits in Dallas who

only care about making money. '"

She grabbed a -handful of the hair whipping across her

face and in the same motion tossed it over her shoulder and

turned her head away from Rob. A never-ending, shimmering

line of oil refineries stretched along the horizon to the

south of the two-lane highway. Black smoke poured out of the

twisted jumble of metal piping and drifted to the north. A

blue flame from a lone tower licked at the overcast sky.
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"Oh, loosen up, Twylight," Rob pleaded. "I haven't been

here before. I was just telling you what Charlie told me.

He's lived here all his life, and he loves it."

The foul air turned her stomach. "That's because this

awful air killed his brain cells," she said, staring out the

window.

"Come on, Twylight. Give me a break." She looked at

him. "I'll bet when you see the beach and eat some of the

bad-ass Cajun food. You'll forget about the smell."

For the past hour, the only changes in the coastal

plain landscape had been the small bridges spanning the

little rivers and swamps and the small shacks along the

highway--dirty and broken down houses with rusted-out

pickups parked in front, children in diapers and rags

playing in the broken shell driveways. She was sick of the

tall grass and of all the water standing in the fields. And

although the pickup's windows were down, she was hot and

sweaty. The air was like an old dog's breath--rank and damp.

"It's just so different from home," she said.

"Shit," he hissed, hitting the steering wheel. He

glared at her.

"What?" she said.

"What, hell. Bitch, bitch, bitch. I'll tell you what,

Twylight, this whining shit ain't gonna get it. Keep it up,

and I'll put your ass on a bus. Bitch and moan with your old

lady, but not to me."
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Her mouth agape, she gathered her hair in her hand and

held it against her neck. "I . . . I can't go home. You

can't make me."

"Watch me."

"You bastard," she cried, kicking the dashboard.

"This," she declared, pointing out the front window, "was

your idea. I wanted to go to California."

"Go out there with those crazies. I don't give a shit.

Just leave my ass alone."

She began to cry. "I want to be with you. Together."

She slid across the seat, folding her knees under the seat

to avoid the gear shift, and leaned her head against his

arm. "I'm afraid, Robby."

He looked at her and frowned, but his eyes were soft.

"Don't cry. We'll make it. We have to."

"Yes," she whispered, rubbing his chest. Then she

looked up as they passed one of the refineries. She pointed

at the silver maze of pipes. "You're going to work in one of

those filthy things?"

"It won't kill me," he said quietly, but he seemed to

be thinking about something else.

* * *

An oil freighter floated along the intercoastal canal

that bordered downtown Port Arthur. The immense body of

black steel loomed over the sea wall, blacker than the murky

water, the freighter's running lights illuminating a
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Japanese flag and painting the ship in an eerie 
glow. The

enormous hull made the downtown buildings appear like toys.

At the same time, the lap and splash of the water against

the hull played a soothing rhythm that blended with the

chirp, twitter, buzz of the Southeast Texas night. All

images and sounds swam in the warm moist air.

The glow of Rob's cigarette showed his smooth, bland

features--sliver of a mouth, round nose, forehead like a

half moon. His hair, the color of wet sand, framed his dark

eyes, curled around his ears and fanned out on his

shoulders.

"Bullshit," he said, his tightened jaw hardening his

eyes and lining his forehead. He flicked his cigarette into

the wet grass and glared at the black man sitting on the

picnic table next to him. The man, resting his elbows on his

knees, stared toward the gnarled oak trees and weeds and

chain-linked fence surrounding the softball field in the

city park. He licked the whiskers framing his mouth.

"Supply and demand, man. I don't set no prices. I just

move the goods. You don't like it, go back to Dallas, play

white boy drug dealer up there."

Rob lit another cigarette and offered one to the man

who called himself "Blades." The fire of Rob's lighter

showed Blades' eyes, half open and shiny, like onyx. A scar

ran vertically along his left temple. High cheekbones jutted

out of his angular face. Sharp, protruding chin pointed to
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cords of muscle and vein set in relief on his neck and

collarbones, riding like two crowbars above his chest.

The people in Dallas told Rob to expect this. "Blades

knows what we pay for the cocaine," they said, "but he'll

test you, see if you can be trusted to move it. He doesn't

want some punk getting busted and screwing up his territory.

Don't jack with him," they warned. "Deal and get the blow

back up here."

Rob exhaled and watched the smoke drift away. He

thought of the smoke billowing out of the oil refinery

smokestacks he and Twylight saw as they approached the town.

"The deal is eight thousand for two pounds. I can't pay any

more. My boss won't deal for ten. I don't have it."

Blades didn't blink, but the wrinkles around his eyes

seemed to deepen. "Why they do this to Blades? Rookies. Be

always sendin' him rookies." He threw down the cigarette.

"Gots no time to argue with babies. Carry yourself back to

your mamma. Tell the man Blades don' deal with little boys."

The words hung in the heavy air. Rob shifted his weight

on the table and looked for the lights of the freighter.

They flickered in the distance, melting into the

streetlights lining the road that wound alongside the sea

wall. Cars hissed by on the road a hundred yards to their

left. He heard the buzz of mosquitoes and faint slap of

water against the sea wall.
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"I can't tell them that." He didn't hook up with

Twylight and get this choice job so he could be scammed by

some half-assed Rastafarian on a power trip. At the same

time, he didn't want to ruin what could be a cushy setup.

All he had to do was drive to Port Arthur every month, buy

the drugs, take them back to Dallas, and distribute them to

the small-time dealers. He didn't have to sell on the

streets, and he made triple the money the street dealers

did.

"Blades don' care what you tell them."

"Come on, man. This is bullshit. No reason why we

can't--" Blades glared at him. "Okay. Okay, man. I can do

the job. All right? They wouldn't have sent me. Nine

thousand. That's as high as I can go. You know it."

Blades eased off the table and propped a black leather

boot on the bench. "You the man, Rookie. Deal goes down

tomorrow night. I'll let you know when and where."

"But you don't know where I'm staying."

"I know." Blades nodded, turned slowly, and strolled

toward the white Lincoln in the parking lot.

Rob brushed back his hair with both hands, curling it

around his ears, and shook his head. He winced, looked down,

and slapped a mosquito on his thigh, leaving a splotch of

blood and black muck. He wiped off the remains and scraped

them against the edge of the wooden table. He lit another
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cigarette and thought about the deal. Twylight didn't have

to know. Better if she didn't. She'd run and tell daddy.

* * *

Port Arthur looked like a miniature version of war-torn

Beruit. The ghosts of big-money crap games rattled around,

haunting the deserted hotels; residents fondly remembered

the colorful parades of five years ago; and lonely old

drunks sipped drinks in the quiet bars, their marble and

glass soiled from neglect. The movement of whites to nearby

towns, accelerated by the decline in domestic oil prices,

created an even more polarized town--a black ghetto to the

west and downtown; whites encamped in their two-story

mansions and ranch-style homes to the north; retirees

clinging to their deteriorating property sprinkled

throughout the town; and striving Vietnamese huddling just

east of downtown, opening stores and restaurants, fishing

the Gulf and restoring dilapidated churches.

Although Janis Joplin, native pariah of Port Arthur,

was long dead when the crash came, her blue-eyed version of

rhythm 'n' blues epitomized the current mood of the area.

Drawing from the cultures of American blacks, working-class

whites, and the counterculture of the Sixties, her music--

its urgent rhythms, desperate yearnings, and frenzied

singing--drove toward a purifying release that was

strikingly similar to the dreams of the people, who longed

for the return of prosperity.
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Port Arthur's main east-west street cut through the

heart of the funky milieu. Unkempt, weathered houses bumped

up against immaculate two-story homes. Vietnamese lettering

had been painted over rusted store signs. The surface of the

wide street undulated like the nearby canal. Walking along

one of the sidewalks, Twylight searched for the site of

Joplin's childhood home. She walked furtively, but she

imagined she was gliding on top of the soaring rhythm in one

of Janis's songs. "Down on me. Yeah, everybody's down on

me." Twylight tried to imitate Janis's scratchy voice as if

the unusual sound would carry her upward, away from her

parents, above all the lying and anger she saw in the world.

She tripped, stubbing her toe on the uneven sidewalk.

"Ouch." She winced, leaned against a tree and rubbed her

sore foot through the thin leather of her boot. She blamed

the pain on Rob. She shouldn't have been alone in a strange

place on their first night in Port Arthur. But Rob had to go

to his friend's house by himself. He could have talked about

the job at the refinery with her there, but he insisted on

leaving her in the motel room.

"I want you to come, but it might cost me the job," he

told her. "Charlie's dad is a redneck. He doesn't know I'm

here with a girl. He'd start preaching about living in sin

and all that shit. I couldn't take that. Anyway, he's a

manager at the plant. I can't piss him off."
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No, she didn't understand, she told him. "Robby, there

still aren't people like that. That's what the Sixties were

all about."

Then he went into his man-of-the world talk. Just

because his dad worked for an oil company and they lived all

over the world, Rob thought he was more sophisticated than

she was.

"Twylight, you've been in the suburbs too long. I've

seen these weirdos in action. Charlie's dad won't even talk

to Charley's brother because he and his girlfriend lived

together before they got married. Didn't even get his own

son a job at the refinery."

"What am I going to do in this ratty motel all by

myself? Shine your work boots? Iron your blue jeans? We just

ran away and you're going to get stoned with some Son-of-

Redneck I don't know. This, God, this isn't what I

expected."

He put his hands on her shoulders, and she shock them

off.

"Twylight. Look at it this way. If I don't get this

job, we'll have to go back home."

She didn't want to continue the argument, so she let

him go. In a way, she was glad. She got up the nerve to walk

to the house where Janis grew up. The address was in a

sightseeing guide in their room. She found the guide lying

underneath a Bible. She threw the Bible in a drawer and had
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to sift through all the information about the petrochemical

industry, the excellent deep-sea fishing, and some Civil War

battle at Sabine Pass before she found a single line on

Janis Joplin, late, famous pop-music singer. The house,

actually a vacant lot, was only a few blocks from the motel.

Since area was a run-down section a few blocks east of

downtown, Twylight was fearful of walking there alone, but

for some reason she had to go.

Before she left, she looked at herself in the mirror.

Her perm was beginning to grow out, but she still looked

like a little girl from the Country Club. But she wasn't

spoiled, not like her friends. She wanted to live. She

wanted to feel the life Janis sang about--love, having

nothing to lose, being tough and gentle at the same time.

She tousled her hair. If she had a flower, she would have

braided it into-her hair. She wiped off her makeup so her

eyes weren't so round and blue. She put on a t-shirt and let

it hang over the Calvin Kline stitching on her blue jeans.

She took off her Nikes and slid on her scuffed, black

leather boots.

Leaning against the tree, she noticed the boot had

another scuff. She ran her finger over the rough leather and

squeezed her throbbing toes. Both sensations pleased her.

Twylight resumed her walk, careful to watch for large cracks

in the cement and keep track of the house numbers, the ones

that had them. Her skin tingled. She liked the moist air
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that seemed to surround the street lights like gauze. Every

dog's bark made her jump, and each house concealed secrets.

Somehow, despite the vividness of the night, she found

herself walking with her mother back at home. All the houses

looked alike. She felt numb. Her mother complained that her

father was gone all the time playing baseball. He wasn't

there to watch Twylight grow up, wasn't around when they

needed him. Since junior high, Twylight had known that her

mother was lonely. Other men were home working in their

yards and playing with their children, but her father was

always in Cleveland or New York or Chicago. The time he

spent at home during the winter never seemed to make up for

all the lost moments, and she and her mother treated him

warily, afraid to get too close and be hurt by his impending

absence. It wasn't fair to Twylight, her mother said. It

wasn't fair to both of them.

"That's okay, Mom," she always said, and she meant it.

She had learned to accept her father's absences, but she

promised herself she would never forgive him. He was someone

she read about in the papers, not a real father. She felt

sorry for her mother, but she couldn't understand why she

always complained about him being gone. Her mother knew what

she was getting into when she married him. Since he signed

that new contract, she gave the marriage a snow ball's

chance in hell of surviving.
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"Families aren't supposed to be split up like this,"

her mother said.

Twylight remembered nodding, feeling trapped. By the

time she was fifteen, she knew she had to escape. She had to

find the love her parents had lost. Rob was exciting, and he

loved her for who she was and not for what she had. When

they left Dallas, she felt like her life was just beginning.

Anticipation froze Twylight. The address on the house

meant Janis's home was across the street. She hadn't been

looking on the other side of the street because she wanted

to be surprised. She turned slowly. Nothing. Was she

mistaken? This was the right address, but through the haze

cast by the streetlight, she saw a vacant lot, overgrown

with weeds, a lone tree standing in the middle. To the left

of the lot was a small store. Beer signs blazed in the

windows. An advertisement for "Adult Videos" covered one

window. A white frame house stood to the right. An old car

was propped up on bricks in the front yard. Mounds of

garbage were next to the street.

Twylight ran across the street as fast as her boots

would allow. In the middle she twisted her ankle in a

pothole, but she continued, ignoring the sharp pain. She

hopped the curb and stopped on the cracked sidewalk. Then

she saw the sign, a crooked, small white board nailed to the

tree with "Janis Joplin's Home" crudely painted in red

letters. She stared at the sign and pounded her thighs with
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her fists. Anger melted into an emptiness that became an

ache in her stomach much like hunger. She stepped forward,

avoided an old car tire, and bent back a tree branch. A

bent, rusty nail bled brownish red through the middle of the

board. Cracks ran the length of it, and the paint was

chipped and peeling. To make sure she wasn't dreaming,

Twylight touched the sign. She jerked away her hand and

lurched backward, keeping her eyes on a slug lying on top of

the board.

Feeling herself beginning to cry, Twylight tried to

conjure Janis's words and music. Silence, except for the

crack and sizzle from an electric insect killer hanging in

front of the store.

A voice. "Girl. Little girl. You there by the tree."

A thin Oriental woman dressed in an apron, her hair

piled on top of her head, stood at the edge of the lot next

to the store. Twylight started to run but didn't want to be

alone, so she walked toward the woman.

"What you doing there? Not allow be there," the woman

said.

The woman's round face was lined with wrinkles, her

eyes dark and shiny. "I wasn't hurting anything."

"That private property. No trespass. Call police if you

not leave."

The woman's hands were on her hips. "Who do you--"

Twylight looked at the store and saw an Oriental man
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standing in the doorway. "Take it easy, Lady. I'm leaving.

There's no reason to stay."

The woman didn't budge. "Why you go there?"

"Why? You don't know?" No response. "That's where Janis

Joplin grew up. Don't tell me you don't know who Janis

Joplin is."

"I know no Janis." She pointed toward the lot. "Young

people come all time. Very messy. Leave much trash. Call

police if they no go."

Twylight reached down and wiped the wet grass off her

boots. "Well, don't worry. I go."

"Good. You go."

Twylight began walking away but stopped. "Are you

Japanese or Chinese?"

"Vietnamese."

"I'm sorry," Twylight said. "I just moved here."

The woman finally smiled, her eyes softening. "Be

careful. No go alone at night. Dangerous."

"Thank you. I won't anymore."

Twylight turned, but the woman stopped her. "Wait," she

said, pointing toward Twylight's hips, and approached her.

"Blood there on finger."

The woman reached for the hand with which Twylight had

touched the sign, but she quickly drew it away. A stream of

blood ran down her index finger, and a brown splinter poked
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out of the blood and irritated skin near the tip. "No. No.

It's okay. It's nothing. I don't have far--"

"You come inside," the woman insisted, motioning toward

the store. The man was still standing in the open doorway.

"I fix before gets bad. You come."

"No. I--"

"Yes." The firmness in the woman's voice startled

Twylight, and she followed the woman.



CHAPTER 9

NEGOTIATIONS

"Jesus, Milo, I don't know how that damned reporter got

my name. I sure as hell didn't tell him. None of my

investors did either. I guarantee that." Baker switched

hands on the portable telephone. "I don't give a rat's ass

how it happened. The damage is done. And don't give me that

lame Jewish wounded shit. You're not half as pissed as I am.

Dammit, I've got half a mind to pull out our share right

now. And my group will back me one hundred percent."

Baker reclined in a plastic chaise lounge beside his

swimming pool, a tumbler of vodka sweating on the glass-

topped table. He adjusted his sun glasses and propped back

his Texas Stars' cap to get a better view of the bronzed

swimmer gliding through the water. Her black suit sparkled

in the sun, making her look like a sea otter--a damned

shapely one, he thought.

Milo's Eastern accent crackled through the receiver.

"Why do something rash, Russell? It hurts me that you're so

upset. There was a breakdown in communication somewhere down

the line, and I regret that. But this is a beauty of a deal,

and I don't want to see it sour because some schmuck talked

to the wrong person--" Baker began to protest. "Wait now.

Hear me out."

100
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Baker smirked and reached for his drink. He sipped and

admired the lithe swimmer as she made her turn without

missing a beat. Jesus, he thought, she'd look like a piece

of art work without the damned suit.

Milo's rapid delivery continued. "You know how

important your local input is to us. We can't do it without

you. We won't. You pull out, we call off the deal, and fly

back to the city tonight."

"Milo, I'm not blaming you. You know that. But this is

bad for business. My partners are vulnerable now. And my

clients. What will their confidence level be when they hear

I've got a piece of the Stars? Not that it's a bad

investment. Far from it. But some people might not see it

that way. The Stars aren't exactly known around here for

their astute business sense." Milo's strained laugh faded

quickly. "And the press, Milo. Them hounding me day and

night? Come on."

"Perfectly understandable, Russell. What will it take

to keep you in? A better return on your investment? A seat

on the board? Name it. We can work something out."

Baker flicked a pool of sweat out of his navel and

flexed his leg muscles, running his wet finger along the

hard ridge above his knee. "Milo, I'm not trying to up the

ante. I don't deal like that."

"What's fair is fair. You've been wronged, and you

deserve compensation. We're willing to renegotiate."
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The swimmer made another perfect turn, then swerved to

the side of the pool closest to Baker. She sat up on the

edge, the tight nylon clinging to her breasts, arched her

back and squeezed the water out of her long blonde hair.

Smiling and staring at Baker, she opened her mouth began

running her thumb and its long, red fingernail slowly in and

out of her mouth.

"I want to play ball with you, Milo. But I can't behind

my partners' backs. You understand."

"What understand? You're the principal investor,

Russell. They'll abide by your decision."

Baker removed his hat, set it on the table, and picked

up the drink. He tipped it toward her, but she shook her

head, held up her thumb, and returned it to her mouth,

running it along her full lower lip. He smiled, toasted her,

and sipped.

"Milo, I'm satisfied with our financial agreement. But

since I'm exposed, so to speak, there is something I want."

"I'm all ears."

"First of all, since I'm in Dallas, I think I should be

the spokesman for the club. And being the spokesman, I'll

need more input into the day-to-day operations of the team."

"Wait a sec, Russell. I'm a little confused. Didn't you

push through the contract for that pitcher?"

"Mitch Wilcox."
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"That's right. I should have remembered. Three hundred

thousand per for a reliever, an old one at that. A gorgeous

bit of persuasion."

"Thank you, but that was a minor transaction." The

blonde was still eyeing him. He held up an index finger to

signal he would be through quickly and continued. "Like I

said, since I'll be the one talking to the press, I'll need

to have a bigger part of the decisions. For instance, the

selection of the new manager, significant say-so on trades,

and if we decide to move on it, a major player in the

construction of a new stadium."

"All reasonable requests. As far as I'm concerned,

consider it done."

"If I can smooth my partners' feathers. They're all

madder than hell about that nosey reporter."

"Of course. Then you'll need to be in on the talks with

the Stars. We're meeting tonight at our hotel. Give us a

chance to discuss your new role. See you then, pardner,"

Milo said with a absurd Texas accent.

"Goodbye, Milo," Baker said, setting down the cordless

phone before Milo could continue the joke.

Baker put on his cap, swung himself out of the chair,

and approached the swimmer. He squatted before her, took her

finger out of her mouth, and licked it. She giggled, drew it

away and, sliding back into the pool, began to push away.
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Baker quickly knelt and snared her wrist. She yelped but did

not fight.

"Here, Roxanne," he said, lifting the strap off a

shoulder and sliding it down her arm, "let me help you." She

gave him her other shoulder, and he repeated the motion.

"That's much better."

"Oh," she moaned. She deftly unsnapped the back of the

suit, letting it fall down her arms and exposing her firm,

white breasts and erect, caramel-colored nipples. She

reached toward him, waving the cloth like a flag, and he

accepted the top and dropped it with a dramatic parting of

his thumb and index finger. She cooed again and plunged her

arms into the water. She kicked momentarily, slumped her

shoulders, and strained to keep her head above water. Then

she tore her hands out of the water, spraying water and

holding her bikini bottom as if it were a buried treasure.

She threw it at Baker. He laughed, dodging the trail of

water as the suit sailed over his head.

"That's perfect," he said. He took off his hat and

glasses and started to dive into the pool, but the ringing

of the phone stopped him. "Who the hell?" He smiled and

pointed at her, making a silent promise. She held out her

arms and pretended to pout. "I'll be right back."

Baker picked up the receiver with his back to the pool.

"Mitch? Buddy, you've got lousy timing."
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The sarcasm in Mitch's voice was blatant. "I'm sorry,

Russ, if I interrupted something important. But I need to

talk to you."

"Nothing that can't wait. So, you've got me."

"In person, Russ. I can stop by in a couple of hours on

my way to the park."

"I don't know, Mitch. I'm pretty tied up this

afternoon."

"Yeah, I bet. Russ, this can't wait. It shouldn't take

very long, anyway. I'll be there around three. Okay?"

"If it's that urgent. . ."

"It is."

"See you then, Mitch."

Baker slowly put down the phone, still facing away from

the pool. If it wasn't about Nicole, Baker thought, then

Mitch had heard about his role in the contract. But who

could bitch about such a sweet deal? Mitch had a right to be

angry about the way it was handled, but he would cool off. A

friend helping out a friend, he would explain to Mitch.

Mitch could never negotiate such a deal, and the television

gig could wait. Those television swine never waited for

anyone, especially a blue collar reliever who had only a

couple of great years, but Mitch didn't know that; he

thought a few thirty-save seasons made him immortal. In a

way it was sad to see Mitch fool himself. He would crash--

the business world would see to that--but the money would
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break his fall. As for Nicole, Baker knew he could convince

Mitch that she would compromise to keep the marriage

together. She'd leave him though. No doubt, and Mitch

wouldn't know what he had lost until she was gone.

When Baker turned for the pool, Roxanne was doing the

backstroke, her white breasts rising and falling with each

stroke and her blonde pubic hair shining in the sun. Each

stroke--the limp hand rising slowly then reaching for the

water--seemed to beckon him. He stripped off his swim trunks

and dove in, staying under water until he could reach around

her chest and pull her under the water. She instinctively

struggled, but when they bobbed to the surface, she purred

and embraced him. Her lips were soft and active, breasts

firm against his chest, and thighs powerful as they

tightened around his waist. When she began to moan and

squirm, he pulled away. She unlocked her legs and looked up

at him, confused. He smiled, told her to hold her breath,

and plunged her head under water.

* * *

A blonde woman hurried along Baker's front sidewalk and

got into her car as Mitch approached the suburban house. At

first he thought she was Nicole, but he relaxed when he

noticed that she was taller than his wife, her hair long and

straight instead of curled, and her large breasts pointed

defiantly upward even when she stepped off the curb. Didn't

take Russ long to recover from his divorce, Mitch thought.
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He stopped his Ford Blazer just as she pulled away from the

curb, and he gazed at Baker's two-story brick home. Must go

for five hundred thousand this close to the city, while his,

although similar but farther out, cost half that. He got

out, and when he slammed the door with his left arm, a sharp

pain forced him to wince and rub his shoulder. He reached in

his pocket, forgetting he had run out of pain killers that

morning. Have to soak it at the park, he promised himself.

He walked toward the front door, regretting his decision to

meet Russ on his own turf.

"Mitch, buddy, come on in," Baker exclaimed as he

opened the glass door. They shook hands, and Baker drew his

hand away quickly, affected a painful expression, and

slapped Mitch on the back. "Remind me never to shake your

left hand. So, how ya' been? Haven't seen you lately."

Baker's hair was damp but recently combed. He had on

pressed khaki shorts and a loose Madras shirt. His brown

eyes were friendly but showed a trace of concern. As usual,

Mitch thought, Baker wore that shit-eating grin. Beside him,

Mitch felt like a slob with his wind-blown hair, faded blue

jeans, and plain white t-shirt.

"Been on the road a lot this month. One of those

Eastern swings. Without the stadiums to get your bearings,

after a couple of series you don't know New York from

Cleveland." He stepped into the living room, reaching into
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his front pocket for his cigarettes and looking for an

ashtray. "How's it with your ownself?"

"Gettin' by. Here." Baker picked up an ashtray and led

Mitch through the room. "Let's go out by the pool. Drink?"

"Beer's good."

"What kind? I've got Bud Lite, Coors Lite, Heineken,

some Czechoslovakian shit I can't pronounce. . . ."

"Cold."

"Two cold beers, then. Go on out. I'll be there in a

second."

Mitch chose a chair in the sun because his shoulder

still ached. He lit a cigarette and looked around. He had

seen the pool before, but he didn't remember the elaborate

landscaping. He had seen the type before--at lawn parties in

Dallas, Kansas City, and Los Angeles. New money glitz. Sure

to impress the Junior League and look impressive in the

society pages. A waterfall separated the wading pool from

the deep end. A bank of lights shone behind the falling

water. In the far corner, a hot tub perched upon a cedar

deck and surrounded by willow trees rose like a sacrificial

altar out of the shrubbery lining the wooden fence. A flower

bed spotted with reds and yellows curled around the cement

deck opposite the hot tub and opened up for a path leading

to a gazebo, also cedar, wedged into the corner. Then Mitch

noticed the bikini top sprawled like road kill on the deck.

He smiled.
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Mitch turned toward the sound of the opening and

closing of the sliding glass door. Baker, beaming, brought

the two full beer glasses to the table, set them down, and

dragged a chair around the table so that the sun shone over

his shoulder. Cheap trick, thought Mitch, who scooted back

his chair to avoid the blinding sunlight.

Baker handed Mitch a glass. Mitch drank and balanced it on

his knee because he couldn't comfortably reach the table.

Baker sipped then jerked his head toward the pool.

"Well, what'cha think? Slightly overdone, but the ladies

love it."

"Most guys just buy 'em a couple of drinks and tell 'em

a few lies." Mitch shrugged. "But if it works . . . And I

guess it does," he said, looking at the bikini top.

Baker laughed. "We wondered what happened to that.

Roxanne. A Cowboys' cheerleader. Met her at a party after

one of the games. The players can't indulge," he said,

smiling and raising his eyebrows, "but I can."

"I guess Jenny's a distant memory."

"Jenny who?" Baker said, indifferent.

"Yeah. Well, let's not get into that."

Baker suddenly looked serious. "You called this

meeting. What's on your mind?"

Instinct took over, and Mitch responded as any pro

pitcher would--hard, low, direct. He set the glass on the

table, pulled the contract--now considerably wrinkled--out
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of his back pocket, and tossed it onto the table. "Take a

guess."

The lines around Baker's mouth and eyes deepened, but

he didn't flinch, remaining stern. A pale indentation

curving around his forehead made his expression seem

ridiculous. From his Stars' hat, Mitch thought. Russ would

trade his left testicle for one game--and night--as a pro

ballplayer. "Jeez, Mitch," said Baker, slumping in his

chair. "I've been playing games all afternoon. I'm tired.

You tell me what it is."

"I shouldn't have to. You've seen it before."

"Your taxes?"

"Russ, don't bullshit me. We know each other too well."

Mitch pointed to the white paper, which was absorbing the

water from the sweating glasses. He snatched it and wiped it

against his jeans as he spoke. "What's this shit about you

being one of the new owners of the Stars? And while you're

at it, tell me what you had to do with my contract." He held

up the soiled paper.

Baker, grave and silent, leaned forward, accepted the

contract from Mitch and began scanning it. "Mitch, I was

going to tell you, but all this happened faster than I

expected. We wanted to announce your contract after the

sale, but Michaels pushed it up. Blew some smoke about

attendance. No offense, Mitch. But all for a middle

reliever?" Baker set down the contract. "No matter," he
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said, picking up his beer. "Michaels is history after this

season. He is shrewd, however. The press conference was

valuable PR for us. Anyway Mitch, you're the big winner

here. A pawn maybe, but a wealthy one."

The word "pawn" made the blood rush to Mitch's head,

and he lit a cigarette to settle down. Baker, grinning,

gazed at the bikini top. He looked up when Mitch began

talking. "You're right, Russ. Aging relievers aren't worth

this," he said, slapping the contract against the table.

"How'd it happen?"

Mitch was uneasy with the way Baker's pupils danced

around as if looking for an exit. Baker was gripping his

glass tighter. Maybe Russ was trying too hard to keep eye

contact, Mitch thought. "The people in New York wanted a

grandstand signing. They asked my opinion. This was over the

phone, now," Baker said, holding in laughter and moving onto

the edge of his chair. "So you should have heard their

reaction when I told them your name."

"I can imagine."

"No, Mitch. Nothing. I mean, silence. I swear to God. I

heard the city traffic in the background. We go 'round and

'round, then they say they'll think it over. Two days later

they call and are hot to move on it. You know the rest."

"I heard it was all your idea."

"Bullshit, Mitch." Baker stood up and began pacing

around the table. He picked up the bikini top and wadded it
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into a ball, squeezing it as he approached Mitch. "I don't

have enough juice with those guys to do that. A damn lie.

Slate. That fuckin' reporter. He told you."

Baker wheeled and threw the crumpled top as hard as he

could. It fluttered like a dying bird and fell weakly into

the pool.. Baker began pacing and ran his hands through his

hair as if he were cleaning off the reporter's touch. Mitch,

watching the cloth slowly sink, wondered if Russ was

protesting too loudly. If the contract was his idea, then he

might be trying to shift the attention to Slate. Then again,

it was easy to dislike most reporters, including Slate, who

took his job very seriously.

Baker sat down heavily. His face was flushed and hair

tangled. He breathed deeply, twice. "That pesky little

shit's been calling me day and night. Probably told you I

screwed you over to get to me." He flicked his wrist as if

batting away a fly. "Aw, forget it. He's not worth the

effort." Baker smiled and met Mitch's eyes again. "Even if

the contract was my idea--and I'm talking hypothetical as

hell here--would it matter? Any player your age would sell

his mother for a deal like yours. I'm sorry about the way it

was forced on you, but that was out of my control."

Tired of Baker manipulating the conversation, Mitch

decided to bore straight ahead. "Mexico, Russ. That's what

chaps my ass. You know damn well Nicole wants me to quit,

and you turn around and negotiate a deal that keeps me on
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the road most of the year." Baker started to object. "And--

just a second--you probably knew full well that Michaels

wouldn't mention Mexico until the press conference. But did

you warn me? Hell, no."

"Mitch, how long have we been friends? Since college,

right? Okay. You know I wouldn't do you wrong if I could

help it. Right?" Baker's eyes pleaded for confirmation of

each inane statement, and Mitch indulged him to push along

the argument. He also wanted to believe Russ was still a

good friend. "Michaels wouldn't approve the deal without the

Mexico clause. If New York couldn't move on the deal, they

might have dropped the whole thing later. So I pushed."

Baker picked up his glass and toasted. Mitch responded. "I

was beautiful, Mitch." Baker quickly set down the glass and

lost the grin. "Then the sadistic fucker, Michaels, moves up

the announcement. Floors all of us."

Mitch wasn't convinced of Baker's innocence, but he

didn't have enough proof to accuse him of trying to wreck

his marriage. Mitch didn't like the part of himself that

mistrusted Russ and wondered if he was using his friend as a

scapegoat. Good friends outside the game were scarce and

valuable. Russ could be a money-grubbing prick, sometimes

too quick to shake a hand or smile, give a compliment. But

he was a friend.

"Mitch. Why so quiet?" Baker implored. "Taking too many

pain pills again?"
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Mitch remembered the pain in his shoulder, touched it

with his right hand, wincing as he rotated it gently. "No.

I've quit. Things can start to mess with your mind. Actually

doing some exercises. You know. Stretching. Throwing a

football. Avoiding Nicole's deadly projectiles. With that

arm, she could turn a double play with a little work." When

Baker stopped laughing, Mitch continued. "No. Really. I was

wondering if you could do me a favor."

"Sure, Mitch. Anything. Except don't ask me to make any

baseball bets for you. Now that I'm practically an owner--"

"The hell you say. I've never bet on baseball in my--"

"Take it easy," Baker said, holding up his hands in

mock horror. "Just a little baseball humor. Okay? Jeez."

"Damned little," Mitch mumbled. "No. You know I don't

have an agent. I want you to do some lobbying for me with

your New York partners." Mitch finally had his friend's full

attention. "If they want me so bad, I'm wondering if they'll

kill the Mexico part to sign me."

"Mitch, I don't know--"

"Russ, just listen. Were you going to talk to them

soon?"

"Well, I wasn't planning to. But if you want me to, I

will."

"Yeah. As soon as possible. I'm willing to take a cut

in pay if I don't have to coach. Two hundred-fifty a year

for three years and no Mexico. It's almost worth fifty
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thousand a year to keep Nicole happy. That's fair, don't you

think?"

Baker teetered on the edge of his seat, concern lining

his forehead and making him look ten years older.

"Can't you leave well enough alone, Mitch? Don't look a

gift horse in the mouth and all that shit. Take the

contract. You're not a star anymore."

Mitch shrugged and smiled.

"Look, Mitch. I know Nicole. She'll come around

eventually. You know that, too. Besides, you'd rather spend

the winter in Mexico anyway. That way you'd get paid for

fishing and playing golf."

"It can't hurt to see what they say, can it?" Mitch

said. "No shit, Russ. I don't want to go to Mexico. Not now.

Not with Nicole on the warpath. And . . . Oh, never mind.

Just talk to them. Okay?"

"If it's that important, yeah," Baker said, sinking

into his chair. "But I can't promise anything."

"Thanks, I appreciate it." Mitch crossed his legs and

lit a cigarette. Since Russ was in an agreeable mood, maybe

he would reveal some news about Nicole. "Have you heard from

Nicole today?"

"No, not since Friday at work. She didn't know about

the contract then. Or didn't say anything. How did she take

it?"
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"Remember the time in school when I missed the team bus

and rode home with the pep squad. Enough said. Right? I

think she's staying at Janet's."

"Do you want me to talk to her?"

"It won't do any good. But, yeah, if you would." Mitch

finished his beer. "One more thing. When the hell did you

decide to be an owner? You're not my idea of a George

Steinbrenner type. A half-assed Ted Turner maybe."

The ringing of the phone stopped Baker's weak laugh.

"Hello, Nicole," he said, rolling his eyes at Mitch. Mitch

refused his friend's silent invitation to talk to Nicole. He

ground out his cigarette, nodded at Baker, and headed for

the gate, which was hidden by a wall of creeping ivy.



CHAPTER 10

MIND GAMES

A balding man wearing a green polyester blazer and blue

silk shirt unbuttoned to the top of his beer gut squeezed

Nicole's knee for the second time. She swung her legs out

from under the table, flashing him her best go-to-hell look,

and excused herself. Janet began to rise, but Nicole pushed

down on her friend's shoulder, telling her with her eyes and

gentle touch that she wanted to be alone.

Fat chance, Nicole thought. The only solitude to be

found at a professional golf tournament was on the course.

Even there, the golfers were roped in like circus animals.

Gawking at the star attractions, however, was preferable to

being nauseated by the debauchery swirling around the

corporate tent into which Janet had dragged her. Nicole

headed for the imitation veranda in front of the tent.

She hadn't gone ten feet before a strong hand pinched

her. She jumped away and whirled, encountering a leering,

middle-aged man, who smiled and shrugged, a gold tooth

gleaming amid tobacco stains. Her first response was to

knock off his shabby toupee, but realizing he might be a

client of the firm, she shook her finger at him as if he

were a child and continued her trek.

117
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Making her way through the jungle of garish golf

shirts, pressed cotton dresses, and harried waiters, she

remembered Janet's pleading as if it had happened minutes

before. "Come on, Nikkie. You can't mope around the

apartment all day. You've suffered enough for your 
asshole

of a husband. And I'm sorry your daughter hasn't called home

yet, but she will. Just give it a break, okay?"

She didn't argue that no one would be home to answer

the phone because Janet would just resume her attack on

Mitch. Earlier they had cursed Mitch after Nicole found out

he was at Russ's instead of waiting at home for word from

Twylight.

"That bastard," Nicole had screamed.

"Bastard of a son of a bitch's asshole from hell,"

Janet added. The diatribe quickly faded because Nicole was

weary from beating her head against the brick wall she knew

as Mitch. Although she had to get away from him, she felt

guilty for leaving home and not being there for her

daughter. Then Janet was asking her to compound the guilt by

having her do something as frivolous as watching golf.

Nothing, she complained, sounded more boring, but Janet

insisted.

"Everybody in Dallas goes to the tournament. It'll be

fun. Oh, sure, some old men will try to feel you up. The old

hags will sneer at you through about five face lifts. But

there are gobs of handsome bachelors. Even some of the
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golfers come in the tent. They all walk like they have

corncobs up their tight little rears, but they're cute and

have tons of money. We can kick back in the shade, flirt

with Dallas's finest, and drink free all afternoon. I'm not

taking no for an answer. So get dressed and put on some

make-up for christsakes. . . .

She had come as a favor to Janet. That was hours ago.

Feeling as if she would suffocate if she didn't get fresh

air, Nicole quickened her pace toward the entrance. If only

she. could avoid the drunken "sports fans" who were more

concerned with being the center of attention than watching

the tournament on the little television sets sitting on

tables in every corner. By shuffling sideways and holding

her drink above her head, she tried to dodge a raucous group

of clean-cut college kids building a beer can pyramid on the

stomach of a squealing young girl who was spread-eagled on

their table. When one boy balanced a can on her crotch,

another emptied a brown, frothy shot of blended liquor into

her mouth. She gargled, launched the can with a quick thrust

of her hips, and swallowed.

Immediately after Nicole sidestepped the can and

righted herself, someone bumped into her, rapping her breast

with jangling bracelets and spilling cold liquid down her

front. "Oops. Pardon me, Darling." Nicole heard the haughty

nasal drone before she looked into the woman's face. Limpid

green eyes peered out of a tight, brown mask. "Excuse me,"
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Nicole offered weakly, suppressing her anger. The woman

smiled, wrinkles fanning around her mouth but did not stop,

slinking away while hungrily scanning the crowd behind

Nicole. Her breast throbbing and blouse sticking to her

chest, Nicole quickened her step toward the entrance.

* * *

Baker, standing with a group of men in the back,

watched Nicole; maneuver out of the tent. He saw the

collision coming, impotently held up a hand to stop it, and

cringed when the drink emptied onto Nicole. He hadn't talked

to her, even though she had told him over the phone she was

going to the tournament. He caught her eye when he entered,

but his clients called for him, demanding that he join them

for a drink. Before he could say hello to Nicole, another

client clasped his arm from behind and escorted him to a bar

on the other side of the tent.

They chattered about municipal bonds or sexual bonding

practices, he wasn't sure. His thoughts were on Nicole. She

sounded desperate when she called, not wanting to stay with

Mitch and anxious to find out what Russ knew about the

contract. When he said Mitch was at his house, Nicole nearly

hung up, calming somewhat when Russ told her Mitch had

quickly left. He told her he had known about the contract

but had nothing to do with the announcement.

"Sorry, Nicole," he remembered telling her. "I can't

get it changed to one year. I don't have that much power.
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The Mexico part, too, has to stay. They want Mitch with the

team as a player or coach. I know it's hard to believe, but

he's a hot commodity around here."

He had to hold the receiver away from his ear when her

desperation gave way to hysteria. "Commodity? He's not a

product,,Russ. He's my husband. A father for god's sake."

She paused. "You're all bastards. Every one of you. Treating

a game like it's life and death. I can't--no dammit, I

won't--put up with three more years of this insanity.

Twylight and I can live alone. Mitch can sleep with his

glove."

After a while she apologized for screaming at him and

arranged to meet him at the tournament. Baker watched Nicole

nearly run out of the tent and waited for a pause in the

boring conversation to make his exit. What good was money if

you didn't have anyone to spend it on, he thought.

Cheerleaders and stewardesses were fun, but they weren't

worth an investment--emotional or financial. Watching Nicole

walk out of the tent took him back to school. Her tall,

angular body had filled out some, but instead of making her

look like a wife and mother, the gentle curves indicated a

sexual maturity that never failed to strike a spark in his

crotch. Her tits, though not nearly as large as Roxanne's,

still looked firm. From her exercise routine, her ass was

tight and stretched the fabric of her skirts with each step.

Always passionate, whether bitching about Mitch or telling a
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funny story, she must respond to every touch and kiss 
in

bed. He often saw himself exploring her quivering body with

his hands and tongue and seeing how long he could hold her

on the edge of a moaning, writhing orgasm. He admired her

style as well. She was always determined but slightly unsure

of herself--like a colt finding its legs--and her awkward

exit conjured countless fraternity parties. How he ached to

fuck her into a coma. He cringed as she disappeared into the

sunlight, because at those parties he always found himself

alone, admiring Nicole--a herky-jerky Florence Nightingale--

stumbling through a crowd in search of a drunken Mitch.

* * *

Nicole sighed when she left the tent. The canopy shaded

the tables, which were unoccupied. She took a deep breath of

fresh air and tried to ignore her sore breast. She could

finally relax. The spectators either strolled along the

yellow ropes lining the fairway or stopped to watch the

golfers hit their shots to the green. Unlike the high

rollers and their mistresses in the tent, most of the

gallery wore shorts. Nicole would have traded her pressed

cotton slacks for a pair of cutoffs in a minute, but both

Russ and Janet would have objected.

Relieved to be out of the canvas-covered Gomorrah but

overheated by the unusually hot September weather, Nicole

moved away from the tent to cool off in the breeze. Finding

none, she lifted her hair off her neck and watched a golfer
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swing and heard the crowd clap, but never saw the ball as it

soared somewhere to her left.

Stupid game, she thought. The golfers looked like

bowlers.. At least baseball players appeared to be athletes,

even if most of them were horny, beer-drinking slobs.

Polyester baseball suits weren't exactly virile looking, but

at least they weren't solid yellow or mauve. Baseball pants

were tight--not baggy or hiked up to the navel--and fit

snugly on muscular legs. And the players walked from the

hips, not daintily like golfers but powerfully like cats,

prepared to strike out for a base. or leap for a ball.

Nicole singled out a girl who seemed to have more than

a casual interest in one of the golfers. She wore a bikini

top and florescent orange baggy shorts, and a white bow

held back her bleached hair. She followed him as he walked

down the fairway to his ball. Dressed in brilliant green and

blue with white shoes, he occasionally caught her eye and

both smiled. After he hit his ball, he went over to her,

kissed her, and whispered something. She giggled, her

breasts jiggled, and she looked proudly around the gallery

as he returned to the fairway. While the girl congratulated

herself, Nicole noticed that the golfer winked at another

girl, who winked back and quickly glared at her competition.

Feeling as if she would vomit, Nicole tried to recall

how many women in the stands fought like cats for Mitch's

attention. There were scores of fawning females at every
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game she had attended, which was the main reason she hadn't

watched him pitch in years. She hated her sex for its

stupidity and despised men for their insensitivity. Another

part of her, though, couldn't blame the men for taking

advantage of such willing objects. Mitch constantly denied

any infidelity, but she could never fully believe him.

As the two girls followed their hero toward the green,

Nicole noticed ,a client and his wife approaching the tent.

Ian Burke was one of the firm's few clients she admired. A

distinguished man in his late fifties, he looked and talked

like a preacher. He had made millions in computer software

and owned at least one savings and loan, but he was polite

and friendly to Nicole, unlike the other men who dealt with

Russ. They were all the same. Money was power to them, and

they thought they could buy anything that interested them.

They would stand beside her desk mentally undressing her,

trying to charm her with drinks and lunch at their private

clubs or offering her one-night Mexican romps at their time-

share condos. Their transformations amused and sickened her.

Perfect gentlemen at home, they became blood-thirsty sharks

at work and probably didn't feel one twinge of guilt when

they were surrounded by their families on Sundays at church.

That's why many were separated or had been divorced at least

once. All were lonely, she knew.

Ian was a sweet man, but his wife, Heather, was

something else. She had leapt full-grown out of Pandora's
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Box. Nicole had heard that Ian married her for her Dallas

connections when, as an ambitious kid fresh out of

Princeton, he was trying to make it in the oil business.

Heather reeked of Old Dallas money. She acted like a

duchess, affecting an English accent, but dressed like a

whore. Waltzing toward the tent locked arm-in-arm with Ian,

she appeared dressed for a night in Las Vegas--red silk

pant-suit and golden earrings and bracelets glinting in the

sun. Nicole took a deep breath when Heather noticed her.

"Look Ian, it's little Nikkie," she cried. Heather

stretched out her hand, fingers down, carrying it toward

Nicole as if it were a porcelain gift. Approaching, she

quickly scanned Nicole from head to toe, then stared past

her, making Nicole feel as is she were a restroom attendant.

Heather's face--looking like a China doll's mask inlaid with

a pair of deep-set opals--appeared as if it would shatter

with the slightest touch. Her bluish hair was fine strands

of fiberglass.

Heather allowed Nicole to touch her hand. "Lovely to

see you, Darling," Heather said.

"How are you, Heather?" replied Nicole. Heather had

begun surveying the people in the tent, so Nicole extended

her hand toward Ian. "Hello, Ian."

Before he could respond, Heather interrupted. "Nikkie,

what brings you to this dreadful pasture?" She looked
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around, her nostrils flaring. "I understood your game was

baseball."

Ian broke in before Nicole could reply. "Business,

Heather. Why else would any of us be here?" He stepped up to

Nicole and kissed her cheek. He winked. "Isn't that right,

Nicole?"

"To be honest, I don't know. They," she said, nodding

toward the tent, "seem to doing fine without me."

"Poor dear," Heather said absently. She had recognized

someone coming out of the tent and was moving away from them

as she spoke. "Excuse me, dears." Her bracelets jangled when

she raised her hand. "Monique, darling," she called. Ian and

Nicole exchanged smiles and watched Heather accost a pair of

high cheekbones and long legs languishing at the tent's

entrance.

"Nicole," Ian said, "is Russell here?"

"Yes, he's inside."

"Good. I need to talk with him. Nice to see you again."

He patted her arm and began to walk away, but she stopped

him.

"Ian, I need to ask you something."

"Sure, Nicole. What is it?"

She looked down and brushed back her hair. Then she met

his expectant gaze. "You, uh, might not . . . Well, I was

wondering if you knew Russell is part of the group buying
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the Stars. Since you're a friend of his and you do a lot of

business--"

His eyebrows arched slightly. "Now, where did you hear

that?"

His friendly tone relieved her so she continued. "A

reporter. Really Mitch heard from a reporter that Russell

negotiated his new contract. I wanted to find out if it was

true or not."

"I'm sorry." He drew his hand toward his head and

dropped it against his thigh. "What was I thinking about? I

meant to tell you to congratulate Mitch for his new deal.

Shocked the blazes out of me, but I couldn't be happier for

him. Good to see quality work rewarded. Restores one's faith

in the system. Too many people in business, owners for

example, lose touch with their humanity. Start thinking of

people as numbers and machines. Bottom-line fever, I like to

call it. And, I'm afraid, it seems to be getting worse. All

the drugs and violence these days. We're hastening

Armageddon even here in Dallas, if you ask me."

Nicole usually tolerated Ian's fundamentalist

doomsaying, but she wasn't in the mood today. "I agree, Ian.

But I'm just concerned with my family right now. The family

is our most important institution, isn't it?" He nodded. "I

don't think we can survive with Mitch playing three more

years and going to Mexico for the winters. One year maybe.
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But not three. Russ doesn't seem comfortable talking to me

about it. If you could speak to him--"

Ian held up his hand as if he were a policeman

directing traffic. "I understand, Nicole. Heather and I

loved our three boys--God rest their souls." He placed his

palm on his heart. "Since the cat's out of the bag, I can

tell you. Yes, I know about Russ. I'm one of his partners.

We want a Christian organization that represents Dallas, and

we'll have it if we can keep those demons on the East Coast

from injecting their poisonous values into our community.

We're God's servants protecting our team from outsiders. We

need their money of course, but we'll build this team the

right way."

Maybe Ian was crazier than she had thought. She glanced

away to collect herself. "I respect you for doing what you

believe is right," Nicole said. "But I'm worried about

Mitch. I'm losing him. I desperately need him at home, not

cavorting with those heathens in Mexico and New York. Would

you talk to Russ about giving Mitch a one-year contract? You

would be saving my family from ruin."

Ian's eyes seemed to be radiant with divine light, but

he managed to speak. "Since I respect you and Mitch, I'll

see what I can do. But understand, Nicole, this is a

business decision. Mitch is an important role model, and the

team needs him. He is a perfect example of the good that
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results from hard work and belief in the power of the

individual. God provides, but we have to help."

Hating herself for patronizing Ian, Nicole clasped his

wrist and pleaded. "God knows, I need your help, Ian.

Please, help me keep my family together. Please, speak to

Russ. He'll listen to you."

His face remained as serene as a lobotomy victim's. "I

will, Child. Take care, now."

He paced toward the tent where Heather was shaking her

bracelets at the lithe beauty who was being led away by a

blue blazer and white pants. Heather said she'd join him in

the tent and came toward Nicole.

Heather assumed her confidential tone. "Monique's such

a cold fish," she said, glancing at the woman. "Swore she

gave up sex because it gave her wrinkles around her mouth

when she came. Have you ever?" Nicole was dumbfounded and

became uncomfortable when Heather moved closer. "I'm dying

to know something." Heather was nearly panting. "Please tell

me, Nikkie. How are baseball players in bed?"

Nicole's shock turned into anger, then amusement,

finally disgust. Heather's polished face--her mouth agape

and eyes bulging--looked as if it would crack if Nicole

didn't respond.

"What?" was all Nicole could say.
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"Please, Nikkie, I'm dying to know. Those large bulges

in their pants. The strong hands and hairy chests. What's it

like? They must be animals. Do they spit in bed too?"

"I'll tell you, Heather." Nicole moved in so close she

saw Heather's grey roots. "They yell, 'home run.'"

Heather frowned. "Is that all? How tacky!" She patted

Nicole's hand. "I'm sorry, Dear," she said, condescendingly.

"It must be dreadful. Oh, well. Forewarned for foreplay, so

to speak." She winked and went into the tent.

Looking inside the tent, Nicole recognized the

silhouettes of two men huddled near the front bar. She

wondered if Ian was telling Russ what she had said. Ian was

good to his word, but this was "business," he had warned

her. She hated the word, no matter the source. A male

euphemism for "fuck off," and she had heard it too many

times. Mitch said baseball was a business when he was losing

an argument. "You're trying to take away my livelihood," he

screamed every time she wanted him to quit baseball and get

a stable job. "Livelihood," she hissed. As if what he was

doing--what they were doing--was living. Existing.

Surviving, maybe. Living was loving, and there was damned

little of that being expressed in their home.

When she looked back into the tent, the two shadows

didn't seem to be talking "business." They slapped backs and

toasted each other. A smaller woman's shadow, gesturing

wildly, joined the other two, moving so that all three
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silhouettes blended into one. She could hear Ian telling her

later why there could be no one-year contract. In his

saintly smooth voice he would say: "I'm sorry, Nicole. Even

the Lord can't stop the wheels of business once they are in

motion. Mitch is meant to be a Star for three years. It's

his mission. Put your trust in God. If you believe in your

family, He will reward you. Amen."

Amen, hell, she said to herself. And the meek shall

inherit the dearth. What did her sister get for believing

the lies? Carrie dedicated herself to her livelihood, made

money shuffling papers, had all the trappings of success.

She was rewarded with a sudden, violent death and no

children, no husband--only a beautiful funeral.

Nicole turned her back on the tent. Instead of being

bored by what she saw, she felt sympathy for the golfers.

They seemed so happy, so full of themselves, but no one

there really cared about them. They were spokes in Ian's

wheel--commodities. Everyone is in a way, she mused, some

more than others. She suddenly thought she understood why

Mitch clung to baseball so. Athletes were treated like

choice cuts of meat, but the joy of making a good play and

hearing the crowd cheer was an escape from the

dehumanization. He had told her many times that was why he

played, but she didn't believe him. How could she? He was

making hundreds of thousands of dollars a year for playing a

game and whining about being treated like a piece of meat.
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Now she understood. Mitch was afraid to quit. He was scared

to death of giving up that escape, which to her was the 
same

feeling of pure joy she had when their family was truly a

family. Mitch had felt it too, at one time; she was sure of

it. Playing baseball, though, was easier than loving your

wife and child.

Nicole jumped when someone nudged her shoulder. She

wheeled to slap one of the old perverts, but Janet was

standing there grinning and holding two drinks.

"Here, Nikkie, looks like you need one of these."

"Thank you, Janet. I do," Nicole said, accepting the

plastic cup but not drinking.

"What've you been doing out here all by yourself? I

know you haven't been watching golf."

"Just thinking. I needed some time alone."

"That's bad for you. Here." Janet proposed a toast to

free drinks and rich bachelors. "Go ahead, Nikkie. Drink.

Relax, for godsakes." Nicole sipped. "That's the spirit. Now

drink up. I heard a couple of golfers are on their way to

shake hands and kiss us."

Nicole set her cup on a table. "I'm not in the mood,

Janet. Aren't you ready to leave? I need to go home."

"Leave? When the fun's just starting? And if anyone

needs to relax, it's you." She threw back her hair, and

moved closer to Nicole. "Do me a favor. Just quit being an

angst-out wife and mother for a few hours. Okay? Besides,"
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she said, poking Nicole with her elbow, "Russ wants to talk

to you, if you know what I mean and I think you do."

"God," Nicole cried, pushing Janet away and laughing

despite herself. "Girl, you're out of control. How much have

you had?"

"Not enough," she said, and began pumping her hips

slowly and rolling her eyes. Their laughter stopped when

Janet pointed over Nicole's shoulder. "Straighten up,

Nikkie. Here comes the beef."

Nicole glanced at the two men approaching the tent.

They were dressed in pastels and wore bored expressions

except when a pretty girl passed them. Both turned and

watched her shorts bounce up the hill toward the clubhouse.

Neither was over twenty-five.

"What have you gotten me into, Janet," Nicole

whispered. -

"Child molesting," Janet quipped.

"Lovely, Janet. I thought you wanted me to forget about

my family."

"Sorry," Janet said, licking her lips.

The golfers stopped to talk to a woman--bleached blonde

and pink flesh spilling out of a halter top. Janet hissed

like a cornered cat. Exasperated, Nicole turned to put down

her glass and met the friendly eyes of Russ, who was leaving

the tent.
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"Russ," she said, stepping toward him, "you've got

perfect timing. Maybe you can do something about this woman

in heat?" she pleaded, pointing at Janet, who was still

entranced.

"I've tried, Nicole, but she won't have anything to do

with me." He put his arm around Nicole and guided her to a

spot behind Janet. "I can't hit a golf ball three hundred

yards, and I look lousy in polyester. Isn't that right,

Janet?"

She waved them off, keeping her eyes on the golfers and

the woman.

"It's hopeless," Nicole said. "She's caught their

scent." She stepped out from under Russ' arm, turning her

back to Janet. "I have to go home, Russ. Can you take me?"

"I'd love to, Nicole, but I've got to be in Dallas in

an hour."

"Hold your horses, Nikkie. I'll take you," Janet said,

addressing them. She was obviously disappointed. "Those two

hunks just left with Marilyn Monroe's stepchild. Let's get

out of here."

"Just a sec, Janet. I need to talk to Russ about

something."

Janet searched Nicole's eyes quickly, playfully arching

her eyebrows. She put her empty glass on a table and started

for the tent. "Great. You two love bird's have at it. I need

another drink."
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Nicole led Russ away from the entrance, stopping next

to the yellow restraining rope running along the deserted

fairway. "Russ, did you talk to Ian?"

He folded his arms over his pressed Madras shirt and

scanned the course. Squinting because of the late afternoon

sunlight, he put on his sunglasses. "Nicole, I wish you

hadn't bothered Ian about this contract business. I told

you--"

She felt her anger rise and tried to check it. "Why?

You weren't . . . Don't you see how important this is to me?

The last thing Mitch needs is three more years in fantasy

land."

He pursed his pale lips and adjusted his glasses,

glancing away then pointing his thin nose at her. "He'll

never get another deal like this. Mitch is a thirty-eight-

year-old relief pitcher. A dinosaur, Nicole. Do you know

what that means?"

"Yes. That's easy. He's extinct, and it's time for him

to get on with his life."

He scoffed and started to reply but stopped when a

scantily clad woman passed by. He talked as he followed her

with his glasses. "It means he has to get it while he can,"

he said and turned back to Nicole. "An athlete's career is

so short, he has to milk it as long as possible. Say Mitch

signs a one-year contract. First of all, he'll take a cut in

pay. If he's not committed to the team, then he's not worth
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the investment. And his market value is so low, he won't do

better anywhere else.

"Even if he has a great season and wants to play

another year, he'll make the same money--if he's lucky.

Pitchers Mitch's age are a big risk, Nicole. His arm can

blow out ,any time. If that happens we're out a pitcher and

have to pay his contract. That's bad business, and believe

me Nicole, baseball is a cut-throat game."

Now she was angry. Russ sounded like a slicker version

of Mitch. His excuses were prettier than Mitch's, but they

stunk just as bad.

"I don't believe . . . Russ, you . . . Dammit, you know

I don't care about the money." She tried to calm herself,

but she was sick of the steady diet of macho business shit.

"We can do just fine without the stupid game. We have so

many investments, I can't keep track of them all. I make

decent money, and Mitch can find another career. It's time

for a change. The party's over. So are you going to help me

or not? That's all I want to know."

Russ cracked a huge grin and held out his hands.

"Settle down, Nicole. I'm on your side." He crossed his arms

again and became serious. "I'm seeing the other owners

tonight, so I'll see what I can do. But don't get your hopes

up."
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She felt like knocking off his stupid glasses but knew

he was the only person who could help. "Russ, you got Mitch

into this, so you can get him out."

He dropped his arms and drew back, losing his

composure. "I don't know where you heard that, but your off,

way off. You're giving me way too much credit. It wasn't my

idea. The guys in New York asked me about Mitch. I said he'd

be a good investment--as a player or coach. That's all. I

knew you wanted him to quit, but this is a once-in-a-

lifetime deal. I couldn't kill it. Mitch would never forgive

me if he found out."

"The hell with Mitch. I'll never forgive you if you

don't change the contract." Noticing her harsh tone, she

realized she was taking her anger out on Russ. He was a good

friend, and she was pushing him away at a time she

desperately needed his help. She touched his arm. "I'm

sorry, Russ. God, I'm being a real bitch, aren't I?"

"You're just angry," he said, showing concern. He

stepped forward and put his arm around her shoulders. She

couldn't remember the last time she snuggled in Mitch's

arms. Russ' hug was comfortable, maybe too comforting, but

she didn't care. She wanted to hang on a little while

longer. She liked it when Russ tightened his grip, but his

warm lips kissing her forehead made her flinch and step

back.
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Russ was genuinely confused. His arms were limp. He had

tilted his glasses back on his head. For the first time

since college, he looked like he needed her. Feeling

awkward, she wiped her eyes and brushed back her hair.

She began to apologize again, but he quickly glanced at

his watch. "Shit. It's getting late. I'm sorry, Nicole. I

didn't know you were so passionate about this. I swear. My

partners owe me a favor. I'll call them on it to get the

contract changed. But like I said before, I can't promise

anything. Okay? Are you still mad at me?"

"You're a man, aren't you?" She smiled and took his

arm, leading him toward the tent, in front of which Janet

leaned heavily on the arm of one of the two golfers who had

approached the tent earlier. "I'm joking, Russ. You're a

dear friend. But I won't be responsible for my actions if

Mitch sells himself for three more years."

"I've been warned," he said, pulling away from her.

"I've got to run. See you tomorrow. We'll talk then."

"Good luck," she said and headed toward Janet. Her head

rested on the man's shoulder, and as she spoke to him, her

drink spilled on his shoes. He seemed relieved when Nicole

stopped behind Janet.

"Does she belong to you?" he asked.

Nicole nodded. Janet shrieked, rolled her head around,

and looked at Nicole out of the corner of her eye. "It's my

best friend, Nikkie," she exclaimed in a high-pitched slur.
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"Nikkie, this is my good friend . . . -Uh, what's your name,

sweetie?"

"Chip Gregg."

"Oh yes. Skip, this is Nikkie Wilcox. The wife of Mitch

the Bitch Wilcox. Baseball Hall of Fame asshole. You've

heard of him, I'm sure."

"No, sorry, I'm not a baseball fan."

She looked like a rag doll in his arms, and he seemed

afraid to release her, because every time he relaxed his

grip she yelped and clung tighter. "Did you hear that,

Nikkie? A man who doesn't like baseball. We can't let this

one go."

A group of men had gathered at the tent's entrance.

They smiled, pointing at Janet. Chip glanced over his

shoulder at the men, then looked urgently at Nicole.

"Please take her. My sponsors are waiting. I'll be back

in a couple of minutes. I promise."

Nicole put her hands under Janet's armpits. "Thanks,

but we've got to leave," she said over Janet's protests.

He peeled off Janet's hands and let her fall into

Nicole's arms. Janet lost her balance and slammed into

Nicole. "Shiut!" Janet screamed. Her full weight landed on

Nicole and both women tumbled backward, Janet landing on

Nicole's crotch and spilling what was left of her drink on

them both. The dull thud of their fall seemed to echo as

they rolled on the grass in a tangle of hair, arms, and
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legs. Three of the men clumsily helped them to their feet,

asking if they were hurt.. Nicole stood uneasily, her hips

and back throbbing. Janet teetered, leaning on one of the

men. Chip hadn't moved an inch.

"You bastard," Janet yelled, pointing her free hand at

him. She jerked away from the man. "You did that on

purpose."

"I'm sorry, lady." He looked at Nicole. "I told her I

was letting go." Then he stared coldly at Janet. "It was

your fault. You're too drunk."

"Why you. . . ." Janet started toward him, but Nicole

stopped her.

"It's late, Janet. Let's go."

Janet struggled weakly, then put her head on Nicole's

shoulder. "I'm, sorry, Nikkie," she whispered. "Just trying

to have some fun."

"It's okay, Janet. It's okay." As she helped Janet

right herself, Nicole noticed the men were staring at them.

"Don't worry about them. They don't understand," she

whispered.

"I don't care about those assholes," Janet said, her

eyes red and wet. "I landed on your crotch. You can't seduce

Russ with damaged goods."

"God, Janet," Nicole cried and took Janet's arm. She

led Janet up the hill, still feeling the warmth of Russ'

chest against her cheek.



CHAPTER 11

OAKLAND MAUSOLEUM

Mitch first read Raymond Chandler in college to kill

time on long bus trips. He always returned to Phillip

Marlowe, Chandler's cool private detective, when he felt the

ends of his life beginning to unravel. Several hours before

the game that night at Oakland, Mitch sat in the whirlpool,

a cold Budweiser and lit Camel within reach, reading The Big

Sleep. He was insured privacy because the small room with

three whirlpools and a rubdown table was separated from the

main locker room. The clubhouse man was down the hall

washing uniforms, and Mitch was the only player who needed

treatment five hours before the game.

Since he was familiar with the story, Mitch read only

the first scene when he needed Marlowe to inject some sanity

into his world. Unlike the other characters, Marlowe had his

shit together. Desperate to regain control of his life,

Mitch tried to identify with the detective. He was having no

luck. Instead, he felt like the impotent old man who had to

stay in his greenhouse in order to breathe. Too far gone to

even lift himself out of his wheelchair, the ailing

millionaire relived his full life by watching other people

enjoy themselves. Marlowe indulged him, throwing back brandy
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like it was rainwater, smoking, and acting the jaded, tough

ex-cop, sweating through his sky-blue suit.

The old man's two daughters were the reasons Marlowe

was there. They were spoiled, flighty, and impetuous--

perfect targets for blackmail. Trapped in the middle, the

old man wanted Marlowe to protect the family name and bank

account, preferably in that order. Marlowe agreed because he

respected the father--for his toughness and his integrity--

and because he wanted to prevent him from being driven to

the grave by his daughters. He would get there soon enough,

but Marlowe wanted him to nod off peacefully in his

steamroom of a mausoleum.

Immobilized by the tub of churning hot water and the

ache in his legs and left arm and nearly suffocated by the

dank subterranean air, Mitch looked at the green walls and

carpet through the eyes of the old man. His wife and

daughter and those assholes Baker and Michaels leered at him

like hawks measuring their prey.

"They're sucking the life right out of me," he said, as

if Marlowe were sharing a beer with him. "And driving me

crazy to boot."

Just then, Cal Robinson entered the room. He was

wearing grey gym shorts and carrying a Playboy. "Who you

talkin' to Mitchy? Prayin' for a new left arm?" Then he

noticed the book. "Readin' again? Bad for you. If you're
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aching to read, why not bone up on the Oakland hitters? You

could use the help."

Mitch snorted. "Last time I read a scouting report, I

didn't last an inning. ERA went out of sight, and Hardin was

on my ass for a month to get it back to single digits.

Besides," he said, closing the book, "what the hell do you

know. Only thing you read is your own press." Robinson

shrugged. "Oh, excuse me. I forgot. You had to read the

instructions on that bottle of penicillin after than West

Coast swing last year."

The young outfielder grunted and winked on his way

over to another whirlpool. As he turned it on, Mitch put

down the book and picked up his cigarette. "What are you

doing here so early? You're usually just getting out of bed

at this time."

Robinson dipped a hand into the water and frowned. His

arm and chest muscles bulged when he lifted his arm and

flicked water at Mitch. "Got a little too much last night,

Big Guy," he said, reaching down and massaging his crotch.

"The ladies wouldn't like it if I was on the disabled list

for a sore pecker." He tested the water again. Another

frown. "Say man, you get the only one that works?"

Mitch nodded. "That's an advantage that comes from

living in these tubs. I can tell you which whirlpools work

at Fenway and the hottest shower in Milwaukee."
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Robinson slapped the pump's on-off switch with his

magazine. "Wonder-fucking-ful, Mitchy. How about the hottest

snatch in Detroit. But you wouldn't know about that, huh?"

Mitch drew on his cigarette, then flicked the glowing

butt at Robinson, who jumped out of the way. Sparks danced

off of the metal tub, one landing on Robinson's shorts.

"Shit," he yelled, slapping at the ember with the

magazine. "You crazy . . ." Robinson said, shuffling toward

the door. "Since you're in such a good mood, I'll go over to

the Oakland side. Those pussies are probably still licking

their wounds after getting spanked last night."

Near the doorway, Robinson stopped and looked at Mitch

with a serious expression. "Sorry, man. Get a little carried

away sometimes. You know that." He twisted the Playboy with

both hands. "How's the family life, Mitch? You were throwin'

lights out, then boom, nothing."

Mitch reached for the beer but didn't drink; instead he

rested the can on the edge of the tub. He didn't want to

explain about Twylight, and fights with Nicole were old

news.

"Just a slump," he said, looking for his cigarettes. He

fished out one and lit it. "Just pushin' too hard, that's

all. It'd help if Hardin gave me more work, but he's on the

rag for some reason."

"I can relate, man. Took me a couple of games to get it

back after that ankle injury."
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Mitch scoffed. "Yeah. Tragic stuff, Cal. We all thought

you'd lost it." Robinson,. narrowing his eyes, began to

object, but Mitch continued. "Relax, Cal," he said, picking

up the beer. "That's the last thing you have to worry

about." Looking over the can, Mitch noticed the outfielder

was smiling again. "Then that television network's been

hounding me to make a decision. It's been on my mind too

much lately."

"The what?"

"You remember I told you about that color job with the

team? Yeah, well, Nicole wanted me to take it after this

season. A hundred and fifty K isn't chicken feed, but can

you see me up in the booth babbling like one of those shell-

shocked catchers wearing a plaid jacket? 'Well, Dink. Jim

Palmball isn't out there on the mound just scratching

himself, he's signalling his catcher that he's going to

throw a knuckle-fork-slider. No, Dink, no motions on the

field are wasted.'"

Robinson laughed a little too loudly, slamming his

magazine against the tile wall while Mitch took a long drink

of his beer.

"Unbelievable. Right?" Mitch said. "Well, Nicole didn't

see it that way. She said I should take advantage of my

celebrity and my looks." Mitch held up his hand. "Don't even

say it. Well, then that blood-sucker Michaels hits me with

this contract. Hell, man, who in their right mind--
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especially an old fucker like me--would turn down a three-

year deal like that, Mexico or not?"

Robinson spread his arms and gave Mitch a stupid look.

"No one. Exactly. But Nicole wants it all her way."

Mitch finished the beer and tossed the can into the dirty

towel hamper. "Cal, if you ever get married . . . Well, just

suppose, okay?" Mitch knew he was on shaky ground, but he

had to talk to someone. "Ignore the first couple of years.

They're great. But they're unreal. Giggling, making eternal

promises, getting it on in weird places. It doesn't last.

You know, man, like a red-hot hittin' streak. Ball looks

like a grapefruit coming' up there. You almost have to try to

miss it."

"Yeah," Robinson said. He went into his hitting stance,

cut the air with his magazine, and watched an imaginary ball

sail high and deep. "Ahhhh," he hissed, imitating a cheering

crowd. Robinson dropped the magazine and raised his arms,

assuming a mock-heroic pose. After a full turn, he dropped

his arms and looked at Mitch, dumbfounded. "What do you know

about hittin'? The American League's always had the

designated hitter. You probably don't know which end to hold

the bat."

Mitch rolled his eyes and laughed, coughing out clouds

of smoke. "That's true, Cal. How could I forget? That's why

Boston moved Babe Ruth from pitcher to outfielder--so he

could hit for himself." Robinson's ignorant stare was so
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pitiful that Mitch cut short the joke. "Cal, they started

the DH in Seventy-three. I think. Anyway, I hit against guys

like Jim Palmer, Catfish Hunter, Mickey Lolich, and Nolan

Ryan when he was with California. You haven't seen smoke

like Ryan's. Only guy close to him was "Sudden" Sam McDowell

with the Indians. Too wild though--on and off the field.

Cryin' shame. Burned out in his prime."

Robinson's expression that of a schoolboy's, he hiked

up his knee and threw a pitch. "Heard you could bring it,

Mitch. Guy for Baltimore said you threw as hard as anybody.

Even played in a couple All-Star games. Hard to believe now

what with you hauling a garbage truck out to the mound with

you."

"Yeah. Willie Stargell lit my young ass up. But I

could've blown your lightweight ass away."

Mitch's deadpan turned into a smile, and Robinson

relaxed. "Dream on, Pops."

"But that was a long time ago," Mitch said, waving his

hand as if physically brushing the memory to a dark corner

of his mind. "Now what were we talking about? Oh, yeah.

Marriage counseling for the spoiled." Robinson scoffed and

picked up the magazine. "Hitting streaks end as quickly as

they begin. Then you go nuts trying to regain the groove.

Same with marriage."

Mitch paused, quizzing Robinson with his eyes. Robinson

shrugged. "What was I getting at, Cal? Weren't you paying
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attention?" As Mitch put out his cigarette, it was his turn

to shrug. "Hell with it. I'm not exactly an expert on family

bliss anyway. My wife's living with a friend and my daughter

. . . shit, she thinks Yogi Berra was that Indian guru who

taught the Beatles."

"What is she, twelve or thirteen?"

"Seventeen, Cal. She doesn't know what's going on. You

know teenagers."

Mitch instantly realized the absurdity of the statement

when he remembered that Robinson was barely out of his

teens. Asking the young outfielder to empathize was like

expecting a surgeon to operate on himself.

The man-child smiled sheepishly and looked down,

tracing the tiles with his big toe. "Yeah. I guess I do," he

said, quickly regaining his carefree expression. He seemed

to think, then his eyes widened and he became more animated.

"What am I saying? I saw your daughter. When we were in town

for that long homestand. Nice, Mitch. You sure she wasn't

adopted?" He held up a hand. "Just kidding, man. No, really.

She's beautiful. Now where did I -see her?"

He tapped the magazine against his thigh, and Mitch sat

back in the tub and rolled his eyes. "Oh, yeah. At Grimes's

apartment, by his pool. She was there with a flaky kid, long

hair, you know, a hippie type. Damn, Mitch, what's she doin'

with that loser?"
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"I told you she . . . Oh, drop it. What were they doing

with Grimes?"

Robinson squeezed the magazine, a vein bulging over the

tight muscle. He looked around before he spoke. "I don't

know. He's been hanging out with Grimes and his friends. You

know, that goofy shortstop Ripley and that black outfielder

Hampton. Those guys."

"Shit," Mitch said, shaking his head and then glancing

toward the door to make sure the trainer wasn't in the

locker room. Rising slightly, Mitch glared at Robinson, who

began to fidget. "Those guys who play winter ball every

year?" Robinson nodded. "You know those low-lifes better

than I do, Cal. What's going on?"

"Why ask me, Mitch?" Robinson said, spreading his arms.

He approached Mitch, stopped in front of the tub, and

lowered his voice. "You know what those guys are into, man.

You can't tell them anything. I just party with them

sometimes. But I know that Rob dude's around a lot. What

he's doing, I don't know. But I can guess."

"So can I," Mitch said, leaning back and looking for a

cigarette.

Robinson turned to leave but stopped, looking anxiously

at Mitch. "I don't see how you do it. Your wife bitching.

And now your daughter. I'd get the hell outta Dodge."

Mitch lit the cigarette and exhaled. "I've thought

about it, but then I see you dragging ass in at sunrise,
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having to soak your prick the next day. No thanks. I need

someone at home I can count on. Nicole doesn't give a damn

about baseball, and that helps me keep my head on straight."

Robinson began to object, but Mitch waved him off. "I know.

I know. She's pissed right now, but she'll come around. But

Twylight, I don't know. She's bright, though. If that punk

doesn't get her in trouble, I think she'll wise up. But who

can tell? Keeping a family together's hell," he said,

shaking his head. "But where would I go if it all went to

shit? No more groupies for me, man. They're like buzzards,

around only when the meat's young and fresh."

"Well, I've got plenty of meat for 'em." He tugged on

his shorts again. "And it's time to tenderize it. I'll catch

you later, Mitchy."

"Later, Cal."

Feeling as if his skin would drip off his bones, Mitch

climbed out of the whirlpool, sat on its steps, and

submerged his left arm. He began to reach for the book;

instead he picked up his beer. There was nothing dramatic or

important about his situation. He wasn't some decaying

specimen of grand bygone age, and his domestic life was

fairly normal. Shit, he could have taught Marlowe a few

things about keeping his head above the Los Angeles slime.

He wanted to do more than survive though. He wanted to be in

love with life again, and that included Nicole, Twylight--

and baseball.
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* * *

Jackson, the Stars' catcher, captivated a crowd around

the bar by putting cigarettes out on his tongue. Every time

the ashes sizzled, the sadistic fans cheered, slapped

Jackson on the back, and smiling, shook their heads in

disbelief and exchanged glances, as if sharing a joke

unknown only by Jackson. When the fire was out, the catcher

slowly dropped the butts in a beer, casually drank a shot of

tequila and slapped a redhead on her butt, making the tight,

black satin dress bounce and shimmer. After the third fire-

eating exhibition, Jackson poked his head over the group and

smiled at Mitch, who, sitting at a table nearby, nodded and

toasted the catcher with his beer. Jackson responded by

draining the glass full of butts and belching like a bull

frog. The men and women roared, but Mitch winced and turned

the other way.

In the back, Robinson was somehow playing pool with his

arms wrapped around twin blondes wearing Oakland warm-up

jackets and skin-tight blue jeans. Robinson was tall enough

to hold the cue between his legs and make shots by humping

the edge of the table. When he was lucky enough to make a

shot, the young outfielder leaned back on the women,

screaming, "Hoo-wee," and forcing the end of the stick

straight up in the air. Each time the cue shot upward, the

twins giggled and grabbed the thin part of the stick,
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pumping it back and forth between his legs and making

Robinson howl with glee.

Mitch screwed up his face and looked at the man sitting

next to him at the table. Elrod Jones smiled tiredly and

swung his head as rhythmically as a pendulum. Jones, reserve

third baseman for the Stars, cradled a scotch and water in

his immense, gnarled black hands. A year older than Mitch,

Jones probably was playing his final season. Even mediocre

fastballs were eluding his compact swing, and he could no

longer go to his right to protect the line. Mitch respected

the sad-looking sage because Jones survived on hustle and

hard work and he had managed to keep together a family of

six despite being traded more times than a '69 Mustang.

As usual, Mitch spoke first. "Remind you of old times,

Jonesy?"

Jones's eyes were bloodshot, but his pupils were bright

and alert. "Shore do, Mitchell. But if we hada' stayed away

from them party games, we'd be playin' til we was forty." He

drew both hands to his mouth, sipped and, settling the glass

on the table, laughed from somewhere deep in his broad

chest. "Don't care 'bout that stuff no more, but then it

seemed like the thing to do."

"Yeah, I guess so," Mitch said softly and glanced back

at Robinson, who was on the table on his hands and knees,

punching the cue at the balls like a horny goat. "But I've

seen it ruin plenty of good players."
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Jones looked toward Robinson with a blank expression.

"We was lucky enough to know when to hang up the party

shoes. Lot more important thing's than drinkin' the wine and

gettin' your wick wet."

Mitch nodded as he drew on a cigarette. Taking a sip of

beer, he noticed that Jackson was weaving toward the front

door with the help of the redhead. Something that looked

vaguely like a pair of women's underwear rose off his head

in a point like a nylon stocking cap. Mitch quickly set down

his glass and looked at the inscrutable Jones, who was

peering into his glass, his mind probably miles away from

the bar remembering his good years with Detroit or scanning

the faces of his family.

Family was the last thing Mitch wanted to think about.

He hated playing in Oakland. The stadium was built for

football and had the intimacy of a funeral home. The stands

were rarely a third full, and the empty seats, painted an

ugly orange and yellow, seemed to mock the players, pointing

accusingly as if waiting for the "man's game" of football to

return.

To make it worse, the Athletics' players looked like

football players bloated by steroids. Ignoring the finer

aspects of the game, they relied on home runs to make up for

shoddy pitching and clumsy fielding. They beat the Stars

that night, but everyone did that. Mitch was angry at Hardin

because the manager didn't call for him, even though Oakland
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was ahead by only two runs until a five-run seventh inning.

Since Mitch had been inconsistent, Hardin chose Grimes, who

gave up all five runs.

After the game, Mitch confronted Hardin in the parking

lot. "Hardin, what's going on? I can pitch better than

Grimes in my sleep, and you damn well know it."

Hardin didn't hesitate with his reply. "Wilcox, until

you get your head out of your ass, you're not even throwing

batting practice. I don't know what's eating you, but it had

better stop."

"Jesus, Hardin, what about the win against Boston?"

"What about the fight with Jackson? I don't know which

Mitch is going to show up at the park from one night to the

next. If it's the contract, we can do something about that.

If not, get your house in order--pronto. We're in a pennant

race, and you're throwing like a girl scout. I need you out

there, but I'm damn sure not going to screw with this club's

first chance at a pennant."

Hardin wheeled and stalked off to the team bus before

Mitch could argue. It was just as well. Hardin was feeling

the pressure of the pennant drive, and he knew even if they

won, he could be fired by the new owners. Hardin was right;

Mitch was distracted. Every time he toed the rubber, his

head felt as it would burst. Nicole was in there screaming,

and Twylight was crying. Baker was smiling but clutching a

knife behind his back. The harder he tried to block out his
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private life, the worse it became. His fastball failed to

dart and drop. His curveball lost its snap, and his

screwball looked like a weak-assed change-up that fooled no

one. He had been lucky against Boston, and everybody knew

it.

The sound of Jones's voice made Mitch jump. "Anybody

home? Hello, Mitch?" Mitch lit a cigarette and waited for

Jones to continue. "You haven't said nothin' about your

family. How's that pretty wife and that cute little girl

doin'."

Mitch was too tired and pissed off to lie. "Well, since

you asked, Jonesy, my wife moved out and my daughter ran

away. Other than that, everything's fine."

Jones frowned, wrinkling his forehead and making his

eyes look like a hound dog's. "Man, that's sad, Mitch. I

didn't know it was that bad. Could tell you was havin'

problems but nothin' like that."

"Jonesy, I don't know what the hell to do. Just keeping

your head above water in this game is tough enough. You

know. Artificial turf, designated hitters, power-hungry

umpires--and groupies," he said, waving a hand around the

bar. "And the greed. These young players only care about

their bank books. Sleazy general managers. I'm busting ass

to save my job and everything's going to shit."
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"Ain't it the truth, Mitch," said Jones, his head

beginning to sway. "Remember that catcher for St. Louie?

Porter . . . Uh, Darnell Porter."

"Darrell," Mitch corrected.

"Yeah, that's him. Played with him in Kansas City after

his salad days with the Cards. Tough dude. Solid catcher.

Line drives on a rope. Average arm. Called a passable game."

Jones sipped his drink and continued, shaking his head.

"Headlines in St. Louie went to his head. Drinkin',

druggin'--you know all the shit." Mitch nodded. "In KC he

acted like he was Mr. Hall of Fame. Size you up with those

empty eyes. Not give you the time o' day. Kicked the shit--

went clean--but never was the same."

"Yeah?" Mitch said, holding up his palms. "And--"

"And nothin'. Baseball zombie man," Jones said, staring

at Mitch with glassy eyes and rocking mechanically from side

to side, looking like a parody of Frankenstein. "Not like

ol' Jackson," Jones said, resuming his laconic expression

and glancing toward the bar. "Jackson was born to play ball.

Don't give a shit what anybody says. Just do his job. Porter

thought he was bigger than the game, and it cut him down."

Mitch shifted in his chair and scanned the bar for

Robinson, but he was gone. Jones's eyelids drooped lazily,

but his eyes were still shinning. "But my wife wants me to

quit," Mitch said, "and my daughter, hell, who knows what

she's looking for. Did your wife pull any shit like that?"
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"Yeah, but she didn't mean it," Jones replied, amused.

"Her way o' tellin' me I was gettin' too big for my

britches. I love the ball, but I love my family more. If you

ain't got that, they won't put up with your butt. Might as

well pack your bags 'cus ain't doing nobody no good."

Mitch finished his beer and scooted back his chair.

"Yeah, well, I guess I'm pretty worthless right now."

"Bullshit, Mitch."

They rose to leave, and as they walked toward the door,

they heard Robinson scream and bolt out of the women's

restroom. One of the twins, naked except for her Oakland

jacket, was draped over his shoulder, kicking the air and

hitting his chest but laughing hysterically. Robinson

noticed Mitch, ran to him, and tossed the girl off his

shoulder. Mitch had to catch her to prevent her from

slamming onto the concrete floor. Robinson turned without

stopping, saying something about hog-tying the other twin.

The girl, no more than twenty, brushed back her hair and

smiled at Mitch.

"Are you a baseball star?" she asked, slurring her

words.

"Not for quite a while, Honey," he said, pushing her

toward a bouncer, who appeared as if from nowhere. "She's

all yours."

Mitch and Jones headed toward the door, ignoring

Robinson's screams.
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* * *

The next night Mitch got his wish. Hardin called on him

to relieve, but the situation was far from ideal. Oakland

was leading by five runs in the bottom of the fifth and had

runners on first and third with one out when Hardin,

standing on the pitcher's mound, looked toward the bullpen

and touched his left arm. "Here's the work you cried for,

Ace," Dusty said when he gave Mitch the ball. "Show me

something for a change."

Mitch walked the first batter on four pitches. Waiting

for the next hitter, he stood behind the rubber, massaging

the ball and trying to focus on the game. He couldn't keep

his eyes on the catcher though. The crowd was the largest he

had seen in Oakland. A bat night promotion was the reason,

meaning every kid under twelve was given a dangerous weapon

at the gate. Driven into a frenzy by three Oakland home

runs, the children waved their bats like bloodthirsty

peasants brandishing farm tools and demanding the king's

head. One little boy nearly had decapitated him with a

vicious swipe of his bat when Mitch walked off the bullpen

mound. "You little shit," Mitch had screamed, starting after

the boy, who shrank back next to his father, a burly man

wearing a sleeveless Harley-Davidson tee-shirt that exposed

tatoos on his powerful biceps. "What was that?" said the

man, standing. Mitch had already begun to put a safe
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distance between him and the stands, and ignoring the man,

began trotting toward the mound.

The public address system boomed with the announcement

of the next hitter--a right-handed power-hitter--and Mitch

looked for Jackson's signals. The catcher flipped his middle

finger straight down, now a running joke signifying a

fastball. Mitch shook his head, and Jackson showed two

fingers and tapped his right thigh. Mitch tried to shave off

the inside corner with a slider, but the ball caught in his

hand and darted down and away too quickly. Jackson lunged

for the errant pitch, but the ball scooted under his glove.

Mitch sprinted to the plate to accept Jackson's throw, but

the runner scored easily and the other two advanced.

"Throw what I call next time," Jackson yelled at

Mitch's back as he walked to the mound.

The faces of the infielders were blank. They nodded to

encourage him, but their empty eyes said they wanted him to

throw strikes and end the humiliation. Robinson, in left

field, scratched his crotch and scanned the stands--his

black eye from the previous night's row with the bouncer

shining like a ripe avocado. The outfield bleachers seemed a

mile away, and the colorful scoreboard lights reminded Mitch

of a cheap, small-town carnival midway. Mitch was

uncomfortable when he went into his stretch, but he thought

one good pitch would give him command over the game. Three

more balls, though, and the bases were loaded again.
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Jackson was breathing into Mitch's face before he knew

the catcher had called timeout. "Why not throw right-handed,

Mitch? Be good for a few laughs at least."

"What's this, Jackson? You're supposed to be the dim-

witted one."

The catcher's eyes narrowed and he leaned in closer.

"And you're supposed to be a pro. So pitch like one. The

chump coming up can't hit a inside fastball. Bust him on the

fists a couple of times, then go away with some breaking

stuff. Maybe we'll get a double play, then Hardin can bench

your ass again."

Mitch nodded and glanced toward the dugout. Hardin

kneeled on the top step, chewing his fingernails. Grimes

warmed up in the bullpen. In the stands, the bats waved

faster. Since there was one out, Mitch stayed in his

stretch. He looked for Jackson's sign but couldn't see it.

He couldn't even make out Jackson's hand, because the entire

home plate area--the hitter, umpire, Jackson, and even the

plate--seemed to be cast in miniature. Mitch blinked, but

the tiny figures continued their baffling motions. Then

Mitch noticed the mound. Although the crest was eighteen

inches above the field, Mitch imagined he was standing in a

hole.

He had heard that when pitchers were struggling the

strike zone looked like a match box, but the horror story

never included dwarfs. He breathed deeply and wiped his
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forehead with his sleeve. For some reason, he thought of

Marlowe, but a storybook character was worthless now. The

hell with the damn book, he said to himself. Fighting to

suppress the vision of the book's dying old man, Mitch

cautiously put his foot beside the rubber. Relieved to see

Jackson's fat, stubby fingers calling for a fastball, Mitch

glanced at the runners, then tried to snap the hitter's bat

with his best fastball. The pitch, however, veered over the

middle of the plate, and the hitter bounced a line drive off

the left-field fence. Robinson tripped and fell trying to

field the ball, and by the time the center fielder relayed

the ball to the shortstop, the bases were empty except for

the runner on second, who smiled and winked at Mitch.

When he arrived at the mound, Hardin signaled for

Grimes, then held out his hand for the ball. Neither he nor

Mitch said a word; instead, they glared at each other. Mitch

slapped the ball into Hardin's hand and trotted off the

field with his head down. He felt tired, small, and all he

wanted was to sit under a hot shower, smoke a cigarette, and

forget tonight. At least the nightmare was over--for now.

For the first time in his life, he dreaded the next time he

would have to pitch.



CHAPTER 12

PARADISE

Travelling west along Procter Street, Rob guided his

pickup through downtown Port Arthur, which is presided over

by a vacant hotel, looming above the brown-brick buildings

like a decrepit dowager.. Passing deserted offices and

stores, their cracked sidewalks sprouting Johnson Grass, he

parked in front of one of the few inhabited buildings, a

five-and-dime. When he got out, an old woman, whose pasty

white legs and arms resembled swollen links of boudain

sausage, asked for Rob's change. He held up a quarter,

shrugging as if it were his last one, bought a Port Arthur

News, and continued his mobile trek. Downtown bled into the

West End with black men perched like starlings on telephone

wires in front of liquor stores, groceries, and speak-

easies--some gutted, others protected by barred windows and

doors. Shotgun homes lined the road leading out of town.

Paradise Island rises like a whale's back out of Sabine

Lake a few hundred yards from downtown Port Arthur. The only

access by road is a bridge that ascends out of the West

Side, arches like a rainbow shrouded in smog, and dumps

motorists onto a desolate spot, where the two-lane highway

forks. The northern stretch of road leads to the island's

developed section. South lie marshlands and a lonely drive

162
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to Louisiana. The island's name is a public relations gem,

harking back to the area's romantic past and alluding to a

prosperous future, glossing over the present.

Reality lags behind image, though, for the island is

the subject of dreams--of championship golf, free-spending

Midwestern hedonists, and renowned gambling houses--rather

than profitable enterprises. Much of the island remains as

primitive as it was during the eighteenth century when the

pirate Jean Lafitte looted merchant ships along the Gulf

Coast. Wide, sloping expanses of grass and weeds and

clusters of oak trees predominate. On the northernmost tip,

from which a good Reggie Jackson home run would chip the cut

stone walls of city hall, huddles the modern version of

paradise. Behind a security gate, a marina, motel, and

private beach club featuring imported sand bake in the sub-

tropical heat during somnolent afternoons, year round.

Robs' red pickup invaded the placid late-summer

afternoon on the island, rolling to the north, its tires

sizzling on the thin blacktop road. Rob veered off the road,

drove a hundred yards over a fairway of the illusionary

resort golf course, and coasted to a stop beside a picnic

table near the water's edge. He got out, squinting as if in

pain, slammed the door, and carried a smoking cigarette and

newspaper to the back of the truck. He dropped the tailgate

and sat, dangling his bare legs and sandaled feet above the

tall grass. The cigarette in his mouth, he looked for
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Blades' Lincoln Continental, and not finding it, he began to

leaf through the paper.

As he searched for the sports section, Rob cursed

Blades for yet another ploy designed--he was sure--to

discourage him from buying the cocaine. How does the asshole

stay in business, Rob asked himself, if he always took a

week to sell his drugs? Blades said they would set up the

deal at this meeting, but Rob didn't believe him. "Fuck him

and his blow," Rob hissed. If Blades put him off again, he'd

take Twylight back to Dallas and dump her on her doorstep.

The hell with Grimes and his connections, Rob said to

himself. He'd go back to junior college before he'd kiss ass

like this again.

Rob glanced up and down the road for Blades. Blades

would deal--he had to--Rob told himself. If Rob played it

cool and didn't piss off Blades, he'd have the coke and he

and Twylight would be out of town tonight. A black

Continental came into view, and after a few moments, the car

angled off the road onto the grass and pointed its gleaming

grill at Rob. Two people were in the car, but because of the

glare on the windshield, Rob couldn't distinguish them until

the car stopped behind his truck and Rob could see Blades

behind the wheel. He wore a broad-brimmed black hat that was

curled up on one side, and a toothpick hung from his mouth.

The other man Rob didn't know and wasn't anxious to meet.

His huge shoulders blotted out the passenger's side. Tiny
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unblinking eyes fixed upon him, and a cigarette jutted out

of a bushy wire brush of a beard.

A comment by Blades made both men laugh, then, leaving

the motor running, Blades slid out and closed the door. Rob

jumped off the tailgate and leaned against the side of the

truck. Ignoring Rob, Blades scanned the road in both

directions and the bank of the mainland. Blades wore shiny

black pants and shirt, opened to reveal tangled gold chains.

With his big, black felt hat nodding toward the ground,

Blades strolled around the car and propped a black boot on

the tailgate, leaning elbow to skinny thigh. Rob noticed the

sweet, musky odor of cologne laced with sweat before he met

Blades' pinched stare.

Rob had intended to speak first to let Blades know he

wasn't intimidated, but he swallowed his words when he

noticed Blades' angry expression. Blades, his hard eyes

fixed on something behind Rob, cleared his throat.

"Don't have time to chat, so listen up." The slow,

quiet voice unnerved Rob, but he remained silent. "Looks

like your time as big time drug dealer is done before it

starts."

Rob's entire body tightened. "What do you mean?" was

his shaky reply. "Is the deal off?"

Blades smiled, curling up one side of his mouth and

making his whiskers jump. "You get your blow tonight, if you

have the bread. But after that, the show's over. Guess the
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man in Dallas don't like dealin' with Blades. Said he be

'terminatin' our relationship.' Blew smoke how he can't

afford no more drug dealin'."

Blades stopped to look around. The movement opened his

shirt, revealing a black strap stretched across Blades'

chest. The strap led to a holster, and Rob's stomach burned

when he saw the pearl butt of a pistol cradled in the black

leather. Then Blades stepped down and sat on the edge of the

tailgate, resting a wrinkled hand near Rob's forearm.

"Ain't no skin off my butt," he said. "I'll get my

bread. People still gotta' have their blow. But you be

unemployed, white boy. Ain't that the shits."

Blades was lying again, Rob thought. Roberto, the guy

in Dallas, would have called him if his bosses were backing

out. Or would he? Rob asked himself. They didn't give a shit

about him. Rob looked from Blades' chest to his face, which

was screwed up in a smirk. He wiped his hands on his shorts

and tried to keep his voice from cracking as he spoke.

"If I'm history," Rob said, "let's get this shit over.

I can get the money in ten minutes. Let's deal here, so I

can get outta this hell hole."

Blades rolled his eyes and scratched his chest, showing

more of the holster. "Sure thing, white boy. Just meet me

over there at city hall," he said, pointing across the

water, "and we'll get the mayor outta' his office to give

you a receipt."
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Rob tensed when Blades eased off the tailgate and

raised his hands. Blades adjusted his hat, took out the

toothpick, and pointed it at Rob.

"Don't be gettin' spunky with ol' Blades. You just

think you got nothin' to lose, but you walkin' and talkin',

ain't you? And you bangin' that blonde snatch in your motel

room every night. Her daddy'd come upside your head with a

baseball bat," he said with a throaty laugh, "somthin'

happen to her."

Twylight? How did he know about her and Mitch? Rob

wanted to find out, but anger blotted out the curiosity.

Clenching his fist, Rob glanced at Blades' chest, then

confronted his mocking grin. Blades tossed away the

toothpick, dug his boots into the grass, and clamped his

hands on his waist. In the car the man raised his head.

A feeble movement of Rob's hand relaxed both men.

"Okay. Okay," Rob conceded. "Just tell me when and where.

I'll be there, with the money."

"Nine o'clock at Grammas Car Wash. You should've passed

it coming' out here. Drive 'round back. I'm not there, don't

stop. Come by later, I'll be there." Rob nodded, but Blades

responded by patting his chest. "No tricks. Remember, you

got lots to lose."

Rob didn't move as Blades tipped his hat, turned

slowly, again looking in both directions, and ambled to the

car. As he watched the big car lumber across the field, Rob
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reached back and lifted the ponytail off his neck. The back

of his head was soaked. Then he felt something crawling on

his bare legs, and looked down, finding them spotted with

fat, black mosquitoes. He slapped the insects, smearing

blood on his sweaty shins. "Paradise," he murmured. "Fucking

paradise. . "

* * *

As the dim afternoon light faded into darkness,

Twylight strode along the east-west highway that runs

through Port Arthur. As she approached her motel, she

quickened her pace. Her eyes were. red from crying, and sweat

had plastered her hair to her temples. She kicked the

shards of seashells out of her path as she followed the

sidewalk that ran in front of the motel's restaurant. In

each upright, rectangular window stood a vacant dinner

table, its white table cloth, ceramic coffee cups and

silverware glowing under florescent light. Beyond the

windows, Twylight passed under the motel's wooden sign,

which was screwed into the brown brick wall. "Sea Breeze

Motel" arched in florid lettering over the trunk of a palm

tree. "Pets welcome" crawled in small black letters off to

one side of the tree.

Around the corner, she met the faint evening breeze

carrying the acrid stench of refinery emissions and a heavy

greasy odor from a nearby fried chicken restaurant, and

underscored by the moist, musky scent of decay. A line of
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one-story rooms stretching behind the -main office and

restaurant lay before her. Each room came with its own

orange chipped door and small window and was fronted by a

late-model dented car.

Long ago she had stayed in similar motels when her

mother took her for two summer weeks on a road trip to watch

Mitch's minor league team. In identical mom-and-pop motels

alongside two-lane highways on the outskirts of Columbus,

Nashville and Louisville, they ate, slept, and watched

afternoon television, then went to the splintered -stadiums

to watch him play.

That was the last continuous stretch of games her mother

attended. Twylight's only memories of her father's games

were of popcorn and ice cream and confusion as she watched

for his number 33 and waited for the game to make some

sense. To this day, grown men hitting and catching a little

ball was silly to her, but she had liked hearing his name

called over the loud speaker and always laughed at his tight

uniform.

On her way to the room, Twylight passed a girl sitting

on the back of a dented Chevy Impala. She had stringy black

hair and a thin bored face, and with a cigarette she was

burning the hair off her thin arm. They nodded at each

other, and Twylight continued toward her room, in front of

which sat Rob's pickup.
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After what seemed like five minutes to Twylight, Rob

finally opened the door. His wet hair was slicked back, and

he had on blue jeans. His lone chest hair curled against his

damp chest. Twylight pushed by him, shuddered from the cool

air, and immediately smelled the sweet odor of freshly

burned marijuana. The unmistakable sounds of baseball droned

from the television. Twylight faced Rob after he closed the

door and stared at him.

He glanced at his watch. "Where the hell you been?" he

asked, reaching to the table for his cigarettes and lighter.

"I've been here an hour. I was getting worried about you.

You said you'd be here when I got back."

He lit a cigarette, sat on a vinyl chair, and,

squeezing water out of his hair, crossed his legs. Twylight,

her arms crossed, stood before him.

"I was playing soccer at the Vietnamese church."

"God, you look like hell," he said, exhaling a stream

of smoke. "What'd they do, torture you?"

Scowling, she plopped onto the bed, bouncing, then

leaned back on her hands. "Something awful happened."

Rob scoffed. "Didn't I tell you not to mess with those

Gooks. They're all crazy. Eatin' rice and fish heads all

day. They want to get back at us for bombing their country.

Look at them, Twy, they've taken over this stinking place.

Port Arthur first, then Washington-fucking-D.C. I say we

oughtta--"
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"I can't believe this," she interrupted. "You never

acted like a redneck before. What's changed you?"

"Changed me?" He tossed his cigarette into the ashtray,

uncrossed his legs, and leaned forward. "You, God, you were

the one all hot and bothered to leave Dallas. 'Let's go live

together in California,' you said. Like some hippie or

somethin'. Now you're actin' like a spoiled brat. 'It's too

hot, Rob,' he whined, trying to imitate her voice. 'It

stinks, Rob.'

"I'm not exaggeratin', Twylight. Nagging me every day

about gettin' a job." He grabbed his cigarette, flicking the

ashes on the floor. "Shit, I have to jack off now because

you have to sleep on the floor like one of your Gook

friends." He paused to take a drag. "Now, tell me who's

changed."

Rob's sandals were on the bed, and Twylight grabbed one

and threw it at him. The sandal missed, slamming against the

wall, but in dodging the throw, Rob dropped his cigarette

onto his lap. He jumped up, brushing ashes off his jeans.

"What the fuck?" he yelled. "Too fucking young." He

stood up. "I knew she was too fucking young," he mumbled as

he picked up the smoking butt and tossed it at the ashtray,

missing and letting it burn on the table.

Twylight sat trembling on the edge of the bed. "Like

you're an adult," she countered. "Well, you aren't. All you
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care about is yourself. I thought you loved me, but you

don't. You don't care about me."

"Yes I do," he said weakly.

"That's a lie," she challenged. "You didn't even ask

what happened to me today. I hurt a boy, Rob. I kicked him

in the face. And just now a religious pervert tried to rape

me!"

"What?" he asked with a faint smile.

"It's not funny. I tried to kick the ball, but the boy

got in the way. I never saw him," she pleaded. "It was an

accident, but the women chased me away. Then just now.

Across the street. This lunatic told me he was Jesus. He

tried to grab me."

Rob glanced at his watch, then went over to a drawer.

"Did you kick him, too?" he asked as he rummaged through his

clothes.

"No, you asshole."

She jumped off the bed and kicked at his backside. He

grabbed a piece of clothing and leapt out of the way.

Missing, her leg shot upward, causing her to teeter and

fall. Rob tossed his shirt on the bed and reached for her.

"Here, let me help you."

"No," she cried, slapping his hand away.

"Aw, lighten' up, Twylight." He picked up the shirt and

began unfolding it. "You aren't hurt, are you? The boy

didn't die, did he? It doesn't matter, anyway," he said,
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pulling the black T-shirt over his head. "We're outta here

tomorrow."

"What?" Twylight stood up and faced Rob. "What happened

to your job? Where are we going?"

Rob took the sandal off the bed and walked past

Twylight after the other one. "Charlie's dad said there's a

hiring freeze. Ain't no jobs to be found down here." He

picked up the sandal from behind the chair. "I'm going back

to Dallas. You can do what you want. Go live with the

fairies in California. I'll buy you a bus ticket. Or stay

here with your Gook friends. I don't give a shit."

He sat down and began putting on his sandals, while

Twylight stood still, her mouth agape.

"You can ride with me to Dallas, but that's it." He

looked up at her. "I'm staying with Buddy. You can get one

of your friends to come pick you up. Your old man's probably

lookin' for me. I'm not about to get close to your house."

Twylight's paralysis turned into uncontrollable

shaking. Clinching her fists, she took a succession of deep

breaths and ignored the tears running down her cheeks. "You

. . . You bastard. You said you loved me. Was that a lie,

too?"

"I thought I did." He went to the dresser and picked up

his keys and billfold. "It's just not the same now." He

shrugged. "We gave it a shot, and it didn't work out."
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"God," she yelled. "You sound like a machine. Don't you

have any feelings? I hurt. Real bad. But you don't care. You

never did."

He shrugged again. She stopped shaking and relaxed her

fists, going limp all over. "You're dead inside. Evil. Stay

away from me."

"Good,." he replied. "Since you feel that way, maybe

we'll.leave tonight." He walked toward her, and she stepped

out of the way. He continued to the back of the room,

stopped, picked up a gym bag, and walked back by her on his

way to the door.

"Where are you going?" She demanded. "I thought we were

leaving."

He paused at the door. "I have to see Charlie before we

go."

"Another lie. Charlie called this afternoon," she said,

walking toward him. She stopped and folded her arms. "He

went out of town. He said to tell you he'd be back later

than he thought."

"I forgot. I'll talk to his brother then."

He opened the door, but her words stopped him.

"What's in the bag? Wrenches. Oil tools?"

He turned, placing his hand on the outside doorknob.

The muted sounds of traffic and the buzz of crickets flowed

in around him.

"None of your business."
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"It's drugs, isn't it? Or money for drugs. That it,

isn't it?"

Without responding, Rob went out and shut the door.

Twylight thrust a middle finger at the door, then wheeled

and opened Rob's clothing drawer, searching through it until

she found the blue velvet Seagram's Royal Crown pouch. She

loosened the draw strings, peered in, smiled, then marched

to the bathroom and flushed Rob's marijuana down the toilet.

* * *

The warm, humid night air weighed heavily on Twylight

when she opened the motel room door. The parking space in

front of the room still was empty. More dusty pickups and

old cars were in the parking lot than an hour before.

Twylight turned to her left and walked toward the ice and

soft drink machines, which were just outside the back door

of the office. The sick looking girl she had seen earlier

still was sitting on trunk of the car. Her sallow face shone

in the glow of her cigarette.

"Hey, there," the girl called as Twylight passed the

car.

Twylight kept walking, but looked at the girl, who

motioned at Twylight with her cigarette. "You're sure stuck

up, ain't you?"

Her voice, tinged with a Northern accent, was as frail as

she looked, but the urgent tone made Twylight stop.

"I . . . No, I was just going to get a Coke."
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"Come over here," the girl commanded.

Twylight hesitated, tapping the ice bucket against her

thigh.

"Jeez, I'm not going to rape you," the girl said. "I

just want to talk to somebody. It's lonely out here."

A room door opened and closed near Twylight, startling

her. The girl seemed harmless, so Twylight walked toward

her, stopped next to the car's back door, and cradled the

ice bucket against her chest. The girl's thin, limp hair

curled behind her ears and covered her shoulders. Big brown

eyes dominated her small face. She wore a large white T-

shirt, and the color of the white frayed edges of her loose

blue jean cut-of fs were the color of her skinny thighs. The

girl had been painting her fingernails and toenails. One

foot was propped up on the car next to a polish bottle. The

other swayed above the tailpipe. Even in the dim light,

Twylight could see that the polish was a fluorescent orange.

"I'm Darla."

"Hi, Darla. I'm Twylight."

"Twylight. What a cool name? Are your parents hippies

or something?"

The question was an old one, but Twylight laughed. Most

people were being sarcastic when they asked about her name.

Hippies weren't popular among her friends. That's why they

hated Rob. But Darla sounded earnest, saying the word

"hippie" like it was holy.
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"No, not hardly," Twylight responded. "My mother says

she named me Twylight because that's when I was conceived.

At least it's better than Moet. My dad wanted to call me

that since they were drinking champagne."

"That's a awesome story. You're lucky," Darla said,

tossing away her cigarette. "I'm named after my aunt in

Ohio. She's fat and farts all the time. Gives me shit for

smoking." Darla paused to paint another nail. "What's your

brother and sister's names? Sunrise? Moonbeam?"

More old jokes, but Twylight liked the girl's laugh.

"I'm an only child. After me, my mother had a miscarriage.

That's when she found out she couldn't have any more

children."

Darla looked up. "Oh, wow. I'm sorry. I--"

"That's okay," Twylight said. "My parents have enough

trouble with me. They work a lot. I don't know if they

could've handled any more kids."

Darla finished her nails and capped the bottle. "My mom

and dad couldn't. They don't have the money. I mean, you

know, they're farmers. But my mom kept squeezing them out.

Four brothers and three sisters. Like, I love them, but I

couldn't handle it. I'm seventeen, and they were on me to

get married. Seventeen. Can you believe it? My whole life to

live, and they want me to marry some Huckleberry and start

having little farmers. I had to split."
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Twylight noticed dark rings curving under Darla's

sunken eyes. Her neck seemed too fragile to hold up her

head. It was difficult to tell if a body was beneath the

white shirt, and it hung so loosely with long folds that it

looked like a small boat's sail. Red circles dotted one arm.

Probably from the cigarette, Twylight thought.

"How long you been here?" Twylight said.

"Two days," Darla responded. "Rode down here in my girl

friend's car. This is it, right here." She glanced at the

car, frowning. "It's mine now. Julie left this afternoon. We

met some dude at a bar last night who said he worked for

some oil company in Houston, but he looked like a bum to me.

Julie liked him though. He stayed with us. He left for a

little while this morning, then came back and picked her up.

She said she wasn't coming back and for me to keep the car."

"I'm sorry."

"No. It's cool." Darla smiled, revealing, large, uneven

teeth. "I got the best part of the deal. He'll leave her or

the other way around. But I've got wheels. Only thing is,"

she said, growing serious, "I've got to find some way to buy

some gas."

In a quick movement, Darla slid her foot off the car,

letting her calf bounce against the fender. She flipped up

her shirt and pulled a pack of cigarettes out of her pants.

She offered one to Twylight, who declined. Darla shrugged
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and lit one, blew out the match with smoke, and dropped the

match on the car.

Twylight uncrossed her arms and started to walk away.

"Well, I hope you get some money," she said.

Darla jumped off the car. "Say, can you loan me some

cash? I'll pay you back. I've got my mom's gold bracelet.

I'm going to hock it tomorrow, but I need some gas to get to

the pawn shop. It's on the other side of town."

"I'm sorry. I don't have any money. My boyfriend's got

it all."

Darla's eyes widened. "You mean that dude who left in

the red pickup?"

Twylight, who was inching away, stopped and turned to

face Darla. "Yes. That's him."

"He should have tons of bucks," Darla exclaimed.

"Earlier he tried to sell me some grass. Good shit, he said.

When I said no, he said if I wanted, he'd sell me some coke

later tonight. I told him if I could buy coke, I wouldn't be

sitting outside this dumpy motel."

Twylight found it hard to breathe, but she tried to

hide her emotions. She was right. Rob was the scum of the

earth. That's where he had gone. To buy cocaine. She felt

used, dirty. She was stupid for believing that he cared for

her.

"I've got to go," she said weakly.
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"Wait." Darla grabbed Twylight's arm. "Will you help me?

It's the only way I can get some money."

"What?" was the word that forced its way out of

Twylight's mouth.

Darla's excitement shone in her eyes and in the quick

movements of her hands as she waved them to dry the polish.

"It won't take long. I need to pick something up and bring

it back here. We can walk. You know where Janis Joplin's

home place is? Good, it's there. We can bring it back and

sell it to this guy who's staying at the motel."

Twylight didn't know what Darla was talking about, but

she knew it was illegal. At that point, though, she didn't

care. "What is it?"

"That stupid sign nailed to the tree. We can get

twenty-five bucks for it. This dude here," she said nodding

toward the rooms, "is really into Joplin. Nuts, man. Goes

around the country collecting anything she touched or peed

on. Said he's afraid to go to that part of town. Real wus,

huh? All we have to do is yank it off the sign. I just need

you to give me a boost to get into the tree. How 'bout it?

I'll give you ten bucks--the rest I need for gas to get to

Houston."

Twylight knew Chwee Lo would be at her store. The sign

was just an old piece of wood, but Chwee watched the vacant

lot like a guard dog. She didn't care about the land and

didn't even know who Janis was, but she didn't trust the
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people who went there. "They bad for business," she

explained. Twylight could tell by the way Chwee talked that

she enjoyed calling the police on anyone who even stepped

foot on the lot. Then Twylight remembered the accident

earlier that day. Chwee helped the other Vietnamese women

chase Twylight away after she kicked the boy. She looked at

Twylight like she wanted to hurt her, Twylight recalled,

again feeling the sting of Chwee's rejection of her.

"Well?" Darla said, startling Twylight. "If you're

scared, I'm going by myself."

Suddenly, Twylight didn't care what Chwee or anyone

else thought. "Sure," Twylight muttered. "Let's go."

"Cool," Darla cried, wrapping her arms around

Twylight's rigid body.



CHAPTER 13

THE NEWSROOM

At 9:30 in the morning a lone reporter was working in

the Examiner's sports department. Slate sat in the corner at

his cluttered desk, his back to rectangular windows

providing a view of a section of downtown Dallas. Switching

between two phone lines, he kept his hands free to type

notes into his computer. He would listen intently,

nonchalantly pecking away at his keyboard, then quickly

punch in the other line to compare quotes. Occasionally,

when he wasn't hearing what he wanted, he sipped juice out

of a large plastic container. When the conversations drew to

a close, he filed the notes, swung around in his chair, and

propped his running shoes onto his desk.

"Well, Max, that does it. Thanks for the background on

Milo. It'll help. When I get back with the team and we make

the City, it's my treat. If you need anything on Baker or

anyone, call me. I'll be here. . . . Sure thing. Later.."

He punched the other phone button. "Sorry, Dale, had to

check on something. You're indispensable. I owe you one. If

there's a change in plans, let me know. Since the team's

back in town soon, I'll join it in Dallas when this sale's

wrapped up. Call if you want to grab a beer sometime. . .

I understand. See you at the park, then. Bye."

182
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Slate hung up and leaned back, placing his hands behind

his head and staring at the ceiling. On the other side of

the newsroom, the news reporters and editors mechanically

went about their business. Their activity produced a steady

muffled sound, but Slate acted as if he were alone,

reclining on a bench in a deserted park. Behind him and

beyond the second-story windows, tree branches swayed in

the breeze, gleaming cars crept through the downtown

streets, and a few people hurried along the chalk-white

sidewalks, staring straight ahead or gawking at the

buildings. Slate's reverie, however, was interrupted when he

noticed Red Schmidt emerge from the editor's office and

saunter toward the sports department.

Schmidt, draped in a frumpy brown suit, weaved between

the desks, carrying his usual ceramic coffee mug, and

stopped in front of Slate, who, unmoving, greeted his boss

with a sly grin.

"Hope I'm not interrupting anything," Schmidt said,

plunking down the stained mug. "I sure would hate to bother

our star reporter while he's working on the biggest story of

the year."

Slate shrugged. "I was just admiring your sartorial

splendor. Is that what I'll have to wear in twenty years

when I'm barking at my reporters? If so, I'm going into

public relations."
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Schmidt scoffed, looked at his jacket, smoothed down

his lapels, and, frowning, scratched off an egg stain. "This

sharp outfit was covering super bowls while you were chasing

teenage splittail--if you ever did. Anyway, looks a damn

sight better than those imported polo watchin' rags you

dandy up in." When Slate smiled, Schmidt became more

serious. "I hate to mention it, but good work on today's

piece. Beat everybody, even the New York papers. The ME just

had an interesting conversation with his Ivy League frat

brother at Newsday. They couldn't get to this Milo

character, and, hell, they don't know Russell Baker from

Lamar Hunt. Scooped by little ol' Dallas. Music to my ears.

They're probably firing reporters left and right."

Laughing quietly, Schmidt pushed away a stack of paper,

hiked up a pant's leg, and plopped down on Slate's desk.

Schmidt cleared his throat and ignored Slate's downward

glance.

"Now, what have you got for tomorrow?"

Slate sighed and rolled his eyes, faking frustration.

"Buyers from New York are going to buy Yankee Stadium and

relocate it on a former landfill site in the flood plain

west of Dallas." Slate met Schmidt's cold stare and

continued. "They plan to dome the stadium using recycled New

York City garbage as a synthetic bubble." Schmidt's face was

reddening, but Slate wasn't sure whether his boss was

holding in a laugh or a cry. "Then for next season, they're
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firing all the players and replacing them with Cuban

refugees and assorted Indonesian Boat People." Now, Schmidt

was choking on laughter and wiping spittle off his chin.

"Here's the clincher. They want to call it the Yankee-Go-

Home Dome. New age baseball, international style. An apt

statement on Dallas ingenuity, don't you think?"

Stifling laughter, Schmidt let out a guttural moan,

rubbed his scalp's grey stubble, and slid off the desk,

gaping in bemusement at his reporter.

"Cute, but save your urbane wit for your bicycle club.

Or better yet, give the idea to one of our columnists --

they're in dire need of material. But I don't have time for

chit-chat. Got a paper to get out."

He picked up the mug, sipped, and set it down, sloshing

coffee on some papers. A sidelong glance at Slate's shoes

made the reporter drop his feet and sit up.

"Now about tomorrow. You've only identified the new

owners and reported the sale is imminent. Good legwork, but

when do they sign on the bottom line?" Schmidt leaned on the

desk, his tie hovering over the mug. "And what are the

chances of the League voting to okay these carpetbaggers?

The commissioner might be afraid they'll move the team to

some godforsaken place like Buffalo. Plus, we don't have

enough background on the local owners." Schmidt's chubby

hands turning from crimson to white, he pushed off the desk

and folded his arms over his chest. "So don't start
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rehearsing your Pulitzer speech. I haven't heard any fat

lady sing, just her big ass warming up."

Slate, who had been eating out of a plastic bag filled

with nuts and dried fruit during Schmidt's speech, tossed

away the snack and began picking at his teeth as he spoke.

"Tell News I've got a page one piece for tomorrow."

Schmidt nodded faintly and dropped his arms to his

sides.

"The sale's final in two days," Slate explained. "I

already know when and where the press conference will be. As

for the league vote, Milo Driver is a fishing buddy of the

commissioner's. That's a cinch," Slate vowed, searching

among the papers on his desk, finding one, and holding it

up. "Here's a survey of how the owners will vote. Only one--

Iron Mike Polinski, the Cleveland owner--is against it. But

he votes against everything. The rest have nothing but

praise for Driver. They like him because he promises to be a

team player. He doesn't own any television stations, so he

can't broadcast games all over the free world. He's said he

won't move the team out of such a large media market. Most

importantly, he doesn't have enough money to participate in

bidding wars for free agents. "

"My ass," Schmidt barked, taking the paper from Slate

and scanning the survey. "You mean good ol' Milo will gladly

go along with any deal the owners cook up that illegally

limits salaries for free agents."
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Slate shrugged. "Maybe, but I don't believe they'd

resort to collusion. Not that they wouldn't want to. Some

are desperate enough to keep down salaries. But they

wouldn't be that dumb."

"We're not talking about college presidents, here,"

Schmidt countered. "They're businessmen. They don't give a

rat's ass about the sanctity of the game. They voted in the

DH, didn't they? Domed stadiums and artificial turf are

taking over. That's not baseball, that's showbiz. In our

lifetimes, they'll be playing with aluminum bats and balls

so lively, infielders'll be extinct. Have to put a

protective net in front of the pitchers."

Schmidt tossed the survey onto Slate's desk. "What was

I going to say before you uttered such a ignorant opinion?"

"Collusion?"

"Naw," Schmidt said, brushing Slate off, "that's been

going on for years. What about Baker and his local group?

These guys are in our own backyard, and we don't have squat

on them."

Slate leaned back in his chair, crossed and uncrossed

his legs, began to put his shoes on the desk, but dropped

them, cupping his hands behind his head. Schmidt laid down

the paper, picked up the bag of nuts, and began inspecting

it, cringing when he found a dried prune. Slate pointed at

the bag with an elbow and started to say something, but
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caught himself as Schmidt dropped the prune in the trash and

tossed the bag onto the desk.

"It's good fiber," Slate contended.

"Garbage," Schmidt countered. "Tell me about Baker."

"He puzzles me. Baker does, I mean. Suddenly he's

talking like a press secretary. That's strange, because he

wanted to be a silent partner. And he doesn't seem like

owner material to me. He's owned a mid-sized accounting firm

for a few years, and he hit it big in real estate before the

bottom fell out of the market. He likes Cowboys'

cheerleaders and plays a little polo. Nothing special

there."

Bringing down his hands, Slate scooted forward and

placed his arms on the chair's armrests. "But his major

partner is right out of central casting. Ian Burke is also

Baker's biggest -client. You've heard of him. Fundamentalist,

arch-conservative, Highland Park. Backs every anti-communist

cause the Republicans concoct. Thinks Oral Roberts is the

Savior. He sees himself as the moral, economic patriarch of

Dallas. He's loaded--computers, real estate, savings and

loans--and he married old Dallas money."

"And he owns a healthy chuck of this paper and several

others," Schmidt said, picking up his mug but not drinking.

"I've met him. He wanted us to send a reporter to the

national convention for the Fellowship of Christian

Athletes. Had hell talking him out of it." Schmidt sipped,
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eyeing Slate. "He's a natural for pro sports, but why Baker?

Anyone in the Chamber of Commerce could tell me what you've

said so far."

Sighing, Slate loosened his tie. "That's what I'm

trying to find out." He swung his chair into front of his

computer, hit a few keys, and pointed at some words on the

screen. "He's divorced and has no children. He went to

school in the Midwest and has lived here ever since

graduation. I think it's interesting that he went to school

with Mitch Wilcox and Mitch's wife, Nicole. Now, she's

Baker's personal secretary. That probably explains Mitch's

new contract."

He looked over his shoulder at Schmidt, who nodded and

moved to where he could read the notes. "And he knows

several of the Stars," Slate explained. "I heard today that

Baker's a partner with some of the players in an overseas

investment--South African diamonds--I think."

"So he likes ballplayers," Schmidt said, setting down

the mug. "I like the ponies. Do you see anybody asking me to

manage a track?"

Ignoring the comment, Slate scrolled down the screen

and pointed at a paragraph. "These are notes to myself. All

rumor and speculation, nothing publishable."

"Why are you showing it to me then?" Schmidt said,

exasperated.
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"You wanted background. This is the between-the-lines

stuff. If I know what motivates these guys, then I can

anticipate their moves." Tapping the screen as if to bestow

more authority to his words, Slate turned and stared at his

boss, his finger continuing to bob in front of the screen.

"I think, from what I've heard, Driver is using Baker for

his ties in real estate. Driver needs Burke, too, but I

don't think Driver wants to deal with him. I'm sure he

believes he can convince Baker to include Burke in any

deal."

"And what's that, pray tell?" Schmidt asked.

"Public relations, mostly. There's no doubt the new

owners will build a new stadium."

He looked at Schmidt for confirmation.

"Bingo, Ace. Please, don't let me stop you. You're on a

roll."

Slate returned to the screen and brought up another

page. "The city would be in an uproar if Driver and his New

York partners blew into town with their cocky manner and

demanded a sweetheart of a deal for a new stadium."

"Are you nuts? Dallas and half the suburbs around here

would do nearly anything to get that stadium."

Slate pivoted his seat to speak directly to Schmidt.

"No. That's not what I mean. Baker, with Burke's help, can

parlay his influence into a better deal for Driver than he

could ever get working alone."
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Schmidt closed his eyes, massaged his temples, and took

a deep breath. His eyes seemed to become bloodshot and weary

instantly. "That's it? That's what partners are for. How

much time have you wasted on this? Because you sure as hell

have burned too much of mine."

"No," Slate said, smiling, "here's the kicker. Driver

has a history of buying out his partners once they've helped

him. Somehow--whether it's illegal or merely devious--he

manipulates the partner to a point where he has to sell.

Always at a much lower price. That's really why the

Cleveland owner's against Driver buying the Stars. Rick

Steinwell, who covers the baseball beat for the Plain-

Dealer, said Polinski and Driver were part-owners of the

Indians about fifteen years ago. Polinski needed quick money

when he got into trouble with the IRS, and Driver bought him

out. Papers made it appear Driver did Polinski a favor, but

Polinski still swears Driver turned the IRS loose on him."

"Eureka," Schmidt exclaimed and shook Slate's limp

hand, "finally some news. But you're not a novelist, Slate.

If you ever write a piece with a buried lead like that, I'll

delete the entire mess." He pointed at Slate's screen. "I

want a more of an in-depth piece on Driver and his business

history for the lead. Hit hard on his nut-cutting

philosophy. Talk to his former associates, especially those

he's stabbed in the back."

Slate nodded, weary. "Is that all?"
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"No. Just short bios on Baker, Burke and their minor

partners. But be easy on them. We'll need them as sources

when they start to move on the new stadium." Schmidt picked

up his mug and started away but stopped. "Just thought of

something. Wilcox was playing for Cleveland when Driver was

a part-owner wasn't he?" Slate nodded. "Good, he'll be good

for a couple of quotes. Play those up, too."

Slate glanced at his watch. "They flew into Seattle

last night. I'll call him in a couple of hours."

"Good," Schmidt said. "If there are any problems, let

me know."

He walked toward the busy news department, winding

quickly through the vacant sports desks, making Slate appear

more isolated than ever sitting alone with his back to the

bright windows.

* * *

Slate completed the last paragraph on the story

detailing the sale, saved it, and scrolled up to review the

lead.

"The Dallas Stars enter yet again another new era

tomorrow when a group headed by a flamboyant New York City

entrepreneur takes control of the struggling franchise,

according to sources close to the negotiations."

Wincing, Slate moved the cursor to the second line and

changed "flamboyant" to "aggressive." He breathed a faint

"Yeah" and pumped his fist. He saved the story, pushed away
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from his computer, and began rummaging through his

briefcase. He pulled out an address book, plopped it on the

desk, and sipping juice, leafed through it. Finding what he

wanted, he looked up, and noticing only one other sports

reporter, punched in a telephone number and switched on his

speaker. He asked a pert-voiced receptionist for Mitch

Wilcox' room and readied a notebook and pencil. After four

rings, a man answered.

"Hello, Mitch?"

"Yeah," replied a groggy voice. "What the hell time is

it? . . . Shit. What is this? I left a eleven o'clock wake-

up call."

"Sorry, Mitch. This is Gary Slate. I wouldn't call you

this early if it wasn't important."

A hacking noise made Slate turn down the volume on the

speaker. "Nothing's that important. We didn't get to the

hotel until one-thirty last night. This better be good."

"It's about the sale of the club," Slate offered,

drumming his pencil on the notebook. "The New York group's

signing the papers tomorrow. I just need a response from

you."

"Just a second." He explained to someone in the room

who was calling. Then a plastic crackling noise was

punctuated by the scratching of a match and a heavy exhaling

sound. "You woke up Jones, and he's pissed. Just wanted you
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to know that." Slate rolled his eyes. "A sale? What the hell

do you need from me?"

"You know half the buyers. Your friend Russell Baker

and Ian Burke head the local group. Milo Driver from New

York is the principal investor. Driver was one of the owners

of the Indians when you were there. I need, excuse me, I'd

like your reaction."

"To what?" More coughing noises choked off the end of

the question. "You want me to tell you we're going to the

World Series now? That the old owners were brain dead? Tell

the fans to come see the new and improved Stars?"

"That's good. Keep going."

"Print any of that as a statement, and I'll kick your

ass when we get back to Dallas."

Slate smiled uneasily and glanced at the other sports

reporter, who winked at him. "Mitch, you know I don't work

like that. I just need something to print about their

personalities--how they do business, what they'll do for the

team. That sort of thing."

"I've got no comment on Baker. I don't know Burke that

well, except that he's rich."

"But Baker's a friend of yours. He knows several of the

players. Grimes and some others are business partners of

his. You must have some opinion about him being your boss,

especially since you just got that new contract."
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Another exhaling sound blew through the speaker. "What

did you say about Grimes? I wasn't aware they knew each

other."

"I heard it from my source. They've got an investment

in South Africa or someplace like that. Maybe I should be

talking to Grimes about Baker."

"Yeah, maybe you should."

Slate sighed and threw down his pencil. "I see. What

about Driver? What's he like?"

"He hung around the clubhouse some. I met him at team

parties, but he didn't consult me about his business

decisions. For the record, he knows how to run a baseball

team. He's a tough negotiator, and he wants to put a winning

team on the field."

Slate scribbled down the short quote and flipped to

another page. "What about off the record?"

"And this is way off the record. Driver gutted the

Indians just before I left. He traded players who got bigger

headlines than he did and hired some lackey as manager. He

slashed his payroll, bringing in rookies and over-the-hill

stars at cut rates. He somehow negotiated a lucrative TV

deal, and just before the team went into the dumper, he sold

for a hell of a profit."

"That's what I've been hearing about him," Slate

responded, writing furiously.
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"He's a snake. Doesn't care about the players or the

game. Print that, though, and I guarantee no one on this

team will do so much as fart in your presence. You'll have

to get that information somewhere else."

"Don't worry," Slate said, putting down the pencil.

"One thing I don't understand. If Driver's such a weasel,

why did you get that incredible three-year contract?"

Another blowing sound filled the speaker. "I didn't say

he was stupid." Wheezing laughter sputtered and died. "If

that's all, I need to get some sleep. Raining like hell out

here. Nothing to do but sleep and play ball, and I haven't

been doing much of either lately."

"That's all. Thanks Mitch." Slate started to disconnect

but stopped. "Do you know what room Grimes is in? I'd better

talk to him."

"No, but I do know he's still sleeping. When you call,

do me a favor and say your name's Rob. He'll get a kick out

of that."

"Rob who?"

"He'll know. Bye."



CHAPTER 14

THE BUY

Rob felt his stomach tighten, and his sweaty hands

slipped on the steering wheel as he neared the intersection

and the cross street that led to the car wash where he was

to meet Blades. Keep cool, he told himself. He had bought

drugs before, but scoring a couple of pounds of grass was

bush league compared to dealing for two pounds of coke. Guys

named Scott with homes in the suburbs sold grass out of

their living rooms. Blades, though, was back-alley badness.

Like the dudes in South Dallas, he would kill someone for

scratching the paint-job on his Lincoln.

And to make matters worse, Rob thought, the suburbs

were prime-time TV compared to the X-rated reality of Port

Arthur's West Side. Driving slowly because of the heavy

traffic, he stared in wonder at the busy street--the hordes

of people huddling outside of bars and ribbons of blue, red

and yellow neon glowing from windows. During the day, the

area was quiet, practically a ghost town. Now, the

sidewalks, buildings and street ached and throbbed with

life. Ladies in red dresses and high heels. Men in leather

coats and wide-brimmed, floppy hats. Not a parking space to

be seen. And the stares, Rob said to himself. Like the flash

197
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of knives, their eyes cut through him, slicing to shreds his

already shaky composure.

He tried to concentrate on the buy. Don't show fear, he

told himself. Make sure no one's at your back. Taste the

coke for purity. He imagined that sickening sour or bitter

taste followed by the tingling and the numbing. And, he told

himself, don't get smart with Blades. No jokes about the

brothers stepping all over the shit with lidocaine or

Mannitol. Get the blow and go, he told himself. Get the blow

and go.

Up ahead, he saw the traffic. light change to red, and

he coasted to a stop and flipped on his turn signal. To his

left, a couple started to cross the street, but when they

began to pass in front of his truck, the man stopped and

stared at Rob. The woman pulled on the man's hand, but he

yanked her toward him, slamming her into his side.

He glared at Rob and began moving for Rob's door. The

woman clutched his arm and screamed that the light was going

to change. He looked upward as the light for the crossing

traffic blinked to yellow. "Fuck it," he said. With a heavy

black boot, he kicked Rob's left front fender, flashed a

middle finger at Rob, and dragged the woman out of the

street.

When the light turned green, Rob stomped on the

accelerator and turned left in front of the oncoming

traffic. Horns blared, but he ignored them. "Shit," he
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yelled. Slowing down because of the rough street, he swore

at himself for coming to Port Arthur. He hated everything,

everybody--most of all himself for taking this job and for

bringing Twylight along. Mitch could handle this, but he

wouldn't be stupid enough to mess with this shitty business.

Why was he thinking about Mitch? He didn't give a damn about

him. The hell with Mitch. And his stupid daughter.

Rob's anger faded when he passed the first side street.

The car wash was on the next corner. Ahead of him, the

street was dark, virtually deserted. Get your shit together,

he told himself. The pounding of the music from his stereo

suddenly irritated him. Rob reached down to the stereo and

ejected the Led Zeppelin cassette. "Fuck you, Robert Plant,"

he said, throwing the cassette against the gym bag on the

seat. What the fuck was he doing? Nine thousand bucks right

there in his lap, and he was driving like a tourist through

this half-assed Harlem. He should split with the cash and

let Blades eat his damn blow.

When Rob arrived at the car wash, he saw Blades'

Continental was parked in the back, behind the stalls. Too

late to run now, he told himself, because Blades had to have

seen him. Rob turned right onto the side street. At the back

of the car wash, he pulled into the entrance and rolled to a

stop about ten feet away from the Continental. He wanted to

make Blades meet him half way. He also wanted to be able to
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watch the bodyguard in the car and at the same time keep an

eye on the side street.

Rob surveyed the lot. Protecting Blades' back was a

high cinder block wall that stretched from a building on the

far side of the lot to the entrance. The street fronting the

car wash was a safe distance away. No cars were in the

stalls. A red Olds was parked on the street across from the

car wash. Probably Blades' backup, Rob thought. If any shit

went down, Rob saw that he could haul ass through the stalls

and get back on the through street. East lay downtown and

the motel. If he went west, he could pick up the highway to

Houston. He needed to return to the motel--to pick up his

clothes and stash--but he didn't know if he'd have time.

Rob rolled down his window and tried to see through

Blades' tinted window. Nothing. For an instant, Rob wished

he had a gun. No, he thought, he was scared enough. Rob

flinched when Blades' electric window rolled down. Blades

reclined so far back that Rob saw only half his face. A

toothpick dangled from his mouth, and a black felt hat

covered his eyes. His pig-faced bodyguard sat beside him.

Blades glanced around then fixed on Rob.

"Have a nice drive?" Blades said, and his bodyguard

chuckled.

Rob hated Blades. "Yeah," he answered through a laugh

that sounded more like a cough. "Just great."
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Rob waited for a smart reply, but Blades was scanning

the lot and the street. He seemed edgy, which made Rob's

hands sweat even more. Blades was staring somewhere behind

Rob--probably at the Red Olds, Rob thought--when he said,

"Let's do it."

Rob waited for Blades' cue. He merely nodded his head

for Rob to get out first. Rob grabbed the bag, leaving the

keys in the ignition, and got out. After he closed the door

and faced the Continental, Blades and his bodyguard opened

their doors. As he stepped out, Blades' boots scraped on the

gravel and broken glass. He left his door open, but no light

shone inside. Rob had his bag in one hand, but Blades' hands

were empty. The bodyguard stepped around his door and placed

a black satchel on the hood. After Blades looked Rob over,

he snapped his fingers, and the bodyguard picked up the

satchel with one hand and tossed it across the car to

Blades.

When the big man threw the satchel, Rob saw the butt of

a pistol tight against his large stomach. He also held

something in his free hand, but the object--obviously heavy

because the man's arm was rigid--was hidden by the car. Then

Rob noticed a wooden stock, like that of a shotgun, braced

behind the man's wrist. The bodyguard ignored Rob. The big

man's nostrils flared, and he looked around, but his eyes

kept returning to the side street, which lay no more than

twenty yards away.
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As Blades opened the satchel and reached inside, Rob

was overcome by the ominous silence of the moment. He needed

noise, any sound to relieve the pressure mounting in his

head. No cars passed, no people moved along the street. This

wasn't what he expected. If Blades would just give him the

coke, he'd be history. Suddenly, like the pop of a balloon,

the sound of Blades snorting coke broke the silence. Rob

took a deep breath, feeling his sweat-soaked shirt stick to

his sides and back.

Blades stuck his fingers up his nose and sniffed twice,

deeply. Smiling, he shook his head, let out an "Qowee," and

pointed the satchel at Rob. "Damn. O1' Esco done us right.

Dyno--" He stopped and looked at Rob, amused. "Jus' look at

you, rookie. Good thing you retirin'. You scared shitless."

Laughing, he turned toward his bodyguard. "Hey, Snake, our

boy here's sheet white. You figure he from the Klan?"

Both men laughed, and Blades turned back to Rob,

instantly serious, the strain returning to his face. "You

gonna' burn a cross in my yard?"

Rob felt the handle of his gym bag beginning to slip

out of his wet hand. He couldn't deal with this joking. "No,

man," he said. He meant to speak loudly, to hurry Blades,

but the words came out in a whisper.

"Guess we get this shit done." He reached for the

zipper again. "Want to taste it? Jus' like candy," he said,

licking his lips.
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Rob shook his head and brought up his bag. He gave it

to Blades and took the satchel. Plastic bags bulging with

coke lay like eggs in the black leather. Rob touched one. It

was warm, soft. He closed the zipper and looked up as Blades

rifled through the money, silently moving his lips and

keeping an eye on Rob. When he finished, he zipped the bag,

and held it by his side.

"It's a done deal. Now, if I was you, I'd get my white

ass--"

Snake yelled for Blades. Rob's stomach burned, and he

looked at the big man standing by. the car. A noise made Rob

look toward the side street where he had entered the lot. A

car, moving slowly, appeared from behind the cement wall.

Rob looked back at Snake. The big man brought up the sawed-

off shotgun but didn't fire. A loud blast. The Continental's

windshield shattered. The big man jerked backward and fired

the shotgun, which spit an orange flame into the sky. He

crashed into the open door and disappeared behind the car.

Rob wanted to run, but he couldn't. He legs wouldn't

move. Next to Rob, Blades, veins bulging in his eyes,

pointed his pistol at the car. Rob turned to follow the

angle of Blades' barrel. The car was moving slowly to their

left toward the main street. A long barrel was pointed at

them out of the car's back window on the passenger's side.

Blades' gun cracked--its blast sharper, not as deep as the

others--and sparks danced on the car's roof.
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"Shit," Blades yelled.

The shooter in the car moved, and Rob began to turn away

from what he knew was another blast. Another boom. Something

tore into Rob's nose, throwing his head back and forcing him

down to one knee. He began to put his hands to his face, but

he stopped when he saw Blades lying on broken glass. Blades'

eyes were wide open, straining in their sockets. Was he

trying to say something? No. His lips moved because he was

jerking like a fish. His back arched and slammed back down.

His arms and legs flopped like they were rubber.

The horror of it freed Rob's joints. He rolled behind

his truck and waited for another blast. Nothing but the

silence, worse now, like death. He heard the car speed up

and its tires squeal and skid and squeal again. He stood up.

The car was fishtailing on the street, moving west out of

town. Two men stood in the street firing at the car.

Rob couldn't think. His legs carried him over to

Blades, who jerked less, not as violently. Behind him, Rob

heard the shooting stop. The men might be coming for him,

but he couldn't leave until he had the money. The satchel

was nearest, and he picked it up. Then he saw his gym bag

and stepped over Blades. After Rob picked up the bag and

turned, he looked once more at Blades. His eyes--white,

hard, wet--stared at Rob. A cold, heavy wave rolled from

Rob's scalp to his groin. He felt like he was going to throw

up, but forced the sour liquid in his throat to drain back
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down. He leapt over Blades, moving quickly to his truck. He

expected to find the men. pointing their guns at him, but

they weren't in sight. Suddenly, their Olds lurched away

from the curb, made a squealing U-turn, and sped after the

killers. Rob threw the two bags through the truck's open

window and got in. He drove through one of the stalls and

turned left toward downtown and the motel.

* * *

Rob made sure to drive slowly on the busy street lined

with nightclubs. Closing and opening his eyes wider, he

tried to make out the traffic passing him but couldn't break

the walls of the tunnel extending like the inside of a

tornado directly in front of him. He heard the police siren

but couldn't see the flashing lights. A traffic light loomed

ahead, and he braked carefully and rolled to a stop. Still

no red and blue flashing lights, but the sound of the siren

echoed in his head. In front of him, he saw only the glowing

red stop light and the unmoving headlights of cars pointed

the other way.

On the seat sat the gym bag. A spider web of blood

crawled down its side. Blades' blood. Or his? He had

forgotten about his nose, but now, instantly, its left side

began to burn. He touched it, and drew away his hand. His

fingers were dark and wet. How bad could it be? It hadn't

hurt until he thought about it. The light remained red, so

he turned on his dome light.
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"Oh, shit." Blood covered the left side of his face and

dripped off his chin. He wiped the blood with his shirt.

"Damn." The searing pain made his eyes water. When he looked

in the mirror, he winced. A dark cut, spotted with white,

ran from his nostril across the tip of his nose. He wanted

to keep driving right out of town, but he knew he had to

take care of his nose before he went anywhere. He'd have to

stop by the motel and get Twylight to help him. Then they'd

haul ass--go up through East Texas to Dallas. Someone at the

car wash must have seen his truck. The cops would be after

him. When the light changed, Rob searched for a towel. He

found it on the floor, and drove, dabbing at the burning

wound when he wasn't shifting gears.

He passed all the bars, and suddenly the street ahead

was empty. Streetlights glared on his windshield, and the

towel blocked his view, but he was afraid to remove it

because of the bleeding. Then, instead of seeing

streetlights, Rob saw Blades' eyes glaring at him.

Unblinking and asking for something or condemning him--he

wasn't sure--Blades' eyes followed Rob's, as if the dead

eyes were attached to the windshield. Why was Blades

haunting him? He didn't kill him. Or maybe it was because he

had never watched the life jump right out of someone before.

Rob felt empty, and as Blades had said, "scared shitless."

Rob jumped when the siren became louder. Blue and red

lights exploded like fireworks from around the corner. "I'm
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dead," Rob whispered. But the police car sped by with a

whooshing noise. Behind him, the shriek and lights faded.

The lights of downtown now were behind him, although

Rob didn't remember driving through it. His arm was tiring

from holding up the towel, so he dropped the towel and

looked in the mirror. His nose still stung, but the bleeding

was down to a trickle. Since his face and shirt were soaked,

he didn't care about a few more drops. Another red light

loomed ahead, and he slowed to a stop. Beside him, the blood

glistened on his gym bag, and the satchel lay next to it.

The light changed, and Rob drove through the intersection.

He knew he didn't have much of a chance of getting out of

town. Witnesses to the shootings would identify him, and

every cop in the county would be looking for his red pickup.

Twylight would have to find another way home, he thought. He

had to get out of town and get Charlie to help him.

Rob was wondering how he could borrow Charlie's car

when he saw a police car parked by the side of the street.

It was too late to turn down a side street, so he slowed,

hoping the police hadn't had time to get their reports and

begin looking for his truck. As he neared the car, he saw

something familiar out of the corner of his eye that made

him look toward the police. A girl, blonde hair and gentle

movements: Twylight! What the hell was she doing here? The

police were leading her and another girl out of the vacant
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lot. They stopped near the patrol car--one had out his

handcuffs, and the other was talking to them.

Rob tried to look away before Twylight recognized him,

but their eyes met, her eyes brightened, and she waved and

yelled. Both policemen looked at him, and he sped up. In his

rearview mirror, one policeman pulled his portable radio off

his belt and the other ran around to the driver's side of

the car. Rob knew he was nailed. "Shit, Twylight," he yelled

and stomped on the gas pedal.

* * *

Even after Twylight yelled Rob's name, the word hung in

the heavy night air. Rob's tires squealed on the pavement as

he swerved right around a corner just as the police car

revved and roared away from the curb, spitting gravel and

splitting the darkness with its lights and siren. Twylight

and Darla jumped back to avoid the rocks, and both looked to

their right to watch Rob's truck careen around the corner at

the end of the block and disappear behind a fence that

separated a vacant gas station from the street. Out of the

corner of her eye, Twylight saw Chwee Lo standing in the

doorway of her store, her hands on her hips. She stared at

Twylight.

Just then, Darla tugged on Twylight's arm. "Did you see

that?"

"What?" Twylight looked at Darla, whose excited eyes

stared dead ahead of them, toward the fence.
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"I don't believe it," Darla exclaimed. She was all

eyes, frantic.

"Believe what? I told you Rob was an asshole."

"Who? No! Not that," Darla said, glancing ahead as the

police car skidded around the corner and vanished behind the

fence. Another siren approached from behind them, passed,

and the car hurdled around the same corner. "They didn't see

it, Twylight. This is our lucky day. Thank you, God. Oh,

thank you."

Twylight grabbed Darla by her shoulders. "Are you

crazy? What are you talking about? We've been busted!"

"Come on," she urged and began moving toward the fence.

"Hurry, Twylight."

Twylight didn't budge. "Darla, the police told us to

wait until--"

"Are you crazy?" Darla said. She hesitated, as if lost

in thought, then ran over to the tree, picked up the sign,

and returned to Twylight. "Let's go," she urged, holding the

sign at her side. "We've got to get those bags and book

before they come back."

"Bags?" Twylight asked, confused. "Have you lost it?

We're in enough trouble."

"Jeez," Darla said. "You can't be that stupid." She

pointed toward the fence, her finger shaking. "Your

boyfriend just threw two bags over that fence. And the cops

didn't see it. Or didn't care. I don't give a shit. But I'm
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not going to stand around here with my finger up my butt."

She turned toward the fence. "Come on."

"But I--" Twylight stopped when she noticed Chwee Lo

approaching them quickly, her sandals scraping on the shell

drive. Darla looked at Chwee and started to run. Twylight

followed as Chwee yelled: "Girls, you stop. Come back. You

stop."

Darla carried the sign like a football, her white T-

shirt billowing and her thin arms and legs knifing out in

all directions. About ten yards behind, Twylight pranced on

the balls of her feet. Faint light from the store shone on

Darla's back, but the streetlight on the corner was out, and

both of them soon moved into near darkness. Darla was

looking in the gym bag when Twylight stopped beside her.

"We're rich, Twylight," Darla said breathlessly. She

held up the bag and waved a stack of bills in Twylight's

face. "There's got to be thousands in here. Here, check it

out." She handed the bag to Twylight and picked up the

satchel. Kneeling, she unzipped it. "Sweet Jesus," she

whispered. "I'm gonna marry that boyfriend of yours." She

pulled out one of the plump, white bags and kissed it. "Bee-

utiful," she exclaimed. She turned toward Twylight. "Check

this out."

Twylight hugged the gym bag to her chest and went over

to Darla, who was still kneeling. Twylight gasped when she
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saw the white plastic bag. "We can't keep this. We've got to

give this to the police."

"Bullshit." Darla shoved the plastic bag into the

satchel, clutched it with one hand and stood up, confronting

Twylight. She started to speak, but stopped, looking at her

free hand. Rubbing her fingers together, she screwed up her

face and held up the satchel to what light there was. Blood

glistened against the black leather. Both girls caught their

breath. Darla knelt onto a small patch of grass between the

fence and sidewalk and rubbed the blood off her hands and

the satchel. Then she stood directly in front of Twylight,

who kept her eyes on the satchel.

"Listen, Twylight, your boyfriend's an asshole. He got

what he deserved. We've got to worry about us." Twylight,

her lips trembling, nodded. Sirens screamed in the

background. "The cops'll be here any second. We get caught

with this stuff, they'll think we're in on it. Right?"

"But they were with us. They won't think that,"

Twylight said, "unless we take it," she said, nodding at the

gym bag.

Darla squeezed Twylight's hand. "Maybe," Darla said.

"But I've been busted for drugs. You were living with him.

That makes you an accomplice. You're a minor, but that don't

matter. And what about your parents? You want to deal with

that?"
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Twylight wiped sweat from her forehead. "No, but taking

this will make it worse. Darla, we can't."

"I got my car. We can blow town way before the cops

make it to the motel." Darla's voice was harder now, angry,

but dead calm. "Listen to me, Twylight. I'm not getting

busted again. I can't. And you have to come with me, cause I

know you'll tell them everything." She moved closer, her

skinny chest pushing against Twylight. "If you fuck around

and get us busted here, I'll burn your ass. I'll tell the

cops you were helping sell the cocaine."

"They won't believe you."

"No? Then maybe you can believe this." Darla reached

into her pocket and pulled out a knife. A blade suddenly

shot out of it, and Twylight jumped back. "Stay, then. But

once I get through with your ass, you won't be able to

talk."

The sirens were fainter. Twylight looked toward the

store, and Darla turned with her. Chwee Lo had just left the

store and was coming toward them. She yelled something and

shook a fist at them.

"Let's go," Darla ordered. She put the satchel under

her arm, and with the knife in her fist, she pushed

Twylight. Once more, Twylight looked at Chwee Lo, watching

her waddle toward them. Then she picked up the sign, turned

and ran. Darla followed at her heels, both of them moving

away from the sound of sirens in the distance.
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* * *

After the five block sprint to the motel, both girls

were sweating and gasping for breath. Twylight dropped the

sign and gym bag on the ground and crumpled onto the trunk

of Darla's car. Her cheek landed with a thud against the

dust green metal, and her torso heaved, stretching her

blouse tightly across her sweat-soaked back. Darla tossed

the satchel next to the bag, braced her hands against the

car and hung her head, which bobbed as she tried to catch

her breath.

"So far . . . so good," Darla said with her head down.

Twylight responded by sliding off the truck and falling

to her hands and knees. She vomited--a short burst, like

turning a water faucet on and off. A tortured retch shook

her body. She spat and coughed, then sat back on her heels

and wiped her nose and mouth with her blouse. Resting her

hands on her thighs, Twylight leaned her head back and

closed her eyes, noticing her hair wet against her face.

Darla, who had moved to the back of the car and rested

against the bumper, said, "Are you all right?"

Twylight glared up at Darla. "I don't care what you do.

I'm not moving another step."

"The hell--" Darla, intently listening, looked in the

direction from which they had come. The night was quiet

except for traffic passing the motel. "Sounds like they

caught your boyfriend." Darla turned and scooted the bag and
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satchel to the edge of the trunk. "The cops'll be here soon.

Get up. We've got to hurry."

Twylight folded her arms and shook her head. "I told

you I'm not moving. Take your drugs and money, bitch. And

leave me alone!"

By the time Darla took a step, she had the knife in her

hand. Slightly more than arm's length from Twylight, Darla

released the blade and held it beside her leg. "I told you

to get up."

Twylight raised up and put her hands on her hips. "I'm

not scared of you or the police. They won't put me in jail.

I want to see my parents. They'll believe me. So," she said,

wiping her nose with her hand and recrossing her arms, "use

that stupid knife. I don't care anymore."

Darla's thin arm moved with amazing quickness and

agility. In mid-stride, she swiped the blade at Twylight.

Because her arms were crossed and her feet too close

together, she couldn't move fast enough. She tried to twist

sideways, but the blade sliced through her left sleeve. When

she regained her balance, she clasped her bicep and quickly

drew away her hand. A smeared line of blood crossed her

fingers. In horror, she looked at Darla, who was crouched,

holding the knife low and moving the blade back and forth.

"Change your mind?"

Twylight stepped back, holding her arm and saying, "You

crazy bitch. You're insane." She turned to run but stopped
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when a police siren blared nearby. The noise mounted, then

suddenly red and blue lights reflected off buildings across

the highway from the motel. Shortly, the police car passed

on the highway, raced through a red traffic light, and

disappeared, heading toward downtown. Someone was in the

back seat of the car, but Twylight was too far away to make

out who it was.

Before Twylight start running again, Darla grabbed her

arm and braced the knife against Twylight's back. "Time to

hit the road," Darla said. She led Twylight to the car.

Keeping the blade's point against Twylight's back, Darla

pulled her car keys out of her pocket, unlocked the trunk,

and raised it slightly. "Put everything in there," Darla

commanded. Twylight picked up the bag and satchel and threw

them in. Then she tossed the sign on top of them, and Darla

closed the trunk. Then she moved around to face Twylight,

holding the knife at Twylight's stomach.

"Where we going?" Twylight asked.

"Chicago."

"Chicago?"

"Yeah," Darla said. "I have friends there. They can

help us sell the coke."

"We'll never make it. The motel has the description of

your car and license number."
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"So? The cops don't know where we were staying. Hurry

up," Darla said, moving aside and motioning with the knife.

"Get your clothes."

Holding her arm, Twylight walked slowly toward her room

with Darla behind her. "What about your stuff?"

"I don't have any," Darla said and pushed Twylight, but

in the same motion, Darla grabbed Twylight's arm and wheeled

her around toward the car.

"But my clothes," Twylight pleaded.

"We'll get them," she said, leading Twylight to the

back of the car. Again, she unlocked the trunk. "Get a

handful of bills and a bag of the coke."

Twylight hesitated, but Darla poked her ribs with the

knife. "Ouch," Twylight squealed. She glared at Darla, then

bent into the trunk, rummaged around, and pulled out the

money and drugs, holding them like dead animals. "What do we

need this for?" she said, nodding to the cocaine.

As Darla directed Twylight to her room, she said, "It's

going to be a long trip."

"But I don't like it."

"You will." Darla laughed. "I guarantee it."



CHAPTER 15

SEATTLE SLEW

Mitch felt like a leper as he slowly put on his uniform

in the Seattle locker room before the game that night. He

kept a towel on his head and shoulders to shield himself

from the players filing yin as well as to cover his left

shoulder, which still tingled from the whirlpool. Sickened

by the players' joking, he tried to ignore their antics by

fiddling with his socks. For the first time in months, pain

didn't gnaw at his back, arm, and shoulder as he stretched

to reach his feet. Despite an exhaustive practice session,

his shoulder felt better than it had since before spring

training. Best damn whirlpool in the league, he said to

himself, feeling again the hot, churning water melting the

throbbing pain that ran from mid-back to his fingertips.

The locker room was the only good thing about Seattle.

Its new stadium had the best facilities in the league,

except maybe Kansas City, but at least KC had good steaks.

Seattle, he said to himself, could export rain, the shit

fell so often. Every afternoon, it seemed, sheets of rain

soaked the buildings, cars, trees, umbrellas. Deep green

grass and trees grew like weeds in the cursed land. And

cursed it was, Mitch thought. Like a giant poisonous
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mushroom, the Mariners' domed stadium glowed through the

mist.

The Kingdome. A royal pain in the ass, Mitch was fond

of saying. To pitchers, domes ranked up there with corked

bats and the livelier ball as unforgivable sins against the

game. They were a pitcher's torture chamber: routine fly

balls mysteriously carried out of sight, taking pitchers'

ERAs with them. Seattle's stadium was no exception, but the

locker room was spotless. It looked like a laboratory with

its bright colors and shining chrome and porcelain--and no

grotesque mildew stains. All in all, it was a perfect place

to hide from a grubby life.

Through his terry cloth cocoon, Mitch heard Robinson's

voice. Speaking loudly enough for everyone to hear, Robinson

was telling Grimes about an interview he had with a writer

from The Sporting News last night. The writer had told

Robinson that he was the best young player in the American

League and might be the league Most Valuable Player if the

Stars won the pennant. Instead of bragging about being the

first Stars' player ever to be MVP, Mitch noted, Robinson

explained how much money the award would earn him.

"Get this, Grimesy," Robinson bellowed. "I get fifty

grand in cash for being MVP." Grimes whistled and a few

players made exaggerated moans. "Aw, fuck off," Robinson

yelled. "You pricks are jealous." Over laughter, he

continued, quieter. "I didn't know it, but it's in my
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contract. My agent told me about the clause. And that's not

all. He said with a good year I can renegotiate with these

new owners for a multi-year deal. They've got bucks to burn.

They give Mitchy there three hundred thousand, my agent says

they have to sign me for three times that much. Spring

training next season, you're going to see my ass drivin' a

Mercedes."

'"Why drive that Kraut shit?" Grimes responded. "Man,

get a Ferrari or a Jag. The ladies'll cream all over

themselves. You know that catcher for the Dodgers, Kurt

Beard? Yeah, well, he had to put plastic slip covers on his

Jag's leather seats. Got so many blow jobs after games, he

was replacing the leather every week."

"I thought about that," Robinson said, more serious.

"But every chump buys a Porche. A silver Mercedes is

classier. My agent says the media guys give a player with a

Mercedes more exposure. Anyway," Robinson said in a

confidential tone, "Willie Stargell drove a Mercedes. Saw a

picture of it in SI. He was stylin'."

"Do it, then, Cal," Grimes said, and Mitch heard him

walk away.

Mitch was pulling up a sanitary sock when Robinson

nudged his shoulder. "What'cha think Mitch. Won't I look

clean pulling up to the drive-through at McDonald's in a big

Mercedes?"
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"Like a superstar, Cal," Mitch replied, the towel

shaking as he spoke. "But you'd better be worrying about

that young stud throwing for Seattle tonight. He two-hit

California last week."

"Eat shit, Mitch," Robinson said. A towel thudded

against Mitch's head and fell to his feet. Without looking

up, he slung it back in the direction of Robinson. "Why

don't you lighten up? We're on a roll, and you're bringing

everybody down walking around here like your dog died."

"Only thing dead around here is your dick," Mitch

replied. "I'd say your brain, but you never use that."

"Real funny for an old man," Robinson said, laughing at

his joke. "Trouble is, you're left arm's the only thing limp

around here. But we still need your ass. Rest of the

relievers' arms are about to fall off they've been throwing

so much."

Mitch ignored Robinson's jab and returned to his socks.

He knew his attitude wasn't helping anyone, but he couldn't

help it. Unhappy players were a cancer on any team and

especially deadly to a winning one. And the Stars were hot.

They were still three games behind Chicago, even though they

had won four straight and eight of their last ten games.

Sometimes winning streaks appeared out of thin air, but he

knew the reason for this one--hideous, heart-stopping,

career-threatening fear.
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Robinson was ripping a sink out of the wall after the

13-3 disaster in Oakland when Hardin stormed into the locker

room, red-faced and bug-eyed, swearing like a twenty dollar

whore. The enraged skipper threw whatever he could grab out

of the equipment bag against the far wall--which Robinson

had smartly vacated.

"Worst excuse for a fucking pro-fessional baseball

team," he raged as a ball shattered a mirror. That's when

several players put on their gloves and hid in their

lockers. Mitch lit a cigarette and sat back to watch the

show.

"Look at you pussies." A bat bounced off a wall and

rattled around on the tile floor in the showers. "Scared

shitless by a old man. Em-fucking-barrassing." A batting

helmet nearly brained Grimes, splintering the edge of his

locker.

"And don't, goddamnit, feel sorry for your worthless

selves." A good fastball hit Robinson's damaged sink just

right, spinning a knob and releasing a spray of water that

splashed out of the basin and onto the floor. No one touched

it. "The hell with you and your big fucking egos. Think

about the team, and the game. Baseball'll never be the same

after you butchered it. A fucking disgrace." Hardin put his

hand over his heart and looked upward, feigning reverence.

"I'm sorry, Babe. They know not what they screw up."
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His eyes bulged again, and he began to spit as he

screamed. "You don't deserve to wear the Stars' uniform.

Take 'em off, damnit." Balls and bats bounced off the wall

as players protected their heads with one hand and comically

tugged at their jerseys and pants with the other. "Take 'em

off now!"

In varying degrees of panic, the players pulled off

their uniforms, some falling as they fumbled with their

pants, others grumbling as they pulled undershirts over

their heads. Mitch ground out his cigarette and began to

untie his cleats but stopped and looked up when Hardin,

jabbering obscenities and slinging the bag back and forth,

scattered the rest of the equipment across the floor.

"Stop it! Cut the shit." He smiled when everyone froze

and paused to catch his breath. "Pay attention when I'm

talking. That's better."

He seemed to relax, then the blood filled his face

again and veins throbbed in his forehead. "You think I'm

blowing smoke here? Ol' Hardin's just givin' a pep talk? I'm

dead fucking serious."

He kicked a helmet and winced. "Talked to the GM just

now. If you don't straighten up, Michaels swears he'll cut

loose ever damned one of ya', pennant or no. Team's about to

be bought, so he doesn't give a shit." Someone laughed, and

he glared at Robinson. "Somethin' funny, Robinson? Your butt

could be in Cleveland next year. Same goes for every
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shithead here," he yelled, glaring at Mitch and turning on

the other half of the players. "If you're lucky. A lotta you

ladies'll go back to triple-A where you belong. So start

playin' some ball. Remember, everybody's dick is on the

chopping block."

After Hardin's theatrics, the Stars swept the next

three from the A's, took a midnight flight to Seattle, and

trounced the Mariners, 9-3, last night in the opener of

their three-game series. Taking advantage of the thin air in

Seattle's dome, the hitters were a low-rent Murderer's Row.

Robinson hit home runs his first two at-bats. Jesus Mendoza,

a young outfielder just up from triple-A, teed-off on a

hanging curve ball and sent a rising line drive into the

right-field seats for a three-run homer. Pyle pitched a

complete game, so Mitch spent the game playing gin rummy

with Grimes.

The memory of the team's success stung as Mitch fitted

the blue stirruped sock on his foot and stretched it higher

than usual. Breaking his routine might help snap his run of

bad luck, he thought. Nothing else was working. After the

disaster in the first game at Oakland, he tried throwing

more from the top in a mop-up role the next night. His

fastball rode too high, and his curveball dove into the dirt

in front of home plate. His only screwball knocked off a

hitter's helmet.
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The following night, pitching with a seven-run lead, he

went back to his old palm ball change-up. His first change

didn't sink, and Moose Fitzpatrick rifled a towering shot

into the bleachers. Hardin didn't call on him the last game

of the series, and he saw most of the game from the bullpen

trying to resurrect his screwball. He pitched too much,

because he couldn't bear sitting in the dugout. Watching the

team play unusually well was painful, but dwelling on his

shaky confidence and chaotic personal life had him on the

verge of finding a bat and pummelling someone, anyone.

At the park that last night in Oakland, none of the

players spoke to him, and Hardin glared at him as if the

skipper wanted to cut out his heart. The night before when

Hardin took the ball from him--after Fitzpatrick's tape-

measure home run--the manager wouldn't look at him. Staring

vacantly over Mitch's shoulder, Hardin held out his hand,

accepted the ball, and turned his back on Mitch, waiting for

the next reliever to arrive at the mound.

When Mitch ambled into the dugout, it was as quiet as a

tomb, the players and coaches treating him as if he had

murdered someone dear to them. Their forced silence and cold

stares hurt him more than any voiced taunt ever could. No

slaps on the back. No words of encouragement. He remembered

throwing his glove against the bench, grabbing his jacket,

and heading for the locker room, an invisible yet unbearable

weight pushing down on his shoulders.
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Now, under the towel, his shoulders felt warm and

strong. The strenuous workout in the bullpen had been more

soothing than any balm or drug. That muggy night in Oakland

his anger and frustration flowed out along with the sweat.

With each pitch, he found himself tumbling into a primitive

level--a physical feeling of abandonment he had consciously

forgotten but a natural realm in which his muscles readily

responded. He threw for himself, for the childlike pleasure

of feeling his arm stretch and his back and legs strain. He

was taken back to his early years in pro ball when he had

complete command of the ball. A white line like a spider's

web seemed to run from his hand to the catcher's mitt. The

ball darted, sailed, and dipped, depending on how he gripped

the seams. Although he was aware of the commotion

surrounding the game that night, all he heard was the sweet

sound of the ball hitting the mitt.

Continuing to put on his socks, Mitch relived the

sensations of the night before--the vitality pumping through

his body, the roughness of the seams against his fingers,

and the serene image of the ball curving and dropping and

suddenly disappearing into the mitt. He could sense his

concentration waning, though. The harder he tried to

suppress an unsettling memory, the more powerful it became.

Spreading from deep in his mind like a cloud of black smoke,

an odious picture of his screwball curving behind a left-
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handed hitter billowed, filling his mind with wave after

wave of errant screwballs.

Seeking relief, Mitch once again listened to the banter

in the locker room. The voices and laughter crowded out his

disturbing thoughts, but he knew they would return. There

was only one solution. He had to pitch tonight and prove to

everyone, including himself, that he still belonged in

baseball.

As he struggled to conjure the empowering scene in the

bullpen, a heavy hand slapped his back. Mitch flipped back

the towel and found his sad-eyed roommate, Jones, slumped

next to him. Mitch sat up and slid the towel off his head

when he noticed that the third baseman's eyes were redder

than normal, his forehead more furrowed.

"What's going on, Jonesy? You look like hell."

Jones ran a gnarled hand over his face, sighed deeply,

and looked around the room, his eyes even more watery than

normal. Jones, Mitch thought, looked like a basset hound on

its last legs.

Still scanning the room, the third baseman spoke in a

cracked, weary voice. "Damn, I'm gonna' miss these guys,

Mitch." He looked at Mitch with a melancholy expression.

"Last couple of weeks have been fun again. Gonna be hard to

leave."

Mitch was stunned. He felt a flood of emotions--anger

and sadness being the strongest. He couldn't believe they
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would trade Jones. And releasing him would be insane. He had

been the team's most consistent player during the streak.

"How could they--"

Mitch stopped when he heard the door to the manager's

office open and close. He whipped the towel off his head and

glanced over his shoulder. Michaels had left the office and

was walking toward the exit. When he reached the door, the

GM paused and spoke amiably with the rookie Mendoza. As

Michaels ended the conversation by laughing and slapping

Mendoza on the back, he met Mitch's cold stare. Michaels

swallowed his smile and glanced sternly at Mitch and Jones

before fixing on Mitch. He smiled coyly, winked, and turned

toward the door.

"That bastard," Mitch said, watching Michaels leave.

"He'd shop around his own daughter to cut expenses." Mitch,

seething, turned to Jones, who switched his bloodshot gaze

from the door to Mitch. "What bullshit excuse did they give

you? I can just hear Michaels' slippery bullshit: "It's not

personal, Elrod. You've been an asset to the Stars. A

professional. But we need to continue blending in young

talent. We'll miss you, but this trade is good for both of

us.'"

Jones, who was already in uniform, began unbuttoning

his jersey. "I wish he'd said that," he mumbled, looking out

of the corner of his eye at Mitch.
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Mitch felt like he'd been hit in the chest with a

fastball. Shock exploded into pain and weakness. At Jones'

age and with his large salary, no team would take a chance

on him.

"They released you? Why? Those motherfu. . ."

One of Jones' buttons was hung up on a thread, and he

yanked apart his jersey, popping off the remaining buttons.

"Damn," he sighed, leaning on his knees and turning his head

toward Mitch. "I don't know. I didn't hear nothin' after

they said they was lettin' me go. This roaring sound filled

my head." Jones dropped his gaze to the floor and began

slowly shaking his head. "Michaels and Hardin was talkin' to

me, but no words came out. Like a TV turned to no station.

Tried to turn off the roaring. It kept gettin' louder and

louder."

As Jones whispered toward the floor, Mitch noticed that

most of the players had gone to the field. The remaining

ones whispered among themselves and cautiously watched

Jones. No one approached him, and they glanced over their

shoulders as they went out the door. When Mitch leaned on

his knees to talk to Jones, he heard Hardin's door open. His

pinstriped stomach hanging over his belt, he looked at Jones

and walked toward the exit.

"Got a game to play, Mitch," he said without stopping.

"Hope you'll join us."
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He slammed the door behind him, leaving Mitch and Jones

alone. Mitch lit a cigarette and leaned on his knees to get

a look at Jones' face. His eyes were closed tightly and his

teeth clinched.

"I'm sorry, Jonesy. You don't deserve to be treated

like this. They should've at least told you at the hotel."

"Don't make no difference, Mitch." Jones looked at him.

"Sure .it hurts just as bad in a hotel room."

Mitch wanted to comfort his roommate. Giving him false

hope that a team would pick him up wouldn't be fair. Jones'

contract would be paid, but a player like Jones couldn't

care less about money at such a time.

"I'm going to miss you. Whole team's going to miss

you." A smile from Jones encouraged Mitch. "At least you'll

get a chance to be with your family. They'll have your butt

so busy, you won't have time to miss baseball."

Jones eased out a raspy chuckle, slapped Mitch on the

knee, and straightened up, beginning to finish undressing.

Mitch responded by putting on his other stretch sock and

pulling his pants out of his locker.

"Thank God I've got a family to boss me around." He

pulled off his jersey and undershirt, dropped them in a

pile, and started on his pants. "Don't know if I want any

team to pick me up. 'Bout time for ol' Jonesy to start

actin' like a real father."
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Jones stepped out of his pants, sliding pads, and jock

and stood there naked, hands on his hips, staring at Mitch.

"Do me a favor, Mitch."

Mitch pulled his pants over his thighs, put out his

cigarette, and stood up, reaching in his locker for his T-

shirt.

"What's that?" he asked, turning toward Jones.

"Don't let this happen to you."

Mitch put on his shirt, tucked it in, and smoothed down

his hair. "Don't worry, Jonesy. I won't let them catch me

with my pants down. I'll retire first."

"There you go, Mitch, bein' smart," Jones said as he

got a towel out of his locker and wiped his face. He slung

the towel over his shoulder and faced Mitch. "Keep on bein'

smart. Don't take it too serious. I've got my family, but

that's all I got. I can't do nothin'. Ain't no work I can

do. Just played ball. That's all I've ever done. He shook

his head and ran the towel over his sad eyes. "Never hurt so

much in my life."

"I won't, Jonesy. Hell, they way I'm pitchin', I'll

join you pretty soon."

Jones, smiling, held out his hand and Mitch shook it.

Jones gripped Mitch's hand tightly and slapped it with his

free hand. "You a crazy lefty, Mitch. I love ya', Man, but

if you keep fuckin' up, I'm gonna' come to your house and

kick your butt." He winked, released Mitch's hand and
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started for the showers but stopped and turned. "And I know

Nicole will help me."

Mitch waved his jersey at Jones. "She doesn't need your

help."

"I'm not the one she'd be helpin'," replied Jones, who

walked into the shower room.

"I'll remember that crack," Mitch yelled.

"You'd better," Jones answered over the sound of

running water.

Mitch absently put on his jersey, tucked it into his

pants over his cup, and fastened his belt. He put on his

spikes, imagining a pitiful picture of Jones lacing up work

boots for some demeaning blue-collar job. The he thought of

the Game. On one side were the players. Some were greedy

bastards, he said to himself, but most played for the love

of it, as they always had. The fields--usually not the

stadiums themselves but the lines, and dirt, the rich

history--always were beautiful, more alive that the rest of

life.

Then there was the other side--management. The owners

and GM's played another game. They needed control. Turned

managers against their own. Sucked up to television. They

had to make baseball bigger and better. Many things were

better--equipment, travel, conditioning, the money--but

something vital was being lost. Every damned game was

supposed to be special, like a day at the carnival, but too
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many players and managers were playing the wrong game.

Trying to survive, they covered their asses by playing safe.

A lot of pitchers dogged it after seventy-five pitches

because they didn't want to hurt their arms. Fielders loafed

so they had the energy to go out drinking with their agents.

Hitters complained about being pitched inside.

Every man was loyal only to himself, it seemed.

Teammates still backed one another up, but there was a line

most wouldn't cross. "It all stinks," Mitch said under his

breath. At the same time, he admitted, he couldn't blame the

players. Good men like Jones got screwed over all the time.

Every player had seen it happen. And it was natural to

protect yourself from assholes like Michaels. The sleazy

fucker, Mitch said, cut Jones to save his job. He knew

Driver and his partners were watching. But Mitch had never

trusted Michaels. Because of that, Mitch still cursed

himself for believing Michaels was being upfront that day in

Hardin's office with his new contract. And he promised

himself he'd never let it happen again, with anybody.

What really stung was the way Hardin was kissing up to

Michaels. Dusty's fat ass went along with the contract. Now

he let Jones hang in the wind while Michaels cut off Jones'

balls. Suddenly, a fear that he would be next twisted his

insides. The contract had to be signed.

He finished with his cleats, stood, and reached into

his locker for his glove and cap. As he walked toward the
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door, he heard Jones humming plaintively in the showers.

Closing the door blocked out Jones' sad song, but the

silence in the tunnel failed to stifle Jones' final words

about Nicole. When she felt like returning his calls, Nicole

only bitched about their failure to find Twylight. Each

complaint stung like the butter knife she had hit him with a

couple of years ago. "Three weeks and no word from her,"

Nicole whined. "Something awful's happened. Rob's parents

don't know anything. We have to do something."

Both times she demanded they hire a private

investigator to find her. Both times he explained why that

was a bad idea. Private cops were half a step up from

convicted rapists, he told her. He knew because some players

had used them to follow their wives. The sleazy bastards

overcharged for calling their cop friends and drinking all

day in titty bars. The only thing they delivered on was the

bill.

Last night when he refused to go along with her idea,

she told him to go to hell and that she was going to put an

ad in the Dallas papers. He remembered nearly tearing the

hotel phone out of the wall. "You've really lost your

fucking mind, Nicole. The press loves that kind of

sensational shit. Take out an ad, and the whole country'll

know we're lousy parents. Reporters'll be on me like stink

on shit. They'll be callin' you ever day to get some new

dirt to print. Not no, but hell no."
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She screamed that he only cared about his precious

self, hung up, and wouldn't answer when he called back. Of

course, he hadn't told her that Rob might be dealing drugs

for Grimes. If he opened that old sore, she wouldn't accept

another flimsy excuse. A couple of years ago, she heard from

another player's wife that some players were supplying money

to a pusher in Mexico who funnelled tons of cocaine into the

United States, mainly Texas. He was pitching in Mexico that

winter, and she called and demanded that he inform the

Stars' general manager about the drug connection. Knowing

that some of the players smoked pot but unaware that they

profited from its sale, he was surprised by Nicole's news.

By the time he confirmed the rumor, Grimes and his buddies

claimed they had gotten out because American drug agents

were about to bust the pusher. To avoid a hassle, he told

Nicole her information was wrong, but she wasn't satisfied

until Grimes' ex-wife verified Mitch's claim.

Now, if she found out they were still involved, Nicole

wouldn't trust him to turn in his teammates, and she'd

probably go straight to the police, or worse, the Stars'

management. And she'd crucify him for protecting drug

pushers. He hated covering for Grimes and the others but

could never expose them, and she'd never understand why.

Nothing would be sweeter than bringing down some asshole who

profited from drugs sold to teenagers. But an investigation,

the arrests, all the new coverage would destroy the team,
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hurt the game. He couldn't give a shit what players smoked

or snorted during their free time, just as long as they

didn't bring their medicine cabinets to the park.

Pain pills were different. Mitch didn't know of any

pitchers who were dumb enough to take Percodan before a

game, but it was indispensable the morning after a tough

outing. Speed was much more dangerous, but many every-day

players practically lived on it. A player wired on bennies

thought he was Superman. One time in New York, Mitch

recalled, a fast black guy named Spider Washington tried to

take two bases on a drag bunt. He was easily tagged out at

second but kept on running and had to be tackled by the

third-base coach. Dangerous.

One time Mitch had made the mistake of taking an upper.

In Cleveland he pitched four innings in a 16-inning game one

night and wanted to be alert for the next day's afternoon

game. Big mistake. Good thing he never got in. Drove the

guys in the bullpen crazy, pacing in front of the bench the

whole game and telling his life's story--hitting a grand

slam in Little League, losing his virginity on the pitcher's

mound of his high school field, throwing a perfect game in

college. Shortly after that, their shortstop was speeding

during a playoff game. In the showers after they lost, Mitch

busted the Mexican's lip with a right cross.

No, Nicole didn't need to know about Grimes and his

druggie friends. This morning when Mitch cornered him at the
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hotel, Grimes had sworn he didn't ;know about any drugs and

said he didn't keep up with Rob. Mitch hadn't had a chance

to question Ripely. The shortstop was still young enough to

be in awe of Mitch, and if pressed, he'd tell him where to

find Rob and Twylight. He'd have to corner Ripely soon.

If that wasn't enough to worry about, Mitch had to deal

with Michaels and Baker. Like clockwork before every game

Michaels called from Dallas and pressed him to sign the

contract. He did it again this morning at the hotel. He said

the team could be sold any day. News about the new owners

was already out--Slate had struck again--and they were

anxious to close the deal. With the talks out of the way,

Michaels said, the new owners might realize they made a

mistake and withdraw the entire offer.

Mitch admitted to himself that Michaels was probably

right, but he still was too pissed off at Baker to knuckle

under and sign. Their friendship--if there ever really was

one--was over. But Baker could help him by killing the

Mexico clause. Maybe. Russ didn't believe it, but he was way

out of his league. Driver and his New York rollers would

devour a small-timer like Russ after they got what they

wanted out of him. Problem was the greedy shithead hadn't

returned his calls. Mitch didn't want to, but he knew he'd

have to go straight to Driver and plead with him to change

the contract. He didn't like the idea, but he hated Mexico

even worse. And as for Nicole, he had to convince her that
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his playing was the best thing he could do for the marriage.

The unmistakable sounds of batting practice met Mitch

as he neared the dugout. His heart jumped as it always did

when he entered a stadium, and he forgot about the off-field

distractions. Walking into the dugout, he felt his muscles

tense and his senses heighten. No sensation matched this, he

thought. Walking down a dark city street always made his

adrenalin pump, but that was from fear. This was a moment of

hopeful anticipation. Mystery and playfulness gave every

game a special significance, and he cussed himself for

deadening the fun lately with all his brooding.

Ignoring Hardin, who was on the top step watching

batting practice, Mitch ascended the four steps in two

strides and jogged toward the outfield, falling into a

rhythm in time with the lazy throws of the pitcher and the

supple moves of the infielders fielding grounders. The

tombstone glow of the white ceiling reminded him of a circus

tent, one in which he needed to perform like the Mitch of

old. No self-pity. No blurred concentration. Just a single-

minded desire to confuse, manipulate, and destroy any hitter

he faced.



CHAPTER 16

THE RETURN

Sunday morning unleashed a thunderstorm on North Texas

that by noon had settled into a drizzle tinged with a cool

north breeze. In her kitchen, Nicole listened near an open

window as the steady drip of water off the roof blended with

the music and voice of Carole King drifting in from the

living room. In a flash Nicole saw, felt an image of

leisurely Sunday brunches with Mitch and Twylight--the odor

of bacon and toast and Mitch's playful joking. With effort,

Nicole pushed away the memory and watched the rain and

listened to the music: ". . . Doesn't anybody stay in one

place anymore? It would.be so fine to see--"

"Nikkie," Janet called from the living room, "my glass

is lonely. More wine, waitress, if you want a tip."

"Coming." Suddenly chilled, Nicole closed the window,

went to the refrigerator and pulled out a large, nearly full

bottle of blush wine. When she walked through the open door

into the living room, Janet, sitting Indian style on the

couch with her head thrown back, was trying to balance her

wine glass on her forehead. She caught the glass and

straightened when Nicole stopped in front of the couch.

"One glass, Janet." Nicole said, "And you're tight. You

must be a cheap date."

238
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Janet held up her glass for Nicole to fill it. "I need

a date first."

Laughing, Nicole splashed wine into the glass and then

filled hers. She set the bottle on the coffee table and

walked to the stereo, which, along with the television, was

stored in a large wooden cabinet surrounded by bookshelves.

Mitch's baseball trophies and awards and family portraits

stood out among the encyclopedias and paperback books.

Nicole turned up the music, pausing for a familiar refrain:

"You make me feel . . . You make me feel . . . You make me

feel like a natural woman." Her face molded in an

exaggerated pout, Janet shook her head. "What," Nicole said,

moving toward the couch.

"You are such a bitch," Janet said, animated. "I can't

believe how good you look in those shorts."

Nicole, astonished, stopped on the far side of the

table and looked down. "My God, Janet, they're just some

ratty cutoffs."

Janet hurriedly sipped her wine and set it on the

table. "I'm sure. Ratty old cutoffs. I'd screw every guy on

Mitch's team to fit into my old jeans again. Only thing my

fat butt'll squeeze into are these baggy things," she said,

tugging on the hem of her shorts.

"I mean," Janet added. "How do you do it? You won't go

to the gym with me. You don't run. Junk food's your middle

name. And I know it's not sex. You and Mitch get it on about
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as often as I do. Which is sad." Nicole started to protest,

but Janet stopped her with a wave of her hand. "I'm sorry,

Nikkie. That was mean." Janet reached for her glass as

Nicole moved around the table and sat on the sofa. Janet

began to drink but stopped and pointed her finger at Nicole.

"But you're still a bitch."

They giggled, but when Nicole broke into eye-watering

laughter, Janet set down her glass and let go, snorting

between high-pitched squeals. Soon they were rolling around

on the couch and slapping each other's legs. Nicole composed

herself first and picked up her glass. After she wiped her

eyes and breathed deeply, she held up her glass. Janet,

still giggling, did the same.

"Here's to getting laid," Nicole sang.

"All night long," Janet said, touching Nicole's glass.

They drank, then sat back, facing each other and wiping

away tears. "That felt good," Nicole said. "Thought I'd

forgotten how to laugh."

"Me too," Janet said. "That's the first real laugh

we've had in months. Almost as good as sex, maybe better. At

least we don't have to worry about washing the sheets." They

toasted again. When she brought down her glass, Janet seemed

serious. "This is the best I've felt since I made a fool of

myself at the golf tournament."

Nicole shook her head. "You weren't that bad."
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"No, it was bad. I don't remember it, but I heard all

the gory details at work. Several times. But it was good in

a way though, because it made me realize I'd been drinking

way too much." She reached over and set her glass on the

table. "I was so stupid, Nikkie. You warned me, but I

thought you were just being a mother. You know how you can

be sometimes. But I was so wrapped in the singles thing. You

know, a few drinks after work. Several on weekends." She

paused, contemplative. "A different man every night."

Janet's deadpan expression melted into a wide smile and

she giggled when Nicole dropped her sympathetic look and

glared at Janet in mock disgust. "You're sick," Nicole said

and broke into laughter. Janet widened her eyes and panted,

then nudged Nicole in the ribs with her foot. Nicole pushed

Janet's foot away and stood up.

"Keep going," she said. "I'm just going to turn down

the music." She moved toward the stereo as Carole King

declared: "I've got the earth, moon, under my feet. . ."

"Why don't you turn it off," Janet said. "Those sappy

love songs are getting on my nerves. Let's just zone out to

the television."

"Fine with me," Nicole said. She stopped the cassette

tape and turned on the television, making sure the sound was

low. She started back to the couch, but stopped when the

phone rang. She looked quizzically at Janet, but on the

second ring she walked toward the kitchen. Once there,
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Nicole noticed the rain had stopped and the sun was breaking

through the clouds.

On the third ring, she picked up the receiver. "Hello."

"What are you up to, Nicole?"

"Oh, hello, Russ. Uh, Janet and I were having sex."

"I'll be right over--with the butter."

"Ha. Dream on, Russ." As he laughed, she began twisting

a thumbtack into the bulletin board. "What are you doing?"

"Not having as much fun as you."

"Why? Anything wrong?" She pulled out the tack and

started etching her name into the pressed cork, raising

hairline scars.

"No. Just taking care of some business. That's why I

called. Well, that and to say hello."

"That's nice." She finished writing her name, pressed

the tack into the board, and stared playing with the phone

cord.

"I hate to do this to you since Mitch's getting into

town tonight, but I need you to work late tomorrow. We're

making a presentation to our major clients in the afternoon,

then we're going out to eat. I need for you to come along

and help me entertain."

She dropped the cord, turned, and looked out the

window. She made a note to tell Mitch to mow the grass. She

propped her foot on a chair and absently rubbed her leg.
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"Russ, this is awfully bad timing. I haven't seen Mitch for

over a week. We have a lot to talk about."

"I know. I know. I'm sorry, but this is very important.

I've been spending too much time with this Stars deal, and I

have to smooth some ruffled feathers. All these guys like,

pardon me, respect you. Nicole, you know if it wasn't

important, I wouldn't ask. And I am asking. I don't want to

have to--"

"Okay, Russ." She paused to compose herself. "I'll do

it, but you owe me a favor."

"Great, Nicole. Anything. Oh, I almost forgot. Any word

from Twylight?"

Suddenly, Nicole couldn't have felt any lower. She

turned away from the window and walked to the phone. "No.

Nothing. Listen, I've got to go, Russ. Janet's here and--"

"Sure. I understand. Don't come in tomorrow until noon.

That'll give you some time with Mitch. And thanks again,

Nicole. I promise I'll make it up to you."

"Tomorrow, Russ. Bye."

After she hung up, she looked at her name cut into the

bulletin board. It looked like a child's writing. She

scratched out her name with the thumbtack and rammed it into

the cork. The force dislodged the board and it crashed to

the floor, scattering papers and thumbtacks over the floor.

"Damn," she said, pressing her shaking hands against her

face. A short, swift kick sent the board sliding across the
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floor, and, as she wheeled toward the living room, the board

slammed against the baseboard.

"What's wrong, Nikkie?" Janet asked, as Nicole entered

the room.

Nicole stooped over the coffee table and straightened a

stack of magazines. "Nothing," she mumbled. Janet watched

her as Nicole filled her glass and sat on the sofa, folding

one leg under the other and staring vacantly at the

bookcases. Low voices droned from the television.

"Come on, Nikkie," Janet urged. "Who was that?"

Nicole sipped her wine and curled a strand of hair

behind her ear. When she looked at Janet, Nicole tried to

come up with a clever answer but she didn't have the energy.

"It was Russ. I have to work late tomorrow. That's all."

Nicole paused to touch Janet's hand, which lay on the back

of the sofa. "Let's change the subject. No talking about

Mitch or Twylight or work. That's what we agreed, remember?"

"Fun? How can we have fun? You look like a hurt puppy."

Janet drew her hand away from Nicole and picked up her wine.

"This, whatever it is, is going to bring both of us down

until you get it off your chest. After that, we can talk

about our sex lives and get really depressed. Now, what is

it?"

Nicole's smile faded quickly. "Janet, you can't enjoy

hearing this morbid stuff. I've been whining to you for

weeks now."
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Janet scoffed. "What are friends for? Besides, hearing

your problems makes me feel better about my sordid life."

Nicole rolled her eyes and sighed. "I'm only kidding,

Nikkie," Janet said, patting Nicole's hand. "Please, tell

me. I want to hear."

"Well," Nicole said, looking at her glass, then at

Janet, "I was going to take tomorrow off because Mitch

doesn't have a game. He's getting in too late tonight for us

to talk much."

Janet held up her hand to stop Nicole. "I'm confused. I

thought ya'll couldn't talk. Just, fight. He wants to play

baseball, and you don't want him to. He's not worried about

finding Twylight, and you're coming unglued. Excuse me,

Nikkie, but both of you are too stubborn to compromise."

"Yes, but we have to, Janet," Nicole said, slapping the

leather cushion. "Somebody's got to give in. If not, this

family's finished. I know you don't think so, but I've been

a bitch lately." Janet's mouth dropped open. She started to

protest, but Nicole stopped her. "Yes, and Mitch's been a

bastard.

"It's strange," Nicole said, setting her glass on the

table, "but it's like both of us have closed ourselves in

plastic bubbles where we can't hear or touch each other.

It's all been 'I want. I want.' From both bubbles. But

there's been no 'We need.' Nicole brushed back her hair,

"I've been alone inside myself too long."
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Nicole stretched out her arms. "Just look at this

house. She stood up and looked around. "That's all it is--a

house. Not a home. There's no love here, no warmth." She

walked to the bookshelves and pointed at the trophies and

pictures. "Look at this, Janet. There's not one picture of

me, by myself." She picked one up. "Here's one of Mitch

pitching." She put it down and picked up another. "Here's

Twylight."

She set down the picture and moved a few steps toward

Janet and stopped in front of the fireplace. On its mantle

sat more of Mitch's trophies. "Isn't that odd?" Nicole

asked. Janet merely shook her head. "Not one picture of me.

Here I thought I was a self-reliant modern woman. 'If Mitch

and Twylight aren't committed to this family,' I said,

'well, the hell with them. I can make it on my own."'

She walked over to Janet, sat on her heels, and put her

hands on the armrest. Janet put down her wine and clasped

Nicole's hands. A watery redness tinged Nicole's eyes, but

she wasn't crying.

"Janet, I was fooling myself. I tried to shut Mitch and

Twylight out because they were hurting me. I thought I'd be

safe within my bubble. But I was suffocating." Her head

dropped to the armrest, and Janet stroked her hair.

"I'm sorry, Nikkie. Those jokes about you and Russell

were stupid. I was just trying to get your mind off Twylight

and Mitch."
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When Nicole raised her head, her eyes were softer,

pleading. "Am I crazy, Janet? I know I'm supposed to be more

independent, but I can't help it. Is that wrong, to care so

much about your family?"

"No," Janet said. "It's just rare. That's why it seems

so strange. Our parents were like that. You know. God, now

that I think about it, it's all their goddamn fault. They

gave us so much, we want more and more. A career, love, nice

things. Happiness. God, no wonder we're all confused." Janet

paused, more serious. "Nikkie?" Nicole nodded. "I don't know

about you, but I need more wine."

A pressure swelled Nicole's cheeks, then she exploded

into laughter, spraying Janet with spittle. Howling, Nicole

fell onto her back and held her stomach she was laughing so

hard. Janet, snorting again between cackles, burrowed her

head into the armrest. "Stop it," Janet commanded,

breathless. "You're making me laugh."

"I . . . I can't help it," Nicole said, staring upward.

"You sound like a pig."

Nicole choked out "pig" and both women launched into

uncontrollable laughter. Janet rolled on the couch, holding

her stomach too. "I'm gonna pee my pants," she screamed.

"It hurts," Nicole chimed in.

Slowly, gradually, the hysteria melted into deep gasps.

Nicole, leaning back on her arms, thought she had pulled a

stomach muscle. Janet popped her head over the armrest. Her
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hair was tussled and her eyes watery. Panting, she stared at

Nicole, then took a deep breath. "I hope they can get

spittle stains out of leather," she said.

"You bitch," Nicole joked. "If you did, you'll lick it

up."

Janet draped her arms over the couch. "I didn't, but I

came dangerously close."

"Stop it. Don't get me started again." She sat up and

crossed her legs. She licked her lips and cringed. "I need

wine. Pour me a glass?"

"Coming up."

Janet got up and filled both glasses. As she handed one

to Nicole, Nicole looked over Janet's shoulder to the

television. "Janet, did you put on that baseball game?"

Janet glanced at the television. "I forgot to tell you.

The Stars are on."

Nicole, surprised, said, "Since when do you like

baseball?"

"I don't. But I like their tight pants. Cal Robinson's

got great. buns."

"God, you really are sick." Nicole said, standing up.

"I wonder if Mitch's playing. I can't remember the last time

I saw him pitch."

She moved to the couch and turned up the volume with

the remote control. The Stars, wearing their light blue,

red-trimmed uniforms, were in the field. A shot of the
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infield switched to Grimes' whiskered face swollen with

tobacco. "Ooo," both women gasped. The next shot from the

center field camera showed Grimes' back and home plate. The

catcher flashed signals, hopped into a half-crouch. Grimes

threw and the batter missed.

"I wonder where Mitch is?" Janet said.

"I don't--"

The sound of Mitch's voice stopped Nicole. "Oh my God,"

Nicole screeched. "Mitch is announcing!" She quickly turned

up the sound.

Mitch spoke as the catcher gave his signs. "Now

Grimes'll come with a slider low and away," Mitch said.

"With two outs and nobody on, he's not about to give O'Hara

anything he can pull. Even if he hits it, it'll be a ground

ball or a fly to right. Even I have better power to the

opposite field than O'Hara."

The pitch started toward the middle of the plate and

darted away from the hitter. He slapped at the pitch and hit

a ground ball to the second baseman, who tossed the ball to

first for the third out.

"You called it, Mitch," the announcer said. "After seven

complete innings, the Stars lead, eight to one. We'll be

right back to talk to reliever Mitch Wilcox after these

messages."
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Janet turned toward Nicole, a sour expression twisting

up her face. "I'm sorry, Nikkie, but Mitch sounds like a

hick. He's got a real southern drawl."

Nicole began moving toward the television. "He sounds

funny, doesn't he?" She opened the cabinet under the

television, searched inside and pulled out a videotape.

"You're going to save this for posterity?" Janet said.

"Of course," Nicole said. She turned on the VCR,

inserted the tape, and went back to the couch. "He'll need

samples for an interview."

"I thought you were through trying to run his life."

Nicole shrugged. "Just in case," she said and smiled.

The commercial ended, and instead of seeing a shot of

the ball field, Nicole and Janet caught their breath when

Mitch and the announcer popped up on the screen. Mitch,

obviously, had rushed from the field to the booth. His hair

had been combed, but it was flattened in front from his cap.

He had a day's growth of beard. And his eyes, as usual, were

moist and bloodshot. He looked like a hound dog.

Announcer Sal Campari was dressed in a red blazer

decorated with the Stars logo -- a star laced with baseball

seams and wearing a baseball cap. He smiled and said, "We're

lucky enough to have Stars reliever Mitch Wilcox in the

booth for the final two innings. Mitch threw four innings in

another Stars' win last night, three of which we can talk

about, he's told me. Tell us Mitch," Sal said, "did you do
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anything special to break your slump? You had been getting

shelled for a couple of weeks, but last night you looked

your old self for three innings."

Mitch cleared his throat. "Well, nothing special. I'd

been stinking it up so bad, I figured I had nothing to lose.

So I just went out there and let it fly. I got roughed up

that last inning, but I was getting tired. I'm not as young

as I used to be."

Janet covered her ears. "God," she moaned.

"Be quiet," Nicole said.

After he finished, Mitch popped a cigarette in his

mouth and lit it. Sal, astonished, whispered through a

smile, "We're still on camera." As Mitch snatched the

burning cigarette from his mouth, it fell into his lap. He

quickly raised up, looked down, and although the problem was

off the screen, he obviously was brushing off his pants.

Nicole felt like crying.

After Mitch sat down, Sal, in a calm voice as if

nothing had happened, asked, "Speaking of age, Mitch, you're

thirty-seven. How did a player of your age finagle a three-

year contract? You're a very popular player with Dallas

fans, but this is a young team, under exciting new

management I might add, that seems to be on the rise. Going

into today, the Stars were in second place, two and one-half

games behind Chicago. And it looks like another win today."
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Mitch's jaw tightened. He avoided the camera and Sal

and instead peered toward. the field. "Guess it was my good

looks," he said and looked at Sal with a tight-lipped smile.

Sal made a nervous laughing noise. "Really," Mitch said,

serious, "it burns my butt that people, especially media

types, are ready to bury a pitcher when he hits thirty-five.

Hell, Gaylord Perry won 20 games when he was forty. Satchel

Paige, God nobody knows how old--"

The picture of Mitch and Sal faded to a shot of Cal

Robinson digging in at the plate. "Mitch, thanks for your

candor," Sal interrupted, "but we've got to get back to the

game. Cal Robinson, a budding superstar--"

"I wasn't finished, Sal," Mitch asserted. "I know what

it takes to win the big games. That's why the Stars want

me."

"Through, Mitch?" Sal almost snarled.

"All yours, Bud."

The screen went black, and Nicole tossed the remote on

the table. "That's enough," she declared.

"Nikkie, it was just getting good." Janet turned to

Nicole, who was staring blankly at the screen. "Well, I

guess Mitch signed the contract."

Nicole picked up her glass. "He said he hadn't. But

I'll find out when he gets home." She emptied her glass and

reached for the bottle. "More wine?"

"Why not," Janet said.
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* * *

At eleven o'clock, Dallas-Fort Worth International

Airport was quiet, nearly empty. With his garment bag slung

over his shoulder, Mitch strolled with the rest of the team

through the vacant corridor toward the baggage claim.

Everyone was exhausted from the long road trip and drowsy

from drinking all the way from Seattle to Dallas. The

celebration was rowdy at first, but as the plane neared

Dallas, most of the players quieted, anxious to get home to

their own beds.

Mitch had mixed feelings. Twylight wouldn't be home,

and he was too drained to put up with Nicole. He longed for

the nights he'd come home and slid into her warm arms and

they'd make slow love. That hadn't happened since his

daughter had run away. He didn't expect tonight to be any

different.

At the baggage claim, he mutely watched the carrousel,

angry with management for scheduling another commercial

flight. They were in the heat of a pennant race, and

Michaels still wouldn't spring for a charter. When bags

filed out of the chute and slid onto the rotating steel

panels, an old memory came upon him. He was reminded of

television news reports during the Vietnam War. Sliding down

and bumping dumbly into each other, the bulky luggage looked

like body bags being conveyed out of a plane and placed on

the Tarmac. He was in high school and then college, but
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friends had gone and some had returned in black plastic

bags. Standing there in the airport, he felt again that

empty ache of grief, of helplessness. And, as in college, he

swore to himself that he must wring every drop out of life.

That meant pitching every game like it was his last. And

protecting those dear to him. If it wasn't too late.

When his green Samsonite bag popped out of the chute

and slid down the ramp, he yanked it up, filed between the

remaining players, and started toward the exit. No matter

how hard he tried, he couldn't shake the sight of those body

bags gleaming in the sun on the airport runway.

Then, in a flash, he was stung by a nightmare from last

night. Twylight lay dead in a motel room. Her mouth was wide

open. Dark rings surrounded her sunken eyes. In her limp

hand was a hypodermic syringe, blood dripping off the

needle. Then Mitch heard the hideous laughing that had

terrorized him. Above Twylight's lifeless body stood Rob,

cackling like a madman.

As he approached the escalator, Mitch nearly blacked

out from anger. His vision cleared, though, when he

envisioned himself pummeling Rob to death with his bare

hands. Just as in the nightmare, his rage subsided with each

blow, and then he imagined going after Grimes with a

baseball bat. At the edge of the escalator, Mitch stopped.

"Ripley," he whispered. He had to find.Ripley. After the

disaster in the announcer's booth that afternoon, Mitch had
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forgotten to corner Ripley and force him to confess where

Rob had taken Twylight. Asshole, he cursed himself. It was

something he should have done days ago.

Mitch looked back toward the baggage claim. No Ripley.

He spun and crouched down to see outside. Through the smoky

windows, Mitch spied Ripley putting his luggage in the trunk

of a car. "Shit," Mitch said. He grabbed his bag and ran as

fast as possible down the escalator. When he reached the

bottom, the doors closed and the car pulled away from the

curb. Mitch's bag slammed against one of the automatic doors

as he squeezed through the narrow. opening.

"Stop," he screamed. "Hey!" The car sped and

disappeared around a corner. "Damn," Mitch said. He threw

down the bag and let the other slide off his shoulder to the

pavement. "Motherfucker," he yelled and kicked his suitcase.

Then he thought of Grimes. Mitch was prepared to beat the

information out of Grimes, if he could find him.

Just then, the automatic door opened, and after a

pause, Robinson emerged wrapped up with two stewardesses.

They giggled and took turns hitting his stomach while he

bellowed, "Hurts so good, ladies. Torture me."

When they saw Mitch, the women stopped playing and

slipped away from Robinson. Mitch stepped toward Robinson.

"Have you seen Grimes?" Mitch asked.

"When?" Robinson gathered up the women and held them

close.
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"Just now, dammit," Mitch said.

"What's eatin' you, man?" Then, instantly, Robinson's

face relaxed and eyes widened. "Oh, uh, have to do with what

we were talking about a few days ago? Grimes and Ripley?"

Mitch nodded. "Grimes hauled ass outta here right after we

landed. Seemed worried, but he said he had a hot date. Some

flunky's bringin' our bags."

"Great," Mitch muttered.

A limousine had driven up, and as Robinson shuffled the

women toward it, he stopped and turned to Mitch. "Mitch,

man, come with us. You could use some fun."

"Not that kind of fun."

The women glared at him and Robinson shrugged. "Guess

the pressure's on me. Well, see you Tuesday."

Mitch nodded and watched a porter load a pile of animal

skin luggage into the truck. After Mitch watched the limo

move out of sight, a shuttle van pulled up and its door

opened. As Mitch reached for his bags, death seemed more

real than ever.

* * *

Mitch was torn between relief and dread when he pulled

his Bronco into the driveway and saw that the bedroom light

was on. He pushed the remote control and waited for the

garage door to open. During the drive home, more thoughts

about death had plagued him. Once he had settled down, he

knew he was overreacting about Twylight. Rob was a punk, but
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he wasn't a psychotic killer. And Mitch didn't believe in

ESP. The nightmare of Twylight's death, Mitch assured

himself, was the result of the recent turmoil in his life--

Twylight's rebellion, fear of the death of his career, and

the end of his marriage.

Mitch noticed the door was open, drove into the garage,

and parked next to Nicole's Toyota. As he got out and opened

the trunk, he thought about his career. He knew he could

still pitch because he proved it last night in Seattle. He

regained his concentration and the movement on his pitches.

The game would be easier with everything back to normal, but

he couldn't count on that happening. Regardless, he had to

at least try to bring back Twylight. They had to make one

more go of it. As for the contract, he'd talk to Driver this

week, dump the -Mexico clause, and get the damn thing out of

the way. And if they canceled the deal? Fuck 'em, Mitch said

to himself, at least Nicole would be happy. He carried his

bags to the door and opened it.

"Is that you, Mitch?" Nicole called from upstairs.

"Yes."

"I'm in the bedroom."

As he walked through the dimly lit living room, Mitch

noticed an empty wine bottle and two glasses on the table.

Janet must have been here, he thought. He wished he could

have been a fly on the wall for that drinking session. He

dragged his bags up the stairs and entered the bedroom.
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Nicole, wearing her glasses, was under the covers, reading.

The odor of perfume was strong.

"Looks like you had a good time this afternoon," he

said. He laid down his suitcase and carried his garment bag

to the closet.

"Oh,, that," she said. "Janet and I acted like a couple

of winos today." Mitch closed the closet door, walked to the

bed, and sat next to her. She removed her glasses and set

them and the book on the nightstand. "I'm still a little

drunk."

He began massaging her leg through the comforter.

"You're the best looking wino I've seen."

She smiled, then rubbed her eyes, and pushed back her

hair. "That's because you've been cooped up with a bunch of

men for a week."

"Yeah, it's good to be home," he said. "I know it

didn't sound like it on the phone, but I missed you."

"It was lonely here without you," she said, smoothing

out the comforter. The movement stretched the comforter

tightly under her breasts, making her nipples poke up

against her nightgown.

Mitch quit stroking her leg. He stood up and began

unbuttoning his shirt. "I didn't expect you to be up when I

got home."

She glanced at his chest. "I wanted to talk to you.

Anyway, I don't have to be at work until noon."
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Mitch pulled his shirt out of his pants, took it off,

and tossed it into the clothes hamper. He started toward the

bathroom. "Why not?" he said over his shoulder.

"I've got to work late tomorrow night," she replied.

Mitch was brushing his teeth. "I'd planned to take the day

off to be with you, but Russ insisted I help him entertain

some clients tomorrow night. I was going to turn him down,

but he sounded really stressed out. He's been out of the

office a lot lately. Busy closing the deal on the Stars, I

guess."

Standing by the hamper, Mitch took off his pants and

socks, deposited them, and with his small paunch pushing

against the waistband of his boxer shorts, walked around to

his side of the bed. "Yeah, that's finally a done deal," he

said, getting under the covers. Settling into the warmth, he

turned on his side to face her.

Still reclining against her pillows, Nicole looked down

on Mitch and stroked his hair. "I saw you today on

television."

"Oh, shit," Mitch groaned. "Was it as bad as it

seemed?"

"I'm afraid so," she replied. She dropped her hand to

his cheek and began stroking it. "You really told off that

announcer, though. But, Mitch, why did you have to light a

cigarette? And did you drop it in your lap?"
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Mitch set up to face Nicole, and she crossed her arms.

"I burned a hole in my uniform," he said, laughing. "Good

thing I was wearing a cup. 01' Sal was irate when we went to

a commercial. Swore I'd never set foot in his booth again.

Needless to say, I left between innings."

"I have to admit, Mitch, I didn't think it was very

funny at the time," Nicole said. "But later, when we

replayed the tape, I laughed until I cried."

Mitch raised up slightly. "You taped it?" She could

only smile and nod, because she was straining to hold in

laughter. "Remind me to burn that .tape first thing in the

morning."

Nicole couldn't restrain herself any longer. Throwing

her head back, she burst into laughter, and when she

tightened her arms across her heaving stomach, her breasts

bounced against her forearms. Mitch joined in, but not as

heartily. When she stopped, she wiped her eyes, and looked

tenderly at Mitch.

"It's so good to have you home," she said, almost in a

whisper. Her eyes searched his. "I've done a lot of thinking

since you've been gone--"

"Not now, Nicole," Mitch interrupted. "Come here." He

slid down and raised up the covers for her to move next to

him. She snuggled against his chest and purred. "I just want

to hold you. We can talk in the morning."
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He bent down and kissed her. When she responded, he

pulled her on top of him. All of his troubles melted away

when their tongues met. He gripped her tighter and she

moaned again. Her breasts were firm against his chest. Her

fingers ran through his hair, and she bent one leg against

his side and slowly ground her hips against his. Parts of

her silk panties felt cool and others wet and warm against

him.

Mitch moaned, and she answered. He slipped his hands

under her nightgown and ran them over her smooth back. She

purred again. Then he slid his hands under her panties, and

she responded by spreading her legs and rotating her hips

faster, with more strength.

She drew her mouth away and began kissing his neck. He

could tell she was crying. "I don't want to fight anymore,"

she whispered.

"This is the only kind of contact I want," he replied

and pinched her.

She pulled away from him and drew back her hand. He

flinched, and when he looked back, she said, "I'll give you

contact." She slid out of her panties and kicked them onto

the floor, then threw back the covers and pulled off his

shorts. "Oh, my," she cooed, as she moved back on top of

him. She licked her lips, then started kissing his chest and

running her tongue over his nipples. Slowly, she moved down

his chest. When she licked his belly button, he moaned again
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and arched his back and prayed for restraint. Both froze

when the phone rang.

Nicole sat up and stared at him. "Should we answer it?"

she asked. He nodded.

She scooted across the bed to her nightstand and picked

up the receiver on the second ring. "Hello . . . Yes it is.

I'm Nicole Wilcox. Oh my God, is she all right? . . . Where

is she then? . . . Just a second." She cupped the receiver

and looked at Mitch. "It's the Port Arthur police.

Twylight's been there but she's gone." Mitch motioned for

the receiver, but Nicole was too excited to notice. She took

her hand off the phone.

"I'm sorry. What were you saying? . . . Yes, we know

him. Do his parents know? . . . Drugs? You must be mistaken.

Yes, I understand. We'll take the first flight possible

tomorrow morning . . . Goodbye."

Nicole stared at Mitch, dumbfounded. She reached for a

cigarette, and threw down the pack. She yanked up the covers

and jumped between them. "Twylight's all right, I guess. We

have to go to Port Arthur tomorrow morning."

"You guess. Why didn't you let me talk to them?"

"I was talking . . . Oh, damnit, who cares who talked

with them. Rob's been arrested for buying or selling drugs,

I'm not sure. He was shot."

Mitch leapt out of bed. "Shot?"
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"That's what they said, but Twylight's not there. The

police are looking for her."

As Mitch walked around the bed, he said, "Was she

involved? Where'd the hell'd she go?" He pulled his robe out

of the closet and walked over to Nicole.

She sat up and pulled the covers over her chest. "Of

course she wasn't involved." She wiped her eyes, but she

wasn't crying. "They don't know where she went. They think

another girl was with her, but they don't know her name."

Mitch clutched his head and sat down. "So, why are they

after Twylight? And who's this other girl?"

"I don't know," Nicole yelled. She reached for Mitch

and he took her hand. "I'm sorry, Mitch. But that's all they

told me. They said they could tell us more tomorrow."

Mitch moved to the nightstand and picked up the phone

book. "I'll make a reservation for the first plane out.

Shit," he said, "is there an airport in Port Arthur?"

Nicole inched toward him. "I think so. I don't know.

But what do you mean a reservation? I'm going, too. She's my

daughter for godssake."

Mitch quit leafing through the phone book and sat down.

"Think about it, Nicole. Someone needs to be here in case

she calls or even comes home. All this sounds so fucking

crazy, anything can happen. Right?" She nodded. "Good.

Twylight's not there, so you can't see her. Besides, I'm
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going to talk to Rob, and I don't want you to see him. 
You'd

probably rip his eyes out."

She pushed the covers to her waist and stared at him.

"Probably. But I can't sit around here all day just waiting

for you to call."

"But what if she does come home? You need to be here,"

Mitch said. "Anyway, it's not that far away. I'll call as

soon as I can. And I'll probably be back here by early

afternoon. You can wait that long, can't you?"

She frowned. Her face was pale, eyes tired and red.

"No, but I'll try. But it kills me not to be going. I'll go

crazy waiting around here."

He reached over and held her. Her hands dug into his

back and tears felt warm against his neck. "But if you're

not back by the afternoon," she said in his ear, "I'm coming

down there."

"That's fair," he said, drawing back. "Let me make

that reservation, then let's try to get some sleep."

She pulled away from him. "You must be crazy," she

said, perturbed. "There's no way I can sleep. I'm going to

make some coffee."

Nicole got out of bed, went to the bathroom, and put

on her robe. When she returned, she looked at Mitch with a

puzzled expression. "What's that look for?" she asked.

He walked to her. "For a second there we were going at

it like old times. It felt good. That's all."
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She smiled, put her hands on his. "It's nice to have

you home." She kissed his cheek and walked toward 
the door.

"Nicole." She stopped and turned. "I love you," he said

quietly.

"Horny old man," she said. She smiled, winked and

walked out of the bedroom.

As Mitch watched Nicole disappear around the corner,

the image of Twylight's death pose came upon him. With it

came the terrible ache again. Shaking his head, he went to

the bed and picked up the phone book.



CHAPTER 17

JAIL TIME

Mitch had been sweating ever since he stepped out of

the Jefferson County Airport in search of his rental car. He

found the blue Ford LTD quickly, but even at ten o'clock in

the morning the inside of the car was like a steamroom. Ten

minutes later as he drove along the highway through Port

Arthur, the air conditioner had cooled off the car, but his

knit shirt was soaked and stuck to the vinyl seat.

The heat was good for something, though. His left

shoulder had never been looser, and he felt as if he could

pitch right then. That's where he needed to be, he thought,

taking advantage of the day off to work out, fine tune his

screwball, get some snap on his curve. He could also be

settling his contract with Driver or clearing up the

connection between Grimes and Rob and possibly Baker. Most

of all, he regretted leaving Nicole now that they weren't

fighting. Sitting at the kitchen table this morning, she

looked so vulnerable, so weak.

He stopped for a traffic light and lit a cigarette. A

block ahead the road made a ninety degree turn to the right

at the seawall. If the rental clerk was correct, about two

miles down the road was the police station. Mitch wondered

if Twylight would be there. The police hadn't called again,
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but they could have found her. If they hadn't, what could

they tell him? That his daughter was a druggie? Insinuate he

was a failed father?

With the cigarette dangling from his lips, Mitch leaned

forward to let the cool air reach his back. He couldn't

remember being so nervous. Not like this--the sweaty hands,

dull ache in his chest and head. When he pitched, actually

when he warmed up and walked to the pitcher's mound, his

stomach always churned. But that was from excitement. And it

was positive; it meant he was alert, ready to zero in on the

strike zone, funnel that nervous energy into his legs and

arm.

The smoke from the cigarette burned his eyes, and he

took one more drag and snuffed it out. No, this uneasy

feeling was negative, uncontrollable. More than once that

day, he was overcome by the nightmarish vision of Twylight

lying dead in a motel room and Rob laughing. Her blue eyes,

barely open at first, became bigger with each recurring

vision until they seemed about to burst. Staring up at the

red light, he again saw her eyes. Sky blue and glassy, they

seemed to strain toward the ceiling. To his horror, her head

rolled to the side, and her icy blue stare met his and

seemed to swallow him. He felt himself being pulled toward

her, unable to stop himself. Then, suddenly, her eyes shut

and the scene went dark, leaving only Rob's crazy laughter.
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Mitch shuddered and shook his head. He quickly lit a

cigarette and flinched when a horn blared behind him. In the

rearview mirror an ape of a man resembling Hardin Rhodes

pounded on his horn and gestured wildly, screaming

something. Mitch waved, and as he drove slowly through the

intersection, he saw the man flip a fat finger out his

window as he turned hard to the right. "Asshole," Mitch

muttered, wondering why anyone would run away to Port

Arthur. But he knew the reason--Rob. At least he'd be at the

jail.

The road running along the seawall was lined with old,

two-story homes. Some were beautiful, stately, but many more

showed their age--sad reminders of better days. On the

seawall, people jogged, strolled, rode bicycles, or stood,

looking upon the water. Quickly, the houses gave way to open

fields and warehouses and downtown loomed ahead. It was

smaller than Mitch had imagined, and he was suddenly

reminded of his hometown. Most of Port Arthur's buildings

were two stories and made of red brick and seemed to cover a

couple of square blocks. But he remembered his hometown in

Missouri as being vibrant, attractive. Downtown Port Arthur

had a lonely air about it, as if no one cared that it

existed.

The police station was exactly where the clerk had said

it was. Mitch parked in front and ground out his cigarette.

Looking into the rearview mirror to smooth down his hair, he
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was astonished at how old he looked. He hadn't noticed

before but his hairline was receding. He pushed back his

hair and studied the two fleshy patches the size of

quarters. Behind the exposed scalp, his short black hair was

spotted with grey. Wincing, he smoothed down his hair and

inspected his face.

When had he gotten so many wrinkles? He traced the

lines that ran across his forehead and around his eyes and

mouth. His eyes, as usual, were bloodshot, but the irises

were more grey than blue. He had shaved that morning, but

already had a five-o'clock shadow. He thought of the

decaying houses he had passed. Did he look that old and

tired to other players? Hell no. He removed his keys from

the ignition. Every father, he assured himself, would look

like that when meeting the police about his daughter. Mitch

leaned forward to peel his wet shirt off the seat, got out

and slammed the door, squinting from the sun.

The lobby of the station was cool, murky and smelled of

dust and ammonia. At the front desk stood two men. The one

with his back to Mitch wore an expensive blue suit and held

a brief case. The other, dressed in a brown, polyester suit,

was tall with heavy facial features and stooped shoulders.

He was doing the talking.

Mitch walked past the men to the desk, behind which a

blue- uniformed woman worked at a computer. The big man in

the brown suit, obviously a policeman, said he would call
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the other that afternoon. Mitch ignored him and looked at

the woman, who looked up from the computer.

"May I help you?" she asked with tight lips. Her accent

made "help'" sound like "hep."

"I'm Mitch Wilcox. I'm here to see, uh, Lieutenant

Benoit."

"Benoit" rhymed with "Detroit."

She smiled, glancing at the two men. "That's Benoit,"

she said with the French pronunciation. She nodded behind

Mitch. "In the brown suit."

When Mitch turned, Benoit was facing him. "I'm Benoit.

Glad you could make it," he said as they shook hands. Then

he motioned to the other man. "Mr. Wilcox, this is Mr.

Grayson. Thought you'd like to meet him since he's Rob

Lyle's lawyer."

As they nodded and shook hands, Mitch thought Grayson

looked familiar. Nothing was distinctive about him, except

that he was wealthy or dressed like it. But Mitch met people

all the time, and since Grayson didn't seem to recognize

him, Mitch figured they had never met.

After a brief pause, Grayson said to Benoit, "Thanks

for your cooperation. I'll be waiting for your call." He

nodded at Mitch and walked toward the door. Watching him

leave, Mitch was sure they'd met. But it could have been

anywhere--a team awards dinner, the ballpark, at one of
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Nicole's office parties. Grayson looked like someone Baker

would know, but Mitch wasn't sure.

Benoit was staring at Mitch when he turned around.

"Let's go to my office, Mr. Baker," Benoit said and started

toward a hallway.

"Call me Mitch," Mitch said to Benoit's back.

Without stopping, the lieutenant waved his hand. They

walked about halfway down the hall and turned into an office

on the right. Two chairs sat in front of the grey metal

desk, and in one sat a man reading a newspaper. The hair on

the back of his head was greasy and matted. A cigarette

burned in an ashtray on the desk.

Benoit moved around behind his desk. "Have a seat,

Mitch," he said. Mitch sat in the imitation leather chair

and watched Benoit scoot his chair up to the desk, put on

his eye glasses, and open a folder. The nappy haired man

continued to ignore them. Looking at the papers in the

folder, Benoit said, "Mitch, that's Officer Broussard. He's

with the Drug Enforcement Administration."

Broussard looked over the edge of the paper and nodded

at Mitch. Broussard had a thick mustache and heavy eyebrows,

but his dark face--what Mitch could see of it over the

paper--was narrow and pointed like a bird's. He went back to

his paper, and as Benoit leafed through the folder Mitch

looked around the office. Grey metal file cabinets on both

walls matched the desk, and behind Benoit was a thick, wavy
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glass window. Suddenly, Mitch was reminded of Hardin's

office. He crossed his legs and pulled a pack of Camels from

his front pocket.

Just as Mitch lit his cigarette, Broussard folded his

newspaper, put out his own cigarette, and slid the ashtray

over to Mitch. Broussard, with his crow's face, slumped down

and stared at Benoit.

"Like I said in the lobby, Mitch," Benoit began. "We're

glad you made it down here on such short notice. I just wish

I had more to tell you."

"More than what? You haven't told me anything," Mitch

said. He took a drag, hoping that would calm him.

Benoit returned to his folder. "First, I'd like to get

some information. Your daughter, Twylight Marie Wilcox, is

seventeen and is, should be, a senior in high school. She's

five feet, seven inches, with blonde hair and blue eyes.

Correct?"

"Yeah."

"How long has she known Rob Lyle?"

"I don't know. They've dated for about six months I

guess."

Though Mitch didn't look at Broussard, he could feel

the crow staring at him. For some reason Mitch was

developing a strong dislike for him.

Benoit cleared his throat. "How long ago did Twylight

run away?"
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"Uh, I'm not sure," Mitch said. "About a month ago. We

were in town that weekend, playing Detroit."

With that, Benoit removed his glasses and placed his

big hands on the desk. His brown eyes were tired,

expressionless. "Did you notify the police?"

Mitch uncrossed his legs and put his cigarette in the

ashtray. Just as he expected. Benoit was blaming him for

Twylight's disappearance. By getting away from the police,

she had embarrassed them, but Benoit couldn't admit his own

men had failed, and Mitch was an easy target. He could tell

what Benoit was thinking. Because he was a negligent father,

she had run away. Because he didn't notify the police, she

hadn't been found. Bullshit. He had seen managers use the

same tactic when they screwed up and, instead of admitting

their error, blame the loss on a player.

"No," Mitch answered. "We wanted her to come home on

her own."

Instead of responding, Benoit glanced at Broussard,

whose eyes seemed to become smaller and darker. "What you're

really saying," Broussard said, "is that since you're a

professional ballplayer, you didn't go to the police because

you were afraid the press would find out your daughter ran

away." The words came through Broussard's beak of a nose.

"That'd be very embarrassing, wouldn't it?"

The squeeze play was on, Mitch thought. Broussard was

playing his part perfectly, sounding just like some of the
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assistant coaches Mitch knew. Still, Broussard officially

had pissed him off. "Okay," Mitch said, holding up his

hands. "It's all my fault. I'm an egotistical bastard and a

lousy father. I should have gone on the six o'clock news and

pleaded for help to find my daughter." Mitch dropped his

hands. "Now, would you tell me about Twylight?"

When Benoit held up his hand to make peace, Mitch

couldn't believe how much he looked like a general manager:

calm, almost bored, but enjoyed being in control. "You're

right. That's what you're here for," Benoit said. "But, at

the same time, we need to get an idea of where she might

go."

As Benoit paused, Mitch started to object. How could he

know where she'd go? He picked up his cigarette, dreading

the next question. "Has your daughter run away before?"

Benoit asked.

"No," Mitch replied. "Well, not really run away. She's

stayed with friends overnight. Or at the most a weekend. But

she's always come home. That's why my wife and I didn't call

the police after--"

"Okay," Broussard interrupted. "The hell with that.

Let's move on. Now," he said, sitting up and leaning toward

Mitch, "she stayed gone this time. Right?" Mitch nodded.

"Why? You and your wife fight a lot? Or maybe this punk Lyle

knocked her up?"
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Mitch stood with such force the chair slid away from

him. He thought about going after Broussard, but Benoit's

voice stopped him. "Mitch," he warned. "Sit down."

Keeping his eyes on Broussard, Mitch reached for his

chair, but just as he did so, pain shot through his left

shoulder. He winced and sat down, rubbing his shoulder.

"This is bullshit, Benoit," he exclaimed. "You guys fucked

up, not me. Now, what about my daughter? That's why I'm

here. Not to be jacked around by some sleazy cop."

"Settle down, Mitch," Benoit said, moving around his

desk. Broussard stood up and leaned against the wall. Benoit

took his seat. "Everyone's edgy because of this case,"

Benoit explained. "Four men are dead, and that punk upstairs

is the only lead we have."

"Four?"

Benoit nodded. "Here's what happened as far as we can

tell," he said. "Last night, Lyle was part of a cocaine buy

going down on the West Side. Your daughter wasn't with him.

During the transaction, all hell broke loose between the two

local drug groups. Retribution of some kind. The two dealers

Lyle was buying from were blown away by a shotgun from a

passing car. Lyle, the lucky shit, only caught a pellet of

buckshot in the nose."

When Broussard laughed, Mitch looked at him. Broussard

merely shrugged and glanced at Benoit. "There was a car

chase, because the two dealers who were killed had a
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backup," Benoit said. "The two guys with the shotgun are

dead. We found their car in a bayou. We haven't located the

others yet."

Benoit looked at Mitch. "You don't seem very

surprised."

"Whoever talked to my wife last night said there was a

shooting," Mitch said. With that, Benoit stole a glance at

Broussard. It must have been Broussard who called, Mitch

thought. It figured he'd alarm Nicole by mentioning the

shooting. "Where's my daughter come into this?"

"When Lyle fled the scene," Benoit explained, "he

happened to drive by two officers as they were arresting

your daughter."

"For what?" Mitch blurted out.

"Criminal mischief," Benoit replied. "But we could give

a shit about that. Since Lyle isn't talking, we need a

statement from her. We doubt she was helping Lyle, but we

don't know that for sure."

"I can save you the trouble," Mitch said. "She wasn't."

He waited for Benoit to admit it was a joke. But Benoit's

face was stern, and behind him, Broussard looked even more

humorless than before. "Twylight doesn't take drugs. And she

sure as hell wouldn't know how to sell them."

A hissing noise came from Broussard, who moved from

behind Benoit. "Right," Broussard said with a laugh. "And

your innocent daughter didn't know her boy friend was
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dealing drugs." He slammed the desk with his palm. "Come on,

Mitch. She couldn't be that stupid."

Mitch sprang to his feet, but Benoit stood, shielding

him from Broussard. "Do it, and you'll be up on charges,"

Benoit warned Mitch. Then he turned to Broussard. "Glenn,"

Benoit yelled, "get the hell outta here."

After Broussard stormed out of the office, Benoit

walked around his desk. Mitch sat down and steadied his

hands to light a cigarette. He couldn't remember the last

time he'd been so angry and confused. Usually, he was in

control. But, he had to admit, that was only on the mound.

Lately, his family had spun out of control. Nicole had been

confused and edgy, making outrageous demands. And,

obviously, he couldn't handle Twylight.

Benoit took off his jacket and stood behind his chair.

"Have you cooled off yet, Mitch?" Benoit asked.

"Hell."

Benoit leaned against a file cabinet and sighed. "I'm

sorry about Broussard, but we're not playing a game with

you. Glenn gets this worked up over every drug case. But

since you're a pro, I didn't think he'd get to you."

"He insulted me and my daughter," Mitch said, his voice

shaky.

"Yeah, but I meant what I said about the charges,"

Benoit said as he sat down. "That shit isn't going to happen

in my office."
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"You're right," Mitch offered. "I lost it. But what did

you expect?"

Benoit straightened the papers in the folder, closed

it, and leaned back. "Let's get this over with," he said,

tired. "From what we have learned, your daughter's probably

innocent.. We think Lyle threw the cocaine and money out of

his truck when our officers were pursuing him. A witness who

knew your daughter claims she and another girl picked up two

bags alongside the street Lyle drove down when he passed the

officers." Benoit leaned forward. "It seems as if the other

girl forced your daughter to go with her. Of course, we

can't know for sure."

"What other girl?" Mitch asked. "And how could she make

Twylight do anything?"

"That's just what the witness said. We don't know

that's true." Benoit put on his glasses and opened the

folder. "Her name's Darla McAfee, also seventeen. She was

staying at the same motel as your daughter. She's a runaway.

We know they left in McAfee's car, but we don't know where

they went. McAfee's from Ohio, but we doubt they went there,

or Dallas. Possibly Houston. Wherever they went, we'll find

them soon. Usually takes a few days."

Mitch stood up and started pacing the room. "All this

sounds really flimsy to me. You don't even know where they

went or if they have the drugs. And you don't know

Twylight's even with this girl."
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Benoit leaned back, putting his hands behind his head.

"You're right," Benoit said. "But, right now, the two girls

are the only leads on the drugs and money we have."

"Damn," Mitch said. He leaned on the back of his chair

and shook his head. Again, he imagined the gruesome picture

of Twylight dead in the motel room. He slowly raised his

eyes. "What did Lyle say?"

"Nothing." Benoit looked at his watch.

"At least-he'll be in jail for a while," Mitch said.

"I'm afraid not," Benoit said and leaned forward. "The

judge'll probably post his bond tomorrow morning."

"What?" Mitch exclaimed. "He was buying cocaine. Four

men were killed for chrissakes."

Benoit sighed. "He has a very good lawyer. Besides, we

don't have that much to hold him on. Resisting arrest. We

know he didn't kill anyone. He wasn't holding." Benoit

opened a drawer and put the file in it. "He'll be in Dallas

if we need him. It'll help when we talk to the two girls."

"Is the lawyer from Dallas?" Mitch asked.

Benoit raised his eyebrows. "Yeah. Why?"

"I don't know," Mitch replied. "He just looked

familiar."

For a moment, Benoit studied Mitch. "One more question.

Is their anyone your daughter might run to?"

Mitch shook his head. "No. No one."
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Benoit stood up, moved around his desk, and shook

Mitch's hand. "We'll call the minute we hear something,"

Benoit said. "It shouldn't be long. Will you be home?"

"I should be," Mitch replied, "at least through the

weekend. The final series of the season starts tomorrow.

After that, though, we could be in the playoffs." Mitch

shrugged. "But before I go, I'd like to talk to Lyle."

"Why?"

Mitch merely cocked his head.

"All right," Benoit said. "But if you lay a hand on

him, you will be up on charges."

"I just want to talk."

"Let's go upstairs. But you'll have to make it quick,"

Benoit said, leading Mitch out of the office.

One hallway led to another, and soon Benoit was leading

Mitch up a flight of stairs, also grey and metal. Since he

was out of Benoit's office, Mitch felt more relaxed. As he

walked up the stairs, he reached for the railing with his

left hand. Pain, like an electric current, shot through his

shoulder. "Shit."

"What?" Benoit asked over his shoulder.

"Nothing," replied Mitch, rubbing his shoulder. The

severity of the pain worried him. If he couldn't pitch, he

hoped to see that crazy coon ass Broussard again, and to

hell with the charges.
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At the top of the stairs, Benoit entered an office, and

Mitch waited outside. The odor of ammonia was mixed with a

sour scent. Even the floor was metal. Voices came from the

office, then Benoit came out with a uniformed officer.

"Wait in here, Mitch," Benoit instructed. He opened a

door, and led Mitch inside. The only furniture in the small

room was a long table flanked by two chairs. "Lyle will be

here in a second. If you lose it again, Mickey'll be right

outside, and he'll be glad to find room for you here."

Benoit stopped into the doorway. "Get in touch with your

lawyer, because your daughter should be found soon. I've got

to go to court," he said, extending his hand. "Thanks for

coming down, and, by the way, good luck on that homestand."

"Uh, thanks," Mitch said, shaking Benoit's hand.

Mitch walked around the table and sat in the chair

facing the door. He was right. Benoit would make an

excellent GM because of the way he manipulated people--

making threats one second, joking the next. How could men

like that live with themselves? At the same time, Mitch

thought, if he were more like that, maybe he wouldn't be

looking at three summers in Mexico. Or sitting in a police

station waiting for his daughter's drug-pushing boy friend.

As Mitch lit a cigarette, the door opened and Rob--or

someone resembling Rob dressed in a baggy white jumpsuit--

walked into the room. His head had been shaved and large

white bandages covered his nose and half his face and the
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back of his head. As the jailer closed the door, Rob

shuffled to the chair across from Mitch and flopped into it,

staring at the floor.

"Good to see you, Rob," Mitch said, feeling his spirits

rise. "You look like shit."

"Yeah," Rob mumbled, his head down.

"Why the bandages?"

"Got shot in the nose," Rob said. His nasally tone

reminded Mitch of Broussard. "The pigs busted my head when

they stopped me."

Mitch's chair squeaked on the tile floor as he stood

and moved to the end of the table. "You're lucky I wasn't

there. It would have been a lot worse."

Rob looked at Mitch for the first time. His eyes were

bloodshot, beginning to darken underneath. "Fuck you."

Smiling, Mitch sat on the edge of the table, close

enough to Rob to see dried blood through the gauze bandage.

"No, Robby, you're the one who's fucked. Where the hell's

Twylight?"

Rob's head dropped again. "Who cares."

All of a sudden, Mitch wasn't enjoying himself. He put

out his cigarette and leaned closer. "They said she and

another girl took the cocaine and money. Did they?"

"Don't know what you're talking about," Rob answered.

"How about Grimes?" Mitch asked. "Would he know?"

Rob kept his head down. "He doesn't know shit."
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"He knows you're down here, though." Rob ignored him.

"But he isn't the one in jail," Mitch said. "Doesn't that

piss you off?"

Rob's head snapped up. "No. Got any more stupid

questions?"

"Yeah," Mitch snapped. He slid off the table and

grabbed the front of Rob's jumpsuit. Rob pushed on Mitch's

hand, then tried to kick him, but Mitch pinned down Rob's

legs with his knee. "Where's Twylight?" he demanded.

"I don't know." Rob spit at Mitch and yelled, "Guard."

The jailer threw open the door and pulled Mitch off

Rob. "Benoit warned me about you," the jailer said to Mitch.

"Get outta here."

He pulled Rob up by the arm and started leading him

out, but Rob stopped and turned to Mitch. "Want to know

who's fucked?" Rob demanded. "Twylight. You'll never see

that bitch again."

"Why's that?" Mitch yelled as the jailer dragged Rob

out of the room. Mitch rushed to the doorway. "Why's that?"

he yelled, his words echoing off the metal walls as the

jailer and Rob turned a corner. Then, starting low and

quickly building to a high-pitched scream, Rob's crazy

laughter filled the hallway.

For a moment, Mitch stared down the empty hallway,

listening as the laugher faded and died as metal slammed

against metal. "Damn," he said and slapped the wall with his
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open right hand. He turned and, rubbing his aching shoulder,

he walked down the stairs, taking each step slowly so as not

to jar his shoulder. He made his way past the offices, out

of the building, and into the sunlight and suffocating heat.

Glancing at this watch, he noticed he was running late.

His flight was in an hour. When he opened the door of the

rental car, the heat was unbearable, so he left the door

open as he turned the key. The engine was silent. "Damn

Ford." He checked his seat belt, made sure the gear was in

park, and tried again. Nothing. "Damn dead battery."

He got out, slammed the door., and went inside the

police station. The same woman was working at the front

desk, and she looked up at him as he approached. "I was just

in here meeting with Lieutenant Benoit," Mitch said. She

nodded. "My car won't start, and my plane leaves in less

than an hour. I need to make that flight. Can someone give

me a ride to the airport?"

Judging from her look, Mitch didn't like his chances.

"Lieutenant Benoit went to court," she replied.

"I know that," he said. "Is there anyone else?"

"Hum." She seemed to be in pain. "Practically

everybody's at lunch. Let me try Officer Broussard."

Mitch held up his hand. "That's okay. What about a

taxi?"

"I can call you one," she said, shrugging. "But it

might be a while."
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"Damn," Mitch muttered. He didn't trust himself riding

with Broussard. "We'll give it a shot. Please call the taxi.

And is there a phone I can use? I need to call home."

She nodded to the far edge of the desk. "Over there."

As she phoned for a taxi, Mitch dialed his number and

waited for Nicole to answer. She picked up after the first

ring. "Hello." Her voice was weak, shaky.

"Honey, it's Mitch."

"Mitch," she exclaimed. "You scared me to death. What

took you so long? I've been waiting by the phone all

morning. Twylight hasn't called. Is she there?"

"No. They're still looking for her."

"Looking?" Nicole shouted. "What do you mean, looking?

Where is she? Is she all right?"

Mitch summarized what Benoit had told him, leaving out

the part about the four dead men and his meeting with Lyle.

"That's all they told you?" Nicole asked. "Mitch, I'm

going nuts sitting around here."

"Nicole, we can talk about this when I get home. But

I've got a little problem."

"What? Where are you?"

"I'm still at the police station," Mitch explained.

"The damn rental car won't start. I'm trying to get a ride

to the airport, but I'm not sure if I'll make my flight.

When I get to the airport, I'll call you and let you know."
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She was crying now. "I can't stand being alone all

day." She paused to control her sobbing. "Russ has called

twice. He's begging me to come to that stupid meeting. I

might go just to get out of the house."

That sounded like a stunt Baker would pull, Mitch

thought, trying to control his anger. "I understand, Nicole.

But Twylight might still call."

"I know that, Mitch," Nicole snapped. "But I've got to

get out of this house. I want to be here when you get home.

Mitch, I just don't know how long I can stay alone without

losing my mind."

"Please wait, Nicole," Mitch pleaded. "I'll be there as

soon as I can."

"Hurry, Mitch," Nicole said. "I miss you."

"I've gotta go. I love you."

"Me too," she said weakly.

Mitch wiped his sweaty palm on his pants and walked

back over to the receptionist. "Is a taxi on the way?" he

asked.

"I don't know," she replied. "I told them to hurry.

Broussard's still here. I checked. Also, if a cruiser comes

in, the officer can take you."

"Thanks. I'll wait for the taxi," he said. "I'm going

to try my car again."

Careful not to open the lobby doors with his left hand,

Mitch went outside and got into his car. He made sure the
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air conditioner and radio were turned off, but when he tried

to start the engine, the results were the same as before. He

yanked the keys out of the ignition and threw them against

the opposite door. Wiping sweat off his forehead, he got out

and lit a cigarette. If the taxi wasn't there in at least

fifteen minutes, he didn't know when he'd get home or if

anyone would be there to greet him.



CHAPTER 18

ROAD TRIP

Twylight had never been so hot and thirsty. She dragged

her dry tongue over dryer lips. When she tried to breathe

deeply, she found herself gasping for air. Every muscle

ached, and heat pounded atop her head. Warm sweat coated her

back and thighs. Feeling cramped, shut in somewhere, she

struggled, but unable to move she panicked, her heart racing

until it was about to burst.

As far as she could tell, nothing bound her, yet she

couldn't move and the darkness made it impossible to know

for sure. Was it too dark or was she blind? Was she dying?

Trying to remember where she was made the blood pound 
in her

head. Her mind was blank. She cried out but couldn't even

hear her own scream. She tried again.

Silence.

Faintly, yet constant and unyielding, something else--

not her heartbeat--began pulsating in her head. Whatever it

was bore into her ears, piercing like a steady line of

needles. Preparing to scream again, she stopped when she

realized it was music, strangely familiar, growing louder.

And accompanying the music was movement. She was in

something moving. As the sound increased, she noticed light,

288
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what was surely brilliant light because it shined through

her eyelids.

She knew then she had been sleeping. Guarding against

the light, she slowly opened her eyes. The dusty dashboard

of Darla's car appeared, and she shielded her eyes from the

sunlight reflecting off the chalk-white highway--empty,

flanked by green weeds, its concrete watery in the

shimmering heat. She must have slept for some time because

she was stiff and the sun was well up in the sky.

Twylight sat up and looked at Darla, who, while

driving, nodded her head to the music, much too loud and

clear to be coming from Darla's AM radio. "Jumpin' Jack

Flash, it's a gas, gas, gas. . . . " Twylight liked the

Rolling Stones, but not then, not that loud. Turning to the

back seat, she saw the largest portable stereo she'd ever

seen. It was brand new.

Twylight looked back at Darla, who as she sang along,

jerked to the beat, her oily hair lapping at her shoulders.

Her arms--thin and white, pointed elbows and bony wrists--

seemed too small to control the big, metal steering wheel,

but she held it steady as if it were a toy. Suddenly,

Twylight felt sick. Although she hadn't eaten for some time,

she thought she would vomit. She needed fresh air--more than

was provided by Darla's open window. Pulling back her hair,

Twylight rolled down her own window and opened her mouth to

the wind.
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Over the noise, Darla exclaimed, "Well, it's Sleeping

Beauty."

Twylight turned to Darla. Although her face was a

sickly pale, Darla's eyes were wild and shiny, vibrant

compared to her frail body. "Where are we?" Twylight asked.

"What?" Darla yelled.

Twylight started to respond, hesitated, reached over

the seat, and after fumbling with the various switches on

the stereo, turned it off.

"Hey," Darla objected.

"Where'd you get that?" Twylight said.

"It's a boom box," Darla said, proudly, glancing at

Twylight. "Bad ass, huh?"

"I know that," Twylight said. "You didn't have a boom

box."

As Darla stared ahead at the desolate road, a car

passed on the other side of the four-lane highway. "I got it

in Memphis while you were asleep." She turned to Twylight.

"Two hundred and fifty bucks. Old man shit when I gave him

hundreds for it."

"Memphis? Why didn't you wake me up?" Twylight asked.

"I'm hungry. And I have to pee. And," she said, crossing her

arms, "I'm not going to another dirty rest area."

Darla shrugged and looked back at the road. Both her

index fingers nervously tapped the steering wheel, and her

jaw muscle tightened, relaxed and tightened again. Watching
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the twitching muscle, Twylight felt nauseous again. She

licked her dry lips, tasting again the acrid aftertaste of

cocaine, and remembering from last night the bitterness on

the back of her tongue after she snorted the coke. She tried

not to fall asleep, even used the cocaine to stay awake, but

she couldn't fight it off. Judging by Darla, maybe she

should have used more cocaine.

To avoid the sun, which burned on the edge of the vinyl

seat, Twylight scooted over and peered at the gently rolling

countryside. Although she had been exhausted last night, she

should have fought off sleep. A chance to escape had been

missed, but she promised herself it wouldn't happen again.

The next time they stopped she would be awake and jump out

of the car before Darla could force her into the trunk.

She had been caught by surprise the first time Darla

pulled off the highway in the middle of nowhere. Before

Twylight could react, Darla had out her knife and was

shoving Twylight into the trunk and warning her not to

scream and kick when they stopped for gas. When they did

stop, Twylight was too frightened--both of what Darla might

do and of causing them to be arrested--to yell for help. The

second time, more angry than scared, she screamed and

pounded on the hood of the trunk to no avail. That time

Darla drove for quite some time before letting her out, and

when she finally opened the trunk, Darla, weilding her knife

like someone out of West Side Story, swore she would leave
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Twylight in the trunk all the way to Chicago if she pulled

the same stunt again.

Switching her gaze to the empty road ahead, Twylight

decided what she must do the next time Darla stopped the

car. She didn't know where they were or where she would go,

but she knew she had to run. She couldn't set out across a

field because Darla would catch her. Her escape, she

understood, depended upon luck. Another car had to pass

while she ran along the highway. Knowing how reluctant

people were to pick up hitchhikers, if need be, she was

prepared to stand in the middle of the road.

Careful not to touch the hot seat, she folded a foot

under herself and faced Darla. "What time is it?" Twylight

asked. "And where are we?"

Darla kept her eyes on the road. "I don't know. It must

be about ten since we're about 160 miles north of Memphis."

Keeping one hand on the wheel, Darla pressed a finger

against her nose and sniffed. She switched nostrils and

sniffed again. She glanced at Twylight and laughed, shaking

her head. "You kill me. You act all dumb and innocent, but

you sure scarfed up that coke last night, just like an old

pro. Then boom--you fell asleep. Like a baby."

When Darla looked at her, Twylight studied Darla's

eyes. They appeared tired and frantic at the same time. A

desperation burned in them that Twylight had never seen

before--not when Darla nicked her arm with the knife last
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night in Port Arthur, not even later when Darla pointed the

knife at her and screamed as Twylight tried to jump out of

the car at a stop light.

"I didn't feel anything," Twylight replied. "Just that

sour aftertaste you told me about."

"It works for me," Darla said. "That happens the first

time. You just didn't want to get high. You will next time."

"I only did it to shut you up," Twylight shot back. "It

wasn't euphoric. It was stupid."

Darla scoffed. "It's a long way to Chicago. Try some

now. You'll get off. I promise." Darla reached beneath her

and tossed her purse onto the seat. "It's in there, in a

baggie." Twylight sat still. "Shit, Twylight, loosen up.

What more could you want? We've got a couple pounds of blow

and seven thousand dollars. God has smiled on us, and

dammit, it's our duty to enjoy it. So, here," she urged,

shoving the purse at Twylight. "Be a good Christian. Do a

line for God."

To avoid Darla's crazy eyes, Twylight looked inside the

large, leather purse. Several crumpled bills lay scattered

around the fat, white plastic bag. Twylight pushed away the

purse and looked out her window. Besides a few groves of

trees, fields of corn shining in the sun stretched as far as

she could see.

"You wimp," Darla challenged. "You're afraid." When

Twylight didn't respond, Darla said, "That's it. You're
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scared to have fun. You get off hanging out with people who

take chances. Like that boyfriend of yours. He'd know how to

party. But you. Shit--little Miss Cheerleader out for cheap

thrills. I don't get it, him taking you along." Darla shook

her head and laughed. "You must give good head."

Still looking out the window, Twylight covered her

ears. "Shut up," she screamed and wheeled around. Darla's

expression of mock fright made Twylight even more angry.

"Why are you doing this? Just let me go. Right now, right

here on the side of the road."

Darla scoffed. "Yeah, right.. I can see you hitchhiking.

Out there in your designer shorts and big blue eyes. Rebecca

of Sunnybrook Farm meets psycho truck driver. They'll find

you in a ditch somewhere, naked, with your throat cut."

Twylight met Darla's challenging stare. "Oh, good,"

Twylight said. "I'll stay here where it's safe." Darla

didn't respond; instead, steering into the other lane to

pass a car they were fast approaching. "This is stupid,"

Twylight exclaimed. "You don't need me with you. You don't

even like me. So do us both a favor and stop the car." Darla

just shook her head. "God, I'm not going to run to the

police. They want me too. Even if they catch me, I don't

know where you're going. You don't even have to go to

Chicago."
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"Yes I do," Darla asserted as she concentrated on

passing the car. "You're not going anywhere, so cop an

attitude. Do some coke. You'll be a better person for it."

Twylight wanted to strike out at Darla, claw her face,

pull out her greasy hair. She remembered the knife, though,

and that Darla kept it in the waistband of her shorts, out

of Twylight's reach. As they came alongside the other car,

she thought of another option. She turned and waved both

hands, screaming, "Help me, help me." Darla yelled, "Shut

up." But Twylight waved again, pleading, "Help!" Behind

closed windows, the driver, a middle-aged man, stared

straight ahead. A woman beside him acknowledged Twylight

with a feeble smile and wave. At that instant, Darla

accelerated, and as they cleared the car, Twylight looked

out the back window. The car, already well behind them,

obviously had slowed down. Watching the car drop further and

further behind, Twylight flipped a middle finger at it and

slumped into the seat.

"Am I going to have to tie you up and lock you in the

trunk?" Darla said.

Twylight watched the empty road ahead. "It doesn't

matter," she said. "Since it's day, the police are going to

find us anyway."

"Bullshit," Darla said. "It's been twelve hours. If we

were gonna get stopped, it would have happened. Those cops

in Port Arthur didn't know where we were going."
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Twylight looked out her window again and stared at the

quiet expanse of landscape. There were no homes, no people

working in the fields, some shimmering in the sun, others

plowed, the dirt a dark brown; the only sign of life being a

hawk, its large wings spread out against the blue sky. The

lonely scene reminded Twylight of the drive into Port

Arthur, before she and Rob saw refineries on the horizon.

She was glad he was arrested. He had used her--said he loved

her, swore he wasn't selling drugs--and now Darla was doing

the same. Darla hadn't lied, but she needed her--was using

her--for some unknown reason.

As Twylight watched the hawk trail off into the

distance, she said, "If you're not going to let me go, then

stop somewhere so I can eat and use the restroom."

"This ain't a Greyhound bus," Darla said, moving into

the other lane. "There's orange juice and Twinkies in the

back seat. Have some breakfast. I'll stop at the next rest

area."

After they passed the car, Twylight saw a sign for

Hayti, Missouri, advertising food and lodging. "There's a

town in 40 miles," Twylight said. "Let's stop there."

Darla shook her head. "We're not stopping in towns any

more. Just rest areas and country gas stations," Darla said.

"In Memphis, a cop drove by the gas station we were at. He

turned around and came back by slower." Darla glanced at

Twylight. "I thought we were busted." She shook her head and
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sighed. "Scared the shit out of me. Until Chicago, we'll get

gas right off the highway, only at places we can check out

for cops."

"You said we were safe."

"No reason to take chances," Darla said.

Twylight feared arrest more than she feared Darla.

That, she realized, was probably the reason for her

nightmare. Ever since they had left Port Arthur last night,

she imagined being arrested, handcuffed, and put into a

tiny, hot jail. Because she was a minor, her parents would

have to know, and, even though she didn't steal the drugs,

she could imagine what they would have to say. Her mother

would cry and say how disappointed she was. Her father

wouldn't say much. He'd be angry at her, but he'd be madder

that he had to miss a game.

If they weren't arrested, Twylight wondered how much

longer Darla could drive. Since she was tired and using so

much cocaine, Darla would make a mistake that would leave an

opening for escape.

"How far to Chicago?" Twylight asked.

"About eight or nine hours," Darla replied, watching

the road. A vein ran from her temple to her tightened jaw.

"It's about three hundred and fifty miles."

"Do you want me to drive so you can get some rest?"

Darla laughed and looked at Twylight. "Hell, no. Let's

rock 'n' roll," she demanded, pushing back her hair. "Turn
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that tape back on. And crank it up. I must hear some Stones.

Get out the coke, too. Mick would be pissed off if we didn't

do a line in his honor."

"All I want right now is to use the restroom," Twylight

said.

Darla rolled her eyes and hissed. "All right. Anything

to stop your whining." Darla scanned the landscape and then

pointed well up the road. "There's some trees up there.

That'll do."

About a mile ahead a small cluster of trees separated a

white house from the highway. "I can't go there," Twylight

exclaimed.

"Those trees are thick enough," Darla replied.

"Nobody's around anyway."

"You can't tell," Twylight countered.

"Fine with me," Darla said. "You can hold it until we

find a rest area. But we passed one about thirty miles ago."

Twylight inspected the trees again. They were larger

and denser than she had thought, and the house stood well

beyond them, away from the highway. "Pull over," she said.

"I can't wait."

Darla slowed and coasted to a stop on the shoulder. As

Twylight opened her door, Darla said, "Wait a second." She

bent over the seat, brought back a roll of paper towels.

"I'd hate for you to wipe with poison ivy." Twylight

accepted the towels and began to get out. "Hey," Darla
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urged, stopping Twylight. "Don't get any ideas. I'm faster

than you are."

Twylight mocked Darla's grin, then slid out and slammed

the door. Carefully, she made her way down the embankment,

with difficulty stepped through the barbed wire fence, and

trudged the short distance through tall grass to the trees.

At the trees' edge, she looked over her shoulder to find

Darla propped against the car smoking a cigarette, her eyes

not merely fixed upon Twylight but actively stalking her.

Wedging through a natural opening, she inched into the

shade, restricted, practically bound, she thought, by the

sting of Darla's gaze in her back and her lifetime fear of

snakes, which forced her to scan the ground in front of her

and clutch the roll of towels as if it were a weapon. The

trees--most of them thin but some wider than her--were

spaced so that walking was easy. And after a few steps she

relaxed. Cool and quiet, the grove shielded her so well from

the highway that a car made a faint hissing sound as it sped

by behind her. The packed dirt floor offered a clear view of

snakes, and although the house and a barn stood about a

hundred yards away, she was well hidden by the trees.

She realized then Darla had made a mistake. She could

easily run to the house and get help before Darla arrived.

That was if someone were home. She also knew that Darla

could be at the edge of the trees watching her. A breeze

rustled the leaves, and she bent forward, pulling her hair
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over her head and sighing as the wind cooled her neck.

Although she was posing for Darla, she felt safer and more

at ease than she had in a long time.

But suddenly seized by cramps in her lower stomach, she

straightend and searched for a large tree. She moved to one

nearby, slid down her shorts and underwear and crouched,

searching for movement in or near the house. Although she

saw no one, she planned that once she finished she would

begin to walk back to the car then bolt the opposite

direction.

She was nearly done when shouts eruped from somewhere

outside the trees. A chill shot through her, and she nearly

toppled over as she scanned the house and reached down and

fumbled for the roll of towels. The shouting trailed off

then rose up again louder and closer than before, sounding

as if it were coming from her left, well away from the

house. It was more than one person because some were

shouting and others whistling. She could make out calls of

"Hey, Baby" and "Over here." The shrill whistle resembled a

dog call.

Twylight glanced to her left, but couldn't see anyone.

As the noise drew nearer she ripped paper from the roll,

quickly wiped herself, and stood, pulling up her clothes.

After fastening and zipping up her shorts, she looked up,

and caught her breath. A group of boys--about her age--gaped

at her from the edge of the trees. The foilage was
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particulary dense at that part, but they were close enough

so that she could tell they had been swimming. Their black

hair was plastered across their foreheads. They wore blue

jean shorts cut off just above the knee, and their little,

brown nipples were set against thin, white chests. One

struck a pose of a cartoonish body builder by puffing out

his chest and sucking in his stomach. Another, tall and

lanky with a goatee, clutched a rifle by his side.

Twylight couldn't move. She felt as if she were being

pushed from both sides at once, being repelled by the

Darla's burning eyes at her back and the threatening sight

before her. Fleeing both forces, she knew, was futile and

committing to either was distasteful.

"Want some help with your drawers?" drawled the one

with the rifle.

The third boy, with luminous fat folded over his

shorts, made a lascivious whistle, and he and the muscle man

started clawing at the ground with their feet and panting

like overheated dogs. With a quick movement, the tall boy

gripped his rifle in both hands and announced, "I liked it

better with them shorts around your knees." He began to pace

toward her, parting branches with the rifle, and the other

two, making barking sounds, followed.

Knowing she ought to run to the car, but unable to move

her feet, Twylight managed only to back up against the tree.

The boy with the gun was steadily approaching when someone
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grabbed Twylight's arm. She wheeled around and came face-to-

face with Darla.

"Come on," Darla urged.

Darla took Twylight by the arm and slung her toward the

car, and Twylight, with Darla at the heels, ran as fast as

possible through the trees.

"There's two of 'em," yelled the boy with the rifle.

"Catch 'em, Darrell," called another.

Darla beat Twylight to the fence, and held up a strand

of wire. Twylight hopped through the opening, scrambled up

the hill, and was in the car and had the door locked and

window closed by the time Darla got in and started the

engine.

"Those hicks are fucking crazy," Darla exclaimed as she

put the car in gear and gunned the engine.

Twylight wiped sweat from her brow and watched the

boys, who had stopped at the fence. The one with the rifle

flipped a middle finger at her, and the fat boy turned,

pulled down his shorts, and thrust out his huge, white butt.

"God," Twylight screamed and turned away. With a

trembling hand, she rolled down the window and drank in the

wind.

"What a rush," Darla exclaimed over the sound of

rushing air.
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"What?" Twylight shot back as she faced Darla, whose

eyes were more alive than ever. "Are you crazy? They could

have killed us."

Darla let out a high-pitched laugh. "Those country

mutants? They might have tried to rape us, but by the looks

of them, I doubt they could've of gotten it up." Darla

laughed at her joke, then became more serious. "If you were

so scared, why didn't you run?"

Twylight took a deep breath and pressed her hand

against her pulsating heart. "I was too scared," she said

quietly.

"You're lucky I had to take a leak too," Darla said.

"That tall one with no chin. There's no tellin' what he

planned to do with that gun."

"You were in the woods the whole time?" Twylight asked.

Darla, who was looking straight ahead, nodded. "Pretty

much."

Twylight slumped into her seat and stared at the

dashboard. Even when she had thought she was alone, Darla

was watching her. It seemed she would never be free of

Darla, as if Darla was her punishment for running away with

Rob. It wasn't that Darla was evil--Twylight had liked her

at first and still did in some odd way. But, at the same

time, Darla was dangerous because she acted as if she

enjoyed running from the cops and, if possible, actually

wanted to be arrested.
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Again, Twylight felt as if she were backed up against a

tree, unable to move or make a choice. She could either stay

with Darla--coke-crazy, death-wishing Darla--or she could

get away and somehow make it back home. Right now, her

parents seemed the lesser of three evils.

Realizing her thirst and hunger, Twylight turned around

and put her knees on the seat. "Where's the orange juice?"

"In a bag on the floor," Darla answered. "Turn on the

jams while you're back there."

Twylight lifted the bag over the seat, and after she

sat back down, rested the bag on the floor between her legs

and began going through it.

"What are you doing?" Darla asked.

Twylight pulled out a plastic container of orange juice

and a package of Twinkies. "I have a headache," Twylight

said. "You turn-on the music. I'm going to eat."

Darla's jaw muscled twitched. "You're a drag, you know

that."

Twylight gasped, incredulous. She wedged the container

between her legs. "What do you expect? You pull a knife on

me. You force me to steal cocaine and money. And, to top it

off, some crazy farmers tried to kill us." The wind was

blowing her hair so much she held it behind her head. "I

can't believe you. You're acting like . . . I don't know,

like we're friends. Like I'm supposed to forget all this. We

could be arrested, and all you want to do is get high."
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Darla shrugged. "What's wrong with that?"

"What's wrong?" Twylight hesitated when she looked at

Darla, whose quizzical expression would have been humorous

if not for her pathetic face--gaunt, ashen, with darker-grey

half moons under her eyes. "Nothing," Twylight offered and

began to open her orange juice.

"Argh!" Darla shook her head and screamed again.

"Argh!" As Darla bounced in the seat, Twylight leaned

forward to avoid spilling the orange juice and drank deeply.

When she brought down the half-empty container, Darla was

staring at her. "Tell me one thing," insisted Darla, hair

plastered against her sweaty cheek. "Really, now. I mean,

I'm not messin' with you now." She stopped to sling her hair

over her shoulder. "What are you gettin' out of this? You

know, runnin' away. You're not partyin'. You're not gettin'

down on your parents. Shit, you're such a wimp, you would've

let those mutants have their way with you."

Twylight looked down and tore open the Twinkies'

wrapper. As she took one out, she murmured, "Why didn't you

get sandwiches?"

"Gawd," Darla yelled and slammed the steering wheel.

"You know, Twylight, you're just like that Beatles song,

'Got to be good lookin' 'cuz he's so hard to see.' But

you're no dude, you're a chick. I think. You probably don't

have a period though. You've probably never bled in your
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life. Except," Darla said, raising a finger and leering at

Twylight, "'when I cut you in Port Arthur."

As she swallowed a bite of Twinkie, Twylight ran her

fingers over the nick on her arm. Darla had apologized for

cutting her, and in fact seemed truly sorry; however,

Twylight was sure Darla wouldn't hesitate to do the 
same

again, or something much worse.

"If you're so together," Twylight asked, "why'd you run

away?"

"I told you," Darla said, suddenly bored. "I had to get

out of dumps like this," she said, gesturing to the

farmland. "Out here in the heartland, they're real people

all right--real zombies. You just saw how twisted they are.

I love my parents, but they're just as bad as everyone else.

If you stay there, you start doing it too--vegging out 
in

front of the TV, canning preserves, screwing cows. Or even

worse--becoming so numb you don't even like sex. Like Neil

Young says, 'Better to burn out than to rust.' So I split."

Twylight finished the first Twinkie and pulled out the

other one. "In Port Arthur, when we found the drugs and

money, why'd you say you couldn't be picked up by the cops?"

"Jeez," Darla exclaimed, rolling her eyes, "you're

curious all of a sudden. You didn't ask this many questions

all last night." Pausing, she switched lanes to pass a motor

home that was towing a car. "I got busted once for grass,

possession with intent to sell. I wasn't dealing though.
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Some friends of mine sold a little, and I just happened to

be at their house sampling the merchandise when the cops

showed up. Since I was under age, they didn't do much. But

it'd be different this time."

Twylight looked at the motor home as Darla neared it.

Stickers of tourist attractions--Carlsbad Caverns, Rock

City, Opry Land--covered a side window of the car being

towed. A brightly colored cover on the spare tire resting on

the back of the mobile home said "Traveling Atteburys" in

big cursive letters and surrounding it were painted

caricatures of the family complete with curly yellow hair

and brown freckles. Smiles covered half their faces.

Twylight looked back at Darla. "Are these the same

friends who're in Chicago?"

Darla grinned. "The very ones." Dalra looked back to

the road. "I can't wait to see them. In fact, I guess I'd

better call and tell them we're coming with a little

surprise."

A picture of Darla's friends came upon Twylight. She

imagined. they all looked like Darla--thin, with long, oily

hair and white skin--and were sitting around a table in a

barren apartment snorting lines of cocaine. To block out the

depressing image, Twylight switched her attention to the

mobile home. As they sped past it, Twylight peered at the

driver, whose window was down. He wore a baseball cap and
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was smoking a cigar, but Twylight didn't see any freckles,

only sun-burned skin.

A strong hand grabbed Twylight's arm. "Don't get any

ideas," Darla snapped.

"Don't worry," Twylight shot back, pulling away.

Feeling Darla's eyes on her, Twylight finished eating,

drained the orange juice, and threw the container in the

sack. As she put the sack in the back seat, Darla said,

"While you're back there, get me a beer out of the cooler.

Get one for yourself too."

Stretching to the floorboard, Twylight opened the new

plastic cooler. Two sandwiches wrapped in plastic rested on

the ice. Twylight scooped up a Budweiser and a handful of

ice and slid back into her seat. Handing the beer to Darla,

she said, "Why didn't you tell me about the sandwiches. Or

the ice."

"The sandwiches are for lunch," Darla said. She opened

the beer and took a long drink. "The ice is for the beer."

"I'm not hungry now, anyway," said Twylight, who put

some of the ice in her mouth and rubbed the back of her neck

with the rest.

Darla, meanwhile, braced her knees against the

steering wheel. Satisfied she could control the car, she

brought the can to her face, wet a finger with beer, and, as

Twylight watched in revulsion, Darla snorted her finger dry.
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After she had attended to each nostril twice, Darla breathed

deeply and exclaimed, "Ah, the breakfast of Christians."

Compounding Twylight's disgust, Darla offered the can

to Twylight, who, exclaiming, "gross," pushed it away. Darla

toasted Twylight and drank. "If you're trying to piss me off

by ragging on God, it isn't working," Twylight said.

Darla acted insulted. "You mean you don't believe in

God? The Supreme Handyman, who gave us our daily bread--

which is in the trunk--and bestowed us with his bounty--

which is right here in my purse? Speaking of . . ." she

said, glancing at her purse and then back at Twylight.

"Well?" Darla said. "Do you?"

"I told you I don't want any," Twylight replied.

Darla grimaced. "No, not cocaine, not yet anyway. God.

Do you believe in Him . . . or Her? Or anything? Tell me

what you think about. Since we don't have music, I need

conversation. You haven't told me why you ran away. And I'm

not buying that shit about your parents ignoring you. You're

too spoiled for that."

Twylight was too tired and hot for conversation,

especially one as deep as this one. But in an odd way, she

liked Darla, liked and hated her at the same time. She

crossed a leg under herself and faced Darla.

"You know that empty feeling you get when nothing

matters?" Darla, who was watching the road, nodded and

sipped her beer. "School is stupid. You know, nothing makes
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sense. Your friends, your parents--they're all strangers.

They have fun. . . . Well, not my parents--my mother's too

busy trying to run my dad's life and he's too busy ignoring

her. Anyway, all these people act like life's great, and you

wonder if they know something you don't."

"So," Darla said, putting the Budweiser between her

legs, "you ran away to find this great secret."

"No," Twylight said. "I couldn't stand to be around

them any more. I ran away with Rob because he understood, or

he said he did. He didn't try to give me any answers like

everyone else. He said he understood. I know why now, the

asshole. But then," Twylight hesitated, looking away and

holding back tears, "I thought he really cared."

Her eyes softer, more normal, Darla looked at Twylight.

"I could tell he was a bastard," Darla said. "But, on the

other hand," she said, perking up, "he funded this road

trip. Just for him, we should do some toot. Both of us could

use some."

"Why not," Twylight muttered, turning to look out the

window.

"Why not, indeed," Darla practically sang.



CHAPTER 19

BACK HOME

Since rush hour was just beginning, Nicole made better

time than usual driving from home to downtown Dallas. Just

north of downtown, she exited the freeway and wound through

a small section of dilapidated buildings until she reached

McKinney Avenue. Cutting a wide, red-brick swath through one

of Dallas' more expensive areas, the avenue--with its

restaurants and intimate shops and trolley car tracks

running down the middle--comforted her as always. The first

time she saw it, the avenue had an air of permanence and

stability, as if it were comfortable with its chipped brick

and old buildings in the face of a Dallas striving for the

new and the improved.

Despite changes--namely 'a mammoth glass and steel

office building--the area had served as a refuge when she

was upset. Driving along the avenue, she wondered how long

that would last and when McKinney would look and feel like

every other part of Dallas. Nothing, it seemed--certainly

not her marriage and family--was the same anymore. And she

was foolish to expect a spot in the middle of the city to be

any different.

She turned off McKinney onto a side street. The large

Oak trees and two-story wooden homes lining Maple Avenue

311
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were beautiful, but their presence didn't relieve her

unsettled feeling. Peace, if it would ever exist again,

would have to come from within. Just how that would happen

she wasn't sure, but she couldn't control the inevitable

changes of McKinney any more than she could make Mitch and

Twylight, stay the same.

Ghosts, she said to herself. She'd been chasing things

that didn't exist. Her idea of a family was a ghost. Mitch

was doing the same with his baseball, and that had torn them

apart and driven away Twylight. By living in dream worlds,

they had refused to accept that Twylight was growing up. No

wonder she ran away; they'd been treating her like a little

girl when, in reality, her parents had been the children.

The thought made Nicole regret leaving the house. She wanted

to help Mitch understand and to convince him there was still

hope for the two of them and the family.

As Nicole neared the bar, she decided to return home

and call Russ from there. If she hurried, maybe she could

get home before Mitch. Speeding up, she spotted Joe Martin's

canopy and two men dressed in dark blue suits standing in

the parking lot. She cringed when she recognized Russ' black

BMW, and her spirits dropped when Russ and Ian waved to her.

Forcing a smile and a feeble wave, she slowed and entered

the parking lot.

She parked near them, and when she turned off the

engine, Russ opened her door. His eyes--bloodshot and
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nervous--met hers, then ran the length of her. She tried to

express her disapproval with a stern look that Russ

countered with his wry smile. "You made it," he said.

Holding down her skirt, she picked up her purse off the

floorboard and got out. When she faced him, she could smell

alcohol. "Of course. I said I would." She ignored his smirk.

"Nice to see you, Ian."

Ian beamed and held out his hand. "Always a pleasure to

see you, Nicole." He lifted up her hand and kissed it. "You

look beautiful today."

She was in no mood for Ian's false sincerity.

"'Beautiful' might be stretching it, but thank you, Ian,"

she offered. Before Ian could object, she felt Russ place

his hand on her shoulder. She quickly turned to him. "I'm

sorry, Russ, but I can't stay long. I know I said I would go

to dinner, but it's important that I go home early."

As Russ searched her eyes, he drew away his hand. "Ian,

I need to talk to Nicole."

Ian looked at Nicole and back at Russ. "Fine," he said.

"What can I order for you?"

"Chivas and water for me," Russ replied. "And a gin and

tonic for Nicole."

Nicole nodded. Ian smiled at her and walked toward the

entrance. After he entered the door, Russ moved to face

Nicole. "Have you heard anything else about Twylight?"
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"No. Just what I told you on the phone," she said. His

eyes showed concern, but she wondered if he just wanted her

to stay for dinner. "I'm too upset right now to think about

business. I know you want me here, but I really need to be

home."

Russ nodded in agreement. "Don't worry. We're not

eating anyway. A couple of the clients don't have time. Just

come in for a couple drinks and go home." He glanced away,

then became more urgent. "Oh, I forgot to tell you. We've

changed Mitch's contract."

"What?" Nicole had forgotten about Mitch's contract.

"Really?"

"Mitch won't have to spend his winters in Mexico," Russ

said. "But he'll have to take a cut from three to two

hundred thousand."

"That's great," she said. "How many years?"

"Three years, like before," Russ said, puzzled. "Jesus,

Nicole, I thought you'd be happy. It's a helluva deal."

To Nicole, three years seemed like an eternity, but

there was no guarantee Mitch could play that long. "I'm

sorry, Russ," she said, touching his arm. "Thank you for

doing that. When can he sign it?"

"Tonight, I had hoped," he said. "So you could surprise

him with it. You know, some good news. But I forgot it at

home." He shrugged. "I guess he can wait until tomorrow."
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She tried to muster some enthusiasm. "I can't wait to

tell him."

After pausing to read her, Russ became more animated.

"Why don't you pick it up tonight? We won't be here that

long, and you can follow me home. You might be a little

late, but it'll be worth it to shock the shit out of Mitch."

"I'd love to, but--"

"Oh, come on, Nicole," he urged. "We won't be here

long."

She put her hands on her hips. "Only two drinks,

right?"

In mock seriousness, he placed his hand over his heart.

"I promise," he uttered.

Such a ridiculous statement by Russ normally would have

made her laugh, but Nicole saw nothing humorous in his

narrow, red-streaked eyes. She folded her arms over her

chest. "I've heard that line before."

When he smiled, his eyes brightened. "Not from me."

When Nicole didn't respond, he dropped his smirk. "I tell

you what," he said, pulling his keys out of his pocket and

offering them to her. "This is my only set of car keys.

Here, take them." He jingled them in her face, and she

sighed and put them in her purse. "Now, I have to leave when

you do."

The odor of alcohol was stronger than ever. "Maybe I

should keep them and call you a taxi."
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Russ rolled his eyes. "I'm fine," Russ replied. He took

her by the arm and began leading her toward the entrance.

"Everybody's waiting. The sooner we get inside, the sooner

we can leave."

"I know you're doing me a favor," she said as they

walked. "But I still don't trust you."

He looked at her and shook his head. "You know me too

well."

Nicole nodded in reply, but she wondered how well she

knew Russ. He hadn't told her about his involvement with the

Stars. Against her wishes, he was anxious for Mitch to sign

a three-year contract. And today, Russ was unusually edgy

and tired and so distracted he had forgotten to bring

Mitch's new contract. The Russ who was holding her arm made

her uncomfortable, but she wanted to give Mitch his

contract. They desperately needed some good news.

When they reached the entrance to Joe Martin's, Russ

opened the door for Nicole. "Something wrong, Nicole?" he

asked.

She stopped in the doorway. "No, just thinking."

"That can be dangerous," he said and ushered her into

the bar.

* * *

Willie Nelson had just broken into "Whiskey River"

when, through his Bronco's dirty windshield, Mitch spied the

light poles of Stars' Stadium. A shot of bourbon sounded
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good to him, but what he really needed was a hot whirlpool

and a percodan. As he turned off Interstate 30, Mitch hoped

no one would be at the park. Not only did his left shoulder

throb and his whole body ache from exhaustion, but he was

disgusted with life--with police. stations and airports; with

rental car lackeys and rush hour traffic. And he was out of

patience--tired of worrying about Twylight and angry with

Nicole for going out with Russ.

At the same time he couldn't blame Nicole for leaving

the house. He had been on the road lately, but Nicole had

been there alone to be haunted by memories of Twylight--her

school pictures and empty room but, worst of all, the

silence. Mitch turned up the music and concentrated on

driving through the narrow residential streets, forcing

himself to look at the homes--small and rundown, in front of

which people lounged on their front porches and watched

children play in the yards.

To distract himself, he thought of the conversation

with Tony in the airport bar in Port Arthur. He still

couldn't, believe Tony Patino--the partier, the fighter, the

cocky pitcher whose favorite pitch was heat, inside and

high--was a Beaumont cop, a lieutenant of all things. Tony

had loved the game too much or rather the major league

travel, money, and women, always the long-legged brunettes.

But he swore he was glad to be out of baseball. But when he
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continued to run down the game, Mitch doubted Tony's

newfound happiness. Mitch hoped he had misread Tony.

Yet there was no doubting Tony when he revealed what

Mitch had only suspected--that the Stars were under

investigation for drug trafficking. Although there were no

names, Tony couldn't have concocted a story about working

with the DEA on the case. He knew about Lyle and his

attorney, and although he was vague about the details, he

made it clear that Lyle was the flunky of someone--either

players or management--with the Stars.

Looking back on their conversation, Mitch regretted not

knocking Tony off his bar stool. He was one cop that day who

deserved to be hit in the mouth. In the police station,

Mitch regretted allowing Broussard to rile him. Mitch still

disliked him, but he could dismiss Broussard as some lunatic

who had come to believe everyone was guilty. But Tony had

been a friend. Hell, they'd roomed together in Cleveland.

Mitch said he didn't know his teammates were selling drugs,

and Tony should have believed him. When Tony asked again,

Mitch should have decked him.

Mitch turned his attention to driving when he noticed a

group of children playing in the street ahead of him. They

moved back along the curb, and as he passed, he singled out

a small boy, all arms and legs with a grimy T-shirt that

reached almost to his knees. Mitch recognized him and

awaited a reaction, but when the boy continued to stare,
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Mitch waved. The boy didn't move. Mitch shrugged and drove

slowly through the rest of the children.

After another block, the street ended at the parking

lot of the stadium, and Mitch relaxed at the sight of the

old park, of the white lettering "Stars' Stadium" set

against the massive green steel facade. As Mitch approached

the main entrance, he anticipated the quiet, deserted locker

room and the hot whirlpool. A few cars dotted the parking

lot, but he was sure they belonged to the grounds crew which

was. taking advantage of the last hour of light to prepare

the field for tomorrow night. Kansas City was in town for a

three-game series, and he always pitched well against the

Royals. He parked his Bronco near the players' entrance, and

as he walked toward the gate, Mitch rotated his left

shoulder. The sharp pain was gone, but he wouldn't know

until tomorrow if he could pitch.

The padlock on the gate was unlocked, and he let

himself in, but instead of heading for the elevator, he

veered up a ramp toward an entrance to the stadium. At the

crest of the ramp, a panoramic view of the field from behind

home plate opened up to him. Shadows covered the infield and

reached out in odd shaped patches of black and brilliant

green on the outfield grass. As two workers driving electric

carts dragged the base paths, they smoothed over thin lines

in the dirt and cut sweeping circles and kicked up dust when

they turned their carts around first and third base. At home
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plate and the pitcher's mound, workers sprayed water on the

dirt, turning it a dark chocolate color.

Mitch breathed in the cool air coming up off the field,

and turned back down the ramp. At the elevator, he opened

the doors with his key and punched the button for the ground

floor. As the doors closed, Mitch noticed the light was out

again, and in the rumbling darkness he hummed "Whiskey

River" as he felt the elevator jerk slowly downward. When

the elevator bounced to a stop and its doors opened, Mitch

started for the light switch but stopped when he saw light

spilling out of the locker room.

Following the darkened hallway to the lighted doorway,

he hoped only the trainer was in the dressing room. He

hadn't recognized any cars in the parking lot belonging to

players or front office people, and it was rare when anyone

other than Luke was at the park during an off-night. He

entered the dressing room, and, relieved to find it vacant,

Mitch headed to his locker, but a woman's laughter froze him

in midstride. It came from the training room, probably the

whirlpools.

"Who's there?" Mitch yelled. As he moved toward the

entrance to the training room, he heard a man whisper "shit"

and the splash of water. Mitch grabbed a bat out of the

nearest locker, gripped it with both hands and yelled, "This

is the manager speaking. It's checkout time." Since no one

replied, Mitch started to barge into the room, but the slap
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of wet feet on the tile floor forced him to stop. He

crouched and drew back the bat, waiting.

A hand clasped the corner of the doorway, and slowly

Robinson peeked around the wall. His face showed shock then

quickly a mix between relief and puzzlement, and his head

disappeared. "It's only Mitch," Robinson said to the other

people, and he reappeared, holding a towel around his waist

and carrying a beer can. "Damn, Mitch," Robinson said,

laughing, "what are you doing here? You scared the shit

outta me."

"I came to use the whirlpool," Mitch replied. "Why

didn't you say something? I didn't know who was in there."

"I didn't recognize your voice the way you were

screaming." As Robinson drank his beer, Mitch heard

whispering in the room, but he wasn't in position to see the

whirlpools. "Then we heard that bat," Robinson said,

pointing the can at Mitch's hand. "Man, we didn't know what

to do. Then I look around the corner, and you're acting like

you want to cave my head in."

Mitch shrugged and looked at the bat, embarrassed he'd

picked it up. "I got a little carried away."

"No shit," Robinson said. He grinned and pointed at the

bat again. "But with a stance like that, it's a good thing

you don't hit."

"What do you mean?" Mitch said. He dropped back into

his stance, a strained squat with the bat cocked next to his
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left ear and his head craned so far forward that his right

leg trembled under his full weight.

"Like that." Robinson doubled over with laughter,

attempting to point his shaking beer can at Mitch. "Like a

constipated Mickey Rivers."

"That's a compliment," Mitch said, stomping his left

foot in imitation of Rivers digging in.

Still laughing, Robinson turned and moved a step into

the training room. "Come here, Grimes. You gotta check this

out."

"I'm tied up right--"

The sharp crack of the bat shattering tile interrupted

Grimes; meanwhile, Robinson leapt away from the wall and

kicked at ceramic shards that bit at his feet. After Mitch

followed through with his stroke, he threw down the bat and

wrung his hands which felt as if razors had been pounded

into them.

"God-dammit, Mitch," Robinson yelled. "Are you crazy?"

"Shit, shit, shit.'" Mitch squeezed his hands between

his thighs.

"What the hell was that?" Grimes demanded.

"Mitchy Rivers here practiced a little remodeling with

a Louisville goddamn Slugger," Robinson replied. Picking his

way carefully among the pieces of tile, he went to the wall

and ran his fingers over the plaster where the square of
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tile had been. "Damn glad that wasn't my head," he said

uneasily.

Mitch walked over and inspected the fist-sized hole.

"Easily a stand-up double."

"Or a triple," Robinson answered. He drew away from the

hole and looked Mitch in the eye. "Swear to God, Mitch. I'll

never joke about your stance again."

"Jesus, Cal. It was a mistake," Mitch explained.

Robinson appeared puzzled by the answer. "Okay, Mitch,"

he said, "but I've never seen you do shit like this."

"Long day," Mitch muttered. He picked up the bat, and

returned it to the locker. Actually, the sound of Grimes'

name triggered something in him, and some part of him wanted

to destroy the wall. It was an unfamiliar feeling, the rage

that forced him to want to go after Broussard and attack

Tony. That he was worried about Twylight was no excuse.

Benoit was right; he was a professional, but he wasn't

acting like one, hadn't been for some time.

When Mitch turned around, Robinson was kicking the

debris onto the dressing room carpet, and from behind the

wall, the whispering and girlish giggling had resumed. Their

voices made Mitch even more anxious to leave. He had to talk

to Grimes though. Before he could speak, someone splashed

water and a woman shrieked.
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"Come on, Cal," came a woman's voice, her Texas accent

playful yet urgent. "Honey, let him clean that up. My bath

water's getting cold."

"Flip that switch. . . . Grimes, reach over and turn on

the whirlpool for her." He looked at Mitch and shrugged.

"Sorry, Mitch. Guess you can use the visitor's dressing

room."

"In a second," Mitch said.

He strode toward Robinson, who merely gaped at him, and

entered the training room. He had seen similar scenes, even

been tempted to participate, but the sight of this one

repulsed him. The beer cans bobbing in the water around

Robinson's lonely date didn't bother him. Neither did the

fact that Grimes--with a fleshy pink woman perched on his

lap--was spitting tobacco into a soda bottle. Nor the

ridiculous spectacle of Stars caps tilted back on the

women's heads. What disgusted him was the stark contrast

between the women's skin--soft and unblemished--and the

yellow glow of the light upon the dingy, metal tubs and

dingy tile walls.

"What do you want?" asked the lonely woman, who rested

her arms on the sides of the tub. A crucifix pendant

glistened on her chest and the churning water splashed her

brown, shriveled nipples. She bit her lip and glanced at

Robinson as he stopped beside her.

"Nothing," Mitch said.
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Grimes sat down his spittoon. "Sounded like a good

stroke, Mitch. Maybe you .should talk to Hardin about pinch-

hitting."

"Yeah," Mitch muttered. "Grimes, I need to talk to

you."

"Now? I'm kind of busy."

"Now," Mitch said. "It won't take long."

Grimes rolled his eyes and sighed. "Well? What is it?"

Mitch thought he might have to pull Grimes out of the

tub. "In the dressing room."

"Shit," Grimes complained. His partner frowned at Mitch

and resisted, squirming as Grimes tried to lift her. "Damn,

you're a feisty one, aren't you?" Giggling, she raised

slightly, then fell onto his lap. "Oh." He grimaced, gripped

her armpits, and with a groan pushed her up so that she was

forced to stand. "Oowee," she squealed. She was small but

top heavy with rounded hips, and water drained in rows off

her black pubic hair. Grimes stood behind her. "All right,

Mitch. Let me find a towel."

"I'll be waiting," Mitch said.

Standing in front of his locker, he lit a cigarette,

and when he tossed the match onto the floor, he noticed his

glove lay on the floor and picked it up. As he slid it on,

its dryness reminded him that he had intended to oil it, and

he made a note to treat the leather before tomorrow's game.

Of course, there might be plenty of time to take care of it
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if his shoulder prevented him from throwing. But he was

encouraged that he swung the bat with no pain. Pitching, of

course, might be more difficult, and he'd find out soon

enough.

After he put away the glove, he sat and stared at the

jagged hole in the wall. His entire day, he thought, was

summed up in that broken tile. He couldn't bring back

Twylight, and he couldn't convince Nicole to wait for him,

so he did the sane thing--destroy the locker room. As if it

needed any help, he thought. Still, his weak attempt at

rationalization didn't justify his behavior. If he lost

control just hearing Grimes' name, he wondered what he'd do

when Grimes lied to him.

He'd find out soon enough, because Grimes, with a towel

fastened around his waist, came out of the training room

carrying two beer cans. He handed a cold can to Mitch, who

nodded and opened it. Grimes opened his, sat and took a long

drink, afterward wiping the foam off his mustache.

Grimes' can sounded nearly empty when he put it on the

bench. "Okay, Mitch," he said. "What is it?"

Mitch leaned over and held the can between his knees,

looking straight ahead as he spoke. "I just got back from

Port Arthur. Rob Lyle's in jail and my daughter's missing."

"And?" Grimes asked.
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"Just wanted to fill you in." Mitch turned his head to

read Grimes' reaction, but it told him nothing. "Or is that

old news?"

"What are you getting at?" His voice was still calm.

As Mitch straightened up, Grimes seemed to stiffen

slightly. "Why didn't you tell me where Lyle was? You two

are buddies. You had to know my daughter was with him."

"You're way off, man," Grimes said, shaking his head.

"I heard your daughter ran away. Most of the team knows

that. But I don't keep up with Lyle. He just came over to

the apartments a couple of times."

"Bullshit," Mitch shot back. "Why'd you haul ass out of

the airport last night? What was he doing, buying drugs for

you?"

Grimes laughed but bit it off quickly. "How much you

been drinking?"

"Not enough," Mitch said. He straddled the bench and

faced Grimes. "Listen. We're not friends. Hell, we've never

gotten along. But we're teammates. That's what pisses me

off. If you'd said something, maybe my daughter'd be home."

Innocence didn't suit Grimes. His dip of snuff and two-

day shadow of beard made his guiltless expression look more

like stupidity. "That's bullshit and you know it. Man, I

would've told you if I'd known anything. Lyle said he

wouldn't be around for a while, but I didn't give a shit

where he was going."
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Although he was tired, Mitch promised himself that at

least someone that day would tell him the truth. There

wasn't a bat in his locker, so he leaned back and pulled one

out of the adjacent one. When he stood and laid the barrel

of the bat on the bench, Grimes didn't look innocent or

stupid any longer, just painfully confused.

"What the hell, Mitch?" Grimes took his hands off his

beer can.

"Thought I might practice my swing some more," Mitch

said. He drew back the bat and rested it on his right

shoulder. "Maybe I'll be a switch-hitter." He took a stance

and started bouncing on he balls of his feet.

"You're fucking nuts," Grimes said. He slid a couple of

feet backward, watching the bat every moment.

Looking behind Grimes as if he were eyeing a pitcher,

Mitch made half-swings into an imaginary strike zone,

exactly on line with Grimes' chin. "Hey, this feels good,"

Mitch exclaimed. He cocked the bat around his ear and

readied for the pitch. "Here she comes," he announced. As he

stepped forward and began his swing, Grimes said "shit" and

put his arms in front of his face. Mitch swung as hard as

possible without losing control and stopped the bat inches

from Grimes.

"You mother--" Grimes stood so quickly he lost his

towel. Watching Mitch, he snatched the towel off the floor
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and moved away, trying to put on the towel and watch Mitch,

who, as he backed up Grimes, twisted his hands on the bat.

Once the towel was in place, Grimes pointed at Mitch

with his free hand. "Put that bat down, and I'll kick your

ass," Grimes demanded.

"Damn," came Robinson's voice from the training room.

"What are you lovers doing in there?"

"Taking a little batting practice," Mitch yelled.

"Grimes," Robinson bellowed. "You'd better save some

strokes for later." He laughed and the two women chimed in.

Grimes began walking around Mitch. "I've got better

things to do."

By pointing the bat at Grimes, Mitch steered him away

from the training room. "I'm just getting warmed up," Mitch

said.

"Shit," Grimes said. "You're not going to give up, are

you?" Mitch nodded and drew back the bat. "Okay, okay,"

Grimes pleaded, motioning Mitch to drop the bat. Mitch came

up out of his batting stance, but he rested the bat on his

shoulder and waited for Grimes to continue.

"I'm not telling you shit until you put down the bat."

"Just tell the truth," Mitch replied.

"You won't like it," Grimes said.

Mitch brought down the bat and leaned on it. "All I

want is a straight answer."
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"All right," Grimes said. He sat on a bench, and Mitch

stood before him. "Lyle was bragging about how he was going

to Port Arthur to buy coke. The dumb shit. When he said your

daughter was going with him, I couldn't believe it. They

were hanging out at our pool that day. I got her alone and

told her not to go. I even told her about Lyle, but she

wouldn't listen. She started screaming, calling me a liar

and shit. Mitch, I couldn't talk to her."

"Why didn't you tell me then?"

"She told me, no, she begged me not to."

"So? She's seventeen." Mitch sat near Grimes and

started tapping the carpet with the bat. "You'd better do

better than that."

As Grimes eyed the bat, Mitch leaned it on the bench

beside him. "Don't you think I wanted to tell you?" Grimes

pleaded. "Lyle's a flake, but she was acting weirder than he

was. When I said I had to tell you, she really lost it. I

hate to tell you this," Grimes said, glancing at the bat

again. "She swore she'd kill herself if you forced her to go

back home. What was I supposed to do, Mitch? She wasn't

shittin' me. She meant it."

Mitch picked up the bat, and as he bounced the barrel

off the floor, he shook his head. He'd never been more

weary. "You're lying, Grimes."

"Fuck you," he shot back.

He stood, and Mitch jumped up and drew back the bat.
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"You're not going to use that," Grimes said.

Without speaking, Mitch swung at Grimes' legs. He

dodged the cut, but instinctively reached down, and the bat

smacked his open palm.

"Shit." Grimes winced and glared at Mitch.

"What was that?" Robinson yelled from the training

room.

Grimes waited for moment, then replied, "Nothing."

"Are you all right, honey?" Grimes' date called out.

"Yeah," Grimes answered. "I'll be there in a second."

He looked at Mitch, who rested the bat on his shoulder. "I'm

going back in there. Man, you're more fucked up than your

daughter. No wonder she split."

Mitch stepped closer to Grimes, who didn't budge. "I

ran into an old friend in Port Arthur. Tony Patino, pitched

for several clubs. You know him, don't you?" Grimes nodded.

"Tony's a detective in Beaumont." Grimes looked confused

again. "He's helping the DEA with a case down there."

Mitch leaned on the bat and studied Grimes, whose

effort at innocence had the look of guilt. "Tony told me not

to tell anyone this, but it won't hurt that you know. Tony

said some Dallas Stars are shipping coke through Port

Arthur. Isn't that some shit?"

"Sure as hell is," Grimes offered, deadpan.

"Doesn't it make you sick?" Mitch asked. "It does me.

Sleazy fuckers like that on this team." When Mitch finished
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the sentence, he rapped the floor with the bat. "They're

risking their careers and this club just to make a quick

buck. If I knew who they were, I'd use this bat on them.

Wouldn't you?"

"If you're accusing me of selling cocaine," Grimes

said, "you'll need more than that bat to keep me off you."

Keeping his eyes on Grimes, Mitch tossed away the bat.

"Because of you, my daughter might be dead," Mitch said.

"Dead? You didn't say--"

"Shut up," Mitch commanded. "I know you're buying the

coke. You started in Mexico a couple of years ago."

"Eat shit," Grimes snarled. He started to walk away,

but Mitch grabbed his arm. With a violent twist, Grimes tore

free and stepped back. His clinched fists shook in front of

him, veins running the length of his forearms.

Since Grimes didn't swing at him, Mitch knew he was

right. "I should call Michaels tonight," Mitch said. "I

think our GM deserves to know about this. Don't you?"

"Tell him what? That you think your teammates are

selling drugs?" Grimes scoffed. "Go ahead. I'll give you the

quarter."

"Make it two quarters," Mitch countered. "Tony said to

call him if I found out anything."

Before Mitch could react, Grimes pushed him in the

chest. Mitch stumbled backward and prepared for Grimes to

charge, but he stood still, trembling, his face beginning to
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redden. "Back off, Mitch. You don't know what you're getting

into."

"I don't?" Mitch blurted out. He glanced at the

training room and moved closer. Grimes stiffened. "I'm

already there," Mitch said, softer. "You're the one who's

confused. You got my daughter involved. And the team." Mitch

stepped forward, close enough that he saw the tobacco on

Grimes' teeth. "You," Mitch said, pointing at Grimes, who

slapped away Mitch's hand. "There are others, but all I care

about is you."

"You can't touch me," Grimes. challenged. "If you try,

you'll step in more shit than you can handle."

"I doubt it," Mitch shot back.

Grimes smiled, and began moving away, but stopped and

turned to Mitch. "I know you're worried about your

daughter," Grimes said quietly, "but drop the drug shit. I'm

telling you, man, you don't have a clue to what's happening.

If I was you, I'd keep my mouth shut and just do my job."

"It's too late for that," Mitch said.

"Then start looking for another career." Grimes

shrugged and walked toward the training room. As he neared

the entrance, he removed his towel, tossed it into a locker,

and disappeared around the wall.

Desperate words, Mitch thought, the words of someone

who knew what they were taking about or the words of a liar.

With Grimes, the choice was easy. Ignoring the banter in the
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training room, he went to his locker and searched for his

bottle of percodan. It was empty. He deposited the bottle

into his locker and looked over his shoulder toward the

training room. The hole in the wall stared back at him. A

woman squealed. Feeling like a stranger in his own locker

room, he decided to try out the whirlpool on the visitors'

side. He still would have time to meet Nicole at home.

* * *

The streetlights began to flash on along the interstate

as Mitch drove north away from downtown. Since the traffic

had thinned out, he increased his speed to sixty and settled

into the middle lane. The warm glow in his shoulder felt

good, but he was more concerned about what to do with

Grimes. He lit a cigarette and reviewed his options. He

couldn't talk to the front office for several reasons.

Michaels would never believe him, and he'd sound more like a

lunatic than someone concerned about the team. The police in

Port Arthur probably knew more than he did. The third option

disgusted him. He couldn't quietly watch the team ripped

apart by the scandal that was sure to happen.

He ground out his half-smoked cigarette and turned onto

the loop that skirted north Dallas. There was a solution,

one that he'd mulled over the last few days. He could quit.

The game wasn't fun anymore for several reasons. He had to

struggle to pitch two good innings. His own teammates cared
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more about their portfolios than a pennant race. Twylight

felt so neglected she ran away with Lyle.

Maybe Nicole was right, and it was time to put away the

toys. Lately, he had come to realize she was the only person

he could trust. He remembered the night before, the way she

kissed him, how comfortable he was in bed next to her. She

was willing to compromise by letting him play, and he

wondered why he couldn't do the same and play only one more

season. The difference was, she hadn't been offered a three-

year contract.

The flash of brake lights ahead and beyond them the

blinking of red and blue lights forced Mitch to slow to

thirty. As the traffic crept along, he was relieved to see

the wreck was off the road. Flares burned on the shoulder of

the highway behind a police car. About fifty feet into the

grass an ambulance was parked alongside a car that had

turned over. There was enough light for Mitch to make out

deep ruts in the grass that led down the embankment and

toward the car.

Something made him try to look more closely at the car.

Although partially blocked by a tow truck, even in the

darkness it seemed familiar. Although just the back of the

car faced him, it resembled Nicole's in make and shading. It

couldn't be, he thought. She wouldn't be coming home that

early. Besides, thousands in the city drove that type of

Japanese import. After he passed the police car, he glanced
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over his shoulder to get a better view of the wreckage. It

looked even more like Nicole's than before. Nicole was

having dinner with Baker, he reminded himself.

His mind told him to keep going, but his hands steered

the car onto the shoulder. He skidded to a stop, slammed the

Bronco in reverse and sped backward, braking hard in front

of the police car. When he got out, the tow truck, moving

slowly, past him on the highway. Its cargo--its roof

flattened to the level of the doors and its right front

fender bend against the wheel--was the make and color of

Nicole's. It can't be, he thought.

Out of the corner of his eye, Mitch saw a policeman

step into the glare of the cruiser's headlights. With one

hand on his gun, he pointed at Mitch and then his truck.

"Hands on the hood," he yelled.

Mitch stopped and held out his hands. "But--"

The leather strap came off the policeman's pistol.

"Now." He motioned toward the truck. "Hands up there and

spread your legs."

Mitch complied, and the policeman began searching him.

"What the fuck are you doing?" the policeman barked. "Trying

to get arrested?"

Mitch looked over his shoulder. "I think that's my

wife's car. I'm Mitch Wilcox. My wife's Nicole."

The search complete, the policeman stood back. "Turn

around and give me your driver's license."
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Mitch pulled out his billfold and held out his license.

The policeman took it and inspected it with his flashlight.

He cast the light on Mitch's face, turned it off, and handed

the license to Mitch.

"You the same Wilcox who pitches for the Stars?"

Mitch became slightly more relaxed. "Yeah."

The policeman smiled and refastened his pistol. "I

thought I recognized you."

Mitch pointed to the spot where he had first seen the

wrecked car. "Was that my wife's car?"

The policeman hesitated. "I'm afraid so."

Mitch's stomach muscles tightened. It was difficult to

breathe. "How is she? Is she hurt? Where'd they take her?"

"Let's go sit in my car," the policeman urged.

He started moving for it, but Mitch didn't move. "Tell

me here," Mitch said. "Sitting in your car won't help."

He walked over to Mitch. In the strange light, his face

glowed white against his blue shirt and cap. "Let's get away

from this traffic," he said. "Come on." He reached for

Mitch's arm.

Mitch twisted away. "Tell me, dammit. How's my wife?"

Because of the policeman's expression, Mitch didn't

resist when a hand pressed against his arm. "I'm sorry to

tell you this," came the words. "She's dead. The paramedics

said she died instantly when her car flipped over."
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The word "dead" echoed in Mitch's head. It consumed

him, and he held on to the sound of that word as if it kept

him from falling. Everything--the whirl of colored light and

the sound of the policeman's voice and of passing cars--

seemed to be happening to someone else. "Dead." He whispered

the word to free himself of it, but its sound clung to him.

The policeman touched his arm. "I'm sorry." He searched

Mitch's eyes. "Do you want to sit down?"

Mitch felt himself coming back. "No." He ran his hands

over his face. He was numb. "Where is she? What hospital?"

"Parkland. Let me take you.'"

He leaned against his truck and took deep breaths. "No.

Thanks. I can make it. Just give me a second."

"Take your time. I'll wait."

Mitch watched the policeman walk to his car. Its blue

and red lights flashed in his face, but he continued to

stare at them. The cars rushing by seemed far away. He knew

he had to get to the hospital, but he didn't dare move until

he could feel his legs.



CHAPTER 20

GOODBYE

Mitch let the glass door swing to a close behind him

and walked out onto the front porch of his house. Squinting

against the late afternoon sunlight, he took a long drag off

his cigarette, 'then exhaled, watching the smoke billow up

against the brown overhang. His gaze fixed on a rotted

section of wood underneath the gutter. Damn shoddy

materials, he said to himself. Three years old, and the

house is already falling apart.

He blew smoke at the damage, then looked out to the

street. Nicole's parents' rental car--a large, black

Chevrolet--was parked along the curb, and across the street

a neighbor and his son paused during their yard work to wave

at Mitch. As he nodded, Mitch heard the urgent voices of

Nicole's parents coming from the living room. He flicked the

cigarette onto the -lawn and turned back to the house.

Nicole's father, Ben, opened the door for him. "There

you are, Mitch," Ben commented as Mitch entered the foyer.

"We wondered where you'd disappeared to."

"Just having a smoke," Mitch replied. "Didn't Dot tell

you?"

Ben didn't respond, having turned his broad back to

Mitch. His short, broad hands on his hips, Ben watched his

339
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wife, who was inspecting the contents of bookcases on the

far side of the room. "For the last time, Dot," Ben

commanded, the meaty folds at the base of his shaved head

moving as he spoke, "let's go. We've been with Mitch all

afternoon. The man needs some privacy."

"I'm coming, I'm coming," she said, slinging her large

purse over her shoulder and awkwardly moving around the

coffee table. "I was looking for a picture of Nicole to take

back to the hotel. But I couldn't find one. I looked

everywhere. There's just their wedding picture over there,"

she said pointing behind her at the bookcases, "but that's

the only one Mitch has." Having difficulty walking in her

high heels, she stopped talking to shuffle around a chair.

"At home, I have plenty of good pictures of Mitch and

Twylight but none of Nicole."

She stopped between the two men and eyed both as she

straightened her dress. "I don't know why," she said,

looking at Ben and then Mitch. "Isn't that horrible?"

As she pulled a tissue from her purse and started

dabbing her eyes, Mitch reached for the latch on the outer

glass door. "I'll have a copy made and send it to you."

"Thank you, Mitch," she said, being gently pushed

forward by Ben. They stopped in front of the door, and she

rested her hand on Mitch's arm. "I'm sorry for acting like

this. You're being so wonderful. I don't know how you can do

it."
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"He's tough, Dot, unlike me and you," blurted Ben, who

winked at Mitch.

Dot frowned at Ben and fixed her eyes back on Mitch,

who found himself looking at an older, heavier version of

Nicole. Until that moment, he had never noted the striking

similarity between mother and daughter. Dot had Nicole's

fair skin--smooth and dusted with freckles--and her eyes,

although a lighter shade of green than Nicole's, looked at

him with an identical expression, as if he were a teenager

going out on his first date.

"Mitch, you don't have to be so tough," she said softly

and patted his hand. "It's okay to cry. It's good. You need

to grieve."

"What he needs, Dot, is to be left alone," Ben said.

"That's why we're staying at a hotel." Ben clasped her

shoulders and tried to usher her out the door, but she

didn't yield. "You remember the hotel don't you?" he urged.

"We've got relatives there, probably wondering where the

hell we are."

She smiled at Mitch. "Of course I do, Benjamin," she

replied and looked over her shoulder at Ben. "I just don't

think Mitch should be all alone. Twylight isn't here. He

needs someone."

Returning her gaze to Mitch, Dot looked into Mitch's

eyes. "I just wish your parents could be here. They were

such nice people."
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"Oh, Dot, for God's sake," Ben moaned. He rolled his

eyes at her, then shrugged at Mitch.

"It's okay, Ben," Mitch said and rested his hand on her

forearm. "Thanks Dot, but I don't mind being alone. It'll

give me a chance to get some sleep."

"You're a dear," she said and hugged him.

As she squeezed him, he turned his face away from her

hair and patted her back. She kissed his cheek, and when she

moved her head back to look at him, her eyes seemed to be

asking something of him. For him to show grief? To respond

to her sympathetic look? As he tried to decide, she blinked

and once again she was looking at him with Nicole's eyes,

both protective and concerned.

"Can we go now?" Ben asked.

"Yes, Dear," she responded.

Mitch opened the door, and followed them down the

sidewalk to the car. After Ben helped Dot inside, he slapped

Mitch on the back and walked around to his door. "What time

do you want us here in the morning?"

"Don't bother," Mitch said. "The limousine will be here

at eleven. That gives us plenty of time to swing by the

hotel and pick you up."

Ben winked again and climbed in behind the wheel. As

the car rolled away from the curb, Mitch returned Dot's wave

and watched the car until it disappeared around a corner.

After picking up the paper, he stopped to look at the yard
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and the front of the house. Weeds dotted the lawn. The paint

on the trim of the house was beginning to peel, and the

shrubbery was overgrown.

After making a mental note to call someone to take care

of it, he kicked at a weed and returned inside. When he

closed the heavy wooden door behind him, the noise echoed in

the living room. But the noise didn't seem to stop there.

Mitch imagined it reverberating through every room in the

house--in Twylight's room, in the guest room and finally

their bedroom. The word "their" hung in his mind. There is

no their anymore, he told himself.. "Their" died last night

in a car wreck. Yet as he scanned the living room,

everywhere he looked, he was reminded of Nicole, the smell

of her perfume and the way she sat on the sofa with her legs

crossed underneath her.

He turned away from the living room and walked into the

kitchen, where he tossed the newspaper on the table and got

a beer out of the refrigerator. After taking a drink, he lit

a cigarette and unfolded the paper. At the bottom of the

page, he read the headline over and over: "Mitch Wilcox's

Wife Dies in Car Accident." Mitch noted Gary Slate's byline

and read the few paragraphs on the page. Slate covered all

the facts: Nicole's age, the cause of death, and, of course,

Mitch's career. In the third paragraph, Mitch read

Twylight's name and pushed away the paper.
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Suddenly very tired, he covered his face with his hands

and took a deep breath. Where could Twylight be? he

wondered. Why hadn't she called. Was it because she didn't

want to? Or she couldn't? "Damn," he hissed and slapped the

table. He had to believe Twylight was still alive, that she

wasn't dead in some motel room as he had imagined. He had to

keep believing that. She was the only thing left that was

really theirs.

As he reached for the beer can, the sound of the

telephone made him flinch. He picked up the receiver before

the second ring and struggled to speak. "Hello."

"Mitch, it's Janet. You weren't sleeping, were you?"

"Not hardly," he said louder.

"I guess not," Janet offered. "How are you?"

"Making it, I guess."

"Well," Janet began, tentative. "I just talked to Ian.

His minister agreed to do the service. And don't worry about

him preaching too much. Ian said he explained to him what we

wanted said about Nicole."

Mitch walked over and picked up his beer. "Good.

Thanks."

"Is there anything else I can do?" Janet asked. "Do you

need any food? Some company?"

"No, don't bother, Janet. I'd be lousy company."

"I understand," Janet said. "Get some rest, and I'll

see you tomorrow."
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"OK, I won't bother you any longer. Call if you need

anything. I'm sure I'll be awake."

"Thanks, Janet."

"Bye."

Mitch returned to the table, picked up the newspaper,

then set it back down. He leaned back in his chair, putting

his hands behind his head. In the fading light, the neighbor

and his son continued to work in their yard. Mitch watched

them briefly, then leaned his elbows on the table and put

his face in his hands. He heard Twylight's frightened voice,

and then he thought of Nicole and the scene in the morgue

last night. He remembered staring at Nicole's battered face

and trying to convince himself he was looking at his wife.

Then, suddenly, he was struck by the memory of Twylight

lying dead in a motel room.

When Mitch opened his eyes, his gaze settled on the

newspaper. He read the headline about Nicole, then, after

picking up the paper and tossing it at the trash can against

the wall, he lit a cigarette and went into the living room.

He sat on the sofa and leaned back, but he couldn't relax.

There was a faint ringing in his ears, and the silence was

like a brooding presence that pressed down on him.

He looked at the stereo and considered listening to the

game, but he knew that would make him even more nervous.

Choosing to watch a movie, he went to the videotape cabinet

and began looking through it. The first tape he saw was a
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compilation of games he'd pitched in during his five years

with the Stars. By studying his motion, he thought, he might

be able to find out why his screwball was dropping too much.

It would also be a good way to fall asleep.

* * *

"Amen." The Reverend Jacob Green slowly raised his

head, stopping midway to look at Nicole's casket before he

took a deep breath and began to scan the small group of

mourners seated under the canopy. Holding each person in his

gaze, he began at the back row and moved his way forward

until he came to the front row. Instead of pausing at each

family member, he studied them, every one, slowly working

his way along the row until he came to Mitch.

A tall man, Green gripped the podium on each side and

looked down on Mitch with eyes as sharp as the diamond on

his little finger. Mitch shifted in his seat and stared back

in an effort to communicate his displeasure with the

Reverend Green's performance. Mitch wanted to say:

"Reverend, you're a fake. You didn't know Nicole just

because she went to your church a few times. Everything

you've said today is a lie, and instead of doing justice to

Nicole's life, your sermonizing is insulting her and

everyone here. So wrap it up." Although Green's expression

remained serene, Mitch hoped he got the message.

After Green nodded at Mitch, he wiped his face with a

handkerchief, took a deep breath, and pointed his long, thin
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nose over the heads of the audience. "On one level, the

death of Nicole Wilcox was an accident, like yet another

seemingly meaningless, yet tragic, event in daily life. On a

higher level," he said, appraising the listeners, "one

that's difficult to see in this time of grieving, Nicole's

plight is God's way of reminding each and every one of us of

the constant struggle between good and evil."

Keeping his eyes on the mourners, he touched his face

with the handkerchief and then, with it still in his hand,

pointed at his audience with a sweeping motion. "The evils I

refer to are the pitfalls of daily life that slowly chip

away at our values and morals--or very souls. Nicole's

struggle was waged against the forces that threaten the

underpinning of our society--the family. Materialism.

Egoism. We all must fight these temptations every waking

day. Nicole fought that fight. For you, every one of you,"

he said, pointing for emphasis, then bringing his hand and

handkerchief down to the podium.

"Nicole Wilcox's gentle soul dwells in heaven, yet

armed with the love of God, we must keep up the fight."

Green's nostrils flared when he said "fight," and they

remained that way after he wiped his brow and filled his

chest with fresh air. "I don't need to remind anyone here

that Nicole was a devoted Christian and loving wife and

mother. Her family," he said, addressing Mitch, Dot and Ben,

"meant the world to her. In this time of need, our hearts go
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out to Nicole's loved ones--to her parents, Ben and Dot,"

and he paused to look directing at Mitch, "to her husband,

Mitch, and to her daughter, Twylight." As the sound of

Twylight's name seemed to hover under the canopy, 
Green held

his gaze on Mitch a split second before looking up and

spreading his arms. "Let us pray."

Mitch glanced down at Nicole's coffin then back up at

Green, who bowed his head and dabbed his brow with his

handkerchief. As the reverend began to speak in a low tone,

Mitch gazed out at the cemetery grounds. Outside the shade

cast by the canopy, the grounds looked unreal. The midday

sunlight was bright but not so bright that it bleached out

everything. The grass, as flawless and green as artificial

turf, was spotted with marble tombstones and wooden white

crosses with the reds and yellows of flowers at their bases.

No yet stripped-by the fall weather, trees stood out against

the blue sky. And beyond the grounds, about a half mile from

where he was sitting, Mitch could see cars moving along the

interstate.

For a moment, he watched the traffic, then slowly

looked back down at Nicole's casket. Massive and silver, it

rested above her grave which was surrounded by dark-green

carpet. A black stain on the carpet caught his eye. Whether

it was blood or grease or merely dirt didn't matter; he was

irritated by the sloppiness of the mortuary. Feeling his
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anger mount, he refocused on Nicole's casket and ignored the

droning voice of Reverend Green.

He knew that by losing his temper he wasn't being fair

to her, yet he couldn't help it. It wasn't his fault, Mitch

thought, Reverend Jacob Green was a sanctimonious liar.

Mitch knew he had made a mistake when he allowed Ian to hire

his own minister. Ian, self-righteous, fatherly Ian, was

just the type to tell Green about Twylight, not out of

spite--Ian was too superior for that--but simply to supply

information that would make a more effective sermon.

Instead, it seemed as if Green used that knowledge to

embarrass Mitch, first in the chapel and now in what should

have been a short graveside service. By saying Twylight's

name so many times, he made it painfully obvious she wasn't

here. What were probably rumors of their family problems

were now common knowledge.

He also regretted letting Ian arrange for the

pallbearers. The sight of Baker carrying Nicole's casket

triggered questions Mitch didn't want to dwell on at the

funeral. Why hadn't Baker returned his calls? When they

talked the night of Nicole's death, he promised to stop by

the house the next day. But he didn't show, and now Mitch

was certain Baker was avoiding him. Why? It had to have been

what Baker said that night. Maybe she hadn't been at his

house to pick up papers for work. And, Mitch was certain,
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Baker lied for some reason when he said Nicole was drunk.

She never drove after drinking too much.

Reminding himself to talk with Baker after the funeral,

Mitch looked over his shoulder at the row behind him. Baker

and Michaels were sitting next to each other and both had

their heads down in prayer. Mitch started to turn away when

something made him stop and stare at Baker. A red scratch

started even with his ear and ran down to his neck. As Mitch

studied the thin, red mark, Baker and Michaels raised their

heads and looked toward Green. As if he felt Mitch's eyes on

him, Baker looked sternly at Mitch and pointed in front of

him, in the direction of Nicole's casket.

Mitch turned in his seat and encountered the tall,

black-robed figure of Green, who, standing directly in front

of Mitch, looked at Mitch and then down at Nicole's casket.

It began to sink slowly into the grave. As he sat frozen

watching it being lowered, a hand clasped his. Dot's face

was near his. Tears were in her eyes, those familiar eyes--

Nicole's eyes. They were saying something to him. Relax?

Cry? Should he hold her? As he waited for her to give him a

clue, Ben put his arm around Dot and pulled her toward him.

Mitch looked back at the casket in time to see the top

disappear into the grave. He stared where it had been, at

the dirt sides of the grave and the green carpet surrounding

it until someone touched his arm and a female voice

whispered, "Mitch. Mitch, let's go. It's over."
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* * *

Mitch braced his hands against the door of the

limousine and peered through the open window at Dot and Ben.

"I'll see you at the hotel in a little while."

Ben nodded and winked and Dot, gazing up at Mitch,

placed her hand on his. "Don't feel like you have to hurry,"

Dot said, gently squeezing his hand. "It's been a trying

day. Just come when you're ready."

"OK," Mitch said. He slid his hand away from hers and

waved as the limousine pulled away from the curb. Walking to

his house, Mitch passed the morning newspaper which lay in a

clump of weeds, unlocked the front door and entered, leaving

the outer door open. At the refrigerator, he picked up a can

of beer, set it back down, and took out a soda. In the

living room, he set the can and a pack of cigarettes on the

coffee table, slid off his suit coat and slung it onto the

arm of the sofa.

After finding a cassette tape of Willie Nelson's

"Redheaded Stranger" and adjusting the volume just loud

enough for Willie to be heard, Mitch slumped into the sofa.

"Damn," he blurted out, bouncing his fists off the sofa.

Could he have been a bigger asshole today? Could he have

been more disrespectful of Nicole? He had wasted the entire

funeral by being angry and worrying what everyone thought

instead of thinking about Nicole. Had he become that

selfish, so insensitive that he couldn't grieve for his wife
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at her funeral? No wonder Nicole had argued so much with him

lately. No wonder Twylight had run away.

"Dammit." He slapped the coffee table, knocking the

soda can onto to floor. He left it there, and after lighting

a cigarette, leaned back and stared at the bookshelves in

front of him. His eyes fixed on a family picture taken at

the ballpark. He was in his uniform, and he had his arms

around Nicole and Twylight. They were both tanned and

smiling, and their blonde hair was blown by the wind. Mitch

couldn't remember when it was taken, but it had to be old.

Neither of them had been at the park in at least two years.

Beside that picture was their wedding portrait. He and

Nicole looked so young, he barely recognized either one of

them. Nicole's hair was long and straight, and his, full and

long then, fell over his ears. Both of them looked so

innocent with their smooth skin and bright eyes as clear as

a child's.

Mitch tried to remember that time in their lives, but

it seemed so long ago. They were happy, he knew that. He'd

just signed his first pro contract, and they couldn't wait

to get on the road together. Nicole wanted to travel, and he

knew he could make it to the majors. All the details were

clear to Mitch, but he couldn't remember the last time he'd

felt that way, like he had everything he'd always wanted.

He looked one last time at the wedding portrait and

switched to the picture of the three of them at the
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ballpark. What had happened to them? The obvious answer was

that it was his fault. By working so hard to come back from

his injury--by playing winter ball in Mexico and going to

spring training early--he had saved his career, but at the

same time, he had lost his family. But he knew that wasn't

the whole truth. Maybe his preoccupation with his career had

caused Nicole to lose trust in him. That was probably why

she didn't believe him when he swore he wouldn't accept the

Mexico clause in his new contract. But he was sure his

preoccupation with baseball didn't chase Twylight away and

kill Nicole. Instead, it seemed like all the things that had

happened over the years--all his travel and the hard work by

him and Nicole, her miscarriage, Twylight's unfulfilled need

for attention from both her parents--had built into this

enormous force that split apart the family.

"Shit," Mitch said softly. He finished his cigarette,

and as he picked up the soda can, the phone rang. He

listened to the first ring, then hurried into the kitchen

and took a deep breath before answering with a loud "hello."

"Mitch?" came Janet's voice over the muted sounds of

voices and music. "Are you all right?"

"Yeah. Why?"

"You practically yelled," she replied loudly, her words

running together as if she'd been drinking. "Are you mad? I

can call back later if--"
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"No, that's OK," he interrupted. "I wasn't expecting

anyone to call." He paused and looked down at yesterday's

newspaper which lay on the floor beside the waste basket.

"Where are you?" he asked, picking up a pack of cigarettes

and lighter.

"Joe Miller's. I'm here with Deanne and Rachel from

Nicole's work. Would you like to come join us? I was going

to ask you after the funeral, but I couldn't find you."

Mitch put his lit cigarette in an ashtray and looked

out the kitchen window. "No, I don't think so. Nicole's

parents and relatives are at the hotel. I need to go over

there pretty soon. Are you going?"

"Yes, in a little while," Janet replied. "We just

stopped by here first to relax."

Mitch picked up his cigarette. "I'll see you there,

then."

"Wait, Mitch," she urged. "That's not the only reason I

called. What happened to you after the graveside service.

You just disappeared."

Mitch picked up the ashtray and sat at the table. "I

went looking for Baker, but he left before I could catch

him. Then I ran into Michaels, and by the time I was through

talking to him, Nicole's parents were ready to go."

"Russ didn't speak to you?" she exclaimed.

"No, I haven't talked to him since the night Nicole

died."
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"That asshole," Janet practically cried out. "Did you

know he took a date to the funeral?"

"What?" Mitch stood and began pacing the kitchen.

"Yes, you didn't see her? She sat at the back, but she

was impossible to miss. A tall blonde with big boobs. And

the tackiest dress with this plunging neckline. Somebody

said she's a Cowboys cheerleader. Can you believe that?

Taking a date to Nicole's funeral."

That didn't surprise Mitch, but Janet's anger was

beginning to affect him. He took a beer out of the

refrigerator and went back to the table. "Janet, I don't

want to think about that right now."

"I'm sorry, Mitch," Janet said, a faint slur to her

words. "It's just that I'm upset and have a had a drink, or

two. But still," the edge back in her voice, "he's supposed

to be your friend. Friends don't do that sort of thing."

"You're right," Mitch replied, setting the beer can on

the table and slowly turning it. "They don't, but right now

I could care less--"

"I know. I know," Janet interrupted. "Just one more

thing that's been bothering me, and I'll quit talking about

Russ."

"What?" Mitch asked, thinking of the red scratch on

Baker's neck.

"When we talked the night Nicole died, you said Russ

had told you Nicole was drunk. Right?"
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Mitch got up and walked to the window. "He said she'd

been drinking and that she was upset about Twylight."

"That's what I thought," Nicole said. "But Nicole

didn't sound drunk when she called me from the bar. And she

didn't have time to get drunk afterward."

"Who knows, maybe she had a drink at his place." Mitch

walked around the table and picked up the beer can. "You

know she couldn't hold her liquor." He began to drink but

stopped. "What are you getting at?"

"Something about Russ bothers me, especially after

today," Janet replied. "Doesn't that deal about the contract

sound strange to you?"

Mitch sat down the can. "What contract? What are you

talking about?"

"You don't know?" Janet shot back. "That's why Nicole

went to his house. He'd revised your contract, and Nicole

was going to take it home. He didn't tell you?"

"No," Mitch said, stunned. "He said she was there to

pick up some work. Why didn't you tell me this before?"

"Nicole had just died. I didn't think of it then,"

Janet said, apologetic. "Then I didn't want to tell you

yesterday before the funeral. But after what happened today

. . . Well, I just had to tell you. Why would Russ lie? It

doesn't make sense?"
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Mitch began moving across the kitchen toward the phone.

"It sure as hell doesn't. Thanks for telling me. I really do

appreciate it, but I've got to call Russ."

"OK," Janet said softly. "I'm sorry about all this.

Everything. I feel bad because this is Nicole's day. We

should be talking about her."

"You're right," Mitch said. "I'll see you at the

hotel."

"Bye," Janet whispered.

Mitch hung up and dialed Baker's number, but getting

the answering machine, he called the stadium with no luck,

as well. After slamming down the receiver, Mitch started

toward the living room but stopped in the doorway, deciding

to stay in the kitchen where there was more light and no

family pictures. He sat at the kitchen table and lowered his

head into his hands.

This is Nicole's day. He silently repeated Janet's

words, but they were accompanied by the site of Baker at the

funeral and the scratch on his neck. There are too many

questions, Mitch said to himself as he rubbed his eyes. Why

had Baker lied about why Nicole was at his house? Janet

could have misunderstood Nicole, since it seemed doubtful

his contract had been revised. Michaels would have mentioned

it after the funeral.

But the scratch on Baker was real. It was possible the

asshole could have made a pass at Nicole. Baker had always
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liked her, and he always had to have it his way, even more

so when he was drinking. But that didn't make sense, Mitch

admitted. Nicole could handle Baker, and she would have

easily laughed off a come-on from him. But what if she were

drunk? It was unlikely, but he didn't know for sure and

wouldn't until the police received her autopsy report. But

what about that scratch? It looked as if a fingernail had

made it. Was it Nicole's? The blonde's at the funeral? Or

someone else's?

It was more likely, as the police said, Nicole's wreck

was an accident. She could have braked to avoid a car and

lost control of the car. Or it could have been a blow out.

Or she could have reached down to fiddle with the radio, or

swerved to miss a dog, or. . . . He leaned back and rubbed

his eyes. He'd drive himself crazy if he continued thinking

this way.

Mitch jumped at the sound of the phone. He hesitated,

but realizing it could be Baker, picked up the receiver on

the second ring.

"Yes?"

"Sir, a collect call from Twylight Wilcox, will you

accept--"

"Yes," Mitch interrupted. "Twylight?"

"Daddy?"

It was a poor connection. "Twylight, are you okay?

Where are you?"
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"I'm scared. I want to come home."

"Darling, where are you? I can come get you."

"Chicago, someplace. I don't know. Near downtown

Chicago. Clark Street. I'm on Clark Street. Help me, Daddy.

I didn't take the drugs. This girl Darla forced me. Now they

won't let me go."

"They? Whose they?"

Twylight didn't respond, and Mitch heard traffic

nearby.

"Twylight?" he yelled. "Twylight, are you--"

"Daddy, I have to go."

"No. Don't hang up."

"They're coming," Twylight cried. "I miss you. Tell mom

I love her."

He didn't want to tell her about Nicole. Not now. But

he wasn't sure he'd ever get the chance again. "Darling, I

hate to tell you like this, but your--"

Mitch stopped when he heard a man's voice demand, "Give

me that." Twylight protested, "No, don't," then the receiver

slammed against something.

"Twylight," Mitch yelled. "Twy--" The line went dead.

"Damn." Mitch pressed the hookswitch with no success.

He called an operator, told her he'd been disconnected and

asked her the location and number of the pay phone. As he

waited for her to find out, he lit a cigarette. When she
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came back on the line, she started making excuses why she

couldn't trace the origin of the call.

He interrupted her. "This is an emergency, dammit. A

life's at stake. If you can't help me, get me someone who

can."

"You can talk to my supervisor," the operator replied.

"Fine, but hurry."

He had time to go to the table, take a drink of beer,

and burn half his cigarette before another woman's voice

came on the line.

"I'm sure you know the details of this emergency," he

began. "And I assure you it is an emergency. Since my

daughter called me collect, I'm sure you have some way of

tracing the call. My only question is, How fast will it

take?"

"Sir, I'm very sorry but--"

"Wait," Mitch broke in. "I don't want any more excuses.

I want something done, now."

"What you're asking would take hours, that is assuming

we could spare an operator to take the time to do it."

"In other words, you won't help."

"We can't, sir. I'm sorry, but--"

"You certainly are," Mitch shouted and hung up.

He leaned both hands against the wall and stared at the

phone. What could he do? He pushed himself off the wall,

snatched up the receiver, and dialed long distance
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information for the number of the Chicago Police Department.

He jotted down the number and called Chicago. After a

dispatcher put him on hold, he ground out one cigarette and

lit another as he waited for what seemed like five minutes

before a Sergeant O'Mally answered.

"My daughter's in trouble," Mitch began. "She's been

kidnapped and she's in Chicago. She just called. But she

needs help."

"Whoa, one thing at a time," the sergeant said. "What's

your name and address?"

"My daughter needs help," Mitch said. "She was just

assaulted. Just a minute ago at a pay phone in Chicago. On

Clark Street. She called from a phone on Clark Street.

That's all I know."

"Sir," the sergeant said, "I need some information

first. Now, what's your name and your daughter's name? And

where do you live?"

Mitch put his cigarette into an ashtray and shifted

hands on the receiver. "I'm Mitch Wilcox. My daughter's name

is Twylight. I live--"

"Wait," the sergeant interrupted. "How do you spell

that?"

"Spell what?" Mitch shot back.

"Your daughter's name."

"Twylight," Mitch replied. "Just like it sounds."

"OK, go on."
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"I live in Dallas."

"Dallas, Texas?"

"Yeah," Mitch shot back and picked up his cigarette.

"Look, I'm calling long distance. I'm in Dallas. My daughter

called me from a pay--"

"Mitch Wilcox?" the sergeant blurted out, suddenly

friendly. "The Mitch Wilcox who pitches for the Dallas

Stars?"

Mitch blew out a long stream of smoke. "Yeah, that's

right."

"What do you know," the sergeant exclaimed. "Mitch

Wilcox. I've always liked you. Too bad you guys aren't going

to catch the Sox."

Mitch ground out his cigarette. "Listen," he said,

"this is an emergency."

"Sorry," the sergeant said. "Now, where were we? Oh,

yeah. Have you reported this to the Dallas police?"

"What the hell for?" Mitch blurted out. "She's in

Chicago, for christ's sake. She was kidnapped in Port

Arthur, Texas, and taken to Chicago. I told you, I just

talked to her."

"Do you know where she called from?"

"I just told--" Mitch ran his hand through his hair.

"Somewhere on Clark Street. She was at a pay phone, and

these people, whoever they are, forced her to hang up."
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"How do you know where she was calling from? Did she

tell you?"

"Who cares," Mitch snapped, and he began to pace the

floor. "I called the operator. Aren't you going to get

somebody out there?"

"Of course," the sergeant said, impatient. "But first,

I have to check this out. Just give me your phone number,

and I'll call you back--"

"There isn't time for that," Mitch said. "She needs

your help now, not a goddamn hour from now."

"I'm sorry, Mr. Wilcox, but I need more information,"

the sergeant offered. "We need a physical description,

criminal records, if any. Is she a runaway? If you can tell

me again where she was kid--"

"Forget it."

Mitch slammed down the receiver. He quickly got

Benoit's phone number out of his billfold and called Port

Arthur. Benoit was out of the office, and Mitch reluctantly

gave the information to Broussard.

"Those other people were probably McAfee's friends,"

Broussard explained. "Some of her friends from Ohio were

supposed to have moved to Chicago."

"If you know that, why haven't the Chicago police found

them? Or does' Chicago know? That sergeant didn't know shit."
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"They know," Broussard said, a harder edge to his

voice. "So does the DEA. But we just found out today, but

Chicago's a big place."

"But you have their names and that street name I gave

you," Mitch said. "That should help."

"Some," Broussard muttered. "But there's no record of

McAfee's friends living in Chicago. No address, no telephone

number, no employer, nothing. They're either using an alias

or living with someone we don't know about. Or they're not

even in Chicago and McAfee hooked up with somebody else. But

that's doubtful."

"Doubtful?" Mitch began to pace again. "Then,

basically, you don't know shit, either."

"Basically."

"Great. Since you guys won't get off your butts, I

will. I'm going up there."

Broussard paused before replying. "That wouldn't be a

good idea. Listen," he said, his voice not as sharp, "I know

this is rough. I read about your wife's death in today's

paper. But you have to realize there are hundreds of

runaways in Chicago. And even more drug cases. Fortunately,

now that we have proof they crossed state lines, the FBI

will be in on it."

"That might not matter," Mitch said, "unless you quit

wasting time with me and call Chicago. Maybe they'll listen

to you."
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"Right," Broussard replied. "You might like to know

Lyle's back in custody. We arrested the two men who fled the

drug buy. They identified Lyle and signed a statement that

he was buying cocaine."

"Has Lyle say anything?" Mitch asked.

"No, not yet. He's waiting for his lawyer, but, I doubt

he'll post the bond that's going to be set this time."

"That's good news," Mitch said.

"Damn right," Broussard retorted. "Well, I'd better go.

But remember, don't go to Chicago. Understand?"

"Yeah," Mitch said and hung up.

Mitch lit another cigarette and paced the kitchen

floor, pausing every so often to drop ash into the sink. He

didn't have any choice. He had to go to Chicago as soon as

possible. He wasn't going to play tonight, anyway, and he

would worry about the next game if the Stars won tonight.

Nicole was gone; he couldn't do anything about that. But he

wasn't about to lose Twylight too without doing whatever he

could to find her. He took the phone book out of a cabinet,

sat at the table, and began searching the listings for

airlines.



CHAPTER 21

THE SEARCH

For the first time since sitting down, Mitch took his

eyes off his magazine and surveyed the gate area. More

people would be making the flight to Chicago than he had

hoped, and although the first boarding call hadn't been

announced, people were lining up in front of the gate. As he

scanned the large group of people, a few eyes met his.

Fearful of being recognized, he picked up his cigarette and

went back to his magazine.

He had found several years ago that reading, or the

appearance of it, was the best means to fend off people in

an airport. Charter flights-- which more and more teams were

taking exclusively now--ruled out that problem. The Stars--

citing expenses as an excuse--booked charters only for late-

night getaways, making practically every trip to.the airport

an exercise in fear and loathing. Some ballplayers tried to

sleep, but small, uncomfortable airport chairs made that

nearly impossible. The younger players carried portable

cassette players and wore headphones--a trend that didn't

interest Mitch.

There was a way to read, and every ballplayer, if he

wanted privacy, learned to master it. It had to be done

intently, never casually. Merely turning pages invited an

366
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interruption. Yet, nothing, he had learned, would deter a

brazen few--normally autograph hounds. Groupies and jock

sniffers generally were too casual to be rude or overly

aggressive. But unlike them, people seeking autographs knew

no bounds. They thought it was a ballplayer's duty to sign

anything and everything at any time. He didn't mind obliging

children, if there weren't too many, but adults aroused his

disdain, which he couldn't hide and which made him and the

fan uncomfortable. It was better to ward off everyone.

Today, not in the mood to read, he stared at a page and

waited for the boarding to begin. After everyone had found

their seats, he would slip into his in first class, order a

scotch, and concentrate on one thing and only one thing--

Nicole. During the twenty minute drive to the airport, he

had managed at least to get his thoughts in order. Since he

couldn't do anything about Baker until he returned to

Dallas, he wouldn't worry about him. The same applied to the

team. He'd left a message with Michaels' secretary, but he

didn't care what Michaels thought. Or Hardin. They could

wait. He'd be back tomorrow, maybe.

He glanced at his watch. It was nearly four o'clock. He

wished he could have made the three o'clock flight, but that

was impossible because he had to stop by the hotel and say

goodbye to Dot and Ben and, out of politeness, listen to

their arguments why he shouldn't go to Chicago. To his

surprise, Ben was the one who put up more resistance. Dot
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objected initially but soon became quiet as Ben tried to

dissuade him. His face flushed from the scotch and soda he

gulped every so often, Ben dismissed Mitch's reasoning with

a wave of his beefy hand.

"I know you think you don't have any choice," Ben

asserted. "I'd be hell bent to do the same. Any father worth

his salt would." He paused to take a healthy bite out of his

drink. "That's why I feel I have the right to tell you not

to go."

Mitch began to protest at that point, but Ben held up

his hand to stop him. "Now, Mitch, just take a second to

think about this. You're reacting out of desperation. For

one, you're worried sick about Twylight. We all are, okay?

Plus," he paused to take a deep breath, "you just buried

your wife today." At that, Dot took Ben's hand and leaned

against him. He kissed her head and continued. "All I'm

saying, Mitch, is you're just taking on more frustration and

hurt by going up there. Let the police handle it. Stay here

with us."

Then he and Dot listened as Mitch explained why he had

to go. They nodded as he told them why he felt responsible

for Twylight's unhappiness and why he owed it to Nicole to

make the effort to find Twylight. When he finished, Dot

rubbed her teary eyes on Ben's coat sleeve and gazed at

Mitch. He remembered her look, understanding and sympathetic
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and so similar to Nicole's it sent chills through him. Ben

drained his drink, and an odd smile crossed his face.

"Good, Mitch. I'm glad you didn't let me talk you out

of going. I'm sorry, but I had to find out if you meant it

or if you just felt like it was the thing to do." As he let

out a nervous chuckle, Dot hit his forearm. He hugged her

and looked back at Mitch. "But we're not leaving now. We're

staying here until we know Twylight's safe."

In response to Mitch's questioning look, Dot nodded and

hugged Ben, yet all the time holding Mitch with her eyes. He

felt her eyes on him as he handed.his house key to Ben and

made sure Ben understood the directions to Mitch's house. He

felt her watching him as he shook Ben's vice-like hand. When

it came time to say goodbye to Dot, Mitch intended to return

her firm hug, yet something inside him prevented him from

embracing her. Instead, he patted her on the back and walked

quickly from the room.

Mitch lit a cigarette, took one puff, then ground it

out next to another one that was still smoldering. The

boarding call for first class passengers came over the

intercom, and Mitch closed his magazine. People were

gathering their bags and moving toward the already long

line. Mitch lit another cigarette and watched as more and

more people bunched up around the gate, jockeying for

position, moving stiffly, shuffling, bumping into one

another. It was a familiar scene, one he had seen hundreds
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of times before but never thought much about. But today it

sickened him. The people looked pathetic, like cattle

heading to slaughter. For that, for their stupid behavior

and lack of dignity, he hated them.

After the second boarding call and the last passenger

had disappeared through the doorway, he put out his

cigarette and watched the plane through the bank of windows,

waiting for the final boarding announcement. A few minutes

had passed when he heard his name over the intercom. He

waited for the message to be repeated, then he carried his

overnight bag to the ticket counter. The clerk--an eager-to-

please brunette--pointed to a courtesy phone directly across

from the gate, and he left his bag for her to watch and

hurried over to the phone.

"Hello."

"Mitch," cracked Michaels' voice, "what the fuck are

you doing?"

"I guess you got my message."

"No shit! What's this crap about you going to Chicago?"

Mitch described Twylight's call and his plan to search

for her.

"Kidnapped?" Michaels exclaimed. "Shit," he said in a

softer tone, "I didn't know that. Anyway," he resumed,

louder, "let the police take care of it. You can't do

anything."
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The announcement of the final boarding came over the

PA, and Mitch turned and looked across the walkway at the

clerk, who, it seemed, had anticipated his response. "You

have about five minutes, Mr. Wilcox," she said, smiling and

holding up an outstretched hand.

"Rick," Mitch said, "the plane's about to leave. If we

win tonight, I'll be back tomorrow."

"The hell you will," Michaels declared. "You're not

going anywhere. You need to be home grieving your wife's

death, not flying to Chicago. It's a waste of time. Listen

to me, dammit. Don't get on that fucking plane."

"Don't fucking tell me what to do, Rick. This is a

family matter. I said I'll be back tomorrow."

"Mitch, you stubborn . . . Oh, fuck it. Go to Chicago.

Waste your time. But if you miss tomorrow's game, you can

kiss your career goodbye. You'll never pitch for anybody

again. That's my promise."

Mitch slammed down the receiver and stood staring at

the phone. Be cool, he told himself. The important thing was

finding Twylight. No one or nothing else mattered. They

could take their best shots, but he had to keep his head. He

took a deep breath before returning to the gate.

The clerk smiled as she handed him his bag. Then her

expression became serious. "I saw on the news. I'm sorry

about your wife and all."
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"Thanks," Mitch said. After taking a few steps toward

the gate, he looked back at her, and she smiled shyly and

waved. He shook his head as he trudged toward the open

double doors that led to the plane.

* * *

Sleep had not come--it rarely did on airplanes--yet

Mitch kept his eyes closed and felt the plane begin its

descent to O'Hare. The time before landing meant two things

to him: Either the team would be checking into yet another

hotel or he was returning home. Both situations caused

degrees of relief and anticipation. This time he felt

neither, and for what seemed like the tenth time, he

reviewed what he would do once in Chicago. First thing, he

would check with the police but held no hope they had found

Twylight. He would have to drive the streets of the Near

North Side and, like a television detective, show Twylight's

picture to store clerks. It sounded futile, especially since

it would be dark, but he didn't know what else to do.

At least he would have a guide. He didn't know what he

would have done if he hadn't been able to catch Cap Stanton

before he left Wrigley Field. Although the telephone

connection was poor, due both to the poor phone at the

airport and the post-game ruckus in the Cubs' clubhouse, it

was good to hear Cap's voice. They had not talked in years--

probably not since Cap became the Cubs' pitching coach three

years ago--but Cap sounded his old self. His voice more
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raspy than ever, he was excited to hear from Mitch and was

genuinely sorry about Nicole's death. "Damn right, I'll meet

you at the airport," he had practically yelled.

As he replayed Cap's words, Mitch felt someone's

presence and opened his eyes: a small boy stared at him from

the aisle. The boy, about ten or eleven years old and

wearing a Stars cap and T-shirt, leaned against the empty

seat separating them and held out a pen and small piece of

paper.

"Mr. Wilcox, can I have your autograph?"

Mitch glanced around the first class cabin, but no one

showed interest in the boy and a flight attendant wasn't in

sight. The curtain separating first and second class was

closed.

"Please," the boy urged, extending the pen and paper.

"Where's your seat?" Mitch asked. "We're about to

land."

The boy dropped his hands on the armrest. "All I want

is your autograph."

Mitch looked around once more, then patted the empty

seat. "Come up here. You need to get out of the aisle."

After looking over his shoulder, the boy hopped up into

the seat and, after settling in, handed Mitch the pen and

paper, which turned out to be one of his baseball cards. The

picture on the front showed Mitch in his Cleveland uniform

and was a perfect shot of his follow-through: eyes on the
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catcher's target, left shoulder extended toward home with

his hand pointed down, and body bent at the waist.

That's it, he said to himself, looking at his legs.

That's the flaw. When he had watched the video of his

motion, something about his mechanics had bothered him, but

he hadn't been able to detect the problem. Now he knew. He'd

been bending his lead leg too much on his follow-through,

causing the ball to ride too high in the strike zone. In the

picture, his right leg was virtually straight.

He turned over the card and read the statistics from

his first three major league seasons. Each year he had

improved, and the stats of the third season showed why he

had been an All-Star: 18-9 record, 226 strikeouts and 2.89

ERA. The short bio called him "the most promising Indians

pitcher since the glory days of Bob Lemon, Early Wynn and

Bob Feller."

Mitch scoffed and turned his attention to the boy.

"Where'd you get this?"

"My dad gave it to me," the boy answered. "I didn't

know you'd been around so long." The boy's eyes widened,

embarrassed. "Cops." He covered his mouth with his hand.

Mitch smiled. "I didn't either," he said, taking the

top off the felt-tipped pen. "Where do you want me to sign

it?"

"The front's okay," the boy replied. "It's not worth

that much."
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Mitch feigned surprise, but the boy merely shrugged and

looked anxiously at Mitch and then the card. Mitch signed it

and handed it back. The boy eagerly accepted the card and

pen, and as he admired the autograph-- running his fingers

over it and saying, "Cool"--a flight attendant stopped

beside his seat. He hid the card in both hands and looked at

her innocently.

"Young man," she began, her hands on her hips, "is this

where you belong?"

The boy glanced at Mitch and then at her before looking

down and shaking his head. She smiled at Mitch, then

crouched and placed her hand on the boy's knee. "Why don't

we go find your parents? I'm sure they're wondering what

happened to you."

The boy, his head still bowed, began to slide off the

seat, but Mitch stopped him with his hand. "Do you want to

stay with me and talk baseball?"

The boy's eyes brightened and he nodded. "Good," Mitch

said and looked at the flight attendant. "If that's all

right with you."

"That's fine," she replied, smiling at Mitch as if he'd

saved the boy's life. She had beautiful blue eyes, but Mitch

sensed them becoming too friendly, and he looked at the boy.

"I'll tell his parents where he is," she said. She patted

the boy's knee and stood, glancing at Mitch before she

headed toward the back of the plane.
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After the boy watched the flight attendant open the

curtains and enter the other section, he turned to Mitch.

"Thanks," he exclaimed. "I've never been in first class.

This is cool."

Mitch helped him with his seatbelt, then buckled his

own. "What's your name?"

He looked up at Mitch and back down at the signature.

"Rusty."

"Well, Rusty, do you live in Dallas?"

Rusty had produced a plastic holder from someplace and

was sliding the card into it. "No, Fort Worth," he said,

practically mumbling. "We're going to my grandmother's

funeral in Chicago."

Mitch bent down to see Rusty's face. "I'm sorry about

your grandmother."

Concentrating on the card, Rusty ran a finger over the

signature. "I only saw her a couple of times," he replied

and faced Mitch, a sullen expression forcing out his lower

lip. "I wanted to go to the game tonight. My dad had tickets

and everything."

"There'll be other games," Mitch replied. "It's more

important that you go to your grandmother's funeral."

"Yeah," Rusty muttered, fumbling with the card. "I

know." Then he looked up, excited. "So, why aren't you at

the game? It's a big deal. You guys can catch Chicago."
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The plane banked hard to the right, and for a moment

Mitch looked out the window. Long, thin clouds clung to the

setting sun, and below the plane were rows of suburban

homes. When he turned around, Rusty was awaiting a reply.

"It's a family emergency," Mitch said.

"Kind of like mine," Rusty replied.

"Kind of," Mitch said, and both of them looked out the

window.

* * *

Since Mitch was the last passenger off the plane, only

one small group of people remained in the reception area

when he entered the airport. He and Cap spotted each other

at the same time. Standing in the middle of the concourse,

Cap faked surprise and then smiled broadly. Mitch shrugged

and made his way around the group of people welcoming a

passenger. Just as Mitch started to say hello to Cap, two

men in suits appeared from nowhere and stopped him.

"Mitch Wilcox?" the big one asked.

Thinking it was one of Cap's practical jokes, Mitch

looked at Cap, who had stopped a few paces behind them. But

Cap shrugged and shook his head, surprised. Mitch looked

back at the one who had asked the question. He was about

six-foot-three, with a pock-marked face and hard, dark eyes.

The other one--about Mitch's height--had short blonde hair

and sad, blue eyes. Both men were too serious, too official
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looking to be businessmen. They had to be police. Was it

Twylight? Had they found her?

Mitch looked back at the taller one. "Yeah?"

Neither he nor his partner answered. Instead, they

looked behind Mitch, where the people who were greeting the

passenger quit talking and moved away, some of them looking

back over their shoulders. On their heels, the flight crew

filed past. None of the crew looked at Mitch except for the

flight attendant from first class. She smiled and came over

to him.

"Excuse me," she said in a faint Southern drawl and

brushed back her fine, blonde hair. Her eyes touched on the

two men, then settled on Mitch, and she smiled a took a deep

breath. "I'm glad I caught you. I have something for you."

She reached into her purse, pulled out what looked like a

baseball card, and handed it to Mitch. "That little boy

wanted me to give this to you."

When Mitch accepted the card, he felt a piece of paper

underneath it but kept his eyes on the girl. "Thanks," he

offered. Looking at her blue eyes reminded Mitch of

Twylight. The flight attendant was at least four years

older, but her eyes were the same as Twylight's--expectant

and unsure. They seemed to seek approval and reject it at

the same time. She curled a corner of her mouth and walked

away, one heeled shoe placed squarely in front of the other.
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As the men watched her, Mitch looked at the card. It

was one of Cal Robinson, but Rusty had crossed out the

picture with his black pen. On the back was a message: "Mr.

Wilcox, thanks for the autograph. And I'm sorry about your

wife." Then he looked at the paper which had been torn to

match the size of the card. In large looping letters was the

name "Christy," the name of a hotel, and a room number.

Below the word "Dallas" was a phone number. Mitch shook his

head as he stuffed the card and paper into his pants pocket.

When Mitch looked up, both men were staring at him.

Behind them stood Cap, distracted.by the steady stream of

people in the concourse. Some slowed down to gawk at Mitch

and the two suits, and others filed hurriedly on both sides

of Cap.

"Mr. Wilcox," the taller one said as he reached into

his coat. "I'm Marx, United States marshall." He flashed his

badge and put it back into his coat. "This is Detective

Fleming of Chicago PD." Fleming showed his I.D.

Before either of them could continue, Cap moved to the

side of Marx. "What's going on, Mitch?"

"Who is this?" Marx snapped.

"He's my lawyer," Mitch responded.

Like a fastball high and tight, the remark knocked Marx

off stride. His eyes darted from Mitch to Cap, who tried to

gather his mussed hair, leather jacket air and faded blue

jeans into an air of authority. Regaining himself instantly,
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Marx stood up straight and his body stiffened. He turned and

smirked at Mitch, then wheeled on Cap.

"Sir," Marx said, fending off Cap with an open hand,

"this is a police matter. If you'll just step away for a

moment and wait until we've talked to Mr. Wilcox, then--"

"Wait a second," Mitch interrupted. Marx snapped his

head toward Mitch. "I said he's a friend. Now what's going

on? Is this about my daughter?"

Marx's eyes narrowed and he began to speak, but Fleming

butted in. "Holden," Fleming said, "let's get out of the

way."

Marx looked around the busy concourse and then glanced

at the adjacent gate area. It was full of passengers, some

of whom were staring at them. "Please," Marx said, motioning

to the hallway behind Mitch. After the four of them stopped

just beyond the open double doors, Marx confronted Cap.

"Sir, I told you this doesn't concern you. If you'll

please--"

"He's staying," Mitch commanded, drawing a cold stare

from Marx. When Mitch didn't back down, Marx smirked and

stole a glance at the stone-faced Fleming.

"Whatever," Marx conceded. "We don't have time to argue

about it."

Mitch's pulse raced. "What does that mean?" All emotion

was gone from Marx's eyes. "Have you found my daughter? Is

she OK?"
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Two airline employees in coveralls hurried by in the

direction of the plane. "No, I'm sorry," Fleming spoke up.

"We haven't found your daughter."

"What is it, then?" Mitch demanded.

Marx reached into his jacket and pulled out a piece of

paper folded in half. "I have a warrant here," he said,

holding it up for Mitch to see. "You're not under arrest, so

relax. But it gives me the power to get you on the next

plane back to Dallas." He paused to look at his watch. "The

plane leaves in fifteen minutes. It's gate thirty-nine, a

good walk from here, so we'd better get going."

He stepped aside and motioned for Mitch to lead the

way. Mitch slid his garment bag off his shoulder and lowered

it to the floor.

"Here, I'll help you," Marx offered, reaching for the

bag.

"No, don't," Mitch said, and he grabbed the strap.

"We're not going anywhere until I get an explanation. I

haven't done anything wrong. So what's this about?"

Marx sighed and glanced at his watch. "Even if we had

time, I couldn't tell you. An officer will meet you at the

airport in Dallas. Now, let's go."

Without awaiting a reply, Marx reached for Mitch's bag.

Mitch yanked it away, and as he put it on his other

shoulder, he tried to figure out why he was being shuttled

back to Dallas. Michaels couldn't be behind it; the police
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wouldn't listen to him. Was it about Nicole's cause of

death? That wasn't likely since the police were sure it was

an accident. Could it be the drug investigation? Maybe Lyle

had told the police something. But why did they need him?

Marx reached for Mitch's arm, but Mitch stepped away.

"I'm not. under arrest, right?" Marx nodded. "Then I've got

better things to do. Either you can explain this, or we can

go talk to your superior. But I'm not getting on that plane

for no reason. Even with the warrant."

Both Marx and Fleming made quick shuffling movements,

and Marx looked over his shoulder, then back at Mitch. His

face remained calm, but his eyes narrowed slightly. "You

want to be arrested? I can do that. Or you can return to

Dallas by yourself. The choice is yours. But you'd better

hurry up and make it."

Mitch looked at Cap, who shrugged and said, "Mitch, I

know what you're thinking, but you're wrong. This isn't one

of my practical jokes. It would be a beauty if it was. But

even I couldn't come up with a couple of characters like

these guys."

Mitch laughed and watched Marx and Fleming, both of

whom glared at Cap, who, unfazed, regarded them as if they

were two rookie pitchers angry over a lack of playing time.

Rebuffed, Marx fixed his glower on Mitch.
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"Time's up," he snapped. "Do we cuff both you

smartasses right now, or do you get on that plane? Either

way, I don't give a shit."

Mitch looked down and took a deep breath. He couldn't

remember being so mad, and it took all his strength to keep

from shaking. He ached to hit something, anything to

relieve the pressure, and Marx would do just fine. He

clinched and unclenched his hands, reminding himself to be

cool.

After taking a deep breath, he turned to Cap. "He

doesn't have much of a sense of humor, does he?" Cap

concurred. "Next time I come to Chicago, I expect a better

reception."

Ignoring Marx, Mitch picked up his bag, and he and Cap

entered the concourse. Mitch looked over his shoulder at the

two officers, grim, following close behind. "What gate?"

Mitch asked.

"Thirty-nine," Marx muttered.

Since it was a long walk to the gate--through the

terminal area and nearly the entire length of the west

concourse--Mitch had time to calm down enough to fill in Cap

about Nicole and Twylight. At first, he was distracted by

the presence of Marx and Fleming behind him and angered by

the looks he and Cap drew as they weaved through the crowds.

Trying to explain why the police wanted him back in Dallas

made him impatient. But once Cap accepted Mitch's
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explanation that it involved Twylight's kidnapping and the

drug arrest in Port Arthur, Mitch relaxed somewhat, enough

so that he could talk to Cap without looking over his

shoulder every fifteen seconds.

Cap made the telling of it all easier. Although his

tanned face was more creased and his tall, lanky body even

thinner than Mitch remembered, Cap was the same good friend

of five years ago. He still smoked as if his life depended

on it. And his cough had worsened-- deeper, harsher--and

Mitch caught himself worrying about it as he spoke about

Nicole and Twylight. Cap also listened closely. He shook his

head and swore, not out of politeness but obviously pained

by the news.

Once Mitch began talking, the words seemed to flow out

of him, as if one person in him was doing the remembering

.and another, outer person was doing the telling. Yet

gradually he noticed a change within himself until in time

he wasn't merely recounting facts--merely telling Cap about

Nicole's sudden death and Baker's mysterious role in it; the

arrest of Lyle, Twylight's kidnapping, and her frightened

voice on the phone--but he was experiencing everything as if

for the first time.

For two days, he realized, he had told people--

teammates, acquaintances, reporters--about Nicole and

Twylight. As he did it, he remembered feeling as if he were

reporting on news that had happened to someone else. Walking
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through the airport and seeing the hurt and compassion in

Cap's eyes changed all that. Cap's pain was directed 
toward

him. Cap was sympathizing with him. By the time they reached

the gate, Mitch found himself avoiding Cap's eyes. He was

relieved when Marx overtook him, holding up the ticket and

saying, "I'll take care of this," and went to the check-in

counter.

Passengers had begun boarding just moments before. The

waiting area was empty and a few people were having their

boarding tickets checked. As Marx took care of the ticket,

Mitch led Cap away from Fleming.

"Thanks for listening to all that," Mitch said. "It

helped."

Cap lit a cigarette and turning his head away to cough,

offered one to Mitch. Mitch winced at the watery hack and

shook his head.

"Yeah, I know," Cap replied.. "I'm trying to quit."

"Good," Mitch said, making a mental note to throw away

his cigarettes.

"Mitch, I was thinking," Cap said. "How would you like

some company? I don't have anything holding me here. The

season's over. And we stunk it up so bad I need to get out

of town."

"Cap, if we win tonight and tomorrow, I could be back

in town at the end of the week."

"Oh,"' Cap exclaimed, "that's right. I forgot."
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"Anyway," Mitch said, "what about your wife? Wouldn't

she want--"

Mitch stopped when Marx walked up to him. "Here you

go," Marx said, handing Mitch a ticket. "Enjoy the flight. A

detective will meet you in Dallas." He walked toward Fleming

but stopped. "Oh, if you guys play the Sox, good luck,

you'll need it." He winked at Cap and joined Fleming.

"Prick," Cap whispered.

Mitch looked back at Marx and Fleming, both of whom had

their arms crossed, looking at Mitch. As Fleming nodded and

pointed at the gate, Mitch turned back to Cap. "Hell with

them. I've got a couple minutes," Mitch said in a normal

tone. "How is Carrie? I never got a chance to meet her."

Cap began to reply, but began coughing so bad that he

bent over, the veins in his neck straining against the brown

skin. When he straightened, his face was red and eyes were

wet. "You never met Helen, either."

"Helen?"

"I married Helen a few months after Carrie and I

split," Cap said. "I thought we sent you an announcement. We

were married about six months ago, at spring training."

Mitch shook his head and smiled. "What?" Cap asked. His

laugh bled into a cough.

"How many is that, three?" Mitch asked. "There was Mary

in Cleveland, then Carrie, now Helen?"
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"Four," Cap said, deadpan. "You forgot Bonnie. We split

before you got to Cleveland. I can't help it," he admitted,

holding out his long arms. "I keep falling in love. And I'm

not hurting them. I tell them beforehand that I can't

promise how long we'll be married." He paused to glance

toward the two police. "It's my wisdom they want," he said

with a slight smile. "They're all a lot younger. They make

me young, and I prepare them for the world. It's a good

system. Everyone wins."

Cap's eyes were bright, and as always he was quick to

smile. At the same time, Cap seemed hell bent on destroying

himself. Aside from his smoker's hack, Cap had the look of a

booze hound. Beneath his tan, large, red veins lined his

nose. His eyes were bloodshot, and his breath carried the

sweet odor of liquor.

As Mitch worried about his friend, he heard the final

boarding announcement. Over his shoulder, Mitch watched Marx

check his watch and Fleming put his hands on his hips.

"Doesn't it get old?" Mitch said to Cap. "Going to bars,

dating, getting wedding licenses?"

Cap shrugged. "They find me." He dropped his smile and

became serious, remaining quiet until they stopped near the

gate. "Mitch, I hope to God Twylight comes out of this

okay."

The concern in Cap's eyes made Mitch glance away.

"Thanks." He reached into his pocket and pulled out the
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piece of paper the flight attendant had given him. After

shaking Cap's hand, Mitch gave him the paper and began

backing toward the exit.

Confused, Cap inspected the gift. "What the hell's

this?"

Mitch stopped. "Another prospect." Cap shrugged and

stuffed the paper into his jacket. "I'm sorry about this,"

Mitch said, motioning toward the two policemen.

Cap scoffed, waving off the comment. "Don't worry about

it." His brow creased and his stare prevented Mitch from

looking away. Mitch had never seen him so serious. "Take

care of yourself, Mitch."

"Thanks, again," he said and began backing away. "If I

come back to town tomorrow, I'll call. If not, I'll let you

know about Twylight."

Cap nodded and winked, and behind him, Marx and Fleming

stood with their arms crossed. After waving to Cap, Mitch

turned and entered the flightway. As he walked to the plane,

a wave of anger shot through him. It quickly washed away,

and a tired heaviness rolled through him. He couldn't feel

the floor, and it seemed as if he were seeing things with

someone else's eyes. This was the first time, he realized,

he had nothing to go home to.



CHAPTER 22

HEAD GAMES

"Drivin' that train, high on cocaine, Casey Jones you'd

better watch your speed. . . ." Darla and Byron quit singing

along with the Grateful Dead, and as if on cue, they yelled

"yeah" in unison, leaned out over the glass-top coffee

table, and slapped palms. Frank--hunkered down at one end of

the table, his thick legs somehow crossed--seemed quietly to

watch everything and nothing at all.

Then without speaking Darla lowered her head to the

table. There was one long, unbroken snorting sound, as Darla

inched the wound up one hundred dollar bill across the table

top. Byron followed suit. After Frank unfolded himself, he

consumed the final, thin white line, and without any wasted

motion, he fell -back, repositioning his brooding bulk. All

three tipped up their Michelob chasers.

Twylight, balled up in a corner of the small apartment

living room, watched them. Sitting on a mattress, she had

her chin propped up on her knees and her back pressed

against one of the long walls. Three feet of orange shag

carpeting separated the mattress from the coffee table.

Darla sat on the floor with her back to Twylight. Bryon, who

faced Darla, was slumped into the couch braced against the

far wall. Frank's profile loomed in front of Twylight, about

389
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six feet away. All three looked down at their beer bottles

and nodded to the jerky, rolling rhythm of the Grateful

Dead.

Since nobody was speaking, Twylight let her eyes drift

around the room. A naked light bulb overhead showed the

smudges and cracks on the white plaster walls. Although

familiar with the room, Twylight saw another crack or

different patch of off-color paint each time she scanned the

walls. This time she noticed a crack running from the

ceiling to the top of the doorway that led to the bathroom

and the two bedrooms. Beside the front door there was a

yellowish round spot about the size of a man's fist. The

brown finish on the door was dull, and splinters showed

through, stretching from the door knob to the latched chain.

At the foot of the mattress, a large, new television

and Darla's portable stereo were stacked atop a cinder

block. Behind the television stood Twylight's blue suitcase,

and leaning against it was the sign from Port Arthur. "Janis

Joplin's Home." She stretched forward, turned over the sign,

then settled back against the wall, hugging her thighs to

her chest.

She looked at the back of Darla's bobbing head and

waited for someone to speak. Something, she was sure, had

been planned for tonight. At least she had been sure of that

an hour ago when Darla and Frank returned. When they came

in, they seemed nervous and preoccupied. Frank took Bryon
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into the bedroom, and Darla went to the bathroom and then

disappeared into the kitchen without speaking. A few minutes

passed before Byron came into the living room looking more

nervous than normal.

Now, a round of beer and a hundred dollars of cocaine

later, Twylight was more worried than curious. No one had

mentioned any plans, and all three still were acting as if

she weren't there. She was beginning to think they were

acting this way because of what she had done this afternoon.

She didn't care. If she had the chance to call home again,

she would. Yet knowing she wouldn't get a second chance and

remembering how Frank swore she wasn't setting foot out of

the apartment again, she pressed her head against her knees

and squeezed her legs, telling herself not to cry.

The feeling quickly passed, followed by an aching

weakness. She couldn't believe how quickly she had slipped

into this hell. A few days ago, when she and Rob left

Dallas, she was happy. It was like she was just beginning to

live. Now, this smelly mattress and the dingy, cracked walls

were her home. Peering down at the soiled sheet, she felt

dirty, not just on her skin but inside, too. It was like

being in the room and breathing the air was rotting her body

from the inside out.

Closing her eyes, she tried to see herself at home, in

her room. But she couldn't concentrate. The music was too

loud. All she could think of was this afternoon and when
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Frank ripped the phone from her hand and how his fingers dug

into her arm as he led her back to the apartment. She had

been -too scared to scream for help. What a wimp she was. And

stupid. How could she have been so dumb, so many times?

First there was Rob, then Darla, and finally the wasted

phone call to her father. What else could go wrong? How much

more would she have to suffer for running away?

When an answer--dark, unsettling--began to take shape,

she blocked it out. If only she could have told her father

where she was. Why hadn't she paid closer attention to the

street signs? Because she was an idiot, that's why. Because,

for some weird reason, just by calling home she thought she

would solve all her problems. She actually had felt safe for

a split second when she heard his voice. But if she hadn't

known where she was, how was her father supposed to know?

Some kind of parent telepathy? Unbelievable. Before, all

through junior high and high school, he had never known

where she went and what she did. Why would it be any

different now?

The.rotting feeling became stronger insider her. Like a

black cloud, the filth spread from her stomach into her legs

and chest. Don't cry, she told herself, and she pushed her

forehead against her knees. If she totally fell apart, they

might never let her go. But if she showed them she could

keep it together, then they might believe she wasn't afraid

and wouldn't run to the police. Trembling, she squeezed her
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legs and hoped they were planning to release her. She had to

hope for that. She couldn't think about the alternatives,

not with Frank so mad at her.

She shuddered at the thought of him--his eyes not

caring whether she was dead or alive. For the first time,

she thought she might never see her mother again, and she

grit her teeth, trying to fight back the thought. Yet she

couldn't help thinking how deeply she had hurt her mother.

Her father was worried; she could tell that by the sound of

his voice. Feeling the tears well up, she ground her

forehead into her knees and prayed she would see her mother

again.

A loud bang made her look up. Then Darla pounded her

beer bottle on the table again. "It's Casey Jones time," she

exclaimed. "You know what that means?" She looked at Byron

and Frank and glanced back at Twylight, the stark light

bleaching out her already pale skin and accentuating the

glassiness of her large eyes.

"What?" Byron said in an affected, imbecilic monotone.

Slouched across the table from Darla, he looked like Elmer

Fudd's speed-freak son. His bicycle cap, which he wore

backwards and stretched over his small head, made his long,

black hair flair out at the sides. Long and pale, his face

resembled a half-gallon plastic jug of milk, except for his

pointed nose and adam's apple which, at that moment, pointed

like fingers at Darla. When Darla didn't laugh at his
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backwoods playacting, he leaned back against the sofa and

pretended to sulk.

"Time for rails," Darla shrieked.

"Line em' up," Byron shot back. He licked his lips and

rubbed his hands together.

Both of them looked sideways at Frank. He sat there

like a dozing bear. His bushy, uncombed hair covered his

ears and the thatch of hair on his neck, and his scraggly

beard grew only under his chin. His fat cheeks and large

forehead acted like a vice pressing his dark eyes half shut.

Moving slowly, he pushed up an arm of his flannel shirt.

"Better make 'em big," he droned, his hairy collar moving as

the spoke. "We don't have much time."

Darla checked her watch. "It's only nine," she

protested. "We've got an hour before we have to be there."

Mindless of a reply, she dipped a teaspoon into the plastic

bag and heaped the cocaine onto the table, tapping the spoon

against the glass.

Frank eyed the white mound. "I want to get an early

start," he droned. "I don't trust Dickhead, Dicklick . .

whatever his name is. He was too stoned to give good

directions."

"Dickson," Darla shot back, her eyes aflame. "His

name's Lance Dickson. He's cool. I told you he's the only

one at reform school I could trust." Frank rolled his eyes.

"Fuck you, Frank," she snapped. "I'll get us there."
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"Whatever you say, your highness." He drank his beer.

Darla glared once more at Frank before tending to the

cocaine. A razor blade pinched between her thumb and index

finger, she worked intently dividing up the powder. When

finished, she tapped the blade clean and picked up the

rolled bill. "Hey, Twy,"" she called over her shoulder, "come

on up here. You can be first."

If she joined them, Twylight thought, they might tell

her their plans. She began to unfold her body, but Frank's

voice stopped her.

"The hell with her," he declared to Darla, then turned

on Twylight. "Set your bony ass down," his eyes squinting

even more than normal. "Ever since she called Daddy," he

said, turning back to Darla, "I don't have any time for

her."

"That's right, Darla," Bryon chimed in. He brushed back

his hair and looked at Frank and back at Darla. "She's a

drag, man," he complained to Darla. "She don't party. She

don't put out." His eyes strayed to Twylight, then snapped

back to Darla. "I don't know why you brought her--"

"Okay!" Darla exclaimed, exasperated. "I made a

mistake. I shouldn't have brought her. All right? I'm a bad

judge of character. So shoot me."

"Don't tempt me," Frank muttered.

Darla didn't look up while she tightened the roll on

the hundred dollar bill. Watching her, Twylight hugged her
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knees to her chest and told herself to be calm. 
She wanted

to scream at them for treating her like she didn't 
exist.

But she didn't dare say anything because of Frank. 
The tone

of voice he used with Darla--flat, like something dead in

him was speaking--reminded her of that afternoon when 
he

tore the telephone receiver from her hand and pulled her

into an alley. "I ought to break your neck." She heard his

words again and felt him twist her arm until she thought 
it

would break. As she rubbed her sore wrist, she tried to

steal a glance at Frank. He must have felt her eyes on him,

because he slowly turned his head. He looked right through

her and turned back toward Darla.

"If you wind that bill any tighter," Frank said. 
"It

won't snort."

Frowning,- Darla studied the bill. "It's perfect." She

looked through it at Frank, then turned to Twylight. "You're

up, Twylight."

When Twylight didn't move, Darla pleaded, "Oh, come on.

Forget these guys. Look," she said, motioning at the table.

"In your honor. It's a baseball diamond. Lines. Get it? So

step up to the plate and take a hit."

Twylight hesitated, heard no objections, then crawled

across the mattress. Reaching the edge, she lowered 
herself

onto her knees and shuffled forward. Suddenly, Frank's hand

knocked her off-balance, and she grabbed Darla's shoulder to

keep from falling over. "What the hell you doing? Get back
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over there," he ordered, pointing to the mattress. She sat

on its edge and hugged her legs. "I told you," he cautioned

Darla. "Now, hurry up. Let's do this and get out of here."

Twylight sat up. "Where are you going?"

"We're going to sell the rest of the coke," Darla

replied.. "You're coming, too."

Twylight was stunned. But before she could speak, Frank

stirred. "No she isn't."

"What?" Darla's long, oily hair whipped her face as she

turned to Frank. "We agreed to take her."

Frank shrugged. "I changed my mind."

"Why?" Darla said hotly.

"She pisses me off," Frank said and drank his beer.

"Well, isn't that too bad," Darla said. She turned to

Twylight. "Like I said. You're coming with us."

"I'll be god damned," Frank declared.

"Maybe," Darla shot back. "But it's my coke, so she's

coming."

Frank shrugged. "You two bitches go, then. Byron and me

are staying here."

Darla picked up the razor blade and threw it at Frank.

He let it bounce off his chest. "Why are you being such an

asshole? She won't hurt anything."

"She called Daddy once," Frank said. "I don't want to

have to deal with her."
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"You pussy," Darla said but got no reaction from Frank.

"What do we do then? Leave her here and let her raise all

kinds of hell until somebody finds her? You're stoned."

Frank smiled through clenched teeth. "Nobody's gonna

hear her."

"Why? What are you going to do?"

Keeping her eyes on the silent Frank, Twylight scooted

back against the wall. "I'll be quiet," she said.

"Sorry, Twy," Darla said, shaking her head. "We can't

trust you." She turned to Frank. "Since you're such a wuss,

I'll watch her. I got her all the way up here, I can handle

her to the South Side and back."

As Twylight listened, Darla's voice seemed faint,

distant, as if they were separated by a glass wall. Twylight

hugged her thighs to her chest and blinked, trying to focus

on something. Still, the room looked different, foreign, and

the three of them--even Darla--looked like strangers.

Someone moved. It was Frank. He was standing up. "I'm

getting the rope," came his words, and he passed in front of

her and walked out of the room.

"Relax, Twy." Darla had sat up on the edge of the

mattress. "He's bluffing. He's just trying to scare you.

When he gets back, I'll. . . . "

Darla continued talking--Twylight could hear her--but

she was listening to another voice. It was her father's.

They were together, sitting on the floor in the living room
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of their house. He had something in his hands. He was

showing her something and speaking, but she couldn't tell

what he was telling her. The memory was strong, though,

clear. His voice was deep but not angry, like she had done

something wrong and he was telling her how do to it right.

He was wearing blue jeans, and she could see the worn

leather of his cowboy boots. His brown, cracked hands were

big and gentle.

The memory vanished. Her heart racing, she looked up to

see. Frank coming at her. He had rope in one hand and a roll

of tape in the other. He stopped at the edge of the

mattress. "'Get away from the wall," he ordered, motioning

with the rope.

"Stop it, Frank," Darla yelled in the background.

Twylight clutched her legs tighter and pressed herself

against the wall.

"Okay, then. I'll move your ass," he said.

When he began to move, she uncoiled and scrambled to

the edge of the mattress. With her right hand, she grabbed

the wooden sign. She didn't get a firm grip, and as she

brought it up, it slipped out of her hand. As she reached

for it again, her head was yanked upward and pain burned her

scalp. Then, suddenly, she was thrown by her hair onto the

mattress. She rolled onto her back, located Frank's huge

form, and kicked at his kneecap. He stepped out of the way,
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grabbed her foot with both hands, and in one motion turned

her over and pulled her toward him.

He straddled her before she could work free. "Bitch."

He spit out the word. He drew both her arms behind her back

and pinned her hands hard against her spine. She thought her

wrists would break. "Had enough?" he growled. She relaxed

for a moment, then with all her strength tried to twist out

of his grip. All his weight came down on her hands and back.

"Ugh." The air went out of her, and her body went slack.

"That's better, bitch," he said.

From out of nowhere, Darla grabbed Frank and tried to

throw him off Twylight. With one arm, he pushed her away,

and came down even harder on Twylight. She gasped for air,

then he let up on her, enough so that she could breathe.

"You going to fight anymore?" She shook her head as well as

she could. "Wise choice," he said, and she felt the rough

rope bite into her wrists.



CHAPTER 23

REVELATIONS

The drive from the airport to downtown Dallas usually

took Mitch about twenty minutes. Detective Holden made it

from the northwest suburbs to the downtown canyon in ten

minutes. After the blinking lights of Reunion Tower came and

went, Mitch braced against the passenger door as Holden

braked once before banking the forest-green Ford through the

sweeping curve marking the interchange for three highways--

Stemmons, Interstate 30 and Highway 75. Because of increased

traffic, Holden slowed to fifty and merged onto 1-30 East.

The skyline opened up on their left. Dwarfed by new

highrises of glass and chrome stood the old Mobil building

and atop it, the signature of downtown, the red Mobil

horse. Mitch had seen the glowing Pegasus logo countless

times, had looked for it driving home late from the park.

But tonight it seemed odd, unusually small but more distinct

than normal. A liquid crimson, it looked like a child's

forgotten toy, tossed aside for the bigger, newer toys that

surrounded it.

It was a strange thought, he admitted, but not that odd

considering how he felt: tired but wide awake, drained from

emotion spent but nervous with bottled up physical energy.

401
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It was just the opposite of how he felt after a long road

swing. That was a good feeling: He was relaxed but alert,

completely exhausted yet looking forward to going home.

Home. It was just a word now. With Nicole gone and with

Twylight only God knew where, home didn't mean anything. It

was just a house he didn't want to be in, especially with

Ben and Dot there. He wasn't up to explaining what happened

in Chicago. He didn't want Dot's sympathy or Ben's strained

attempts at humor. Least of all, he dreaded seeing them

again. They reminded him of Nicole, of his marriage and

family, and of his failure at both.

Looking over his shoulder, he caught a last glimpse of

the Mobil horse before it disappeared behind a building.

With downtown behind them, the ballpark was about ten

minutes away. As he had done on the flight to Dallas, he ran

through the possible scenarios that would warrant his

presence. As before, he kept coming back to Grimes--greedy,

selfish, a liar, willing to use anyone and anything to turn

a quick buck. His filthy drug scheme had destroyed Mitch's

family. The bastard.

A restlessness surged in him, and taking a deep

breath, he told himself to calm down, that Grimes finally

was going to pay. The uneasiness mounted. What was it?

Anger? Worry? Frustration? He sensed only a unfamiliar

nervousness that made him physically ache, in his stomach

and deep into his chest. The more he thought about it, the
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more it surged. Weakening, his head beginning to pound, he

had to distract himself.

He shifted in his seat, glanced at Holden, the small

lights of the city, the taillights ahead. He felt for his

cigarettes, realized he hadn't bought any and wished he had.

He latched on to the desire for a cigarette, comforted

somewhat by the familiar tug of the craving for nicotine:

clammy hands and ringing ears, a faint burn at the base of

his throat. Then his wanting a cigarette evoked the frail

figure of Cap, doubled over in the airport, hacking and

wheezing and then wiping the water from his barroom eyes.

That memory tapped into another one. Cap faded,

replaced by Jones in the Seattle locker room just after he'd

been released by Michaels. The memory was clear and strong,

as if it had happened yesterday. Mitch would never forget

the look on Jones' face, sad but also relieved that he was

going home to his family. "Don't take it too serious." Jones

warned, speaking about the game. At the time, Mitch knew

what Jones was saying--play the game but love your family,

not the other way around--but now, after seeing Cap, Mitch

understood.

Cap was a baseball man, through and through. The booze

and cigarettes, even the young brides, all were diversions,

props to fill the empty hours away from the ballpark. As

with most players, that hadn't always been the case with

Cap. When Mitch first knew him, Cap was faithful to his
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first wife and bragged about how his son would be a better

pitcher than his old man. No one bitched about the travel

and long season more than Cap. Gradually, Cap changed. He

quit talking about his son. He stayed out later and drank

more on road trips. A season later, he divorced and gave his

wife custody of his boy, claiming he didn't have time to

care for him.

The change, Mitch realized, began when Cap saw his

career coming to an end. He lost the pop on his fastball and

was moved from the starting rotation to the bullpen. Mitch

shook his head and stared out his window. The truth of

Jones' words sounded stupid it was so simple: When people

start to lose something they love, they hold on tighter. Cap

chose baseball; Jones his family.

How could he have been so stupid, so blind? Nicole and

Twylight, each in her own way, reacted out of fear of losing

love. Nicole dug in and lashed out; Twylight went searching

for love. Now, Nicole was gone, and even if Twylight were

alive, it looked like he had lost her too. Why hadn't he

stopped things before they spun out of control? Had he

believed he could manage a family as he did his career? Just

practice the mechanics, and everything would take care of

itself? That was probably part of it. The main reason,

though, lay in Jones' simple words. He had worked harder at

baseball than he had keeping his family together.
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Yet he knew it wasn't baseball that ripped them apart.

It wasn't the new contract offer. It sure as hell wasn't

Grimes. Mainly, almost exclusively, it was his fault. He

thought he could have it both ways. Now, he had nothing.

Yes, he could still play ball, but he didn't give a shit

about that right now. Shaking his head, he stared into the

night. The nervous, dull ache swelled and pounded through

him.

"Mr. Wilcox?" Holden's voice came from far way. "You

all right?"

Staring ahead, Mitch blew out a stream of foul, stale

air. "No, not really." He turned slowly, surprised by

Holden's concerned expression. "I'll be okay. You got a

cigarette."

"Sorry, no," Holden replied, apologetic. "Don't smoke."

He shrugged, his face round, expectant, like a little

brother's. His thick shoulders and neck, though, belonged to

a weightlifter. "I wanted to know if you wanted to listen to

the game. I was in such a hurry, I forgot. We should be able

to catch the last couple innings."

"Sure," Mitch replied, looking away and locating the

lights of Stars' Stadium, a hazy crown on the southeast

horizon. Holden turned on the radio, lingered on a George

Strait song for a few beats, then punched a button and

kicked up the volume on the unmistakable sounds of a ball

game. All hell was breaking loose. The excited announcer,
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Sal Campari, screamed over the din of the crowd. "Just

listen to these fans," Campari yelled. "I've never heard

anything like it in five seasons here. Incredible. Big-time

baseball has arrived in Dallas. I just wish my partner, Jack

Brinkman, could be a part of it. The old trooper tried to

gut it out, but he just got too sick and had to leave

between innings. Jacky, wherever you're listening, we miss

ya."

Poor Brinkman, Mitch thought. Sick, in his case, meant

hungover or drunk, or both. Jack was a good man, but he

loved his bourbon as much as baseball. Old-timers still told

stories of Jack's days as a pitcher in the old Texas League.

On road trips, he always took up two seats, one for himself

and the other for his portable bar. Several times the team

was late for games because Jack had forced the bus driver to

make sidetrips for booze and ice. The managers didn't say a

word either. That's when the storyteller spoke in a reverent

tone. Jack, a farm boy with shoulders like an ox and hands

like vice grips, was as gentle as a well-fed heifer. But

when he wanted a drink, he could be as mean as a hungry cur.

And before every start--not before warm-ups, the old-

timers swore, but seconds before he took the mound--Jack

knocked back three shots of Jack Daniels. "Three shots,

three strikes." All that bourbon doused the fire in his

fastball, and he lasted just two seasons in the bigs. A

veteran of rehab programs, Jack held a job because he rarely
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got drunk while on the air, and even when he did, he still

could analyze a game better than any announcer and most

managers. Campari, on the other hand, had passable baseball

smarts, but he kept his job because he was a willing

mouthpiece for management.

"You gotta love it," Campari announced. "It's just the

top of the eighth, but everyone in the park knows the Stars'

whole season could come down to this last out. Chicago's

already won, five to one over Oakland. The score's on the

scoreboard for everyone to see. You know Hardin Rhodes

hasn't had to say a word to his players. They know what

stands between them and the franchise's first AL West

pennant. If they lose tonight, there isn't a tomorrow."

As Campari paused, Holden perked up. Looking more like

a college kid than a cop, he took a hand off the wheel, and

his gaze danced about the car, to Mitch, the radio, and the

road, then back to the radio. Judging by the lights, Mitch

guessed the stadium to be about five minutes away.

"No one," barked Campari, drawing Mitch back to the

radio, "knows the gravity of the situation more than Casey

Grimes. After walking John Wathan to load the bases, Grimes

has been the epitome of grace under pressure. And what

pressure. The Stars don't have another reliever available.

Three have thrown tonight. Louis Alozar has a sore shoulder,

and Rod Dombrowski threw five innings last night. As

everyone knows, Mitch Wilcox isn't available. In an
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emergency, Hardin Rhodes could call on a starter. That would

be a last-ditch effort, though. I have to believe this is

Grimes' game to win or lose. And so far, he's thrown with

only one thing in mind--to protect the Stars' slim three-two

lead.

"Willie Wilson is gone--the victim of a called third

strike, a knee-high fastball that painted the outside

corner. At first, it looked like the next hitter, Hal McRae,

hit a fly ball deep enough to left to score the runner from

third. But the wind knocked it down, and K.C. wasn't about

to test Cal Robinson's gun.

"But, folks," warned Sal, the crowd noise mounting,

"Grimes hasn't faced a batter like George Brett. The Royals'

superstar is two-for-three tonight, and he comes into this

at-bat hitting .a scary .345. Since Brett's a lefty, you know

Hardin Rhodes would love to call on Wilcox. Mitch is one of

the few pitchers in the league who owns Brett. But since

that option isn't open, Grimes is the man."

Mitch turned and gazed out his window. He couldn't

believe it, but a part of him wanted to be at the park,

prepared to pitch if need be. The pull was so strong he

could imagine what it would be like to be there: the thunder

rolling out of the stands, the bright lights, the dirt, the

grass, the feel of the ball in his hand. Even his stomach

burned. Yet superimposed over every sensation were thoughts

of Nicole and Twylight. He wanted to think about them, not
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the game. He tried to hold on to them, even though they were

slipping farther back in his mind.

"Here's what Grimes faces," Campari continued. "Brett

is a three eighty-five lifetime hitter against Grimes. He's

also one of the greatest clutch hitters ever to play the

game. Who, can forget his three home runs against the Yankees

in Game 3 of the 1978 ALCS. But you can be sure Grimes isn't

thinking about that. All he's thinking about is getting

Brett out. With the bases loaded, a base hit is sure to

score one run and probably more."

Mitch sensed Holden looking at him, but he didn't feel

like talking. As the crowd noise increased, Mitch bent

forward and rested his chin on his hands.

"I don't have to tell you what's happening," Campari

practically shouted. "You can tell by this deafening roar

that Brett is stepping into the batter's box. Now he's

holding up his hand for time-out as he digs in. The infield

is back, with third and first cheating slightly toward the

lines. The outfield is deep and shaded slightly for Brett to

pull. Only Robinson in left is playing Brett straight away.

And Grimes, I've never seen him so intense. He was checking

the runners, but now he's staring a hole right through Hoss

Jackson's mitt. Oh, here we go. Brett just dropped his hand.

We're ready for the pitch."

Mitch, noticing his palms were sweaty, wiped them on

his pants. For three days, he hadn't thought about pitching,
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but now he wanted to be on the mound. He could taste it--the

crowd, Brett coiled and his bat cocked back, the chatter in

the infield[. It didn't matter he had been in a slump.

Come on, Grimes, he said to himself. You're an asshole,

but you've got to do it. Throw that slider inside and low.

It has to be low, and it has to break down, not flatten out

like that weak shit you normally throw. Then go outside with

that fastball. But keep it on the corner or outside--don't

let it drift out over the plate.

"Grimes gets the sign from Jackson," Campari said,

"winds and delivers . . . strike one! That was Brett's home

run cut, but he swung over that slider. Grimes isn't wasting

any time. He demanded the ball from Jackson. Now he's

staring down Brett, challenging him to get back into the

box.

"Brett's ready now. The runners have short leads, but

Grimes couldn't care less. He takes the sign, rocks and

throws . . . ball? Oh, that was a beautiful fastball that

seemed to hit the outside corner. The fans thought so. Just

listen to the boos. Grimes wanted that one, too. Boy, did

he. He's hot. He received Jackson's toss with a slap of his

glove and stared hard at umpire Bill Stemple."

Typical, Mitch said to himself. Brett's strike zone is

narrower that anybody else's. Keep cool, Grimsey. Don't

overthrow. You need a strike, but don't go to the well
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again. Brett will be waiting on that outside fastball, so

come inside with it. Tie him up. Don't let him extend."

"Looks like that call got to Grimes," Campari observed.

"He picked up the resin bag and immediately threw it down.

Then he stared at the runner Washington at third before

toeing the rubber. You can tell he wants a strike. He shakes

off Jackson once, but now he's ready. He kicks and delivers

. . . ball two. That slider missed badly. Two-and-one. Now

he has to throw a strike."

Mitch hit the door and pushed back against the seat.

"Not a slider." As he spoke, he noticed Holden was turning

the car down the exit ramp.

"What should he have thrown?" Holden said over

Campari's loud voice.

"A fastball. He got too cute," Mitch snapped as Holden

pulled onto the frontage road and slowed for a red light.

"Brett was looking . . . Hell with it, Grimes is about to

pitch again. But now he has to throw a fastball. Brett will

be sitting on it, too."

"This could be the most important pitch Grimes will

throw this season," Campari announced. "Going three-and-one

to Brett would be a death sentence. With a three-and-one

count this season, Brett is batting four--is that right?--

Jeez, an astounding four fifty-eight. A walk wouldn't be

much better. If the game goes into extra innings, Grimes'

arm could fall off. He had to go a tough two and a third
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innings last night, and he hasn't thrown more than three

innings in back-to-back games this season."

The traffic light changed, and Holden turned down the

narrow neighborhood street that lead to the stadium. "Come

on, Grimes," he urged, pounding his palm against the

steering wheel, then staring at Mitch. "You think he can do

it?"

Mitch shrugged, glanced up at the stadium's lights

several blocks ahead, then settled in on the radio.

"Brett's ready," Campari said, grave now, no longer

excited. "He looks like a taut spring in the box. Grimes

checks the runner at third, rocks and throws." The crack of

the bat sounded loud and full, and the crowd roared. "Oh,

no," Campari screamed. "Brett got all of that one. It's deep

to left center. Robinson is going back, back. . . . He has

to get on his horse. He caught it! An amazing catch against

the wall. Inning's over. Inning's over," Campari shouted

over the uproar.

Holden pounded the wheel again. "Wow." He exhaled in a

half-whistle and bounced his back off his seat. Looking like

a proud father, he smiled at Mitch. "Incredible, huh?"

Campari's voice broke in before Mitch could respond.

"Robinson literally outran that ball," Campari declared. "On

a dead sprint, he reached high over his head and backhanded

the ball just before he crashed into the wall. That'll go
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down as one of the greatest catches ever, every bit as good

at Willie May's over-the-head catch in the Polo Grounds.

"It saved two, maybe three runs and may have just

broken K.C.'s back. Now, if Grimes can hold them in the

ninth, the pennant will come down to the last day of the

season. To force a one-game playoff, Chicago will have to

lose and the Stars win. That's a tall order considering the

weakened shape of the Stars' pitching, but right now

anything seems possible."

"Damn," Holden breathed out, shaking his head. "If

Grimes was a cat," he said to Mitch, "he just lost one of

his lives. Maybe two."

"I didn't think he could do it," Mitch said.

"Really?" Holden said. "Seems like he always does. All

season, he's found a way to win."

Holden's respect for Grimes soured Mitch's stomach. If

Holden only knew, he thought, but he said, "You're right.

Grimes is a hell of a pitcher." He forced the words out of

the side of his mouth while letting his gaze drift across

the activity along the residential street. It was a black

neighborhood and poor, with adults staring out from small

porches and children playing in front yards that were more

dirt than grass. The sight of a portable radio balanced on a

porch railing made Mitch wonder if it was tuned to the game.

Thinking it probably was, he was reminded of a similar scene

from his childhood when he and his father listened to
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Cardinal games on their front porch. His dad always sipped a

beer and smoked, and he, only half-listening to Harry Carry

announce the game, would dream he was playing for St. Louis

and Harry was talking about him.

When he made the major leagues, every once in a while

he remembered those evenings on the porch, and sometimes

when he pitched, he heard Harry Carey's voice: "Mitch Wilcox

is in total command today. . . . Even with that blazing

fastball, he's pitcher, not your run-of-the-mill thrower.

. . Even though he's killing us today, its a joy, a real

joy, to see him work. . ."

Although Mitch tried to hold on to it, the memory of

his early days as a pro conjured up the span of his career.

The pitches and the games, entire seasons raced by, not like

scenes in a movie, but fast, unbroken, like a beam of light.

Then the headlong push of his career slowed, nearly stopped,

as if he were being forced to memorize the last couple of

weeks. One painful moment bled into another until he found

himself faced with the present uncertainty over what and who

awaited him at the ballpark.

The stadium lights loomed about three blocks away.

"Would you turn it off?" Mitch asked.

"What?"

"The game," Mitch replied, pointing at the radio.

"Please, turn it off."

"Why? What's wrong?" Holden said.
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"Wrong?" Mitch considered running down the list,

starting with the current situation. Judging by Holden's

expectant expression, Mitch thought better of it. He didn't

have the energy. "Nothing," he offered. "Nothing's wrong.

Just, just keep it on. We're about there anyway."

"Oh, how stupid." Realization lit up Holden's face.

"Sure, I'll turn it off." He did so, and staring ahead,

said, "I'm sorry I couldn't answer any of your questions

back at the airport."

"I understand," Mitch replied. "Don't worry about it.

I'll find out soon enough, anyway."

Nodding, Holden looked up at the lights directly ahead

of them. After doing the same, Mitch peered out his window.

No one was outside on this block. Cars sat beside the small

houses, the only signs of life being the faint glow of

lights in windows. Feeling his breath shorten and wanting a

cigarette, he filled his lungs with air and focused on the

stadium, which gradually came into full view.

* * *

A smattering of people, couples mostly, holding hands

or walking briskly side by side, were leaving the stadium as

Mitch and Holden covered the short distance from the car to

the restricted entrance, just off to the side of the main

ticket windows. Mitch, a step behind Holden, watched a young

couple coming toward them. Both wore shorts and t-shirts,

and the boy had his arm around the girl, about twenty with
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short, brown hair and a dark tan. Oblivious to anyone else,

they laughed and kissed, and after they passed, Mitch hung

on their private lilt as it trailed behind him.

Their laughter stayed with him until, from within the

stadium, the voice of the PA announcer blared the name of

the Stars' batter. The response of the crowd, a muffled

eruption, was trailing off as Holden and Mitch stopped in

front of the entrance. A guard, who sat behind the double

glass doors, stared blankly at Holden, who was reaching

inside his coat jacket. Before Holden could produce his

badge, the guard recognized Mitch. and quickly unlocked the

door.

Holden entered first and nodded as the guard held open

a second glass door while keeping his eyes on Mitch.

"How are ya, Mitch?" he smiled.

"Been better, Mike," Mitch responded, patting the

guard's shoulder as he passed. The guard slapped Mitch's

back and followed them inside. He started to speak, then

stopped, motioning to Mitch with one hand and putting the

other to a small earphone. He listened intently, then smiled

and took out the earphone.

He winced. "Damn. Ripley just fanned for the second

out," he explained to Mitch. "Looks like Grimsey won't get

any insurance runs. But the way he's throwing, looks like we

got this one in the bag."
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"Hope you're right." Mitch turned to follow Holden, who

was a few steps away, but the guard's voice stopped him.

"Mitch, I, uh," he said, looking at the floor as if

searching for the words. "I'm sorry," he resumed, to Mitch,

"you know, about everything. If there's anything . . ." and

he nervously inspected Holden.

Everything? The sound of that bothered Mitch, but he

let it drop. "Thanks, Mike. I appreciate it."

As they shook hands, the guard narrowed his eyes and

leaned in closer. "What's -up, Mitch?"

Drawing back, Mitch shrugged and walked after Holden,

who stood at the elevator. "If you pitch tomorrow," the

guard called out, "give 'em hell." Not bothering to turn

around, Mitch waved, then stepped up his pace.

As he neared the elevator, the doors opened, and Holden

stepped aside. Baker came out, followed by two men, both of

whom nodded at Holden. Behind them, bringing up the rear,

was the man Mitch had seen at the Port Arthur police

station, Lyle's attorney. From the looks of things, Mitch

surmised, Baker had been arrested. Was it for Nicole's

death? Mitch wanted to believe that, yet he didn't think it

possible considering what the police had told him this

morning. Regardless, he couldn't keep from smiling.

"Where you going, Russ?"
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Baker stopped, begrudgingly, as if he were doing Mitch

a favor. He acted both bored and impatient. "I could ask you

the same question, Mitch."

Mitch smiled and looked past Baker. He expected the

police to protest, to usher Baker along. Yet they stared

blankly in return, as did the lawyer.

"You're right," Mitch replied to Baker, "but I'd wager

your answer would be a hell of a lot more interesting than

mine."

"Always playing games, huh, Mitch? Sorry I don't have

time to swap stories with you. We'll talk later, okay?"

He winked and took a step before Mitch grabbed his arm.

Instead of shaking free as Mitch expected him to do, Baker,

calm and deliberate, looked down at Mitch's hand, then

slowly turned toward the two men close behind.

"Mr. Wilcox," one said, causing Mitch to release Baker.

"This is a police matter. If you don't mind--"

"I understand," Mitch replied. "Just give me a second.

I want to ask him a question. That's all. It will only take

a minute."

"Make it quick."

"I will." Mitch addressed Baker, who crossed his arms

and tilted his head to one side. His expression--showing no

trace of anger or even interest in what Mitch had to say--

made it hard to believe they had known each other for years.

"Why did you lie to me the night Nicole died? I know she
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wasn't at your house for work. She talked to Janet before

she went there. It was something else, something that upset

her. It had to. The police said she was speeding when she

ran off the road. Both of us know she never broke the speed

limit. So what happened? And don't lie this time."

His show of apathy turning to amused disbelief, Baker

shook his head and laughed. "You're crazy, Mitch. I'm not

talking to you."

Before Baker could move away, Mitch stepped in front of

him. "What's wrong, Baker? You're trying too hard to be

cool. What, did you make a pass, and she turned you down?

Knowing you, you couldn't handle that."

Baker didn't flinch; in fact, he appeared more bored

than ever. Yet he wasn't anxious to leave, either. He seemed

to be thinking of a reply when his lawyer appeared beside

him.

"This is ridiculous," the lawyer complained. "It's

late, Russ. We've got to go."

"No," Baker countered, keeping his eyes on Mitch.

"Someone needs to set him straight."

The lawyer studied Mitch, then turned toward the

police. "You can stop this. Why don't you?"

Holden had moved beside the other two, and all three

made it obvious they didn't appreciate the lawyer's advice.

"Thanks for that astute observation, Counselor," one said.
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"And you're right, it is late. But the man deserves an

answer."

Mitch couldn't wait any longer. "Please, Russ, set me

straight."

"I'm telling you, Russ," the lawyer interrupted, "it

wouldn't be smart right now to--"

"Relax," Baker commanded, this time looking at the

lawyer. "It'll only take a minute." Receiving a reluctant

go-ahead, Baker returned to Mitch with an expression Mitch

had never seen from him before. Betraying no emotion, Baker

could have been looking at a total stranger. "You're right,

we didn't talk about work. Like always, you were the

subject--you and your new contract. I had a new one written

up without the Mexico clause and giving you an option on 
the

final two years. Nicole was so dead set against the

original, I had it changed. I told her about it at the bar,

but she didn't believe me, and she insisted on seeing it.

She wouldn't give up until I agreed to go home and show

her."

Since Baker would have to produce the revision, Mitch

didn't doubt him. It was strange that Baker hadn't told him

about it, but, Mitch admitted, no one had told him about the

first contract. What was important was that he had allowed

Baker to change the subject.

"You didn't answer my question."
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"I lied for Nicole," he explained. "She wanted to tell

you first."

Baker's half-answer rankled Mitch, and he looked around

to gather his thoughts and to fight the desire to deck

Baker. The policemen looked antsy, and Holden showed his

impatience by tapping his watch. From within the stadium

came a burst of crowd noise.

Nicole's guarding a secret sounded plausible--Nicole

liked having her way--but it wasn't enough. For some reason,

he needed to fill the missing pieces of the puzzle leading

up to Nicole's death. Part of him. already mourned Nicole,

yet another part couldn't accept her death without a reason

for it. He didn't expect to ever know the truth. All he

could hope to do was satisfy himself as to what occurred

between Baker and Nicole.

"Russ," Mitch began, struggling to remain calm, "answer

the damn question. What upset her?"

It was Baker's turn to show impatience. "What do you

think? She wanted a guarantee I could get the revision

accepted. I couldn't, and she blew up. Screaming, throwing

shit, I'd never seen her like that. I couldn't calm her

down."

Rather than watch Baker's eyes as he spoke, Mitch

studied the scratch on his neck. It ran from just under his

jaw to the collar of his sport shirt. It was too long and

wide to be caused by a razor or even a pet. Remembering
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Nicole's long fingernails, Mitch nodded at the scratch.

"What about that?"

"What? Oh, this?" Baker, smiling, touched the scratch.

"You think Nicole did this?" He laughed. "You are stressed

out. It happened in my swimming pool. The lady doesn't have

fingernails," Baker said, smiling, "she has claws. You

probably saw her. She was at the funeral."

"If that's all it was, why have you been avoiding me?"

For the first time, Baker showed emotion. His eyes

narrowed, and he pointed at Mitch. "Because I knew you'd

blame me, just like you're doing. You always have to have a

reason for everything. Or an excuse. I didn't kill Nicole.

You didn't either. And she certainly didn't kill herself. It

just happened. You know, accidents do happen. Let it go," he

advised and began walking away, the others following.

After a couple of steps, he stopped and turned back,

causing the others to do the same. Mitch looked at all four

of them. "You can do something for Nicole, though," Baker

said. "If you get Twylight back, don't alienate her again.

Be a father for a change."

Mitch started to reply, to make a comment about Baker's

escorts, but he stopped, deciding it would be foolish.

Besides Baker wasn't worth it. As Mitch watched them make

their way toward the exit, another outburst erupted within

the stadium. Keeping his eyes on Baker, all Mitch could

think about was the gap in his memory of Nicole: the time
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from when he left her to go to Port Arthur until he saw 
her

body at the morgue. Maybe it was guilt--guilt for not taking

her to Port Arthur or for being preoccupied with baseball 
or

for Twylight's running away--but whatever the reason, he

couldn't let go of the mystery of- those missing hours. It

was a memory both dark and empty and one that would drive

him crazy if he didn't replace it with a positive one.

Time, he told himself. That was all he needed--time

alone, away from the worry of pitching and contract

negotiations and free of wasteful distractions such 
as Baker

and Grimes. But what about Twylight? What if he lost her,

too? He remembered walking into their empty house and

feeling as if all the years living with Nicole and Twylight

had been a dream. He could remember clearly, even hear their

voices in the empty rooms, but the memories didn't feel part

of him. They were unreal, and he hated himself for that

because of his memories of baseball. He could think back to

games and actually relive them--remember everything, even

the smallest detail, and experience again the fine high of

triumph. Yet as rich as those memories were, he knew they

could never satisfy his need for what he had lost.

He turned away and quickly closed the gap between

himself and Holden, who stood at the elevator. Acting

embarrassed, Holden avoided Mitch's eyes and pressed the

down button.
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NOWHERE TO HIDE

The instant the door to Hardin's office closed behind

him, Mitch wanted out. The air in the small office was so

hot and stale that he felt as if he had walked into a

steamroom. Blinking and straining for air, he took note of

the four men staring at him. Michaels sat behind Hardin's

desk, and to his left, Broussard stood braced against the

wall. Mitch didn't recognize the two men seated to Michaels'

right. Both wore suits, but they wore them differently. The

man closest to Michaels was well-pressed with styled hair, a

faint tan, and a look of importance. The other, needing a

dry cleaners and a shave, picked at his teeth.

"Jesus, Mitch," Michaels exclaimed, "you look like

shit. Sit down before you fall down."

He eased into a metal folding chair placed directly in

front of the desk. After finding a comfortable position,

closed his eyes and drew in a long, steadying breath.

Exhaling, he looked directly at Michaels, who, as if

following a script, swallowed his smug lawyer's smile.

"Sorry it had to happen this way," Michaels said, "but

you were told not to go to Chicago."

"Indeed," piped up Broussard.

424
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Although stung by Broussard's barb, Mitch held hard 
on

Michaels. "First of all, Rick, save your lectures for

rookies. Second," he paused to flick sweat off his eyebrows,

"what's this all about? And what are we doing down here?"

Michaels tried to smile but came off looking like a

madman. "That's what I like about you, Mitch. No bullshit.

That's good, because we don't have time for any." He sat up

in the large, leather chair so that he was even higher above

Mitch than before. "We're down here because my office and

the private box are occupied. As for the first part of your

question, well," he pointed to his left, "you already know

Lieutenant Broussard of the DEA." Mitch nodded. "This

gentleman," and he gestured to his immediate right, "is

Bruce Hollingsworth of the league office. The other," he

said, motioning around Hollingsworth, "is Lieutenant

Blackburn, Dallas Police."

After returning their nods, Mitch straightened, yet

before he could speak, Michaels hastened, "Before you ask

any questions, let me finish. You were brought here as a

material witness in a criminal investigation, as well as an

investigation by Major League Baseball. Other players were

questioned before the game, but these gentlemen stayed 
to

talk to you." Having added new sweat to old, he sighed and

leaned back. ""One more thing. You could request a lawyer,

but in case you've forgotten, I am one."
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"I don't need a lawyer," Mitch said, now more curious

than uncomfortable or angry. "Ask away," he said to no one

in particular.

The only response was the sound of Lt. Blackburn

clearing his throat. He had the look of a man who wanted to

be somewhere else; probably, Mitch thought, someplace that

served beer.

"Just so you know, Mitch," Blackburn said, "I'm the one

who had the warrant served on you." He registered Mitch's

response, then crossed his legs. "Although we're informal

here, I want to remind you to be completely honest. What you

say now you may have to repeat in court." He paused again,

this time to tug on his already loosened tie. "Since we

don't have much time, I'll skip the preliminaries. What's

your relationship with Joe Martin?"

The name came out of left field. "Joe?" Broussard

nodded. "Well, I guess we're friends, sort of. Mainly, you

could say he's my bartender."

"Have you done any business with him?"

"I buy a lot of drinks at his bar."

He looked tiredly at Mitch. "We have record of a ten

thousand loan you made to Mr. Martin two years ago. The

funny this is, there was no interest attached and no terms

for repayment."

"One year," Mitch corrected. The absurdity of the

question--really, the entire situation--would have been
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amusing on any other day. "Joe opened a bar in Fort Worth

about a year ago. He needed some quick cash before the loan

kicked in. I knew he was good for it, but Joe insisted my

accountant check his books. They were solid, of course, and

I went along with it because it was a short-term deal.

Matter of fact, I was going to hit Joe up for it after the

season."

Blackburn,, who acted as if he hadn't been listening,

replied, "Who's your accountant?"

"What does that matter?" His voice too loud,-he

reminded himself to relax. "What's going on? Is Joe is some

sort of trouble?"

"Mitch," Blackburn exhaled, "this will go a whole lot

faster if Iask the questions."

"And I'll answer them," Mitch said. "All I want is an

explanation. I deserve that."

"You do," he conceded. "And you'll get it. Just bear

with us for a couple of minutes. That's all we ask."

"Fine," Mitch replied, and he slumped into the chair.

"My accountant's Russell Baker, one of the owners of this

team."

"Did he approve of the loan?"

"No," Mitch replied. "But most accountants wouldn't."

"I can imagine," Blackburn muttered. "So why'd you do

it? Fort Worth doesn't need another bar that bad."
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Mitch shrugged. "He needed the money. I had some on

hand, and he promised a good return on my investment. It was

that simple."

"That's all I wanted to know."

Silence followed as Blackburn looked at the other men.

Wincing from the heat, Mitch shifted positions and waited,

wondering who would take the next pot shot.

"Mr. Wilcox?" It was Hollingsworth, and Mitch faced

him. Unruffled, his head tilted slightly back, he reminded

Mitch of a loan officer at a bank. "Can I call you Mitch?

I've seen you pitch so many times, I feel like I know you."

Mitch nodded. "Good. I'm here because the league's very

concerned about Mr. Martin's relationships with several

players, not just you. Did you know Mr. Martin is a

convicted felon and served time for racketeering?"

Seeking comfort, Mitch stretched out, sliding his feet

under the desk. "I heard he was in prison for a little

while. It had something to do with horse racing."

"Yes," Hollingsworth nodded, "as well as making book on

professional sports, including baseball."

"I didn't know that."

"But you were friends."

"I said sort of."

Hollingsworth cleared his throat. "Even if you weren't

friends, can't you see how even the most casual association
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with Mr. Martin, given your profession, might raise

questions."

The way he said "profession" made Mitch sit up. "Well,

then, let me give you some answers. Joe and I talk about a

lot of things, including baseball. For all I know he might

even bet on baseball. He never said, and I never asked him.

But you can count on this: I never told him one. thing he

could use to his advantage if he is gambling. It's a rule of

mine, mainly because of the very thing you're concerned

about. I don't talk about teammates or other players with

anyone. No, wait," he said, holding up his hand. "I have, or

I used to, with one person--my wife."

It was difficult to talk about Nicole, and he took a

deep breath while Hollingsworth swiped at something on his.

pants. "I believe you," said Hollingsworth, who brushed at

his pants once more, then looked up. "What we don't

understand is why you'd loan ten thousand dollars, interest-

free, to someone like Mr. Martin."

His temper beginning to stir, Mitch told himself to be

calm, recount the facts and get out of there. "The way you

put it, maybe it wasn't the wisest thing to do. But I assure

you there were no strings attached. I wasn't into Joe for

anything."

"What if," Hollingsworth proposed, "he needed the cash

to cover a gambling debt or to buy drugs?"
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"Drugs?" Mitch said. "You sure slipped that in real

nice. "What are you getting at?"

"It's just a question," he said too quickly for Mitch's

taste. "Do you have an answer?"

"The same one. If he's gambling, it's news to me. And I

sure as hell don't think he'd screw around with drugs."

Believing the gambling issue a dead one and wondering

where they would take the subject of drugs, Mitch rose and

walked to the window. The vacant locker room spread out

before him. Rundown and empty, it looked pitiful, like a

warehouse, a seldom used one. He wished it were packed, busy

with loud voices and movement. Taking his time, he turned

and leaned against the window, seeking out Michaels.

"What's going on, Rick? I haven't done anything out of

line, and you know it. He," and he nodded at Hollingsworth,

"does too, or he should, if he's worth what the league's

paying him. This can't be why I was hauled back to Dallas.

It better not be."

A faint knock at the door drew Michaels' eyes to it.

"Yes," he said.

The door swung open, followed fast by Gene Stein, an

assistant coach. He caught his breath before he spoke.

"Sorry, Rick, but Hardin sent me." His eyes cut to Mitch.

"Kansas City tied it. We're just coming to bat, but it might

go extra innings. If it does, Hardin wanted to know if he

can use Mitch."
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Michaels glared at Stein as if he personally had

allowed Kansas City to tie the game. "What are you doing up

here? Why didn't you call?"

"I couldn't. Hardin was talking to the bullpen. So," he

said, impatient, "what do I tell him?"

Michaels sighed and studied Mitch. Mitch stared back,

noncommittal, trying to suppress the nervous uproar in his

stomach and reminding himself he wasn't in any shape to

pitch. As if he knew exactly what Mitch was thinking,

Michaels let him stew a moment before he addressed Stein.

"If he still needs Mitch, tell Hardin to call back in five

minutes."

"Right." Stein backed out and closed the door softly.

"All right," Michaels announced, "let's get this

overwith." He turned to his right. "Bruce, are you through?"

"For now," -he replied, keeping his eyes on Mitch, who

had returned to the chair.

As Michaels turned to his left, Broussard spoke. "First

of all," he announced, "I could bust you for leaving the

state. I won't, though, only because it's not worth the

paper work."

Mitch, having bit on Broussard's tired routine once,

wasn't about to wander blindly into his kitchen again. He

smiled to let him know that. "If it's not worth the trouble,

why am I here? So far, I could have phoned this in from

Chicago."
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Broussard crossed his arms and dropped his smile.

"Since your time is so precious, we'll play ball, so to

speak. Have you seen any of your teammates use illegal

drugs?"

Mitch shifted, trying to be comfortable but finding it

impossible. "On this team?" Broussard nodded. "No, not while

I've been here. But I rarely see most of the players away

from the park.",

"Have you heard of any doing drugs?"

"No," he lied, "no names." He gladly would have named

any player who was heavily into drugs. Lying, though, was

preferable to possibly damaging someone by repeating second-

and third-hand stories of occasional drug use. "Like I said,

I don't associate with most of the players, especially the

younger ones. But drugs are available, I'm sure. There are

always people around, you know, the types who'll do

anything, and provide anything, to feel like they're friends

of ballplayers. So there's probably no doubt some players do

a little grass or cocaine sometimes, but you could say the

same thing about people in any profession."

Broussard put a foot on the chair and leaned on his

leg. "Let's stick to baseball. What about any players or

anybody connected with the team dealing drugs? Has anyone

offered to give or sell you drugs?"

"Sure. You name it, and it's been offered to me. They

were strangers, though, people I met at parties. But it
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hasn't happened for quite a while, mainly because I avoid

situations where it could."

Shaking his head, Broussard straddled the chair and sat

down. "What about people you can't avoid, like teammates.

Any of them ever sell any drugs? Or do any of your

teammates--or players on any other team, for that matter--

hang out with people known to have a ready supply of drugs?"

Although he had tried to dodge the subject of Grimes,

Mitch knew he couldn't avoid it any longer. To buy time, he

looked at Michaels. Slouched, chin propped on his hands, he

looked weary and bored.

"Maybe," Mitch said to Broussard. "What I mean is, I'm

not sure. I just have a strong suspicion that a teammate's

selling."

"How strong?"

"I haven't actually seen him," Mitch said, "and no

one's told me he is. So I could be way off-base. But from

what he's said to me, and the way he said it, I believe he's

either doing the selling or he knows who is."

"Does he have a name?" Broussard said, smirking. "Or

are we supposed to guess?"

"Casey Grimes. I talked to him three, no, two nights

ago about why my daughter and Lyle went to Port Arthur. He

told me--"

"That's okay," Broussard ordered. "We know about

Grimes. Anyone else?"
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"No," Mitch shot back. "What do you know about Grimes?"

"What about Russell Baker?" Broussard said.

!'I want to know about Grimes," Mitch countered.

"Tell me about Baker. You're friends, right?"

Mitch leaned back and put his hands behind his head.

"He does some work for Grimes, and his lawyer was

representing Lyle. That's pretty damned suspicious, but

other than that, I couldn't say." He sat up and stared hard

at Broussard. "You tell me. I just saw Baker with a police

escort. You obviously know more than I do."

Broussard turned to Michaels. "I'm through."

"I'm not," Mitch snapped, directing his anger at

Michaels. He stood, and Michaels leaned back. "I deserve

some answers, dammit. Like, why am I here? This could have

been done anytime. You knew I was coming back tomorrow.

And," Mitch pointed at Michaels, "don't give me any bullshit

about this being a criminal investigation and you can't tell

me anything. I've told you everything I know. So, Rick, it's

your turn. What's this--"

The phone rang. On the second ring, Michaels picked up

the receiver. "That was a quick five minutes." He listened

with his eyes on Mitch. "Fine, you're the damn manager. Do

it. But don't call again. I will, when we're through."

"Damn," he muttered as he put down the receiver. His

eyes moved from the phone to Mitch. "Can you throw?"

"Now?"
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"Hell yes, now. There's one out and we're into the

bottom of our order. Grimes took himself out, and if it goes

into extra innings, all Hardin has left is starters. Pyle's

warming up now, but Hardin swears he needs you just in

case."

Mitch began to search his pockets for cigarettes,

realized he didn't have any, and looked at Blackburn and

Hollinsgworth. "Either of you have a cigarette?" Both shook

their heads, and Mitch turned to Michaels. "If Hardin needs

me, I guess I can. But I'm not going anywhere until I get

some answers."

Michaels acted as if Mitch asked how he should grip a

cut fastbaLl. "I'm not doing the investigation," he said,

holding up his hands. "Someone else will have to help you."

Movement to his left redirected Mitch's glare to

Blackburn. "I'll be brief," the lieutenant said. "We needed

you here in person for several reasons, all of which I know

you won't repeat to anyone." He paused for effect, then

continued. "Joe Martin has been arrested for several things,

including making book on baseball. As far as your loan to

him, I'm not reading anything into it. It wasn't the

smartest thing you could do, but I believe it was just that-

-a loan. Major League Baseball," he paused, glancing to his

left, "might see it differently, but that's his concern, not

mine.
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"I do, though," he continued, his tone less casual and

more official sounding, "want to talk with you more about

the questions Officer Broussard raised. Not now, of course.

Tomorrow morning, maybe. I'll call to let you know. You will

be home, right?"

Mitch nodded, making sure to show he was unamused with

the cop humor.

"Good," he replied, flashing an ironic smile. "I can't

tell you much about Mr. Baker. He isn't under arrest, if

that's what you thought. He just went downtown to make a

statement. An agent for one of the Kansas City players was

arrested this afternoon. Possession with intent to sell

cocaine. He had a suitcase full of coke under his bed, and

Mr. Baker was one of several people who visited the man

today at his hotel room. A couple of others are your

teammates. He's -their agent also, but I'm sure you can see

why we have plenty of questions to ask a lot of people."

Mitch waited for more from Blackburn, but he settled

back into his chair and his pensive nonchalance. "Is that

it?" Mitch said.

"For now," Blackburn replied. "I'll probably know more

tomorrow."

"Why tomorrow?" Mitch demanded. He stood up and moved

behind his chair. "I'm sure you can tell me a hell of a lot

more right now. Like, did this guy say anything about Baker

or any of the players? Did he sell any of the drugs? Was
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anybody else arrested? And what about Grimes? Was he one of

them? Why is it nobody wants to talk about Grimes?"

Impatient with Blackburn's blank stare, he turned to

Michaels, who shrugged and looked at his watch. Mitch stared

at Michaels, trying to think of something to say--a last

word that would give him some satisfaction--before he

instructed Michaels to tell Hardin he could be in uniform,

warmed up and ready to pitch in fifteen minutes.

"Grimes was working for us."

It was Broussard who spoke up, and Mitch took a step

toward him. "Grimes? Working for you? How? And why?"

Broussard leaned against the wall and crossed his arms

over his chest. "Just so you won't hassle Grimes anymore,

I'll tell you this much. He's been helping us for a couple

of months. We've gotten information from him and from other

players, from several different teams. With their help, we

were able to bust the player agent. But since that's not the

end of the investigation, don't even think about discussing

this with anyone, especially Grimes. If you do and it gets

back to me, you will need a lawyer, a damn good one."

Mitch ignored the threat. He didn't care how many more

agents or players would be arrested for drugs. Baker and

Joe, even the prospect of pitching in a few minutes, were

unimportant. All he could think about was what Broussard had

conveniently left out.
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"You knew then, beforehand," Mitch said to Broussard,

"why Lyle went to Port Arthur. And," he continued, slowly,

with an even tone, "since you knew that, you probably knew

my daughter was with him."

Broussard nodded slowly. He seemed neither embarrassed

nor apologetic for what he had done. Mitch couldn't think of

what to do or say. The closest thing to him was a chair, and

he grabbed it and threw it against the wall. It banged

against the cement near Broussard, and he jumped back,

startled, glaring at Mitch.

"Mitch," Michaels cautioned. He was standing up,

prepared to race around his desk should Mitch charge

Broussard. "Cool off, now. He was just doing his job."

"Job?" Mitch scoffed. "If he hadn't screwed up, my

daughter would ,be home right now. And my wife wouldn't--" He

stopped himself and glared at Michaels. "Did you know about

this?"

Michaels appeared insulted. "No, of course not. I'm

just as surprised as you are." He locked a stern look on

Broussard. "But I should have known." For effect, Michaels

held his stare for a couple of seconds. "Mitch," he offered,

turning to him with a forced look of concern, "I'm sorry

about this, about everything that's happened the past few

days. Go home and try to relax. The hell with pitching;

Hardin will have to make do. That's what he's paid for."
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Mitch stood there, silent, preoccupied by a strange

thought that came upon him as he listened to Michaels.

Because of their relationship, Mitch didn't buy into

Michaels' show of concern. He didn't want it, and he

resented Michaels for pretending to care when he only really

wanted to solve a problem. They were the words of a general

manager, of someone doing his job, and any honest feelings--

if indeed there were any--were directed at managing one of

the ballplayers.

That, in itself, didn't bother Mitch; he had learned to

distinguish true emotion from a coach or front-office type

way back in the minor leagues. What bothered him, what had

knocked the life out of him, was the ugly realization of

what he had become. As he listened, and now as he looked at

Michaels awaiting an answer, Mitch imagined how Nicole and

Twylight must have come to view him. Instead of seeing a man

who was a husband and father, they were forced to deal with

a ballplayer who did fatherly things. Their anger and

frustration and eventually their flight--both emotional and

physical--sprang from what he had become. A fake.

Mitch let his eyes drift from Michaels to the other

three. Far from angry, he was calm and alert and believed,

no knew, that he was seeing clearly for the first time in

quite a while. He didn't hate them or even pity them; they

didn't matter to him at all. Hot again, the room closing in,

Mitch told Michaels he would be ready to pitch in fifteen
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minutes. He turned his back, walked on shaky legs to the

door, opened it, and shut it behind him.

* * *

Assaulted by the frenzied blare of fifty thousand

people and urged by the umpire to pitch, Mitch balked at

going into his stretch. He called for time-out and stepped

off the mound to get a better look at the commotion in the

Stars' dugout. Hardin and Michaels had been arguing, both of

them pointing toward the mound, and now Michaels was trying

to restrain Hardin from coming onto the field. Just when it

appeared Hardin would hit Michaels, some players separated

them, and Hardin leapt up the steps and signalled for

timeout as he crossed the first base line.

A breathless Hardin and the catcher, Jackson, reached

the mound at the same time. An awkward silence ensued as

Hardin, uncharacteristically at a loss for words, armed

sweat from his face and fiddled with his hat. As Jackson

kicked at the dirt, Mitch checked on the umpire. He stood on

the plate, scowling, hands on his hips.

His hat in place, Hardin blurted out, "Damn, somebody

say something."

"Okay," Mitch said. "Why were you and Michaels going at

it in the dugout?"

Acting as if he didn't hear Mitch, Hardin turned on

Jackson. "Hoss, what the hell's the problem? Don't we know

how to pitch this batter?"
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"The hell if I know," Jackson snapped. "Ask Mitch. He's

the one who threw two pitches, then stuck the ball up his

ass."

"I was watching you," Mitch said to Hardin. "It isn't

every day a manager and GM stage a wrestling match during a

game."

"It's your job to pitch," Hardin lectured, "not to

monitor the dugout."

Out of the corner of his eye, Mitch noticed that the

umpire had moved in front of the plate. His facemask was

off, and he had his hands on his hips. The crowd noise had

fallen to a murmur. "Then let me pitch, Hardin. I'm ready."

"One more thing," Hardin said, his voice soft and face

strained by what Mitch recognized as his fatherly look.

Mitch's body went slack. "The Chicago police called. They

found your daughter."

"What?" The word echoed in Mitch's head. "Why'd you

waste all this time? When'd they call? Is she all right?"

"She's fine," Hardin asserted. "Just take it easy. They

said she's tired and hungry, but she's okay. They'll keep

her in Chicago tonight, then bring her home tomorrow."

"Okay," came the umpire's voice, "break it up." He

stood midway between home and the mound. "Hardin," he

ordered, "either call another pitcher or get back to the

dugout."

Hardin waved at the ump. "We're almost through."
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The umpire stepped forward. "Now, Rhodes."

Hardin gave Mitch an apologetic look, then acknowledged

the umpire. "Relax. I'm leaving."

"Wait, Hardin," Mitch demanded. "When did they call?"

"A few minutes ago," Hardin replied, his eyes darting

from Mitch to the umpire. "I would've been out sooner, but

Michaels wanted to wait until between innings. I told him

you could keep your head. Can you? We need you. Bad. But if

you can't pitch, tell me now. Don't try to be a hero and

screw this up. Tell me, can you go? If you can't, Munoz is

ready."

"Mitch," the umpire yelled, "that goes for you, too.

Let's play ball, now."

Mitch faced the umpire, now a few paces behind Jackson.

"This is a family emergency. Just thirty seconds, Jack.

That's all I need."

He shook his head. "We've got a game to play. If you

need more time, take it into the dugout."

Knowing the alternative would be ejection from the

game, Mitch tossed the ball to a shocked Jackson and took a

few steps toward the dugout. He stopped when he noticed

Hardin wasn't following him. Hardin, stunned, his mouth

open, stood where Mitch had left him. "Come on, Hardin. I

want to talk to Twylight."

"You can't." Hardin walked to Mitch. "I mean, you can,

but not now. They were getting her something to eat and then
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taking her to a hotel. That's not for another," he paused,

checking his watch, "half hour."

"Do you know the hotel?" Mitch asked.

"Yeah, well Rick does."

"Let's go, then."

When Mitch turned toward the dugout, he ran into

Jackson. "You'll have to go through me," Jackson challenged.

"I don't want to kick your butt again, Jackson," Mitch

said.

Just as Jackson dropped his mitt and mask, the umpire

wedged between them. Hardin moved in and restrained Jackson,

and the umpire pointed a finger in Mitch's face. "I'm not

warning you again, Wilcox. If you're leaving, get the hell

off the field. If not, get your butt back on the mound."

By walking out now, Mitch knew it would be his last

game. The Stars wouldn't honor his new contract, or else

they would buy it out, and no other team would touch him.

That sounded fine to him. He was tired of dealing with front

office types who knew nothing about the game and, worse yet,

players who didn't care about it. And he was fed up with

umpires. Having never been thrown out, and knowing this was

his last chance, he decided to make the most of it.

"Dammit, Mitch." Jackson, who had been released by

Hardin, moved around the umpire. "I know what you're doing.

You're pissed at Michaels because of what he did. I'd hate

the bastard too, but don't dump on the whole team just to
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get back at him. Get this guy first, then make your call."

He gripped Mitch's arm. "Just get us out of the inning. You

owe us that much."

The passion in Jackson's voice and the hunger in his

eyes reminded Mitch of why he still played the game. He held

out his glove. "Give me the ball."

"Here," Hardin said and tossed it to Mitch.

"In case you've forgotten, gentlemen," the umpire said,

"there are runners on second and third and two outs. The

count is one and one." He started toward home plate but

stopped and stared at Mitch. "One more delay, Wilcox, and

you're gone." He wheeled and lumbered toward home.

"Give 'em, hell," Hardin said.

"Shut up, Hardin," Mitch said. "Just get the hotel's

number from Michaels."

He made an exaggerated salute, then walking backward to

the dugout, he ordered the players back to their positions

and clapped and shouted words of encouragement. After

surveying the field, Jackson moved in close to Mitch and

held up his mitt so that the runners couldn't see his mouth.

"This guy's sitting on your fastball, so don't even

think about throwing it. I'm going to set up regular, but

throw a slider hard on his fists. Then come back with your

screwgie. And make damn sure it drops. If it's flat, he'll

kill it. Okay." He brought down his mitt. "You ready?"

He struggled to speak. "Of course."
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"Just checking." Although Jackson didn't appear

convinced, he slapped Mitch's butt. Then he signalled the

number of outs to the fielders and jogged back to his

position.

The crowd, which had settled into a restless quiet,

steadily raised its voice. When the umpire yelled, "Play

Ball," Mitch, who had moved behind the mound, let the resin

bag drop to the dirt, took a deep breath and sauntered up to

the rubber. The batter dug in, his glare locked on Mitch.

Jackson ran through a series of meaningless signs to decoy

the runner at second. Mitch nodded, although he never really

saw the signs.

He was thinking about Twylight and wondering what he

would say. Should he tell her about Nicole or wait until he

could tell her in person? Although she deserved to know, he

wanted to be able to look her in the eye and to comfort her.

And he could see himself telling her, seeing her cry, and he

could feel her shaking as he hugged her and stroked her

hair. He could hear himself assuring her it was all right,

that he would always be there for her. But would Twylight

believe him? Would she pull away? God knows, she had reason

not to trust him.

As he had said, Jackson set up inside, and Mitch bore

all his attention on the mitt. After checking the runners,

he made a shortened leg kick and released the ball with a

hard snap of his wrist. The second he released it, he knew
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he had overthrown it. The ball bored toward the middle of

the plate even with the batter's knees. Yet it didn't break

far enough inside. There was a crack like a rifle shot, and

the ball streaked on a line over the third baseman's head.

Mitch stood erect and followed the flight of the ball.

Although it couldn't have been hit any harder, never getting

more than twenty feet off the ground, it seemed to move in

slow motion. It floated as if on a string, then the thread

was cut, the ball arched slowly downward toward the left-

field corner. If it stayed fair, it would be at least a

double and both runners could walk home. Mitch watched as it

drifted to the left and landed on the warning track just

inches outside the foul line.

As the crowd sounded a massive sigh, Mitch felt himself

relax. His nervousness flowed down and out of him like water

until he was drained of all emotion. Coming out from behind

home, Jackson yelled at Mitch to settle down before he threw

him a another ball. Mitch caught it, turned his back to the

plate and began rubbing the ball as he let his eyes drift

around the field.

Although familiar, the park had a look and feel about

it he had never noticed before. Rather than seeing just a

teeming mass of color when he scanned the outfield

bleachers, he made out individual faces. The linescore and

the game results on the scoreboard were mere numbers,

signifying nothing. Robinson looked small and lonely
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standing alone in the outfield. Patches of brown dotted the

outfield grass. The shortstop, Ripley, his uniform front

soiled, spat in his glove and tugged at this crotch.

"Let's go, Mitch," Ripley spat again. "While we're

young." After a final look, Mitch ascended the mound and

straddled the rubber. The scene lay out like a complete

picture--the wide bank of fans, Jackson going into the

crouch, the batter and umpire preparing for the pitch. When,

in response to Jackson's signals, Mitch shook his head, the

catcher hesitated, confused, then went between his legs and

dropped down his middle finger.

Mitch nodded and went into his stretch. He looked at

the runners, but he wasn't thinking about them or

concentrating on his motion. As he looked back to the plate,

he located the target, but what consumed him, what tore at

and destroyed his concentration, was the image of his

picture with Nicole and Twylight at the ballpark. The bottom

dropped out of his stomach, and in raced a terrible

loneliness that blurred his vision and almost buckled his

knees, and he suddenly found himself confronted with a level

of fear he had never known. He felt alone, like he didn't

belong on the mound, had never pitched in his life, and he

wondered if he could muster the energy to throw the ball.

Just throw it, he told himself. Trust your instincts.

A tear at the edge of his eye, he kicked, glanced at the

target, then looked down as he put everything he had into
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the fastball. He was looking at the ground when he heard the

pop of Jackson's mitt and the bark of the umpire.

His eyes on the dugout, Mitch ran through the oncoming

rush of noise and stopped in front of Hardin, who stood on

the top step with his hand extended. Mitch ignored it.

"Where's the phone number?"

If it hadn't been for Hardin's uniform, Mitch might not

have recognized him. Gone was the fire in his eyes and the

red of his cheeks. He looked old and tired, his entire body

showing defeat. Hardin reached mechanically into his back

pocket and handed Mitch a piece of paper. "After you call,"

he said in a near whisper, "come back down. I hope we don't,

but we might need you."

Mitch leaned in so he would have to say it only once.

"Get somebody else. I'm going to Chicago."

"Now?" It sounded more like a statement than a

question. "'The game's almost over."

Mitch handed him his glove. "I did my job. I've got a

pilot friend who owes me a favor." He left Hardin standing

there, and sought out Grimes, who sat near the door to the

clubhouse. Leaning inside the door were Michaels and

Broussard.

Grimes, although confused by Mitch's extended hand,

shook it. "'Hell of a job, Grimes."

Grimes returned a cautious smile. "You, too."
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After shaking the next player's hand, Mitch stopped in

front of Michaels, who now blocked the door. Broussard stood

behind him. "Nice going, Mitch," Michaels said.

Mitch motioned for Michaels to move. "Excuse me, Rick."

"Sure," he replied but didn't let Mitch pass. "Where

you going?"

Only when Mitch reached to push him out of the way did

Michaels turn to the side. Mitch brushed past him and

stopped in beside Broussard. "I heard about my daughter,"

Mitch said. "Is she all right?"

"She's fine," Broussard replied. "They found her in an

apartment. She was tied up, but she wasn't hurt. The girl

who kidnapped her and two other men were arrested for trying

to sell the coke. The girl told them where they could find

your daughter."

"I'm going up there," Mitch said.

"She'll be back here tomorrow," Broussard offered.

"I can't wait that long."

"Chicago?" Michaels broke in. "Bullshit."

He looked at Broussard, who turned to Mitch and

shrugged. Mitch nodded and began walking up the narrow

hallway to the locker room.

"Mitch. Dammit, Mitch!" Mitch could tell Michaels was

making his way up the hall. But he didn't slow down and had

no intention of looking back. "Mitch, get your butt back

here."
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"Let him go," Broussard said.

"Don't tell me what to do." After a pause, Michaels

yelled, "Mitch, if you leave now, you're through. You hear

me? You're through. Mitch? Mitch? . .


